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ABSTRACT
In 2015, Europe experienced the most significant refugees’ outbreak in modern
history. Millions of displaced persons crossed the external borders of the European
Union. Some of the EU member states represented and handled the outbreak as an
opportunity. Some others framed and dealt with the migratory pressures as a
security threat.
The designation of an issue as an existential threat to a referent object constitutes a
security speech act. According to the Copenhagen School of Security Studies, when
extraordinary measures and the acceptance of the audience follow a security speech
act, then we observe successful securitization.
Motivated by the desire to examine the securitization of the refugee crisis in Europe,
from a Copenhagen School’s perspective, I performed a thorough assessment of the
relevant literature which brought into the light a research gap. Despite the
persistence of the Copenhagen School’s scholars to underline the importance of
their analytical framework’s ‘audience acceptance’ component, most of the
securitization literature focuses on the other two components of a successful
securitization: the security speech act and the emergency action. As a result, the
audience
acceptance
component
suffers
from
under-theorization,
underdevelopment, and under-assessment.
To enhance the analytical potential of the Copenhagen School’s theorem, I develop
two methodological novelties —the Triangulation Method of Audience
Identification and the Comprehensive Securitization Empirical Framework. The
first guarantees the accurate identification of the securitization audience. The
second classifies ten different forms of securitization based on the presence or
absence of the three securitization components and on the placement of the
‘audience acceptance’ within the securitization’s timeline.
To demonstrate the applicability of the novel analytical tools, I test them on the
securitization of the European refugee crisis. To support my findings, I perform a
comparative case study of five case studies: Greece, Poland, Hungary, Germany,
and the EU. To draw my conclusions, I consult thousands of official statements,
hundreds of surveys and opinion polls, dozens of relevant books and peer-reviewed
articles and several in-person interviews with renowned decision-makers.
The outcomes of the research suggest that, in the case of the European refugee
crisis, the primary targeted audience was the general public. However, the opinion
of the general public about the designation of the existential threat and about the
necessity of the extraordinary measures’ adoption was rarely considered after the
utterance of the security speech acts. In most of the cases, the securitizing actors
assessed the feelings of the general public before uttering the speech acts. The
findings of this research also indicate that the higher the negativity of the general
public towards immigrants and refugees, the most likely the political elites to
perform a security speech act and to resort to emergency action. Despite the
indisputable impact of the public opinion, the final decision about the securitization
of the refugee crisis belongs to the political actors.
Keywords: Refugee Crisis, Securitization Theory, Copenhagen School, European
Union, Migration.
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION
Background
Some events leave their indelible marks in the pages of history. Such an
important event was for the European Union (EU), the outbreak of the refugee crisis
in 2015. Being forced to leave their households because of wars, persecutions and
economic struggles, hundreds of thousands of immigrants from Africa, the Middle
East and Asia attempted to cross the external EU borders, searching for a better and
more secure future. The numbers of persons aiming to step on the European soil
increased significantly in the summer of 2015 and ‘skyrocketed’ after October of
the same year. As if the EU did not have enough challenges to deal with, a series of
fatal terrorist attacks across Europe began to take place also in 2015.
The concurrence of the refugee crisis with the terrorist attacks across Europe
affected the manner by which the EU member states and the EU Institutions dealt
with immigration. It also influenced the way the political elites of Europe framed
immigrants and the feelings of the European public about immigration. More and
more of the EU member states approached immigration as a security threat rather
than a simple displacement of populations from one area of the world to another.
From a political science point of view, the process by which a topic that
under normal circumstances does not raise any security concerns becomes a
security issue, and is dealt as such, is called securitization. Several ‘schools of
thought’ have developed frameworks for analysing such ‘securitization’ instances.
The most prominent of these ‘schools’ is the Copenhagen School of Security
Studies (CSSS), the theorists of which developed the securitization analytical
framework or, as it is commonly mentioned, the securitization theorem.
Copenhagen School’s securitization theorem suggests that a securitization occurs
when “by means of an argument about the priority of an existential threat, the
securitizing actor [manages] to break free of procedures or rules he should
otherwise be bound by” (Buzan et al., 1998, p. 25).
This research is motivated by the identification of two gaps in the current
securitization and migration literature. On the one hand, by September 2016, when
the synthesis of this study began, no scholar had applied the CSSS’ securitization
theorem on the European refugee crisis. Considering that migration constitutes one
1

of the most common topics of securitization, exposing the extent to which the
2015’s refugee crisis was securitized either at the EU member states’ level or the
supranational EU level, could possibly reveal a high degree of contradiction
between the approaches to immigration by the member states of the EU.
On the other hand, and most importantly, the investigation of the current
securitization literature brought into the light the problematic imbalance on the
examination of a successful securitization’s components. The authors of
Copenhagen School’s securitization theorem singled out three of its components as
essential for the success of a securitization: (1) the existential threats, (2) the
emergency actions, and (3) the acceptance by the audience (Buzan et al., 1998, p.
26). The current securitization literature focuses predominantly on the investigation
of the securitizing actors, the security speech acts, and the securitization measures.
The audience acceptance component has been only marginally outlined, examined,
analysed, or even theorized. Who constitutes the targeted audience of the
securitizing actors? What proportion of this targeted audience acceptance is
considered as significant for the securitization move to be successful? Is it indeed
essential for the securitizing actors to obtain the consent of the targeted audience
for the performed securitization to be considered as successful? Is it possible that
the securitizing actors target simultaneously at more than one audience with their
security speech acts? Questions like these are, to a great extent, insufficiently
addressed in the current literature.
Studying all the three components of the securitization of migration at the
European Union and its member states amid the ongoing refugee crisis not only
would reveal whether immigration was indeed securitized but also would underline
the actual response and contribution of the targeted audience(s) to the overall
securitization process. Furthermore, the study of the audience acceptance
component of securitization theory would shed light on the theorization ‘gaps’
related to it and would encourage the initiation of further studies. The following
paragraphs elaborate more on the identified ‘gaps’ and how this thesis addresses
them. Before carrying on, it is important to provide some definitions of the key
terms that are used throughout this thesis.

2

Key Terms
For the purposes of this thesis, the term ‘refugee crisis’ is utilized
interchangeably with ‘immigration crisis’ and ‘migration crisis’. Although the
meaning of the words is considered the same, the expression ‘refugee crisis’ will
be used mostly. This is because the EU frequently uses the term ‘refugee crisis’ to
describe the situation. Although not everyone who seeks refuge at the European
Union is offered international protection at the end, the EU Institutions refer to the
recent migration outbreak as ‘refugee crisis’ in their official documents. When
references to ‘Europe’ or ‘European soil’ are made, they do not refer to entire
Europe. They only mean the territory of Europe occupied by the European Union’s
member states.
With regards to the terms defining the securitization process, security
speech act and securitizing move have the same meaning. They cover the utterances
through which the securitizing actors alarm their audience(s) about the imminence
of existential threats and propose emergency actions. Yet, there is a difference
between the securitizing move and the security speech act. The latter, in most of the
cases, it consists of a speech, statement, interview of a securitizing actor who
alleges the presence of an existential threat. The securitizing moves, though, consist
of more than mere utterances. Messages on street signs, pictures and videos,
caricatures and other forms of communication may also constitute securitizing
moves. ‘Securitizer’ stands for the securitizing actor, the actor who designates
migration as an existential threat and recommends exceptional measures to deal
with it.
The text of this thesis contains the terms immisceptic, immiscepticism and
immifriendly. The first two describe a situation of scepticism towards immigration
or refugees. Scepticism is different from fear. The European people seemed to be
more sceptical rather than scared about the refugees’ outbreak. Immifriendly is a
term that described the generally positive attitude of a population towards
immigration.

The Research Gap
This thesis focuses on the European refugee crisis, which constituted the
most significant displacement of populations since World War II. Such a significant
3

event caused manifold and sometimes contradictory reactions. Some European
decision-makers, mass media and societies viewed the crisis from a humanitarian
perspective. They advocated the ‘opening of the borders’ and the donation of
assistance to the displaced populations. Some others perceived the movement of
large portions of populations from the east and southeast to the west as a threat to
their culture, the welfare state, economic and personal security. As a result of the
magnitude of the event, scholars originating from various disciplines attempted to
analyse it, to discover the causes of the crisis and to recommend solutions.
Historians, sociologists and experts of human rights law were among the first
researchers to study the refugee crisis.
By the end of 2016, when the research question, methodology and main
hypotheses of this study were constructed, only a handful of scholars had
approached the crisis from a securitization perspective. Thus, the fact that many
historians, sociologists and legal scholars had already by 2016 studied the refugee
crisis, combined with the fact that decision-makers, journalists and citizens
represented and viewed the event as a security threat, created the need to view the
refugee crisis also from a ‘security perspective’. Since immigration is not a hardsecurity issue, and since the role of the public in the administration of the crisis was
inadequately addressed, securitization and the Copenhagen School of Security
Studies theorem constituted the most appropriate analytical framework for the
examination of the refugee crisis. Since its inception, the Copenhagen School’s
theorem has been utilized by numerous scholars to investigate situations of
securitizations not only of immigration but also of other non-traditional security
issues such as HIV, climate change and environmental degradation.
Despite the extensive applicability of the analytical framework of the
Copenhagen School, it contains a flaw which if further clarified and analysed could
expand the applicability of the framework. The flaw does not seem to be a result of
the ‘founders’ of the Copenhagen School’s securitization framework negligence. It
is more a result of the persistence of the subsequent scholars to utilize the said
framework inappropriately and to focus their research on certain components of a
securitization process while neglecting others.
The ‘founders’ of the Copenhagen School theorem emphasized the
importance of the ‘intersubjectivity’ of the securitization process to the
securitization outcome. By intersubjectivity, they meant that the existence of the
4

threat and the necessity to proceed to emergency actions should be negotiated and
agreed between the securitizing actors and the targeted by them, audience(s) for the
whole securitization process to be considered as a success. Although in their
seminal work, Security. A New Framework for Analysis (1998), Buzan, Wæver and
De Wilde highlighted that a securitization could not be successful without the
targeted audience having accepted the claims of the securitizing actor about the
existential threat, just a handful of subsequent securitization scholars included in
their works the examination of the audience’s response to the security speech acts.
Most of them studied the identity of the securitizing actors, the content of the
securitizing moves and the form of emergency actions. The persistence of the
analysts to focus only on these elements created a gap in the examination of the
intersubjectivity element of securitization.
Who constitutes the targeted audience(s) of the security speech acts? Are
there more than one targeted audience targeted by a single securitizing move? Do
the securitizing actors classify the targeted audiences? How is the acceptance of the
securitizing moves evaluated? Do the securitizing actors take into account the
predisposition or response of the targeted by them, audience(s)? At which precise
point of the securitization process do the securitizing actors consider the acceptance
by the audience? Is the securitization of an issue possible without the ‘audience
acceptance’? Such questions indicate the research territory of this study and
highlight the identified gaps that this study attempts to fill.
To wrap up, this thesis attempts to fill the gap in the research territory of the
securitization studies. At the same time, it utilizes the Copenhagen School’s
analytical framework complemented with the Comprehensive Securitization
Empirical Framework (CSEF) and with the Triangulation Method of Audience
Identification to examine the recent refugee crisis in four symbolic EU member
states and at the EU level.
By doing so, this thesis extends the analytical potential of the Copenhagen
School’s framework. It introduces methodological tools that make studying
securitization instances easier. At the same time, it motivates securitization analysts
to include the audience acceptance element in their studies.
However, this study does not only address the identified gaps in the
Copenhagen School’s theorem. It also examines a significant issue for the European
Union, the recent refugee crisis. Having failed to reach common ground on the
5

administration of the refugee crisis, the member states of the European Union
divided themselves into groups based on their approach to immigration. The
internal division of the EU member states provoked several deadlocks in the
immigration-related decision-making of the Union. It also exposed the
vulnerabilities of the European integration process. Such unprecedented
developments constitute a significant research territory. The Copenhagen School of
Security Studies analytical framework seems to be the most appropriate tool to
study when, how, why and by who did a non-traditional security issue like the
peaceful movement of populations from one territory to the other gained security
relevance and was dealt as such. Through the spectrum of the complemented with
the CSEF Copenhagen School’s framework, therefore, this thesis exposes the
diversified attitudes of several EU member states and the EU Institutions towards
the refugee crisis and reveals the contribution of the understudied and
undertheorized audience(s) to the success or failure of the securitization processes.

The Research Goals
This thesis aims to achieve two goals. On the one hand, the present research
aims to enhance the analytical strength of the Copenhagen School’s securitization
theorem. On the other hand, it aims to expose the role of the securitization
audience(s) in the process of the securitization of the recent European refugee crisis.
To achieve these goals, this thesis employs a mix of qualitative and quantitative
methods of research on a comparative case studies model. The case studies are EU
member states chosen on the basis of their peculiarities in communicating and
approaching the refugee crisis. They constitute the most representative of the EU
member states’ groupings. The European Union, as a whole, is added to the EU
member states case studies to complete the puzzle.
To assure that future studies will not disregard the audience acceptance
element of the securitization theorem, this thesis develops two analytical tools —
the CSEF and the Triangulation Method of Audience Identification. These
frameworks will compel future researchers to observe the audience and its
responses to the securitizing moves.
To test its hypotheses, this thesis performs critical discourse analysis on
thousands of official communications from the EU member states and from the EU
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Institutions. To guarantee the accuracy of this thesis’ findings, I include semistructured and structured interviews with significant decision-makers from the EU
member states and the EU Institutions. To gauge the ‘feelings’ of the European
public towards the refugee crisis, I study hundreds of publicly available surveys and
opinion polls. To avoid depicting the responses of the EU member states and of the
EU and the approaches of the mass media towards immigration incorrectly, I review
hundreds of books, journal papers and conference proceedings.

The Findings
The findings of this research reveal the significance of the audience(s) in
the processes of securitization. In the case of the securitization of the refugee crisis,
there are primary and secondary audiences identified. The most commonly
identified audience of security speech acts is the general public. The findings
suggest that it is not the response of these publics to the securitizing moves that is
usually taken into account by the securitizing actors but the predisposition of the
public towards immigrants and immigration. Despite the undeniable strong impact
of the public opinion on the securitizing actors’ decision to securitize the refugee
crisis, the securitizing process has been found to be always a ‘top-down’ process.
It is always the securitizing actors who decide when and how to securitize the issue
of immigration and consult the opinion of the public. It is never the public that
compels the securitizing actors to securitize.
The findings of this study also suggest that despite the significant role that
the mass media play within the process of securitization, their position is always
placed in between the securitizing actors and the public. This study also
demonstrates that the ‘acceptance’ part of the ‘audience acceptance’ element of the
securitization process is not easily quantifiable. Surveys, opinion polls and
elections’ outcomes offer only an approximate ‘picture’ of the public’s acceptance
or rejection of the securitizing moves.
Having examined the securitization of the refugee crisis in Germany,
Greece, Hungary, Poland, and at the EU level, this study demonstrates the
considerable discrepancies in how the EU member states dealt with the crisis. It
also reveals a relative alignment between the feelings of the domestic public and
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the likelihood of the political elites to employ securitizing rhetoric and implement
securitizing measures in a given country and in a particular timeframe.

Outline
The substantive chapters of this thesis follow this brief introductory chapter.
Chapter 2 delineates the Literature Review and the Theoretical Framework of this
thesis. It begins with summarizing the current literature on the relation between
security, migration and the European Union. It describes in detail what is the
Copenhagen School’s securitization framework of analysis. It uncovers the
criticism on the Copenhagen School’s framework. It outlines the alternative to the
Copenhagen School’s securitization theoretical frameworks and explains why the
Copenhagen School’s one is the most appropriate for assessing the securitization of
the refugee crisis. Chapter 2 concludes by exposing the identified gaps of the
Copenhagen School’s theorem, by summarizing how and whether other
securitization scholars attempted to fill these gaps and by demonstrating that the
understudied and undertheorized elements of the securitization theorem urge for
further investigation and clarification.
Chapter 3 outlines the methodological framework of this thesis. It starts by
justifying the choice of the comparative case studies model of analysis. Then it sets
the spatial, political and temporal parameters. It explains why the particular
timeframe between 2015 and 2018 is chosen to be examined. It clarifies why the
liberal democracies of the European Union constitute the most appropriate case
studies. Then, this study uses qualitative and quantitative evidence to support the
decision of the author to select Greece, Germany, Hungary and Poland to be
investigated. After settling the case studies’ selection, chapter 3 turns to
demonstrate how the identified gaps of the Copenhagen School’s securitization
theory are filled up. It outlines the research question and the hypothesis of this
thesis. It explains why a mix of qualitative and quantitative research methods are
necessary for revealing the identity of the securitization audience and its response
to the securitizing moves. The last section of chapter 3 introduces, explains and
justifies the utilization of the novel methodological tools for enhancing the
analytical potential of the Copenhagen School’s theorem: the Triangulation Method
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of Audience Identification and the Comprehensive Securitization Empirical
Framework.
The first case study to be examined is Greece. Chapter 4 begins by revealing
the relationship between Greece and migration before 2008. It describes how
Greece, a traditional country of emigration, started to accept considerable numbers
of immigrants only in the 1990s. It depicts how the Greek authorities from 2008 to
2014 securitized immigration not only by words but also with their extraordinary
immigration restrictive practices. It illustrates how, with the change in government
from January 2015 onwards, the approach of Greece towards immigration shifted
from securitization to meta-securitization. It discusses the role of the Greek mass
media in the securitization of the refugee crisis. Chapter 4 ends with testing the
hypotheses of this thesis and with describing the form of securitization observed in
Greece from 2008 to 2014 and from 2015 to 2018.
What is peculiar about Greece is the shift of the approach with the change
in the country’s government in 2015. A similar but alternated path of events
occurred in Poland. Chapter 5 is dedicated to the Polish securitization of migration
before and after 2015. Like in chapter 4, chapter 5 starts by describing the relation
between Poland and migration before 2011. After that, the two diversified
approaches to immigration by the Polish governments of 2011 to 2015 and of 2015
to 2018 are examined in detail through the spectrum of the Copenhagen School’s
securitization complemented with the CSEF. The assessment of the Polish mass
media’s role and the remarks on the forms of securitization observed in Poland
conclude chapter 5.
Hungary is the country examined under chapter 6. Differently, from Greece
and Poland, Hungary did not experience an intervening election during the refugee
crisis. The approach of the Hungarian government seemed to be stable during the
assessed period. In chapter 6, the illustration of the Hungarian migration
background is followed by the exposal of the security speech acts and the
implemented extraordinary measures by the Hungarian government officials. Then
the targeted audience by the security speech acts of the Hungarian officials is
revealed. The Hungarian general public is identified as the primary audience of the
Hungarian securitizing actors. The feelings and responses of the Hungarian people
to the securitizing moves are described next. After examining the role of the
Hungarian mass media to the whole securitization process, chapter 6 concludes by
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defining whether in Hungary a ‘top-down’ or a ‘bottom-up’ process of
securitization took place and by stating the precise form of securitization that
occurred.
Chapter 7 assesses whether any form of securitization happened in Germany
during the refugee crisis. Following the same pattern as in chapter 6, chapter 7
outlines the security speech acts (if any), describes the German policy responses to
deal with the refugee crisis, identifies the primary audience, measures the German
public opinion towards immigration, evaluates the role of the German mass media
and concludes by defining the form of securitization that occurred in Germany on
the basis of the CSEF.
Chapter 8 does not examine the securitization of the refugee crisis in a
particular EU country but assesses the response of the EU as a whole. It begins by
explaining the selection of the European Commission, the European Council and
the European Parliament from the EU Institutions to focus. It continues by
describing how the EU approached external migration before 2015. Focusing on
the aforementioned three EU Institutions, chapter 8 reveals the security speech acts
of the EU officials, the emergency measures adopted at the EU level, the response
of the European public to the refugees’ outbreak and the role of the European mass
media. At the end of chapter 8, arguments about the form of securitization at the
EU level are articulated. Chapter 8 signifies the end of the case studies assessment.
The assessment of the securitization of the refugee crisis in four different
EU member states and at the EU level is followed by the analytical and ‘discussion’
part of this thesis. Chapter 9 first discusses the findings of the case studies on the
identity of the targeted audience. Then it turns to analyse the response of the
identified primary audience, the general public. After that, chapter 9 examines the
temporal placement of the audience acceptance element within the securitization
process. At the last part of chapter 9, several arguments are developed about the
actual role and importance of the mass media with regards to the securitization of
the refugee crisis. Chapter 9 concludes by highlighting the contribution of this
thesis in two different research disciplines: the studies of security and the studies
on the European Union.
Chapter 10 concludes this thesis. It summarizes the findings of all the
previous chapters, emphasizes the contribution of this study to the fields of security
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and European studies, outlines the limitations of this thesis and urges for future
research.
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Chapter 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
During the Cold War, the security studies focused explicitly on states and
military might. The end of the Cold War triggered scholars to analyse non-military
aspects of security thoroughly and to discover and define more ‘referent objects’ of
security other than state entities. Among the first scholars who studied the concept
of security were Ole Wæver and his colleagues from the Copenhagen School of
Security Studies. They sensed the changes in the security environment and
developed the securitization theory. Securitization refers to the process by which a
securitizing actor declares a non-traditional security issue, such as migration, to
pose an existential threat for a referent object. If the audience to which the
securitizing move is addressed at accepts it as an existential threat, then normal
politics may be suspended, and emergency measures may be adopted to deal with
the designated threat (Buzan, Wæver & de Wilde, 1998, p. 25). Hence in a
securitization process, one can distinguish three main components: 1) the
securitizing actor, 2) the securitizing move, and 3) the targeted audience. It is the
second component of the securitization process, the securitizing move, that has
been severely criticized by the securitization theorists. In the majority of the cases,
the securitizing move is merely the utterance of the word security by a securitizing
actor. This utterance of security is also described as the security speech act.
Numerous scholars criticized heavily the securitization theory for
overemphasizing the security speech act (Baele & Sterck, 2015; Balzacq, 2008;
Benam, 2011; Boswell, 2007; Glover, 2011; Huysmans, 2006; Karyotis, 2007;
Karyotis, 2012; McDonald, 2011; McGahan, 2009; Skleparis, 2015; Stritzel, 2007;
Taureck, 2006). Other scholars, inspired by the Copenhagen School’s securitization
theorem, introduced novel terms. Didier Bigo opened the discussions about
(in)securitization (2000, p. 174) and McDonald (2011) described the process of
securitization of asylum seekers in Australia as (re)securitization (p. 281). Sliwinski
(2016) claimed that following the Paris’ terrorist attacks of November 2015,
migration in Europe has been a-securitized (p. 25). The theorists from the Paris
School of Security Studies focused their research on institutions, practices and
modern technologies for explaining security issues (Balzacq, 2007; Benam, 2011;
Karyotis, 2007; Karyotis, 2012; Skleparis, 2015). Other security theorists coupled
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the Copenhagen School’s ‘pessimistic’ approaches to security with the ‘optimistic’
views of the Welsh School of security studies (Floyd, 2007, p. 327). Floyd, a Welsh
School’s scholar, argued that the “frame theory”, used by Welsh School, could offer
priority to the respect of the human rights of the security subjects as opposed to
Copenhagen School’s emphasis on threats and fears (Floyd, 2007, p. 327).
Similarly, Watson (2012, p. 279) and Rychnovska (2014, p. 9) suggested that
framing and securitization theory could be combined to address the issue of
ignorance about how audiences negotiate and interact with securitized
representations.
The audience of the security speech acts and its interaction with the
securitize representations constitute the third component of a successful
securitization attempt, a component that is largely understudied in the current
securitization literature. Although several scholars referred to the importance of the
acceptance of the securitizing move by the relevant audience (Glover, 2012;
Hansen, 2012; Karyotis, 2012; McGahan, 2009; Stritzel, 2007; Taureck, 2006;
Watson, 2012), almost none of them put effort on assessing and analysing whether
audience-acceptance has been obtained and if the securitization would be successful
without the approval of the targeted audience. Partly responsible for this deficiency
of the securitization framework seems to be the fact that the majority of the studies
focus on analysing the discourses of the securitizing actors. At the same time, they
neglect to investigate in detail the responses of the targeted audiences.
The theoretical and methodological shortcomings of the current
securitization literature are depicted in the following pages. First, the definition of
migration and its connection with securitization is examined. A detailed outline of
the securitization theory is followed by the portrayal of the complementary
approaches to securitization. The diverse methods of assessing securitization are
described and critically examined next. The identification of the gaps in the current
literature concludes this chapter.

Migration Defined
Migration comes with various definitions. Bader defines it as “the
geographical movement of people to work or settle in other places for longer
periods of time” (2012, p. 1167). The International Organization for Migration
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includes the aspect of ‘border’ and ‘state’ in its definition of migration. It describes
it as “…the movement of a person or a group of persons, either across an
international border or within a state” (as cited in Goff, Zarin & Goodman, 2012,
p. 205-206). A variety of causes may cause migration. Todor, Repez & Postolache
(2014) split the causes of migration in four categories: 1) push, 2) pull, 3) noneconomic, and 4) other factors (p. 231). Among the push-factors are the low living
standards, poverty, lack of employment opportunities, ethnical problems, and crises
resulted from natural disasters, technological accidents, terrorism, financial crises,
political crises and social conflicts. Todor’s, Repez’s & Postolache’s list is certainly
non-exhaustive. Most of the ‘push factors’ mentioned in the abovementioned list
constitute the ‘motives’ for hundreds of thousands of immigrants to attempt
‘reaching’ the European continent. Europe is the target-destination of migrants
from all around the world. This situation also happens because Europe offers a
variety of ‘pull factors’ for migration.
Migrants from the Middle East, North Africa and South Asia attempt to
immigrate towards Europe mainly due to the proximity of their homelands with the
European Union. However, this is not the only reason shaping Europe as an
attractive destination for migrants. Economic elements of the European societies
such as the high living standards, higher wages and better labour conditions,
individual freedom and social networking seem to act as ‘migration-magnets’.
Northern and Western European countries combine the majority of these ‘pull
factors’ for migration. It is not surprising, therefore, that the countries of the North
and the West of Europe constitute the main destination points for immigrants who
voluntary or involuntary abandon their countries of origin. Except for the economic
incentives for migration, there also exist non-economic motives. These include the
language, cultural and geographical convergence, traditional and historical ties and
former colonies. The last one is the main one from the non-economic ‘pull-factors’
that explains the fact that Europe is a popular immigration destination. Most of the
immigrants from the Middle East and Northern Africa do not share any language,
culture and historical or traditional features with any of the European Union
member states. But, the ties of some EU member states with their former colonies
constitute pull-factors for immigration.
The increase in the world’s population, the globalization and its contribution
to the revolution of the communications and transportation revolution, the turbulent
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and unstable world, the declination of transportation costs, the growing ease of
travel, the continuing levels of economic inequality among states, the loosening of
emigration restrictions and the growth in human smuggling networks are also some
additional variables that can explain the escalation on population movements
observed recently (Adamson, 2006, p. 170; Williams, 2008, p. 469).
Depending on the causes and the motives of the population movements,
various categories of immigrants can be demarcated. First, the persons who
willingly move from one country to another to seek economic enrichment or
reunification with their family members constitute the vast majority of immigrants
(Adamson, 2006, p. 171). This form of migration is also called voluntary migration
and is divided into regular and irregular. The first is also named legal and describes
the migration that is per the existing immigration laws. The members of the latter,
the so-called illegal migration, breach several immigration laws provisions (Goff et
al., 2012, p. 206). Migrants also relocate due to threats to their life conditions or
because of conflicts and extreme weather events. Such migrants compose the flows
of involuntary or forced migration (Goff et al., 2012, p. 206). An individual who is
forced to migrate may request for asylum-seeker status. Yet, there are certain
elements that someone has to fulfil in order to qualify for international protection.
In accordance with the provisions of international law on asylum1, one has to have
fled his/her country of origin and to be unable to return due to a well-founded fear
of possible persecution on the grounds of race, religion, nationality and political
opinion (Boccardi, 2007, p. 208).
Now that migration, its causes and its categories are defined, it is essential
to assess how migration towards the European Union evolved through the time.

Historical Overview of Immigration towards the EU
The European continent has always been a target of immigration. At the
beginning of the European ‘project’ and in the aftermath of the Second World War,
migration was portrayed as a “vehicle of economic reconstruction” for the
European economies (Karyotis, 2007, p. 3). Immigrants could be used as the
working force for Europe to be ‘reconstructed’. The European immigration policies

1

UN General Assembly, Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, 28 July 1951, United
Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 189, p. 137.
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of that period provided for the creation of a guest-worker system that curtailed the
access of immigrants to citizenship and political rights and for the adoption of
accommodative policies that stress the prospects of integration (Sasse, 2005, p.
679). Despite the attempts of the immigration policies to minimize the number of
temporary guest-workers that would remain in Europe, “the temporary workers
became permanent guest” (Huysmans, 2000, p. 754). Following the oil crisis of
1973-1974 and the increase of unemployment, the governments of the Western
European countries attempted anew to counter the numbers of immigrants and
began to implement restrictive and control-oriented immigration policies
(Boccardi, 2007, p. 204; Huysmans, 2000, p. 770). Then, the politicization of
immigration began. In the mid-1980s, the confusion between economic immigrants
and asylum seekers provoked the politicization of immigration (Huysmans, 2000,
p. 755; Huysmans, 2006, p. 31). This development increased suspicion and fear for
the aliens. By 1992, the realization of the EU internal market and the activation of
the right for the EU citizens to move freely within the European Union, necessitated
the strengthening of the external borders since the internal ones were, to a certain
extent, inexistent. Almost a decade later, as a result of the 9/11 dramatic events in
New York, immigration became a synonym to terrorism not only in the United
States but also in Europe (Adamson, 2006, p. 165). Following the 9/11 terrorist
attacks, in the new security discourse of the European Union highlighted the need
for controlling irregular migration (Triantafyllidou & Dimitriadi, 2013, p. 599).
Vaughan-Williams (2015) provides various definitions of the EU borders. He
characterizes the EU borders as biopolitical borders (that manage the bodies of
‘irregular’ migrants), thanatopolitical borders (or how borders ‘let migrants die’, if
not, actively send them back to death), zoopolitical borders (policies that seek to
de-humanize migrants through degrading treatments) and immunitary borders (the
attempt to ensure the immunity of countries and bodies through health measures
and migrants triage) (Vaughan-Williams, 2015). Longo (2017) goes further and
argues that ‘borders’ are in no way simple but much more diverse in understanding
than we often ascribe to them. In most of the cases, the results of migration are
portrayed as harmful. The following paragraphs portray not only the negative
effects of immigration but also the positive.
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Impacts of Immigration
Immigration affects the receiving states in various ways. The literature that
deals with the impacts of immigration and its nexus with security are manifold.
Although migration is described, in most of the cases, negatively, there are also
positive sides. As Todor et al. (2014) suggest, “immigration towards the EU may
facilitate economic integration and cultural dialogue on global and regional level,
ensure appropriate workforce, promote knowledge and technology transfer to
countries of origin after their repatriation, ensure the money transfer flows to less
developed countries and ease the experience changes” (p. 236). Carens (2013)
argues for a robust system of migrant rights for an equal treatment of migrants and
natives, and for granting legal status to irregular migrants. Collier (2013), elaborates
on the macroeconomic effects of immigration.
However, there are also negative sides of migration presented in the current
literature. David Miller (2016), in the book Strangers in Our Midst: The Political
Philosophy of Immigration, mentions the dark sides of migration and defends the
ability of states to control their borders and exercise the right to exclude immigrants
on the basis of community goals and preferences. The negative effects of migration
are categorized around several axes: economy, criminality, public order,
demography, politics, costs and society (Iancu & Nechita, 2016; Karyotis, 2007;
Karyotis, 2012; Todor et al., 2014). The absorption of a significant number of
immigrants by a state affects the local economy. The sudden rise of a state’s
population due to the immigrants’ addition to the already existing domestic
community may cause complications to the welfare state, housing market and
unemployment of that state (Karyotis, 2007, p. 8-12; Karyotis, 2012, p. 391; Sasse,
2005, p. 674). The high cost of the asylum systems constitutes another negative
effect of migration (Boswell, 2007, p. 595). Todor et al. (2014) also refer to the
high costs entailed in the integration of immigrants to the receiving society as a
negative consequence of immigration (p. 236).
Other scholars highlight that the public order of a receiving country may be
disturbed when the newcomers have a tendency to criminality. When increased
tendencies of immigrants to criminality are observed in a country, then the
immigrants in that country are increasingly perceived as sources of insecurity for
both the state and the society and are easily associated with criminal and terrorist
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activities (Karyotis, 2007, p. 1). Immigrants are therefore often perceived as
disturbing the communal harmony and homogeneity, the ethnic, cultural, religious
and linguistic fabric of society (Karyotis, 2012, p. 390).
Europeans are more sceptical towards immigrants of Muslim origin rather
than for ‘Christian’ immigrants. The fact that Islam is represented as a threat to the
European way of life (Ayhan, 2000, p. 54) could justify the European public’s
scepticism towards Muslim immigrants/refugees. Western societies fear that Islam
migration constitutes a threat to their culture and identity, to the unique elements
that distinguish them from others and to their ethnic, cultural, religious and
linguistic composition (Karyotis, 2007, p. 9). The high birth rates of Muslims
further contribute to the intensification of fears towards Islam (Karyotis, 2007, p.
9). The words ‘fear’ and ‘threat’ dominate the literature on migration. If one
identifies another as a threat, then one is more likely to attempt taking measures,
precautionary or defensive, to ensure, the protection of his/her life, well-being and
identity from the identified threat. If a particular situation causes the sentiment of
fear to someone, then he/she perceives this situation as a risk, as a possible intruder
to his/her security realm and as a causal factor of insecurity. Fear, scepticism and
insecurity seem to dominate the feelings of the European general public towards
immigration after the refugees’ outbreak at the shorelines of the Southern and
Eastern Europe.

Migration and Security Nexus
In recent times, a trend has been observed in the ‘West’ to associate
migrants with threats to the economy, to the ‘Western lifestyle’, and the public order
(Karyotis & Skleparis, 2016, p. 266). As a result, immigration is often perceived as
a threat to states, societies and individuals. Terrorism, a major cause of insecurity,
has also been linked with immigration. When referring to migration, Huysmans
(2006) asserts that “the driving existential question is not the threat that refugees
and asylum seekers pose but the free movement of terrorists” (p. 64). Asylum
seekers and refugees are recently conflated with terrorists and existential threats.
The potential association of asylum seekers with terrorism activities provides a
perfect justification for the adoption and implementation of restrictive immigration
policies. Boswell (2007) agrees and claims that terrorism, and the threats entailed
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to it, provides a ‘pretext’ for the adoption of stricter measures for migration control
(p. 590). However, she concludes that from late 2001, references to terrorism are
almost not present in debates about irregular migration and migration control in
Europe (Boswell, 2007, p. 596). Her conclusions would likely be completely
different if they would be articulated nowadays. The occurrence of fatal terrorist
attacks by second-generation Muslim immigrants across the European continent
activated anti-immigration narratives, which clearly linked the refugees with
terrorism. Evidently, the fear of being ‘drowned’ by the ‘waves’ of immigrants is
“easy to mobilize on the political agenda as a security issue” (Bogdan, Mera &
Oroian, 2014, p. 117).
Iancu & Necita enumerate the concerns that the Europeans have regarding
migration. Terrorist activities rise of criminality, fragmentation of social solidarity
and collective identity, poor performance on the labour market, low education level,
inter-ethnic tensions, violence and ‘ghettoization’ dominate the agenda of the
European citizens’ concerns (Iancu & Necita, 2016, p. 4). Most of these concerns
are directly related to security issues. The amalgamation of migration, crime and
security is also observed at the responses in public surveys and the state policies
and is “at the heart” of the ‘criminalization’ of migration (Karyotis & Skleparis,
2016, p. 266). The elevation of a non-traditional security issue such as migration to
the ‘security realm’ is what motivated the inception of the securitization theory.

Securitization Theory
Securitization theory is the outcome of studies which comprise scholars
from different disciplines, “contested theoretical underpinnings” and “diverse
methodological approaches” who have a common interest in the manner by which
security issues emerge, spread and dissolve (Karyotis & Skleparis, 2013, p. 685).
Some of the first scholars who attempted to explain the process of securitization
were the analysts of the Copenhagen School of Security Studies (CSSS). They set
the basis for the securitization theory. Subsequently, other scholars agreed,
disagreed, criticized, and even complemented the ‘original’ securitization theory.
This theory, when accompanied with the elements added by those who criticize or
agree with it, seems to be the most appropriate theoretical framework for assessing
the elevation of an issue like migration to the level of a security-relevance. Before
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turning to the critics or additions to the securitization theory, it is necessary to
understand its ‘original’, Copenhagen School’s version.
A simple reading of the CSSS’s securitization theorem is enough for
demarcating that it is based on three components: 1) the securitizing actor, 2) the
securitizing moves and 3) the acceptance by the targeted audience (Baele & Sterck,
2015, p. 1124; Glover, 2011, p. 78). Although these components are equally
important when one assesses the securitization of an issue, the securitizing move
has attracted the attention of most of the securitization scholars. This securitizing
move is predominantly a speech, or a written script announced by a securitizing
actor. Through this security speech act, an issue is declared to be a threat to a
referent object. The founders of securitization theory recognize that an issue
becomes ‘securitized’ through the performance of a security speech act (Buzan et
al., 1998, p. 33). When the securitizing actor has a certain level of legitimacy and
when he uses ‘clearly security-laden words’ then the possibilities of success of the
security speech act become much higher (Baele & Sterck 2015, p. 1124).
Apart from the main securitization process’ components, Buzan et al.
(1998) outlined the idea of the ‘facilitating’ conditions. They identified two key
external non-discursive conditions that play a significant role to the success of the
security speech act: (1) the actor, who should possess a more or less powerful social
position, and (2) the audience that is understood as the political and social context
where the securitizing move takes place (Buzan et al., 1998, p. 33). Further, Buzan
et al. noted that certain actors are situated in a better position to write legitimate
security discourses. These actors are in most of the cases, but not exclusively,
political elites such as those in government (Buzan et al., 1998, p. 40). In other
instances, the securitizing actors could be the religious elites, especially in countries
where national and religious identities are closely interwoven (Karyotis &
Patrikios, 2010, p. 43). The securitizing actors utilize political rhetoric when
attempting to “infuse the policy response with the essential element of survival, the
imminence of action, and the exceptionality, unique to security issues” (Glover,
2011, p. 79).
Stritzel (2007) determines three conditions that could influence the success
of the securitizing move: 1) the grammar of security utilized in the speech act, 2)
the relationship between the speaker of the speech act and the audience and 3) the
characteristics of the alleged threat (p. 364). The securitizing move seems to be “a
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type of framing which seeks to shift an issue from normal politics into the security
realm by depicting it as a threat to key values” (Karyotis & Skleparis, 2013, p. 684).
Frames set the parameters for audiences to interpret, evaluate and categorize issues
such as that of migration (Karyotis & Skleparis, 2013, p. 684). These frames are
constructed in most of the cases by political discourses, security practices, legal
frameworks and visual images (Karyotis & Skleparis, 2013, p. 684).
When the existence of a particular referent object is under threat, the
securitizing actor, by uttering the word security, with regards to an alleged threat,
claims the right to adopt extraordinary measures that under normal conditions
would have to be unable to implement. Should these measures be not implemented,
the survival of the referent object would be uncertain (Taureck, 2006, p. 54). In
other words, for an issue to be presented as an existential threat is to say that “if we
do not tackle this problem, everything else will be irrelevant (because we will not
be here or will not be free to deal with it in our own way)” (Buzan et al., 1998, p.
24). Following the security speech act, an issue is moved out of the “sphere of
normal politics” and enters into the realm of “emergency politics”. Then it can be
dealt with in a quick manner and without the ‘normal’ (democratic) rules and
regulations of policy-making (Taureck, 2006, p. 55).
Karyotis (2012) describes securitization as the ‘outcome’ of a process
through which agents and audiences share the same knowledge about the alleged
significance of a threat and a common ‘understanding’ about the urgency for the
deployment of all ‘available resources’ to prevent this threat from being further
developed (p. 391). Although it seems like a securitizing actor could securitize any
issue of his preference “…only once an actor has convinced an audience (inter-unit
relations) of its legitimate need to go beyond otherwise binding rules and
regulations (emergency mode) can we identify a case of securitization” (Taureck,
2006, p. 55). It is observed therefore that the acceptance of the securitizing move
by the audience is a precondition for the legitimization of measures that go beyond
the daily routines, the elevation of the issue in the agenda and the ‘violation of the
rule’ (Benam, 2011, p. 194). In other words, for the process of securitization to be
successful the ‘violations of rules’ have to be accepted by the targeted audience(s)
(Fox & Akbara, 2015, p. 177). Campesi claims that the securitization process is
depended on an existing “empowering audience” that legitimizes and reproduces
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the actors’ securitizing frame (2011, p. 3). Thus, it is the audience that is the
ultimate judge of the securitizing move (Watson, 2012, p. 298).
The audience-acceptance element of the securitization process, as
articulated by the Copenhagen School, implies that the audience is an active
participant in the securitization process. Nevertheless, most of the current
securitization literature neglects to study not only the response of the audience to
the securitizing moves but also the identity of this audience. Scholars consider the
audience as a passive element of securitization. However, a proper application of
the securitization theory should not neglect to study and take into consideration the
reaction of the targeted audience(s) to the securitizing moves.
All in all, securitization is “the outcome of a strategic process of interrelated
discourses that result in the social construction of an issue as a threat” (Skleparis,
2015, p. 2). Since “security is a social and intersubjective construction” (Taureck,
2006, p. 55) and in relation with the refugee crisis, the value of securitization theory
lays in that it offers a lens through which one is able to highlight certain actors and
processes when analysing immigration policies, especially how threats to a
particular society are created and defended (McGahan, 2009, p. 3). Due to the fact
that the securitization theory was conceived at the middle of the 1990s and because
of the changing and evolving nature of the security environment, the initial
conception of securitization theory has been the target of severe criticism. In the
following paragraphs, this criticism is outlined, explained and analysed.
Criticism
Although the CSSS’ securitization theory is very well articulated and
extensively analysed, not all the scholars who deal with security studies seem to
agree with it. Many scholars are critical to the CSSS’ theorem. Their criticism
concentrates mainly around the persistence of the securitization theory to focus on
the security speech act and to neglect practices and actors that play a substantial
role in the process of securitization (Baele & Sterk, 2015; Balzacq, 2009; Benam,
2011; Bigo, 2007; Boswell, 2007; Huysmans, 2000; Huysmans, 2006; Skleparis,
2015).
Much of the criticism towards the CSSS theorem stems from the analysts
from the Paris School of Security Studies (Paris School). Scholars from this school
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argue that threats to security are defined in a transnational level, where security
practitioners compete over the existence of threats and legitimate answers to them
(Bigo, 2007, p. 385; Huysmans & Buonfino, 2008, p. 767). To further clarify the
notions of security utilized by the Paris School, Bigo (2007) utilizes the notion of
the ‘field of security professionals’ that is determined by “the struggles between
police, intermediaries and military agencies over boundaries and the definition of
the term ‘security’, and over the prioritization of different threats” (p. 394). Bigo
also argues that “it is possible to speak of a field of security where the different
security agencies participate de facto in the global redefinition of their respective
attributions” (Bigo, 2000, p. 174). The security agencies compete for defining
threats as to justify the necessity of their existence and for pulling higher amounts
of funds towards themselves. By doing this, the security agencies contribute to the
social construction of fears (Bigo, 2000, p. 174). On this basis, Bigo supports that
by ‘stressing’ just language, the Copenhagen School approach of securitization
“omits all that is of semiotic interest, such as gestures, manoeuvres, and the rituals
of demonstration of force” (Bigo, 2000, p. 198). Sometimes, it is possible to
securitize specific issues without utilizing discourse. The practical work, discipline,
and expertise are as important as all forums of discourse (Bigo, 2000, p. 198).
In a similar line with that of Bigo, Huysmans & Buonfino (2008) distinguish
between the politics of exception and politics of unease. The first “focuses on the
state of threat to the life of a nation, the legitimacy of exceptional policies justified
by this threat and the ensuing trade-off between security and liberty that it
produces” (Huysmans & Buonfino, 2008, p. 767). What defines the security debate
as a politics of exception is that it is structured around a contest for the legitimacy
of exceptional policy measures (Huysmans & Buonfino, 2008, p. 772). The latter
“connects a variety of different policy areas such as welfare provisions, counterterrorism and illegal immigration through the discussion of policing technologies”
(Huysmans & Buonfino, 2008, p. 767). The politics of unease are described as a
continuous technocratic debate about the introduction of policing technologies for
governing societal questions (Huysmans & Buonfino, 2008, p. 785). Bigo (2002)
claims that this security prism is popular due to “the creation of a continuum of
threats and general unease in which many different actors exchange their fears and
beliefs in the process of making a risky and dangerous society” (p. 63). Huysmans
& Buonfino claim that by focusing on counter-terrorism debates, which is a
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characteristic of the politics of exception, the politics of unease are underplayed
(2008, p. 767).
Indeed, security professionals and their practices contribute to the
securitization of certain issues, especially of migration. However, in liberal
democracies, security professionals are accountable to their respective ministries,
defence or interior, who are accountable to the head of their state and all together
own their legitimacy to the general public. Security professionals are indeed able
to utter security discourses, but their utterances are less appealing than those of the
political actors. The public, that it is in most of the cases the targeted audience of
the securitizing moves, pays more attention to the discourses of the politicians
rather than that of the security professionals. The mass media too, broadcast and
cover more the narrative of the political actors rather than that of the security
professionals. In ideal liberal democracies that are constructed around the ‘rule of
law’, the practices of the security professionals are defined by decisions taken by
politicians elected by the public under legitimate, democratic and universal
elections. Thus, the politicians are the ones who decide the practices that the
security professionals exercise. Security professionals, therefore, seem to resemble
more to securitizing factors rather than to securitization actors.
Adding to this approach, Campesi (2014) asserts that securitization takes
place following two different dynamics: 1) as a response to a process of symbolic
dramatization of threats leading to the adoption of exceptional measures and 2) as
stimulation to progressive institutionalization of control measures in the everyday
practices of security bureaucrats through a slow erosion of the existing legal
standards (Campesi, 2014, p. 145). To justify his approach Campesi (2011) argues
that Copenhagen School is focused mainly on security discourse that has the
tendency to “dramatize a state of affairs by magnifying its dangers so as to
legitimize an immediate suspension of the regular legal process” while the
securitization practices “act to incrementally wear away at the legal and political
framework without any dramatic appeal to emergency laws and powers” (p. 7).
Likewise, Benam (2011) alleges that the securitization theory fails to focus
on the “change and practice on the ground” and that securitization is not only about
security speech acts but about the outcome of the daily practices of the experts (p.
194). Considering the securitization of migration at the EU, Skleparis (2015) agrees
and identifies the security professionals and the EU institutions as the experts of
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which the role is somewhat neglected, mainly because of the “inherent deficiencies
in the traditional securitization framework” (p. 3). Similarly, Huysmans (2000)
notes that securitization is part of a wider technocratic and political process in which
professional (for example, police and customs) and political agents (for example:
social movements and political parties) discuss and select the criteria for legitimate
membership of migrants to the West European societies (p. 751). As for the
practices of these professional agents, Balzacq (2008) argues that instead of
scrutinizing how threats are constructed at the level of discourse, as the CSSS does,
it would be better to focus on the “functions and implications of policy instruments”
utilized to meet the public problem (p. 75). Hence, he suggests the shift of the study
of securitization away from discourse and towards policy tools or instruments that
the EU uses for alleviating public problems as threats (Balzacq, 2008, p. 76).
Balzacq also argues that the CSSS’ securitization approach is based on discourse
and offers an incomplete picture of what a threat is because it fails to take into
consideration variations of intensity within the process of securitization (2008, p.
78). Likewise, Baele & Sterck (2015) propose that securitization scholars should
consider the intensity of securitization and disapprove the manner by which they
select the samples for their research (p. 1121).
Criticism for focusing on discourse analysis is also exercised by Karyotis &
Patrikios (2010). They argue “discourse analysis can only point towards the
influence of a securitizing actor without being able to gauge the impact of the
security language on public threat perceptions” (Karyotis & Patrikios, 2010, p. 45).
To overcome this limitation, they propose to include public opinion evidence to
complement the discourse analysis when studying securitization (Karyotis &
Patrikios, 2010, p. 45). This method seems to be useful for grasping the audienceacceptance element within the Copenhagen School securitization theory.
McDonald goes even further in criticising the CSSS’ approach and argues
that the securitization framework is narrow in respect with three elements: 1) the
form of construction of security with its focus on dominant actors’ speeches, 2) the
context of the act and its focus on the moment of intervention, and 3) the nature of
the act and its definition solely in terms of the designation of threats (2008, p. 563).
Karyotis (2012) describes securitization as a process that can be discursive but also
non-discursive (p. 390). As such, he criticizes the focus of securitization theory on
the security speech acts and highlights the importance of the symbolic functions of
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institutional configurations, the use of regulatory tools and the influence of visual
media are formations of non-discursive securitization that are not taken into account
by the securitization theory (Karyotis, 2012, p. 397).
Glover (2011) asserts that the securitization theory, as articulated by the
Copenhagen School theorists, neglects that in some instances, securitization is
forcefully confronted by an “activist counter-narrative” that actively works to
undermine the securitization framing (p. 77). Hence the need for the further
development of aspects of securitization theory in a way that would also take into
account the response of actors to the securitizing moves and the democratic context
in which the securitizing moves reside (Glover, 2011, p. 79). He further highlights
concepts of the securitization theory that have been under-theorized and underdeveloped. These concepts include the conception of identity, the undue emphasis
on the political elites and the methodology that stresses the discourse of political
elites but does not “consider the popular discourse in which securitizing moves are
embedded” (Glover, 2011, p. 94).
Stritzel (2007) notices that the approach of the Copenhagen School is too
silent about the precise mechanism of the trilogy (security speech act, actors,
audience) and too general about the substance of their terms (p. 358). He disputes
the ability of a “single security articulation”, the security speech act, to explain the
entire social process that follows from it and proposes to work with three layers of
securitization: 1) the performative force of an articulated threat text, 2) its
embeddedness in existing discourses, and 3) the positional power of securitizing
actor (Stritzel, 2007, p. 377). McDonald, (2011) challenges the CSSS’
securitization theory about its commitment to desecuritization as a progressive
move towards deliberation and illustrates that some forms of the debate may inspire
the very dynamics that securitization framework scholars are concerned about (p.
292). Finally, McGahan (2009) doubts the CSSS’ emphasis on political actors and
suggests that ordinary citizens are also involved in security practices and enforce
everyday security (p. 3).
All in all, the securitization theory, as invented and drafted by the
Copenhagen School theorists, is largely criticised for focusing on two of its three
main components: the securitizing actors and the securitization moves. Yet, little
has been said about the third element, the precondition of the audience-acceptance
for the success of a securitizing move.
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Securitization Alternatives
Given the fact that securitization is possible to be applied in a wide range of
issues, it became the subject of various interpretations. Prefixes like (-in), (-a), (de), (macro) and (-re) were added in front of the word ‘securitization’ to
complement, or in some cases, criticize its initial definition.
The prefix -de when added at the front of the word ‘securitization’ creates
the word desecuritization, a concept that accompanied the initial conception of
securitization. Buzan et al. (1998) defined desecuritization as the “shifting of issues
out of emergency mode and into the normal bargaining process of the political
sphere” (p. 74). They suggested a move from the securitized to the politicized
realm. Some years later, Hansen (2012) elaborated on the concept of
desecuritization and mentioned four forms by which issues formerly securitized
become desecuritized: 1) change through stabilization, 2) replacement, 3) rearticulation and 4) silencing (p. 529). Hansen also noted that desecuritization could
be the result of speech acts, although there does not exist a desecuritization speech
act as such (Hansen, 2012, p. 530). Since desecuritization is politicized rather than
non-politicised as securitization, the role that the audience plays in its process is
more substantial and evident than in securitization. Sadly, the studies that analysed
desecuritization are insignificant in number when compared to the amount of the
securitization ones.
Except for the concept of desecuritization, Buzan & Wæver introduced the
term “macrosecuritization”. They argue that securitization theory is focused mainly
on the middle level of world politics and as such leaves a gap between the ‘middle’
and system levels (Buzan & Wæver, 2009, p. 253). To fill this gap, they revisit the
concept of security constellations and add to it the idea of macrosecuritization (p.
253). The concept of security constellations refers to the links across all the levels
and sectors in which securitizations occur (p. 256). Securitization is more likely to
occur at the middle level and more difficult to happen at the individual level, where
the referent object is a human being, or at the system level, where the referent object
is all of the humankind (Buzan & Wæver, 2009, p. 254). At the middle level, the
referent object is the state, its sovereignty and/or its identity. To explore areas above
the middle level, Buzan & Wæver introduce the concept of macrosecuritization that
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“covers securitizations that speak to referent objects higher than those at the middle
level and which aim to incorporate and coordinate multiple lower-level
securitizations” (2009, p. 257).
Other scholars have added the prefix -in at the front of ‘securitization’. The
result is (in)securitization. The (in)securitization approach is the ‘trademark’ of the
Paris School of Security Studies that claims to take a “pragmatic view of
securitization as a kaleidoscope of practices” (Karyotis, 2012, p. 392). Such
practices include, among others, the performative violent acts, visual images, policy
tools, institutional configurations, security practices, legal frameworks and
regulatory tools (Karyotis, 2012, p. 392). As Skleparis (2015) argues when
assessing the (in)securitization of migration, the (in)securitization framework can
be utilized for analysing law and security as an everyday practice and for
understanding how liberal regimes enter into exercising both liberal and illiberal
practices (p. 1). He adds that (in)securitization and illiberal practices at the EU
borders can be traced in ordinary law and the everyday routine work of the security
professionals (Skleparis, 2015, p. 3). He encounters several instances of illiberal
practices exercised by the governments. These include, among others, the
extraordinary rendition and return policies, torture, indefinite detention of thirdcountry nationals and the denial of access to the courts (Skleparis, 2015, p. 2).
Despite (in)securitization’s different viewpoint, the aspect of audience-acceptance
is understudied under the (in)securitization framework. (In)securitization focuses
on experts, policies and (in)security practices but disregards the reaction of the
targeted audiences to the securitizing moves.
Another scholar who adds a prefix on securitization, in order to explain
certain developments, is McDonald. In his work, he explores the dynamics of
(re)securitization of asylum in Australia (McDonald, 2011, p. 281). He explores the
issue of securitization of asylum seekers before the federal election in 2010 and
compares it with that of 2001. While, between the periods of the two elections the
issue of asylum-seeking in 2001 was securitized and eventually ‘(de)securitized’, it
became anew (re)securitized through the process of political dialogue and
deliberation. He argues that the normative claims of the securitization framework
about political debate and deliberation being illustrations of (de)securitization are
challenged by the relationship between securitization and open debate (McDonald,
2011, p. 281). (Re)securitization, therefore, can be defined as the setting of a
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desecuritized issue back to the securitization agenda through the process of political
deliberation which is generally used for desecuritization.
Sliwinski (2016) combines the prefix -a with ‘securitization’ and creates ‘asecuritization’ in order to describe a situation where “important social phenomena
are declared security irrelevant and consequently [are] treated as such” (Sliwinski,
2016, p. 25). The breeding ground for applying and assessing ‘a-securitization’ was
the recent immigration crisis at the European Union. He proposes ‘a-securitization’
as a theoretical explanation for accounting some seemingly illogical phenomena
that take place at the European Union level as well as at the member-states’ levels.
These phenomena are relevant to the national and human security of European
societies and the majority of immigrants (Sliwinski, 2016, p. 25). He suggests ‘asecuritization’ for explaining why the latest waves of immigration to the European
Union have not caused as many security concerns in the current public debate as
one would expect to be caused by the enormous number of the immigrants entering
regularly or irregularly the European Union (Sliwinski, 2016, p. 33).
The numerous alternatives of securitization are accompanied by a wide
variety of methods to study securitizations. The different techniques for estimating
securitization are described in the following paragraphs.
Methods for Assessing Securitizations
Given that the theorists of the Copenhagen School of Security Studies
highlight the security speech act as the most important ‘instrument’ for assessing a
securitization process, one would expect that qualitative analysis and critical
discourse analysis, in particular, would be sufficient for examining the success of a
securitizing move. Such an approach could be partially correct. Yet, securitization
scholars suggest a variety of other methods for determining the successfulness of
an attempted securitization.
The Paris School of Security Studies constitutes one of the schools of
thoughts that approach securitization methodologically differently than the
Copenhagen School. The theorists of the Paris School of Security Studies focus
mainly on institutions, practices, and modern technologies (Benam, 2011, p. 194).
Skleparis, in line with Paris School theorists, examines the role of the security
professionals and of the European Union Institutions and how the first normalizes
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illiberal practices in immigration management and control at the borders of the
European Union (2015, p. 1-3). He adds that security professionals such as police
officers, border control enforcers and soldiers play an essential role in the
securitization of migration (Skleparis, 2015, p. 4). He utilises the method of critical
discourse analysis on the dissertations of Greek security professionals for
supporting his arguments. Another scholar, Boswell, observes security practices
and finds little evidence of attempts to securitize migration in Europe after the
September 2011 terrorist attacks (2007, p. 590). She argues that security
professionals exercise the level of practice and examines their practices for drawing
her conclusions on securitization. Huysmans adds that securitization is part of the
wider technocratic and political process in which professional agents, such as police
and customs officers, and political agents debate and decide how immigrants may
become part of the west European societies (2000, p. 752). After examining the
practices of these officers and agents Huysmans (2002), in another study, finds that
“security professionals such as the police have a strong capacity to produce
enunciations about the figure of the enemy and the relationship between us and
them” (p. 56). Bigo (2002) suggests specifically for the securitization of
immigration that “it emerges from the correlation between some successful speech
acts of political leaders, the mobilization they create for and against some groups
of people, and the specific field of security professionals” and proposes the
examination of all these aspects (p. 65). Baele & Sterck claim that securitization is
better understood as the result of practices and framing narratives (2015, p. 1124).
Assessing the practices of security professionals and agents, together with the
security speech acts of the political actors, seems to facilitate the assessment of
securitizations.
The practices of security professionals are the non-discursive elements of
securitizing moves. Karyotis elaborates on these practices. He enumerates the
military, the regulatory tools in the form of legal amendments and the visual media
as non-discursive formations of securitization that should be assessed within the
context of a securitization (Karyotis, 2012, p. 397). He proposes to investigate
historical and institutional configurations coupled with elite interviews for
identifying motivations for elites to sustain a security frame (Karyotis, 2012, p.
405). Himself interviewed elite Greek politicians to find out why migration was
securitized. Moreover, he proposes the examination of visual images, performative
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violent acts, policy tools, institutional configurations, and security practices, forms
of governmentality, legal frameworks and regulatory tools to be taken into account
for attaining a “pragmatic view of securitization” (Karyotis, 2012, p. 392). He
finally emphasizes the importance of the context (Karyotis, 2012, p. 399).
Huysmans and Buonfino focus on the discursive elements of the securitizing
moves. They assess the UK parliamentary debates on terrorism in order to define if
immigration in the UK is securitized after 9/11 (Huysmans & Buonfino, 2008, p.
768). They search first in the debates for specific terms such as immigration,
migration, migrant, asylum seeker, refugee, bogus and foreigner. Then, they
analyse the debates containing these terms and the meaning, structure and
connection with other themes (Huysmans & Buonfino, 2008, p. 768). Similarly,
Glusac (2014) combines Copenhagen’s and Paris’ Schools approaches of
securitization with human security concept, as well as the normative and political
discourse analyses in order to offer a view on why and how migration has been
perceived as a security threat in the European Union (Glusac, 2014, p. 159-160).
Aras & Mencuteck assess secondary sources such as newspapers, official
and informal reports of national and international organizations, official
declarations and existing literature in order to find out what influences restrictive
and securitizing migration policies (2015, p. 195). They also suggest qualitative
analysis and in particular, the method of process-tracing (Aras & Mencuteck, 2015,
p. 196).
Balzacq suggests focussing on the functions and implications of the policy
instruments used to meet the public problem rather than to investigate the
construction of threats at the level of discourse (2008, p. 75). He reckons that the
discursive approach to securitization fails to account for variations of intensity in
the securitization process (Balzacq, 2008, p. 78). He, therefore, emphasizes the role
of the instruments, the policy tools of securitization, in the process of securitization.
Further, it is noteworthy that most of the scholars utilize a top-down
approach in assessing securitization. The elites, at the top, perform the
securitization move and “impose” it to the audience at the ‘bottom’. Buonfino
disagrees and suggests that securitization is also a bottom-up procedure with the
mass media and the public coercing the governments to perform the securitizing
moves. This situation is created by the so-called “CNN effect”, a term which
describes the power-influence that the mass media exert on policy by forcing
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officials to pursue particular actions (Buonfino, 2004, p. 31). She argues that the
securitization discourse is “the result of the representation and orchestration of
public opinion demands by the mass media which produce change” (2004, p. 30).
She asserts that the media sometimes abuse public opinion in order for them to
demand change to the governments (Buonfino, 2004, p. 30).
Glover investigates the counter-narrative of the activists instead of the
narrative of the elites for substantiating his argument that the policy framing
technique of securitization leaves migrant populations vulnerable, threatened and
criminalized (2011, p. 77). To do this, he performs field research with immigrant
and refugee activists’ groups in the United States. Looking at the narratives of those
who are themselves the subjects of the securitized discourse could be helpful when
assessing securitization. McGahan (2009) proposes the examination of the local
politics for adequately grasping why migration is securitized (p. 4) and suggests the
disaggregation of multi-ethnic societies and migrant communities when analysing
them because they can be viewed at the same time as both potential sources of a
security threat and referent objects of security (p. 3). But examining the ‘quality’ of
the security discourse, the reactions of the affected persons by this discourse, and
the practices and policies of the states are not the only methods for assessing
securitization. Several scholars also suggest methods based on the ‘quantification’
of the discourse and practices.
Baele & Sterck, after recognising that the methods are the ‘Achilles’ heel’
of securitization studies introduce a quantitative method for measuring the intensity
of the security framing in European Union legislation on immigration (2015, p.
1124). With their approach, they seek to measure the presence of words, verbs and
concepts with a high-security connotation within carefully selected written or
spoken accounts on immigration (Baele & Sterck, 2015, p. 1125). To achieve this,
they use the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count computer software that
automatically detects the saliency of security narratives in documents (Baele &
Sterck, 2015, p. 1121). They also detect inadequate explanation about the reasons
behind the manner and rationality of the selection of the documents examined by
other securitization scholars (Baele & Sterck, 2015, p. 1123). They finally doubt
the methods utilized by the other scholars because “[the other scholars] are often
tempted to (not) detect securitization where they want, and where it actually is
(not)” (Baele & Sterck, 2015, p. 1122). Karyotis & Patrikios (2010) also proceed
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with the utilization of a quantitative method to measure securitization in Greece (p.
43). They attempt to measure the dynamics of competition and the relative
discursive power of the Greek political and religious elites, with regards to
migration. They do so by first employing discourse analysis for documenting the
divergence in the two actors’ rhetoric and then by measuring the relative impact of
these actors’ discourses on public immigration attitudes. They employ structural
equation modelling of the European Social Survey (Karyotis & Patrikios, 2010, p.
43).
To conclude, the securitization scholars utilize various methods for
investigating securitizations. The most accurate and appropriate assessment
methods, though, seem to be those that couple investigation of the securitizing
moves with the examination of other securitizations’ elements and aspects. Thus, it
looks like a combination of various of the aforementioned methods would offer
better results than the mere application of one of them. Assessing the intensity of
the securitization rhetoric through a computer-based programme when combined
with selective analysis of the security-experts’ practices and elite interviews could
be more successful in assessing securitization than a simple analysis of the security
speech acts. A combination of these methods could also be utilized for inspecting
the reaction of the targeted audiences to the securitizing moves. The audienceacceptance component has been inadequately investigated in the current literature.
A thorough combination of some of the aforementioned methods could facilitate
the audience-acceptance assessment.

The Gap in the Literature: The Audience-Acceptance Component
The Importance of the Audience-Acceptance Component
Although numerous securitization scholars emphasize the importance of the
audience-acceptance to the process of securitization, the assessment of this
securitization component remains largely undertheorized and understudied.
According to the ‘founders’ of the securitization theorem, the process of
securitization consists of three components: 1) the existential threats, 2) the
emergency action, and 3) the effects on inter-unit relations by the breaking free of
rules (Buzan et al., 1998, p. 26). ‘Inter-unit relation’ stands for the relationship
between the audience and the securitizing actor. Guy Emerson speaks about the
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securitization trinity (the speech act, the securitizer and the audience) when
developing a process-orientated account of securitization (2017, p. 3). Buzan et al.
(1998) emphasize that just by discursively presenting something as an existential
threat to a referent object, securitization does not just happen. An issue is supposed
to be securitized only if and when the audience accepts it as such (Buzan et al.,
1998, p. 25). Only when the audience accepts the securitization of a particular issue,
the securitizing actor can “break free of procedures or rules” and adopt
extraordinary measures in order to tackle this issue (Buzan et al., 1998, p. 25). “The
success or failure of securitizing moves depends on the target audience’s conviction
that the threatened object is worth saving, on the one hand, and that inaction
jeopardizes its survival on the other” argues Vaughn (2009, p. 266). Vaughn citing
Buzan et al. and Floyd further claims that once the securitizing argument achieves
“sufficient salience with the relevant audience, it becomes the justification for and
the catalyst of emergency counter measures” (Buzan et al., 1998, p. 21; Floyd,
2007, p. 329; Vaughn, 2009, p. 266). Côté notes that “the audience is portrayed as
being fundamental to the intersubjective character of securitization theory […] as
the success of […] the entire securitization process depends on audience acceptance
(2016, p. 542). Hansen (2012) offers a more detailed account of the importance of
audience-acceptance. He describes securitization as a ‘mode of bargaining’ in
which the securitizing actors have to persuade their audiences that measures of
emergency have to be taken and that the suspension of normal rules is legitimate
(p. 531). The abovementioned references of the securitization theorists to the
audience- acceptance component demonstrate that the audience and its response to
the securitizing moves are crucial for the success of an issue’s securitization. What
is more, the theorists’ references reveal that the position of the audience-acceptance
within the securitization process is supposed to be placed after the security speech
act and before the adoption of the extraordinary measures. Despite its crucial
importance to the securitization process, many securitization scholars refer to the
insufficient coverage of the audience-acceptance component in the current
securitization literature.
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The ‘Gap’ in the Securitization Literature
Several scholars agree that the audience-acceptance element has been
under-developed, understudied and undertheorized in the current securitization
literature. McDonald recognizes the gap on the study of the audience-acceptance
component and argues that dynamics of securitization such as the role of the
‘facilitating conditions’ and the ‘audience’ are “so undertheorized as to ultimately
remain outside of the [securitization] framework itself” (2008, p. 564). Other
scholars state that the studies of securitization still “ignore how audiences interact
and negotiate with securitized representations” and suggest that framing analysis
should be used for addressing more effectively the question of audience-acceptance
(Rychnovska, 2014, p. 26; Watson, 2012, p. 299). Watson (2012) suggests that the
concept of audience-acceptance remains unclear (p. 284). He notices that just a few
studies of securitization attempt to demonstrate the effects that the securitizing
discourse has on the targeted audiences and adds that for most of these studies,
successful securitizing claims mean policy or behavioural change, making it
impossible to distinguish between acceptance, apathy and acquiescence (Watson,
2012, p. 298). Curley and Herington argue that within securitization studies, the
role of the audience plays on the construction of threats is seldom acknowledged
(2011, p. 144). Côté adds that the audience has been called ‘radically
underdeveloped’ and that the ‘politics of acceptance’ have been under-determined
(2106, p. 542). He further argues that “the treatment of the audience within
securitization theory has been inconsistent and at times non-existent, creating
confusion surrounding both its identity and purpose” (2016, p. 542). The undertheorization of the audience-acceptance component led Balzacq to claim that
audience-acceptance is not necessary for a securitizing move to be considered as
successful and added that, “securitization can occur or evolve without the assent of
an identifiable audience” (Balzacq, 2008, p. 75). The fact that various securitization
scholars recognize the gap in the literature in theorizing, developing and studying
the audience-acceptance highlights the need for this component of the securitization
process to be more carefully examined. Considering that the third integral
component of a successful securitization comprises of two elements: the audience,
and the acceptance, the theorization and the study of both audience and acceptance
elements are necessitated. The few scholars who included in their reviews the
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audience-acceptance element hold various views about the identity of the audience
and the form and ‘measurement’ of the acceptance. The following paragraphs
summarize the findings about the identity of the audience and the form of the
acceptance.
The Identity of the Audience
The term ‘audience’ is vaguely defined in the current literature. Vaughn
agrees that the concept of the ‘audience’ remains undertheorized (2009, p. 265) and
recognizes that the Copenhagen School’s securitization framework does little to
respond to the question of what constitutes the audience (2009, p. 273). Stritzel
(2007) believes that the identification of the audience is not an easy task and notes
that “in empirical studies, one cannot always figure out clearly which audience is
when and why most relevant, what implications it has if there are several audiences
and when exactly an audience is persuaded” (p. 363). Based on his securitization
audience identity analysis, Côté defined the audience as “the individual(s) or
group(s) that has the capacity to authorize the view of the issue presented by the
securitizing actor and legitimize the treatment of the issue through security
practice” (2016, p. 548). Côté further asserted that the audience’s identification
remains a case-specific consideration (2016, p. 548). With the case-specific
argument sides also Vuori, who argues that “the specific audiences have to be
defined in each empirical analysis” (2008, p. 72).
Despite the difficulty to identify the relevant audiences, a handful of
scholars inquired the identity of the audience when investigating instances of
securitization. Most of the examined studies speculated the identity of the targeted
audiences by examining the text of the security speech acts (Vaughn, 2009, p. 265)
or by assessing the context of the securitizing move. None of these studies
examined the securitization of migratory flows.
Vaughn identified three ‘relevant audiences’ in the securitizations
performed by humanitarian organizations as the staff of the humanitarian
organizations, other humanitarian organizations, and donors and other political
actors (2009, p. 275). Vaughn further distinguished between primary and secondary
audiences (2009, p. 276). Guy Emerson (2017) also defines three audiences in his
research: the popular, the elite and the scientific (p. 10). Salter (2008), when
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applying the securitization theory on the Canadian Air Transport Security Authority
concludes that the security speech acts were directed towards at least four
audiences: popular, elite, technocratic and scientific (p. 321). In their assessment of
the securitization of avian influenza in several Asian countries, Curley and
Herington identified as the securitization audiences the domestic constituencies and
the international community (2011, p. 158). Balzacq (2005, p. 182) and Roe (2008,
p. 616) assumed that, especially in liberal democracies, the securitization audience
is the general public. Applying securitization theory on the ‘Iraqi threat’ in 2002,
Roe defined the British public as the targeted audience by the securitizers and
consulted public opinion polls to gauge the public’s response (Roe, 2008, pp. 624625). Hayes (2012) considered the U.S. public as the target of the American
President G.W. Bush’s security arguments that Iraq held weapons of mass
destruction (pp. 66-67 and 69). He further distinguished audiences in primary and
secondary and claimed that the public is the primary one (Hayes, 2012, p. 70). Salter
disagreed and alleged that “the audience is not always the public” (2008, p. 328).
Côté (2016) confirmed Salter’s thoughts and, after studying 32 different
securitization studies to identify the securitization audiences, he concluded that
indeed many studies focus either explicitly or implicitly on the general public
within a democratic state as the audience, but in other studies the securitization
audiences were a specific branch of government, the local elites, the donors, the
organizational colleague and the technical experts (p. 546).
Some studies claim that securitizing actors target multiple audiences with
their security speech acts. Vaughn (2009) suggests that the “securitizers attempt to
persuade multiple audiences that their securitizing moves should be accepted, and
countermeasures enacted” (p. 263). She examined the securitization of
indistinctiveness. Salter and Piché also argue that the security speech acts are
directed towards multiple audiences (2011, p. 947). Other studies argue that
securitizing moves target subnational institutional actors in order to involve local
governments into the management of the crises and to legitimize the partial
suspension of the regular political process (Campesi, 2011, p. 5).
In a nutshell, the audience of the securitization seems to be the general
public in the majority of the cases. The audience also seems to be a case-specific
element. What is more, some securitizers direct their security speech acts towards
more than one audience. If there are multiple audiences targeted by the securitizers,
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the audiences may be divided into primary and secondary. There is no study
addressing the identity of the audience when the securitized issue is migration. But
it is not only the investigation identity of the audience in migration-related
securitizations that is absent in the current literature. The ‘acceptance’ of the
audience is also vaguely defined.
The “Acceptance”
For some scholars, acceptance equals to toleration. According to Stritzel,
audience-acceptance also means audience-tolerance in that the audience tolerates
violations of rules that would otherwise have been respected (2007, p. 361). Buzan
et al. (1998) note that the securitizing claims make an audience tolerate violations
of rules and work to silence opposition (p. 26). Wæver (1995) compares audienceacceptance with the avoidance of escalation of public opposition (p. 58). Vuori
(2008) suggests that acceptance is a matter of degree: from the wholehearted
acceptance to apathetic resignation, to active opposition (pp. 72-73). Balzacq (2005,
p. 184), Côté (2016, p. 548) and Roe (2008, p. 615) distinguish acceptance in moral
and formal. When the targeted audience is the political elite, the securitizers seek
for formal acceptance, but when the audience is the public, the securitizers look for
moral acceptance (Balzaq, 2005, p. 185).
Scholars tend to understand audience-acceptance in different ways.
Whether acceptance is expressed by the ‘non-questioning’ of the securitizing moves
or by being favourable to the adopted emergency measures is something to be
speculated by scholars who access the securitization processes. Thus, the precise
meaning of ‘acceptance’ is vaguely defined in the current literature.
Peculiar Securitizations
Another issue that arises with regards to the audience-acceptance is the
value of this securitization component in securitizations that take place in
authoritarian states. What happens when the securitizing actor is a dictator or an
authoritarian regime? Is the acceptance by the audience relevant then? According
to Vuori (2008), the argument goes that totalitarian or other non-democratic
political systems do not need political legitimacy in the way democracies do (p. 68).
The leaders of totalitarian systems need no justification in order to rule (Vuori,
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2008, p. 68). Despite its relatively low importance in such political systems, the
audience could be the power elite or a group of fundamentalists (Hayes, 2012, p.
70; Vuori, 2008, p. 72).
Other issues emerge when the audience, or at least some part of it, is
simultaneously the referent object of security and the designated security threat.
When the migration is being securitized, the situation mentioned above occurs
when migrants constitute a substantial segment of a local population. When this
happens, the securitizing move could meet with substantial degree of resistance by
a large part of the population and subsequently could fail because, as McGahan
(2009) reminds, it is required “some degree of support from the public” for a
securitizing move to be successful (p. 8).

Concluding Remarks
The review of the current literature on the relationship between migration,
security and Europe indicates that although many studies dealt with migration in
Europe from various perspectives only a few of them utilized the Copenhagen
School’s securitization analytical framework. What is more, by the time this
research project began (in October 2016), and despite the fact that there existed
apparent indications that the European refugee crisis had been approached as a
security issue in both the EU and the member states’ levels, there was a very
minimal assessment of the securitization of the crisis at the European Union and at
the member states levels. A detailed analysis of the European refugee crisis through
the spectrum of the CSSS’ securitization theorem in both the EU and the member
states levels could bring into the fore not only the extraordinary measures and the
security rhetoric employed by the EU and her member states, but also the response
of the relevant audiences to the securitization of the said crisis.
Given the absence of an adequate assessment of the audience-acceptance
element of the securitization process in the current literature, a study on the
reactions of the targeted audiences to the securitizing discourse introduced by the
securitizing actors would highlight whether audience-acceptance is indeed a
precondition for a successful securitization or if securitization is also possible
without the audience’s positive response. The current attempts of securitization of
migration in the European Union and the reaction of the ‘European public’ to the
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securitizing moves seem to be the best possible case for applying the securitization
theory and for finding out whether the third component of a securitization process,
the audience-acceptance, has to be present for a securitization to be successful.
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Chapter 3: METHODOLOGY
Introduction
The methodology, according to Lamont, refers to “the ways through which
we acquire knowledge” (2015, p. 25). For the purposes of this dissertation, I need
to acquire knowledge about the inclination of the audience(s) before, during, and/or
after an attempted or concluded securitization.
The securitization issue that is discussed in this thesis is the recent European
refugee crisis. To investigate the extent to which the securitization audience(s)
participated in the securitization of the refugee crisis, I perform a comparative case
study analysis. I approach the case studies from the viewpoint of the Copenhagen
School’s securitization theoretical framework as enhanced with my own novel
additions. I deliberately choose the Copenhagen School’s securitization framework
because it calculates better than any other framework the elevation of a nontraditional security issue, like migration, to the security realm and because it sets
the foundations for studying the role of the securitization audiences in the
securitization process. Based on the foundations set by the Copenhagen School’s
theorists, I enhance the analytical capability of the Copenhagen School’s
securitization to identify and measure the audience and its response to the
securitizing moves. Then, I apply the modified and enhanced securitization
framework on a number of case studies within the European refugee crisis context.
In the following paragraphs I elaborate on my decision to focus on a
specific spatial, political and temporal context, I justify the selection of the case
studies, I articulate the research question(s) and the main hypotheses, I describe the
methods that I use to acquire the relevant data, and I explain the importance,
functionality and applicability of the novel securitization framework of analysis.

Research Design: A Comparative Case-Study Analysis
Spatial, Political & Temporal Parameters
Several reasons justify the selection of the EU’s audience(s) as a case study.
Spatially, within the borders of the European Union and its member states, there
have been observed desperate attempts by politicians belonging to the ‘far-right’
political spectrum and by Eurosceptics to represent the refugee crisis as an
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existential threat to certain aspects of the Europeans’ daily life and to the life of the
Europeans as such. Central-right political parties have not refrained from depicting
the refugee crisis and the refugees as existential threats. Some of the central-right
immi-sceptic parties are situated in the position of governmental power in a number
of EU member states. The apparently non-immi-friendly European context
constitutes a ‘fertile ground’ for studying how the European audience(s) perceive
the security speech acts and the securitizing moves of the securitizing actors.
In terms of political systems, assuming that the primary targeted audience
of the security speech acts is the European ‘masses’, the European Union and its
member states constitute the best possible case studies. Only liberal democracies
may participate in the project of the European (Union) integration, and only in
liberal democracies, the “voice” of the public has the power to influence public
policies and security practices.2 Only in liberal democracies the political elites, who
(according to the ‘founders’ of the CSSS’ securitization theory) are the most
influential and persuasive securitizing actors, consider the inclination and strive for
the approval of the public. Based on the Copenhagen School’s assumptions about
the most influential securitizing actors, I consider the political elites as the
securitizing actors in the case of the securitization of the European refugee crisis.
The European Union and the liberal democratic political systems of its member
states constitute the best possible case studies for assessing the response, reaction
or contribution of the European masses to the securitization (if any) of the refugee
crisis.
Temporally, this study focuses on the period starting from January 2015 and
ending on December 2017. Following January 2015, the incoming, towards the EU,
refugee ‘flow’ grew exponentially. Around the same time, the Islamic State of Iraq
and the Levant (ISIL) began to strike major European cities with terrorist attacks.
The overwhelming majority of the incoming asylum seekers were Muslims from
Syria, Iraq, Afghanistan (Eurostat, 2017). It did not take long before political actors
across the European member states attempted to associate the terrorist attacks with
the arrival of the asylum seekers. The combination of the unrestricted Muslim
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The attitude of the people towards migration does not have any value in authoritarian, semiauthoritarian, totalitarian and non-democratic regimes. Such regimes suppress or even forbid the
public to have any saying about the violation of this public’s own fundamental rights, let alone the
securitization of foreign migrants’ fundamental rights.
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refugee flows with the escalation of Islamic terrorism within the EU constituted
‘fertile ground’ for the nutrition of securitization narratives at the EU and the
member states levels. In most of the EU member states, the securitization related
rhetoric was drastically minimized after the adoption of the EU-Turkey Statement
of March 2016. The security speech acts gradually disappeared after 2017.
Expecting to locate many attempted security speech acts between 2015 and
2017, it would be interesting to examine whether the designations of the existential
threats developed into extraordinary measures and to gauge the response or
predisposition of the targeted audience(s). Assuming that the public was the
primary targeted audience, it is expected to be found that the public’s perspective
of the refugee crisis and the public predisposition towards the asylum seekers was
affected by the simultaneous refugees’ outbreak and the perpetration of the terrorist
attacks. Taking into account that only a handful of studies examined the
securitization of migration at the European Union after 2015 (D’ Apollonia, 2017;
Meszaros, 2016; Mitsilegas and Vavoula, 2017; Rudolph, 2017; Skleparis, 2017b;
Wilcox, 2017) and that none of those has assessed the audience-acceptance
component, the European Union and its member states between 2015 and 2017
seem to be the best possible case studies for investigating and clarifying the identity,
response and role that the audience plays in the securitization of the refugee crisis.
The European Union and her member states are chosen because of the
following three reasons: (1) all the EU member states are liberal democracies. As
aforementioned, the relevance of the audience in the securitization process is
apparent only in liberal democracies; (2) the EU Treaties do not confer powers to
the European Union to legislate on an exclusive basis about migration and asylum
matters. The latter fall within the Title V of the Treaties (Area of Freedom, Security
and Justice) in which both the member states and the EU are empowered to legislate
(shared competences). Consequently, inconsistencies exist in the migration and
asylum policies of the EU member states. These inconsistencies offer the possibility
to some member states’ political elites to designate the refugee crisis as an
existential threat to their state, identity, culture, internal security and/or citizens and
to adopt individual, extraordinary and emergency measures to tackle the alleged
threat; (3) the European Union’s member states could be divided to different groups
on the basis of their perceptions, attitudes, and reactions towards the refugee crisis
(Meszaros, 2017, p. 95).
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Some member states like Hungary and Slovakia oppose the admission of
asylum seekers on their soil and/or in the European Union. Some others, like Greece
and Italy, are obliged to let the migrant populations enter their land or sea-borders
due to their placement on the map as the outposts of the European Union and
because of their obligations under international law. Others, like Germany and
Sweden, invite and welcome the asylum seekers and incentivize their residency in
their country. These diversified approaches of the EU member states towards the
refugee crisis could generate a variety of securitization attitudes and practices. It is
expected to be found that the ‘negatively predisposed’ member states securitized
the crisis, the ‘positively predisposed’ ones did not securitize it, and that the
‘obliged’ member states securitized in practice but not in discourse. Yet, the EU
comprises 28 Member States. Studying the securitization of the refugee crisis in all
the 28 EU member states is impracticable. The time constraints of this study permit
the investigation of only a limited number of case studies. The selection of the case
studies is based on quantitative and qualitative criteria outlined in the following
paragraphs.
The Case Studies
To examine only one case, the European Union as a whole would offer very
limited insights on the actual securitization of the refugee crisis and on the
applicability of the enhanced securitization framework employed by this thesis. By
comparing several case studies, the hypotheses about the importance (or
irrelevance) and the placement of the audience in the process of securitization
would be tested more thoroughly. Besides, a broader comparative case studies
analysis would test more efficiently whether the introduced by this thesis, analytical
framework, is capable of depicting various forms of securitization. However, the
examination of the securitization instances in each of the 28 EU member states
would require extended time and budget allotment that would clash with the time
and budgetary limitations of this study. Dividing the EU member states in different
groupings based on their approach to the refugee crisis and selecting the most
representative member state of these groupings as a case study would be more
efficient not only in terms of time and in terms of budgetary requirements.
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One has also to consider that the European Union covers a wide
geographical area. Some of the EU member states are situated at the entry or transit
points of the refugee routes. Some others are the refugees’ desired destinations.
Both of these groups of member states allocate significant importance to the refugee
crisis. Yet, there are several more EU member states that are neither situated at the
starting point of the refugees’ journey, nor are the desired destinations of the
refugees, nor constitute any transit site of that journey. These states could be
described as ‘neutral’. The refugee crisis holds an ordinary, but not a prominent,
place in the political agenda of the ‘neutral’ member states. The probabilities for
the European refugee crisis to be securitized or desecuritized/a-securitized in the
‘neutral’ countries are very low.
Based on the demonstrated interest of the EU member states in the refugee
crisis, I divide them into ‘interested’ and ‘neutral’. I take into consideration only
the responses of those member states that ‘treated’ the refugee crisis as a
mainstream issue. In countries where the political salience of the refugee crisis is
low, the examination of the securitization elements would offer limited insights and
would add limited value to the findings of this study. For the reasons outlined
above, I treat the ‘neutral’ EU member states as irrelevant to this study.
To divide the EU member states to ‘interested’ and ‘neutral’, I take into
account the judicial procedures of an exceptional court case of the Court of Justice
of the EU (CJEU). The exceptionality of this court’s case lies in its direct
relationship with the on-going refugee crisis. In 2015, the Council of the European
Union adopted two Decisions (Council Decision (EU) 2015/1523; Council
Decision (EU) 2015/1601) with which she arranged the distribution of 160,000
Syrian, Iraqi and Eritrean asylum applicants from Italy and Greece to the rest of the
EU member states. The Decisions were adopted in order to reduce the migration
pressures from the EU member states that hosted, like the outposts of the EU, a
significant number of the asylum seekers: Greece and Italy. The plan of the
European Union is broadly known as the relocation scheme. Slovakia and Hungary
not only rejected the relocation scheme immediately but also challenged its
application before the CJEU. Slovakia issued first a court lawsuit over the Council’s
Decision and Hungary followed. Together, they requested the annulment of the
relocation scheme. The CJEU rejected their claims. What matters most at this point
is that from this CJEU’s case it became known the identity of the member states
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that are particularly ‘interested’ in the refugee crisis and the identity of those
member states who are ‘neutral’. I treat the EU member states that intervened in
favour or against Hungary and Slovakia as ‘interested’ and those that did not
intervene as ‘neutral’. This division is based on the assumption that the ‘interested’
member states are more likely to engage into securitization or desecuritization/asecuritization narratives, moves and practices than the ‘neutral’ ones. It is also
based on the hypothesis that the ‘interested’ countries intervened because the
relocation scheme and consequently, the EU refugee crisis had significant political
salience and attracted the attention of the domestic public opinion. In the
proceedings before the Court, Poland interfered in support of Slovakia and
Hungary. Belgium, Germany, Greece, France, Italy, Luxembourg, Sweden and the
Commission intervened in favour of the Council (CJEU, Press Release No 91/17).
Table 1 summarizes and divides the intervened countries into challengers and
defenders. With the division of member states into ‘interested’ and ‘neutral’, the
number of case studies that could add value to the application of the introduced by
this thesis securitization analytical framework of Copenhagen School drops from
twenty-eight to ten. Despite the drastic reduction of the number of potential case
studies, the investigation of ten member states is not attainable considering the time
limitations of this study. To bring the number of case studies to an ‘attainable’
number, I use objective criteria to single out four out of the ten member states.
Table 1: List of Intervening EU member states.
Intervening EU Member States in Joined Cases C-643/15 and C-647/15
Slovakia and Hungary v Council
DEFENDERS of the RELOCATION
CHALLENGERS of the
SCHEME
RELOCATION SCHEME
BELGIUM
GERMANY
GREECE
SLOVAKIA
FRANCE
HUNGARY
ITALY
POLAND
LUXEMBOURG
SWEDEN
SOURCE: Court of Justice of the EU

I select case studies both from the ‘challengers’ and from the ‘defenders’
member states. I do so, because discovering the predisposition and response of the
public in both ‘challenging’ and ‘defending’ member states adds more value to this
study than studying the responses of the ‘challengers’ or of the ‘defenders’ only. At
the member states which fiercely opposed the application of the relocation scheme
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is more likely to detect securitizing moves. Preliminary evidence collected from
secondary sources confirms these thoughts (D’Appollonia, 2017; Kriesi, 2016;
Meszaros, 2016; Szalai and Gobl, 2016). For the purposes of this study, it would
also be interesting to reveal whether the domestic publics agreed with the
securitizing moves. Equally valuable for my analysis would be the detection of
securitizing moves (if any) at the member states that favoured the application of the
relocation scheme.
Driven by these thoughts, I pick out two case studies from the ‘defending’
and two from the ‘challenging’ EU member states. The ‘defending’ member states
could further be divided into ‘destination’ and ‘front-line’ countries, according to
the European Commission (Institutional Paper 033, 2016). Germany and Sweden
are characterized as the main destination countries, while Greece and Italy are the
most important front-line member states (Institutional Paper 033, 2016). Between
Greece and Italy, Greece stands out as the country from where most post-2015
migration flows originated (Institutional Paper 033, 2016). From the ‘challenging’
member states Hungary is described as a ‘transit’ country.
The following paragraphs contain a quantitative analysis purported to
facilitate the selection of the best possible case studies for the purposes of this
analysis. Statistics from the EU Relocation Scheme, Eurobarometer and Google
Trends are utilized for facilitating the case studies’ selection. The countries that
stand out from the quantitative assessment are also examined qualitatively. The
qualitative assessment aims attention to specific attributes of the member states that
distinguish them from the other member states in serving the purposes of this
research.
Quantitative Assessment
The EU Relocation Scheme
To single out the four (two plus two) case studies, I first compare the number
of the actual relocations executed at the deadline of the scheme on September 2017
by each one of the ‘interested’ member states. Countries abiding by the relocation
scheme are less likely to treat the refugee crisis as a security issue while countries
disregarding their commitments under the scheme are more likely to treat the
refugee crisis as a threat and to attempt its securitization. Since the refugees were
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supposed to relocate from Greece and Italy, these two countries have a keen interest
in the implementation of the scheme. Yet, the scheme did not generate any
commitments for Greece and Italy apart from facilitating the relocation of the
refugees to the rest of the EU member states. Therefore, Greece and Italy are not
taken into consideration for the purposes of this first classification of the
‘interested’ EU member states. As the statistics of the European Commission
demonstrate (Table 2), among the defenders of the relocation scheme, the member
state that decided to accept and host the most significant number of refugees was
Germany. By the relocations scheme’s deadline, Germany had embraced 5,658
refugees. That number was almost doubled two months later.
Table 2: ‘Interested’ EU member states & Actual Relocations.
Actual Relocations on the basis of the Relocation Scheme
DEFENDERS of the RELOCATION SCHEME
CHALLENGERS of the RELOCATION
SCHEME
Member State

Relocations
Sep. 2017

Relocations
Nov. 2017

Legal
Commitment

Member State

Relocations
Sep. 2017

Relocations
Nov.2017

Legal
Commitment

GERMANY
FRANCE
BELGIUM
SWEDEN
LUXEMBOURG

5,658
3,748
623
326
308

9,169
4,699
1,059
2,851
482

27,536
19,174
3,812
3,766
557

POLAND
HUNGARY
SLOVAKIA

0
0
16

0
0
16

6,182
1,294
902

SOURCE: European Commission, June 2017 and November 2017.

Although Germany was very far from her legal obligation under the
relocation scheme to relocate 27,536 refugees from Greece and Italy, she admitted
9,169 of them. France followed closely with accepting 4,699 asylum applicants out
of her legal commitment to relocate 19,174 of them. Sweden hosted 2,851 asylum
seekers from her 3,766 commitment, Belgium 1,059 out of 3,812 and Luxembourg
482 from 557. At the other side of the spectrum, the ‘challenging’ member states
did not accept any of the prescribed asylum applicants. Only Slovakia decided to
facilitate the relocation of 16 asylum seekers, but she set the preconditions that these
persons should be Christians.
Thus, Germany was by November 2017 the country that relocated the
highest number of refugees among the ‘interested’ EU member states while
Luxembourg and Sweden were the countries that relocated the number of asylum
applicants that fell closer to their legal commitment. One has also to consider that
the legal obligations were very precise in terms of refugee numbers and in terms of
time limitations. The legal commitments were supposed to be effectuated by
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September 2017. By that month of 2017, Germany was much closer to the
fulfilment of her legal commitments than Sweden.
Considering that Germany ‘welcomed’ a great number of asylum
applicants, it would be very unlikely to discover that the German political elites,
and most capable securitizing actors, performed any security speech acts or
securitizing moves. If the German political elites followed a securitizing narrative,
they would constitute the refugees’ arrival and integration to Germany and to the
German society unattainable. By permitting such a significant number of asylum
seekers to enter Germany, one could assume that the German elites approached the
refugee crisis as humanitarian rather than as a security issue. Was the German
general public accord with the decision of its government? It would be interesting
to assess whether the German public supported the compliance of the German
political elites with the EU relocation scheme and backed the admission of almost
10,000 more refugees in Germany.
Contrastingly to the German political elites, the governments of countries
like Poland and Hungary accepted no asylum seeker under their relocation scheme
obligations. It is more likely to find that the Hungarian and the Polish political elites
engaged in securitizing rhetoric in order to persuade their public about the
correctness of their decision to disobey the EU relocation scheme. Did the Polish
and Hungarian public and potential primary targeted audience support the
securitization claims of their political leaders? Alternatively, did these political
elites obey to potential demands of the public and treated the asylum seekers as
security threats? A close investigation of the correlation between public opinion
and the political elites’ rhetoric in Poland and Hungary with regards to the refugee
crisis would shed light on these questions.
To further facilitate the selection of the appropriate case studies, I also
investigate how vital the topic of the refugee crisis for the public, the potential chief
audience of the ‘interested’ member states was. To do that, I examine the latest
Eurobarometer Surveys. I also perform a detailed analysis on Google trends. I
examine the salience of the words ‘EU migration crisis’ and ‘EU refugee crisis’ in
English and the official language(s) of the ‘interested’ member states.
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Eurobarometer
The European Commission assigns the Eurobarometer to conduct regular
surveys that detect the opinion of the EU public about a wide array of issues and on
a pan-European level. Each survey consists of approximately 1,000 face-to-face
interviews per country. There are Standard, Special Flash and Qualitative
Eurobarometer surveys. The Standard Eurobarometer reports are published twice
yearly. For determining which of the ‘interested’ member states ‘deserves’ to be
studied, I consult Standard Eurobarometer 85 of May 2016. This particular survey
is chosen because of its time proximity with the ‘peak’ of the refugee crisis in terms
of refugee arrivals’ numbers and with the eruption of the terrorist attacks across
major European cities. Terrorism and migration were both the major concerns for
the decision-makers of the EU and her member states.
Some of the EU member states reintroduced (temporarily) border controls.
Some other member states associated the free movement of migrants/asylum
seekers with the unrestricted movement of potential terrorists across the EU. Did
the EU citizens share the same concerns about the refugee crisis with their political
leaders? Did the EU masses consider immigration as a significant issue? The
Eurobarometer surveys address such questions. For the purposes of this exercise, I
sense the salience of the immigration issue for each of the ‘interested’ member
states on May 2016, when lethal terrorist attacks occurred across the EU and little
while after the ‘refugee flows’ reached their highest point. Two questions are taken
into account: “What do you think are the most important issues faced by the EU at
the moment?” and “What do you think are the two most important issues facing
(YOUR COUNTRY) at the moment?”. Table 3 records the proportion of the
respondents considering immigration as the most important issue for the EU or their
country.
There is one limitation, though. These specific surveys’ questions treat
intra-EU migrants, economic migrants from outside of the EU and asylum seekers
as one. However, considering the factual and temporal context surrounding May
2016, I assume that when the respondents answer that they are concerned about
immigration, they refer to the EU refugee crisis. My assumption is based on the fact
that by that time, the EU did not face any internal migration boost.
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Table 3: ‘Interested’ EU member states’ Citizens’ Concerns about Immigration.
Saliency of Immigration
DEFENDERS of the RELOCATION SCHEME
CHALLENGERS of the RELOCATION
SCHEME
Member State

Most Important
Issue for the EU

Most Important Issue
for my Country

GERMANY
SWEDEN
ITALY
BELGIUM
LUXEMBOURG
GREECE
FRANCE

57%
59%
44%
41%
43%
40%
35%

56%
44%
28%
27%
21%
20%
14%

Member State

Most Important Issue
for the EU

Most Important Issue
for my Country

HUNGARY
SLOVAKIA
POLAND

67%
59%
51%

28%
17%
16%

SOURCE: Standard Eurobarometer 85, May 2016.

The German public seems to have been concerned the most among the
‘interested’ member states’ public about the effects of immigration to its country.
The Swedish public believed that immigration was the most important issue for the
EU as a whole. Unemployment was more important than immigration for Italians,
French and Greeks. Belgians were mostly concerned about terrorism. Not
surprising considering that the surveys were conducted a few days after the terrorist
attacks of March 2016 that took place in Brussels. Among the public of the
‘challenging’ member states, the importance of immigration was higher for
Hungarians than for Polish and Slovak citizens. From the assessment of the spring
2016’s Eurobarometer, the issue of immigration seems to be most important for
Germany from the ‘defenders’ and for Hungary from the ‘challengers’.
The case of Germany is more interesting than the cases of the other
‘defenders’ member states because Germany, more than any other country of
Europe, ‘welcomed’, accepted and accommodated many refugees. Did the German
public agree with the decision of its government to host the refugees? Or regarding
immigration as the most important issue for Germany at that particular time meant
that the public was sceptical and did not agree with the decision of their government
to advocate for the implementation of the relocation scheme? Also, vice versa, does
the fact that immigration was considered as the most crucial issue for Hungary by
the Hungarians meant that they supported the decision of their government to fight
against the implementation of the EU relocation scheme? Answering these
questions would offer valuable insights into the study of the audience-acceptance
element of the securitization theory.
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The German and the Hungarian publics regarded immigration, and thus the
refugee crisis, as a more important issue for their countries than the publics of the
other ‘interested’ member states. Thus, from the examination of the Eurobarometer
report, it is derived that Hungary and Germany are the most interesting case studies
among the ‘interested’ member states.
However,

another

way

to

investigate

the

importance

of

the

migration/refugee crisis for the public of a country is to consult Google Trends. The
results of the Google Trends’ investigation are outlined in the following paragraphs.

Google Trends
Google Trends is a publicly available analytical tool reporting the
standardized volume of internet search terms (Google Search) on a scale of 0 to 100
as entered into google.com. The report is for a specified period and takes into
account the location and the language. The Google Trends does not release the
actual number of searches conducted but provide a metric reflecting the relative
change in searches over a specified period. The metric ranges from 0 to 100 and
indicates how high (or low) was the volume of search activity for the period under
consideration. Surely, to guess human behaviour from the analysis of internet
searches has its limitations (Connor, 2017). Yet, the dates of the ‘google-searches’
could offer a potentially promising way to explore the salience of the
refugee/migration crisis across the publics of the ‘interested’ EU member states.
To conclude about the importance of the EU refugee crisis for the public of
each of the ‘interested’ member states, I perform a search of the terms “European
migrant crisis” and “European refugee crisis” in English and the official
language(s) of the assessed EU member state. When no results are showing up when
searching these particular combined words, I reduce the number of words until I
receive an accessible report that depicts the saliency of the issue. If, for example,
“European refugee crisis” does not correspond to any results at a specific member
state, I replace ‘European’ with ‘EU’. If after that alternation the graph is still
‘infertile’, I delete the ‘EU’ part, and I search only for ‘refugee crisis’. Considering
that the main refugee crisis during that time was the EU refugee crisis, it is very
unlikely that the web users ‘searched’ for any other refugee crisis than the European
one when they typed ‘refugee crisis’ in their Google Search machine.
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In terms of research timeframe, the search is adjusted in the temporal
context between the 1st January of 2015 and the 1st January of 2018. This particular
timeframe covers the major ‘peaks’ of the refugee crisis and is also situated within
the timeframe of the whole thesis. In Table 4, I calculate the number of days that
the ‘searches’ of the keywords scored higher than 50 in the Google Trends’
database. Scoring higher than 50 in that database means that a significant portion
of the domestic public showed a particular interest in the European migrant/refugee
crisis. Although the Google Trends may not detect the nationality of the person who
typed the particular keywords, I assume that since these keywords were entered
from the territory of the ‘interested’ member states, and since the local language(s)
was used, it is mostly the domestic public of the assessed ‘interested’ member state
that showed interest in these topics. Table 4 records the sum of the days that the
specific topics investigated in English and the local language(s) scored above 50 in
the Google Trends ranking. The researched topics were: “European migrant crisis”
in English language (EMC-en); “European refugee crisis” in English language
(ERR-en); “European migrant crisis” in the domestic language(s) (EMC-dl); and
“European refugee crisis” in domestic language(s) (ERR-dl). For the languages that
I am not familiar with, I utilize Google Translate to translate the search-terms
mentioned above into the national spoken language(s).
Table 4: Saliency of the Refugee Crisis- Google Trends.
Trends of the Refugee Crisis in Google Search (1/1/15- 1/1/18)
DEFENDERS of the RELOCATION SCHEME
CHALLENGERS of the RELOCATION SCHEME
Member State

EMCen
(days)

ERR-en
(days)

EMC-dl
(days)

ERR-dl
(days)

SUM
(days)

GERMANY
SWEDEN
GREECE
ITALY
FRANCE
BELGIUM
LUXEMBOURG

135
42
91
34
28
42
28

70
56
84
56
35
14
N/A

21
98
35
98
112
35
N/A

128
77
56
35
14
7
21

354
273
266
223
189
98
49

Member
State

EMCen
(days)

ERRen
(days)

EMC-dl
(days)

ERR-dl
(days)

SUM
(days)

HUNGARY
POLAND
SLOVAKIA

28
49
56

28
42
N/A

77
49
91

135
126
14

268
266
161

SOURCE: Google Trends, 1 Jan. 2015- 1 Jan. 2018.

The findings of the Google Trends analysis reveal that among the
‘destination’ member states, the words ‘European migrant/refugee crisis’ attracted
more Google ‘searches’ in Germany. France, Belgium and Luxembourg are also
considered as ‘destination’ countries albeit not main ones like Germany and
Sweden. From the ‘front-line’ countries, the Greek public seems to be slightly more
interested in the refugee crisis than the Italian one. Not a surprise, considering that
the main migration flows of the post-2015 refugee crisis arrived in Greece. With
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regards to the ‘challengers’ of the relocation scheme, the Hungarian and the Polish
web-users are far more concerned about the refugee crisis than their Slovak
counterparts.
The fact that the refugee crisis remained for so many days a ‘hot’ Google
topic for the European web-users indicates that the users were concerned and
curious about it. Most likely, the ‘Google Searches’ was triggered by the need to
acquire better information about the EU refugee crisis. Assuming that an interested
and informed public supports its views with more ‘educated’ arguments than an
uninformed and uninterested public, it would be insightful to discover the responses
of such a well-informed public to any potential securitizing moves.
The quantitative assessments reveal that Germany stands out as the
‘destination’ member state, of which the citizens are the most curious and
concerned about the refugee crisis. Germany is also the country among all the EU
member states that admitted the highest number of refugees (on the basis of the EU
relocation scheme). Thus, taking into account the fact that the German public
showed an apparent interest about the refugee crisis and that Germany was the
country of the EU that demonstrated the most immi-friendly attitude in theory and
in practice with regards to the refugee crisis, Germany seems to be the most
interesting of the ‘destination’ EU countries.
The quantitative investigation of the ‘challenging’ member states indicates
that the Hungarian public is by far more concerned than the Slovak and Polish one.
At the same time, the Hungarian together with the Polish governments are some of
the stronger adversaries of the relocation scheme. Their contestation towards the
relocation scheme is proved by their deliberate decision to disregard their
obligations under the relocation scheme completely. The investigation of the
Hungarian and Polish public responses to the (highly potential) securitizing moves
performed by the highly immisceptic Hungarian and Polish political elites would
add value to this study.
Last, the comparison of the ‘front-line’ member states indicates that the
Greek public is more curious about the refugee crisis than the Italian one. Yet, the
Italian public considers immigration as a more important issue for Italy than Greeks
consider it for Greece. After all, Greece is assessed. The selection of Greece is based
on qualitative reasons that are outlined below.
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Qualitative Assessment
Defenders-Front-line countries: GREECE
My decision to select as a case study, Greece instead of Italy is based on
qualitative assessment. Greece is the EU member state that, post-2015, was affected
most severely by the refugee crisis. Greece, between 2015 and 2018 hosted
thousands of asylum seekers waiting to move on to the more prosperous countries
of the ‘European North’. Another interesting fact that makes Greece a peculiar and
interesting study was the change of the government in January 2015. The
securitizing rhetoric and practices of the New Democracy-led centre-right coalition
government were replaced by the potentially desecuritizing efforts of the postJanuary 2015 SYRIZA-led far-left government. How did the Greek audience
respond to the securitizing moves of the pre-2015 political elites? Did the Greek
audience agree with the ‘wave through’ approach of the post-2015 SYRIZA
government? Assuming that the Greek general public was the main target of the
securitizing and the potentially desecuritizing narratives, the response of the Greek
public is of chief interest for this study. The extent to which the 2015’s shift in the
Greek state’s approach towards the refugee crisis coincided with a parallel shift of
the Greek public’s sentiments towards immigration would reveal, to a certain
extent, the actual contribution, if any, of the Greek public to the securitization or to
the desecuritization of the refugee crisis. An additional reason for selecting Greece
as the case study is my familiarity with the Greek language, which can support my
efforts to collect and analyse data and to conduct substantive interviews with the
securitizing actors.
Defenders-Destination countries: GERMANY
The EU countries which advocated for the ‘open borders’ policy, defended
the EU relocation scheme and constituted the destination of the refugee flows are
four: Germany, Sweden, France and Luxembourg. Among these countries, I select
Germany. Germany has been described as the ‘locomotive’ of the European Union.
It is the most populous EU country and the most powerful in terms of economic
might. It is also the country of which the Chancellor is blamed for having ‘invited’
the asylum seekers to enter the EU. She partially materialized these ‘invitations’ by
accepting the highest number of ‘relocated’ refugees from Greece and Italy. For the
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purposes of this study, it would be interesting to examine whether the ‘immifriendly’ German leadership shared the same feelings about the refugees with the
German masses.
Challengers-transit countries: HUNGARY
If Germany could be described as the most ‘immi-friendly’ country of the
EU, then Hungary should be placed at the other end of the ‘immi-sympathy’
spectrum. Hungary is the member state of the EU that more than any other openly
opposed the EU ‘open borders’ policy and challenged the EU relocation scheme.
Hungary is also one of the main transit countries through which the refugees
attempted to make their way to the prosperous Northern and Western EU member
states. Hungary stands out among the ‘challengers’ member states because of the
extraordinary measures that the Hungarian government adopted in order to hinder
the refugee ‘flows’ and because of the utterance of the most unambiguous security
speech acts. Do the perceptions of the Hungarian political elites about the refugees
align with the opinion of the Hungarian general public? Alternatively, has the
Hungarian government proceeded to the adoption of emergency measures against
the refugees without considering the sentiments of the Hungarian public about the
issue? An appraisal of the securitization of the refugee crisis across Europe would
be incomplete if Hungary, the member state of the EU which, like no other, treated
the crisis as a significant threat, would not be included in the case studies under
consideration. Although the presence of the securitizing rhetoric and the
extraordinary measures are unambiguous in the case of Hungary, the identity and
the involvement of the audience are unsettled. It would be interesting to examine
the actual contribution (if any) of the securitization audience in the process of the
securitization of the refugee crisis in Hungary.

Challengers-non-transit/non-destination countries: POLAND
Since I select two countries, Greece and Germany, from the ‘defenders’ of
the relocation scheme, I also choose two EU member states from the ‘challengers’
group. After selecting Hungary, Poland and Slovakia remain the possible choices.
In terms of quantitative criteria, Poland accepted zero migrants under the relocation
scheme’s rules while Slovakia accepted sixteen. What is more, the Polish public
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seems to be far more interested in the refugee crisis issue than the Slovak one. After
all, I select Poland as the most appropriate case study between the two. An
additional reason for selection Poland instead of Slovakia is the similarity of the
first with Greece in terms of government and migration policy approach in 2015.
Poland, like Greece, experienced a change of government during the peak of the
refugee crisis. The change of the Polish political elites caused a 180 degrees shift
of the Polish attitude towards the refugee crisis. Poland turned from ‘neutral’ to
‘hostile’. The uninterested in the refugee crisis for most of the duration of its
governance, PO-PSL coalition, was replaced by the PiS, the officials of which
represented the Muslim refugees as potential terrorists. Poland, under the PiS
governance, joined the ‘challengers’ of the EU relocation scheme halfway the
CJEU procedures. The PiS government accepted no refugee under the relocation
scheme even though Poland was neither a transit point nor a destination country for
the Syrian refugees. It would be interesting to assess whether the Polish public, the,
in all probability, targeted audience of the Polish security speech acts, shared the
same opinion about the refugees and the refugee crisis with the Polish leadership.
European Union Level
I select to assess the European Union level because the member states of the
EU share with the EU the decision-making in migration/refugee and internal
security issues. For some migration and security issues, the EU has the exclusive
right to legislate. Some other immigration-related issues fall within the prerogatives
of the member states. What is more, key representatives of the EU Institutions
(especially of the European Commission, the European Council, the Council and
the European Parliament) have been recorded to express conflicting views about
the refugees’ outbreak and its administration by Europe. Which audience did these
EU officials expect to share the same views with them? Was the audience of the
EU Institutions’ officials the European public? Or did they address their security
speech acts towards the other EU Institutions?
The responses to these questions are expected to shed light on the main
research question of this study and to enhance the analytical capacity of the
Copenhagen School’s securitization theory. Table 5 illustrates the case studies to
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be compared, the dependent variable, that is the success of the securitization, and
the explanatory-independent variables.
Dependent Variable

Case
Studies

A.A

EU
Greece
Hungary
Germany

Successful
Securitization
?
?
?
?

Poland

?

?

?
?
?
?

Table 5: Case Studies & Variables.
Independent Variables
GPO
AHM EH ICPE
RFE
CIP
N/A
Left and
Right

Right
CentreRight
CentreRight &
Right

Yes
No
No
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
No

No
Yes
No
No

No

Yes

Yes

N/A
Front-Line
Transit
Destinatio
n

None

STA

RS
A

High
High
High
High

Yes
No
No
Yes

Positive

High

No

Negative

Positive
Negative

Positive

SOURCE: Author’s own Compilation of Quantitative and Qualitative Criteria
Explanation: A.A: Audience Acceptance; GPO: Government Political Orientation; ICPE: Intervening
Change of Political Orientation; RFE: Refugee Flows Effect; CIP: Concerned-Interested Public; STA:
Subject of Terrorist Attacks; RSA: Relocation Scheme Approach; ESP: Evidence of Securitization Practices;
ESR: Evidence of Securitization Rhetoric; EH: Ethnically Homogenous Society; AHM: Accustomed to Host
Migrants.

Now that the selection of the spatial, temporal space and the case-studies of
this research are established, it is essential to explain how the information for
clarifying and determining the audience acceptance-component of securitization
theory is gathered.
Establishing the Identity and Assessing the Acceptance
The analysis and comparison of the case studies mentioned above are
expected to provide answers to a series of research questions that arise out of the
examination of the audience-acceptance component of the securitization theory. I
combine qualitative and quantitative methods of research to extract data for
supporting my conclusions. This approach is defined as a mixed method of research
(Lamont, 2015, p. 114). I further combine qualitative and quantitative analysis to
understand better the process of securitization and to explain some countries’
tensions to securitize migration. I also expect to be able to ‘triangulate’ my research
data through the utilization of mixed research methodology. ‘Triangulation’ occurs
when data collected through qualitative methods are tested against data obtained
through quantitative methods on the same matter to discover whether both methods
of data collection bring about the same findings.
Through the combination of different methods of data collection, I establish
the identity of the audience, I gauge the response of the identified audience to the
securitizing moves, I elaborate on the proportion of the audience necessary for a
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ESP ESR
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes

Yes

securitization to be considered as successful, and I conclude whether the
securitization audience may become the securitizing actor.
The Audience Identification
The identification of the targeted, by the securitizing actors, the audience(s)
is essential for the study of the audience-acceptance component. The security
speech acts are directed to whom? By whom do the securitizing actors expect
legitimacy and to share common points of view about the alleged existential
threats? Is there a possibility that the securitizing actors target more than one
audience with a single security speech act? The most appropriate method of
research for gathering such data is qualitative, which rely upon non-numeric data
collection and analysis (Lamont, 2015, p. 78). The other method of research is
quantitative. It relies on numeric data and, contrary to the qualitative method, it
would disclose little about the identity of the targeted audience.
As revealed in the previous Chapter (Literature Review), the current
literature that addresses the identity of the securitization audience speculates this
identity by studying the text of the security speech acts and by assessing the
contextual circumstances. Assuming the identity of the audience based on mere
textual and contextual analysis could lead to erroneous conclusions about the
audience’s identity and consequently about the audience’s acceptance. To minimize
the chances of falsely determining the identity of the securitization audience, I
introduce and apply to my case studies the Triangulation Method of Audience
Identification (TMIF) (Figure 1).
Figure 1: Triangulation Method of Audience Identification.

Text

Securitization
Audience

SOURCE: Author’s Own Methodological Assessment.
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In identifying the targeted securitization audience in the context of the
European refugee crisis, I add to the textual and contextual analysis the responses
of the securitizing actors themselves. Through mainly semi-structured but also
through structured interviews, I request the securitizing actors (or experts who
worked very closely with the securitizing actors) to reveal the identity of the
securitization audience. On top of that, I consult the official statements, interviews
and speeches of the securitizing actors from the five case studies. I extract the
statements of the securitizing actors by conducting internet-based research, archival
and the document-based research. I also take into account media reports and
secondary sources to further enlarge the quantity of the consulted data and the
possibilities of revealing the securitization audience correctly. The mass media
assessed include international and independent renowned local media sources. In
total, I investigate more than 1,200 documents from which I utilize only the relevant
ones for the purposes of this thesis.
By ‘triangulating’ the collected from the interviews data with the
information gathered from the archival and media sources and with the contextual
elements, I test the answers of the interviewees against inconsistencies.
Furthermore, I apply critical discourse analysis to all the relevant documents and
interviews. Critical discourse analysis is a method broadly used by qualitative
researchers. It focuses on the interpretation of linguistic forms of communication
(Lamont, 2015, p. 91).
With regards to the assumptions about the identity of the securitization
audience, I expect to find that the public is the primary target of the securitizing
actors: the European Union public as a whole, at the EU level and the domestic
masses at the member states’ level. In liberal democracies, the public has the power
to ‘legitimize’ emergency, extraordinary, and perhaps illegitimate measures by
agreeing with the securitizing moves. This is why I expect to find that the
persuasion of the public is the main goal of the securitizing actors. Yet, I also expect
to discover that the securitizing actors’ security speech acts sometimes target more
audiences than just the general public. Political elites hierarchically higher, parallel
or lower could be targeted by the securitizing actors to secure funding, obtain
support, or curve opposition accordingly. The research question, the potential
answers and the methods of assessment are outlined in Table 6.
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Table 6: Identification of the Audience & Hypotheses.
Research Question

Who is the targeted
audience by the securitizing
actors?

Assumptions
H1. The securitizing actors
target the public and potential
voters exclusively
H2. The securitizing actors
target the public and the higher,
parallel and lower political
elites at the same time
H3. The securitizing actors
target exclusively the political
elites hierarchically higher,
parallel and/or lower than them

Methodology
Data Collection
 Internetbased
 Archival
 Documentbased
 Media
reports
 Secondary
sources
 Unstructured
Interviews
 Structured
Interviews

For the purposes
of Data
Analysis, I
conduct Critical
Discourse
Analysis

SOURCE: Author’s own Reflections.

The Audience’s Response
Once the identity of the targeted audience is settled, I establish the response
of the audience to the security speech acts. By doing this, I expect to reveal the
relevance and importance of the audience to the process of securitization. Could the
audience’s potential apathy and indolence indicate a favourable attitude towards the
securitizing moves? Could securitization be considered as successful even when the
targeted audience actively expresses its disapproval to the securitizing moves? Do
the securitizing actors take into consideration the opinion and ‘feelings’ of the
targeted audience about the alleged threat?
Assuming that the primary targeted audience of the securitizers is the public,
the content analysis of surveys that directly assess the feelings of the public about
the security speech acts would be insightful. The questions of such ‘direct surveys’
should look like the following examples: “do you agree with the statement of the
[Prime Minister] that the refugees pose a danger to the future of your country and
of the European Union?”; “how do you feel about the violation of the refugees’
fundamental rights by our country’s security agents?”; “is the erection of barbedwire fences at the borders of [your country] to hinder the refugees from entering
the country an acceptable measure?”. Such direct survey-questions would offer a
clear view of the response of the securitization audience when this audience is the
general public. However, surveys with such direct questions about the securitizing
moves are rarely conducted in the timeframe between the security speech act and
the adoption of the extraordinary measures. To overcome this limitation, I would
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have to either distribute my own surveys or questionnaires or to extract my
conclusions from publicly available surveys that observe the feelings of the public
about the recent refugee crisis. Considering that the distribution of polls and surveys
is not only time consuming but also expensive and that they do not guarantee the
collection of sufficient data for efficiently assessing the response of the targeted
audience, I collect the required data from national censuses, surveys performed by
the media, and/or surveys and questionnaires’ data collected by the European Union
or the member states. Eurobarometer, Pew Research Centre’s surveys, European
Social Surveys, Eurostat, Greek National Research Centre, Ipsos and Dianeosis are
some of the survey generators who avail the outcomes of their questionnaires freely
and who invite questions directly related to the feelings of the public about
migrants. Such surveys could be instrumental in the response (or potential response)
of the securitization audience.
The proportion of the general public affirming or disapproving the
securitizing moves seems to be also a crucial variable of the securitization’s
success. Should above fifty per cent of the public ‘agree’ with the securitizing
moves for establishing the presence of the audience-acceptance component? Or, a
small proportion of the audience agreeing with the securitizing actors is sufficient?
Or, reversely, are super majorities of a positive with the securitizing moves general
public being essential for the success of the securitization?
Table 7: Responses & Proportion of the Audience.
Research Questions
Which reaction of the
targeted audience indicates
acceptance of the securitizing
moves?

What proportion of the
audience indicates a positive
inclination towards the
securitizing moves?

Assumptions
H1. The apathy of the audience indicates
silent acceptance of the securitizing
moves
H2. Only the actively endorsement of
the securitizing measures is a sign of
their acquiescence by the audience
H1. A proportion above the majority of
the targeted audience accepting the
securitizing moves is necessary for the
success of the securitization process
H2. Supermajorities of the targeted
audience accepting the securitizing
moves are needed for a successful
securitization
H3. Low percentages of the public
accepting the security speech acts and
securitizing moves suffice for the
success of the performed securitization

Methodology

Data
Collection:
 surveys
 opinion
polls
 electoral
results

For the purposes
of Data Analysis,
I perform Content
Analysis

SOURCE: Author’s own Reflections.
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Apart from the surveys and questionnaires, the electoral results of the
political parties that support the adoption of prima facie securitizing measures as
these demonstrated by recent elections and/or polls could be indicative about the
proportion of the public that actively supports or disapproves the securitization of
the refugee crisis. Voters or potential voters of far-right political parties are
expected to be satisfied with emergency and illegitimate measures against the
asylum seekers. The voting preferences of the public can, therefore, be instrumental
for sensing the success of the attempted securitization. Table 7 summarizes the
research questions, the hypotheses arising out of these questions and the research
methods.
Audience Acceptance: A Precondition?
I expect that the examination of the research questions above will reveal that
the opinion of the public plays a significant role in the process of securitization. It
is foreseeable that the adoption of emergency and often illegitimate measures for
tackling the refugee crisis issue depends upon a certain ‘meeting of the minds’
between the securitizing actors and the targeted audience(s) with regards to the
actual presence of the alleged existential threat.
Although the Copenhagen School’s analytical framework assumes that the
audience-acceptance takes place at the period after the utterance of the security
speech acts and before the adoption of the extraordinary measures, I expect to
establish that the securitizing actors examine the likelihood of the ‘acceptance’ by
the audience before proceeding with employing the securitization rhetoric. Most
likely, the securitizing actors take into consideration the ‘feelings’ of the targeted
audience before the articulation of their security speech acts. With regards to the
specific issue under the consideration of this study, it would be interesting to assess
whether the securitizing actors would present the refugee crisis as an existential
threat to an empathetic audience towards the refugees. If it is found that the
securitizing actors would not attempt to securitize the refugee crisis in the event
that the targeted public empathize the refugees, then the importance and place of
the public in the process of securitization has to be reconsidered. Similarly, if it is
found that securitizing actors tend to securitize after they establish their targeted
audience’s negative inclination towards the refugee crisis, then it might be claimed
that the securitization process does not develop in a ‘top-down’ but in a ‘bottom63

up’ order as illustrated in Figure 2. I consider a ‘top-down’ securitization as
occurring in a direction from the ‘top’ (political elites) towards the ‘bottom’
(general public). The securitizer alleges the presence of an existential threat and
requests the acceptance of the public in order to ‘break free of rules’ and tackle the
threat. In the ‘bottom-up’ order, it is not the securitizer who seeks the approval of
the general public but the public that demands and achieves by the political elites
the adoption of emergency measures.
The mass media could play an important role in either a ‘top-down’ or to a
‘bottom-up’ securitization. The mass media could be: (1) mediators of the messages
between the securitizers and the public in both ‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’ orders;
(2) instigators of securitization by presenting refugee crisis as a threat and by
selectively selecting and intentionally generalizing rare cases related with refugees’
misbehaviour; (3) pacifiers, by avoiding to present ‘raw’, overgeneralized messages
by the securitizers to the public and by displaying dramatic events about the refugee
crisis.
Figure 2: Top-Down & Bottom-Up Securitization.
Top-Down

Bottom-Up

Securitizing Actor

Securitizing Actor

&
(Mass Media?)

(Mass Media?)

Public
Public

SOURCE: Author’s own Conceptualisation.
Public

To determine whether the securitizing actors consider the predisposition of
the public’s ‘acceptance’ before the announcement of the refugee crisis as an
existential threat, I utilize qualitative research methods and analysis. In particular,
structured and semi-structured interviews clarify the extent to which the
securitizing actors considered the sentiments of the general public towards the
refugees before deciding whether they represent the refugee crisis as an existential
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threat or not. Elite interviews are also performed because the political elites are
usually the securitizing actors by virtue of their social status and ability to
disseminate the security speech act to a broader public directly. Structured
interviews are also utilized as they are more appropriate for interviews carried out
through electronic communications. Structured interviews offer the interviewee the
chance to answer precisely within a short amount of time to the interviewer’s
questions. Unstructured interviews are appropriate for face-to-face sessions
because they offer the interviewer the chance to improvise during the interview and
reveal more details about the securitization at hand.
Table 8: The Impact of the General Public and Mass Media.
Research Questions
To what extent do
securitizing actors consider
the inclination of the public
towards migration prior to
the announcement of the
security speech acts?

Does securitization always
occur as a top-down order?

To what extent do the mass
media play a significant role
in the process of
securitization?

Assumptions
H1. The securitizing actors do
consider the feelings of the public
prior to designating refugee crisis
as an existential threat
H2. The securitizing actors take
into account the response of the
public only after the
announcement of their security
speech acts
H1. Securitization is also possible
to occur in bottom-up order. The
public may compel the political
actors to securitize and address its
insecurities
H2. Securitization may be initiated
only by the securitizing actors
who are in most of the cases the
political elites
H1. The mass media are merely
the mediators of the message
either from the securitizing actors
to the public or vice versa
H2. The mass media may incite
securitization by adopting a
biased and selective approach to
the refugee crisis
H3. The mass media may reverse
securitization by avoiding
illustrating how the refugee crisis
may threaten aspects of European
and/or domestic security

Methodology

Data Collection
 interviews
 surveys
 secondary
sources

For the purposes
of Data Analysis,
I perform Critical
Discourse and
Content Analysis

SOURCE: Author’s own Reflections.

Surveys are examined for revealing the inclination of the targeted audience
before the attempted securitization. As for the disclosure of the role of the mass
media, I perform critical discourse analysis on how several news outlets represented
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the refugee crisis and I couple it with a close investigation of secondary sources.
The examination of the position of international and local mass media resources
with regards to the migration crisis is expected to reveal whether the mass media
with pan-European and/or local circulation/broadcast are mediators, inciters, or
‘pacifiers’ of securitization. Table 8 summarizes the research questions and
assumptions arising out of the investigation of the public’s predisposal towards the
refugee crisis and highlights the methods of research and analysis that will be used.
The Comprehensive Securitization Empirical Framework
Numerous securitization scholars who approached issues from a CSSS
securitization framework point of view agree with the Copenhagen School scholars
in that the process of a successful securitization comprises of three elements: the
designation of the existential threats, the emergency action, and the acceptance by
the audience (Baele and Sterck, 2015; Floyd, 2007; Glover, 2011; Huysmans, 1998;
Iov and Bogdan, 2017; Karyotis and Skleparis, 2016; Lo, 2015; McGahan, 2009;
Stritzel, 2007; Skleparis, 2015; Szalai and Gobl, 2016; Taureck, 2006; Topulli,
2016). Yet, among them, only Lo (2015, pp. 28 & 32) attempted to examine what
sort of securitization occurs when one or two of the securitization components are
absent. She conceived the “Revised Securitization Framework for Health” in which
she combines the three elements of securitization with the Policy Process Model to
classify eight different options of securitization. Despite Lo’s framework’s limited
applicability to the securitization of only health issues, it inspires me to construct
an empirical securitization framework capable of covering the securitization of all
topics. Apart from its limited applicability, Lo’s framework seems to suffer from
two more flaws. Lo views the securitization process through the Policy Process
Model, although the securitization ‘founders’ have explicitly clarified that when
securitization takes place, the ‘normal’ political procedures do not occur. Thus,
applying the order of policy procedure on the securitization of health issues goes
against the central concept of the CSSS’ securitization framework, which claims
that when securitization happens, the normal policy procedures are suspended.
What is more, Lo places the audience-acceptance component after the security
speech acts and after the emergency measures. However, Buzan et al. assume that
the audience-acceptance should take place in between the utterance of the security
speech acts and the adoption of the emergency measures. I hypothesize that
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audience acceptance is an unsteady variable that may happen before, in the middle,
or, after the securitization process. Driven by Lo’s framework, I create my own
model of securitization analysis. With my model, I expect to facilitate the ‘reading’
of the securitization processes and their successfulness. I name my model the
Comprehensive Securitization Empirical Framework (CSEF). Comprehensive
because it covers all potential forms of securitization depending on the presence or
absence of the securitization components and subject to the position of the
audience-acceptance element within the securitization procedure. Empirical
because the positioning of the examined securitization within the CSEF largely
depends on empirical findings collected through interviews with the securitizing
actors. The utilization of the CSEF does not only enhance the analytical ability of
the CSSS’ model-framework but also compels the securitization analysts who will
utilize the CSEF to assess the neglected, understudied and undertheorized audienceacceptance component.
To facilitate the creation of the framework, I replace the full name of
securitization components with corresponding acronyms. The designations of the
existential threats are usually performed through the utterance of security speech
acts. The first component of the securitization process is, therefore, the security
speech acts. In the CSEF, I represent the security speech acts with the acronym
SSA. The second component is the extraordinary measures (EM). The third
component and the one that could be positioned in different placed within the
securitization procedure is the audience acceptance (AA). On the top and right side
of each of the acronyms, I add a (–) or a (+). The sign (–) indicates the absence of
the securitization component that it accompanies while the sign (+) represents the
presence of the accompanying component. I also utilize arrows (), () to
demonstrate the direction of the direction procedure and to clarify the position of
the audience-acceptance component within the securitization process. The
Comprehensive Securitization Empirical Framework covers the following twelve
different forms of securitization.


Comprehensive Securitization: SSA+  EM+ AA+
A Comprehensive Securitization takes place when the securitizing actor

utters the security speech acts and adopts the emergency action immediately after
the security speech act. A significant part of the audience supports the security
speech act and does not react against the adoption of extraordinary measures. The
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response of the audience is examined after the security speech act and after the
emergency action.


CSSS’ Ideal Securitization: SSA+  AA+  EM+
Same as in the Comprehensive Securitization, the CSSS’ Ideal

Securitization comprises of all the securitization components. However, in the latter
case, the securitizing actors measure the response of the audience after the
announcement of the security speech acts and proceed with the adoption of the
emergency measures only if the audience’s response is positive. This form of
securitization is named after the CSSS because this is precisely how the founders
of the CSSS theorem envisaged an ideal securitization.


Arbitrary Securitization: SSA+  EM+  AAAn Arbitrary Securitization occurs when the securitizing actor performs the

securitizing move, adopts the emergency action but disregards the fact that the
audience does not agree with either the securitizing moves or the extraordinary
measures.


Void Securitization: SSA+  AA+  EMWhen the securitizing actor declares an issue as an existential threat to a

particular referent object of security, examines and guarantees the support of the
targeted audience but does not proceed with the emergency action, then we deal
with a Void Securitization.


Void Vocal Securitization: SSA+  AA-  EMA Void Vocal Securitization occurs when the securitizing actor expresses

orally her willingness to securitize a particular issue but lacks the support of the
targeted audience. Consequently, the securitizing actor abstains from proceeding
with emergency action.


Improper Securitization: SSA-  EM+  AAImproper is a securitization that comprises of the emergency action only. In

an Improper Securitization, the security speech act is absent. Without a security
speech act, determining the identity and the response of the audience is
complicated. Nevertheless, if securitizations (including security speech acts) of the
same issue in other contexts have revealed with high probability the identity of the
audience, the response or predisposition of that audience can be taken into account.
If the audience is found to disagree with the emergency action, then we deal with
an Improper Securitization.
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Silent Securitization: SSA-  EM+  AA+
In the event that emergency action is adopted contrary to the potential

securitizing actors absent securitizing rhetoric, we deal with a Silent Securitization
if the potential securitizing audience (identified as in the Improper Securitization)
demonstrates that it accepts or that it is likely to accept the extraordinary measures.
The position of the audience is gauged before or after the adoption of the emergency
action.


‘Bottom-Up’ Securitization: AA+  SSA+  EM+
In a ‘Bottom-Up’ Securitization, all the securitization components are

present. However, for this form of securitization to happen, it has to be established
that the security speech acts and the emergency measures constitute responses to
the audience’s demands for securitizing a particular topic. The mere consideration
of the audience’s predisposition by the securitizing actors prior to the
announcement of the securitizing rhetoric does not suffice for establishing a
‘bottom-up’ securitization. It has to be proven that the audience exercised pressure
to the securitizing actors and forced her to proceed with the security speech acts
and the emergency measures.


Void ‘Bottom-Up’ Securitization: AA(+)  SSA-  EMWhen a potential securitization audience is actively and negatively

predisposed towards a particular issue, demands the potential securitizing actors to
proceed with emergency action to tackle the perceived threat but the securitizing
actor does not fulfil the requests of the audience, then we deal with a Void ‘BottomUp’ Securitization.


‘Bottom-Up’ Silent Securitization: AA+  SSA-  EM+
In a ‘Bottom-Up’ Silent Securitization, the securitization begins from the

public. The securitizing actors, aiming to satisfy the demands of the public to
securitize a particular issue, proceed with the adoption of emergency measures
without prior official designation of the issue as an existential threat to a referent
object.


‘Bottom-Up’ (a)Securitization: AA-  SSA-  EMWhen the general public indicates its preference to treat an issue not as a

security threat and when the potential securitizing actors abstain from presenting
that issue as an existential threat and from adopting any emergency measures we
deal with a case of ‘Bottom-Up’ (a)Securitization.
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Meta-Securitization: SSA(+)  EM(+)  AA(+)
In the case of a Meta-Securitization, the securitizing actor declares the

Comprehensive or the CSSS’ Ideal Securitization of potential preceding
securitizing actors as a threat to a novel referent object of security. In the name of
the novel securitization, the new securitizing actor proceeds with emergency action
that has the support of the targeted audience.
On the basis of the presence or absence of the securitization components
and the position of the components within the securitization process, the following
Table 9 presents all the potential forms of securitization.
Table 9: Comprehensive Securitization Empirical Framework.
Securitization Components
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Conclusions
To conclude, in Chapter 3, I determine what sort of analysis and what kind
of data I gather to support the findings and the conclusions of this thesis. I perform
a comparative case study analysis of four different, and representative member
states of the EU (Greece, Poland, Hungary, Germany) complemented with the
European Union as a whole. I select the case studies based on quantitative but also
of qualitative criteria. I examine qualitative but also quantitative elements of the
case studies, and I mainly apply critical discourse and content analysis. Although
many variables can explain the outcome of a securitization, I aim attention on the
three variables determined by the Copenhagen School’s theorists: the security
speech acts, the emergency measures and on the audience-acceptance. By
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examining all the independent variables, I expect to establish the dependent
variable, which is the successful securitization. To emphasize the importance of the
third and largely neglected by securitization scholars, independent variable, the
audience-acceptance, I develop two methodological novelties. The first one, the
Triangulation Method of Audience Identification, aims to define the identity of the
securitization audience

securely. The second one, the Comprehensive

Securitization Empirical Framework, aims to define various forms of securitization
depending on the presence or absence of the securitization components and the
position of the audience-acceptance component within the securitization process.
By applying the two methodological novelties on the five case studies of this thesis
and by comparing the various findings, I expect to establish whether the refugee
crisis has been securitized, who constitutes the targeted audience of the securitizing
actors and what is the response of the targeted audience to the securitizing moves.
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Chapter 4: GREECE
Introduction
Greece is one of the EU member states on which the refugee crisis had a
very severe impact. During 2015, because of the peculiar position of Greece in the
Mediterranean Sea and because of Greece being the ‘entry gate’ of the European
Union at the South-east, the Greek state dealt with a continuous increase of the
refugee outbreak at its borders. Greece, apart from being just a front-line member
state of the EU, is also a transit country. The asylum seekers who entered Greece
did not wish to remain in the country distressed most by the Eurozone financial
crisis. The wealthy EU member states of the North constituted the desired from the
asylum seekers end-points of their journey.
Greece constitutes an interesting case study for this thesis for several
reasons. The primary targeted audience of the security speech acts is the Greek
general public, a public peculiar among the ‘European’ public. The Greek public is
peculiar because the vast majority of the refugees enters the EU through Greece and
because Greece, following 2010, became a country of emigration and immigration
simultaneously. What is more, the Greek public, at the peak of the refugee crisis
witnessed a change of its government that produced 180 degrees shift of the Greek
state’s approach towards the refugees. The highly restrictive migration policy of the
‘Nea Dimokratia-PASOK’ (New Democracy-led) coalition government between
2012 and 2015, was substituted by the (theoretically) pro-refugee approach of the
radical left SYRIZA that took the ‘keys’ of the country on January 2015. The 2015’s
electoral victories3 of SYRIZA concurred with the peak of the migration outbreak
but also with the peak of the financial crisis. Usually, economic hardship nurtures
immiscepticism. In the following paragraphs, I assess the extent to which the
economic difficulties generated on the Greek population by the financial crisis
amplified its scepticism towards the incoming refugees. I also analyse the security
speech acts and examine the emergency actions before, but also after 2015. Having
established that the most appropriate securitizing actors to be examined in this
thesis are the political elites, especially those in the government, I then reveal the

3

SYRIZA won the parliamentary elections two times in 2015, in January and in September.
Moreover, the ‘answer’ supported by SYRIZA won the majority of the votes in a referendum
initiated by SYRIZA in June 2015.
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identity of the targeted, by the securitizers, audience(s), I evaluate the responses of
the audience(s), and I investigate the extent to which the ‘sentiments’ of the
audience(s) towards migration in general and the refugees, in particular, were taken
into account by the securitizers before or after the utterance of the security speech
acts. At the end of this Chapter, I evaluate the importance of the ‘Greek’ audience
in the securitization process, and I classify the securitization in Greece according to
the CSEF.

Background
Greece used to be a typical ‘sending’ migration country for most of her
modern history. The beginning of the 20th century found a significant proportion of
the Greek population spread around the world. Between 1945 and 1970,
approximately 1,400,000 Greeks migrated to the United States and Australia
(Dimitriadi, 2018, p. 92). The majority of them consisted of low-skilled workers.
The low-skilled working force also comprised the second wave of Greek emigration
between the1960s and 1970s. Thousands of Greeks relocated to Germany, Belgium,
the Netherlands and other economically advanced European countries to work in
the flourishing industries. Till the 1990s, Greece was hardly ever a ‘receiving’
country of mass population movements. In the rare cases that this occurred, Greece
received fellow Greeks from Greek territories occupied by Turkey in the 1920s after
the Asia Minor Catastrophe. Although the Greek state strove to accommodate and
integrate the incoming Greek refugees and victims of the Catastrophe, the
‘mainland’ Greeks did not really ‘welcome’ their fellow-Greeks refugees
(Galariotis et al., 2017, p. 3). For decades after the 1920s’ ‘intra-Greek’
immigration incidence and up to the 1990s, the Greek public did not deal with a
mass movement of populations towards or through the Greek territory.
Greece emerged as a migration ‘receiving’ country at the beginning of the
1990s, after the collapse of communism in Eastern Europe (Karyotis, 2012, p. 394).
Attracted by Greece’s EU membership, proximity, and the booming Greek informal
economy, Albanians mostly, but also other Eastern Europeans migrated to Greece
(Dimitriadi, 2018, p. 93). In their overwhelming majority, these migrants were
‘irregular’. Till then, the Greek society was “fairly homogenous” in terms of race,
‘colour’ and religion (Dimitriadi, 2018, p. 92). In the pre-1990s Greece, apart from
tourists, one could rarely see people of different religion, ethnicity and race. The
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1990s’ rise of migrant populations in Greece “went hand-in-hand with an increase
in public insecurities” (Karyotis, 2012, p. 394). Scholars find it hard to explain how
a society that has never been a migration-receiving one develops negative
sentiments towards immigration.
Baldwin-Edwards suggests that “critical historical junctures can create a
legacy of xenophobia which conditions a society’s perceptions and political
practices” (2014). He further claims that the popular hostile response to the
migration influx from Asia Minor in 1920s was ‘structurally important’ in the
reception of the Eastern Europeans in the 1990s. The mainstream mass media
discourse, the political practices and the popular perceptions were hostile to
incoming migrants to Greece both in the 1920s and 1990s (Baldwin-Edwards,
2014). Aragon offers another explanation for the apparent immiscepticism of the
Greeks in the 1990s. According to Aragon’s ‘generation effect’:
The influence exerted on the course and characteristics of the
immigration experience by the historical context in which their initial
and formative phases took place […]. These formative years may shape
dominant orientations towards immigration that would have a longlasting effect, or witness facts or policies that yield results that will
condition further developments (Aragon, 2009, pp. 37-38).

From a Baldwin-Edward and Arango’s ‘generation effect’ perspective one
could argue that the Greek public’s, Greek mass media’s and Greek migration
policies’ hostility towards migrants, refugees, and asylum seekers constitutes the
‘normality’ for Greece due to the long-lasting effect of the xenophobic legacy of
the 1920s.
Greece’s Response to Immigration in the 1990s
The Security Speech Acts
The Greek political elites of the 1990s contributed to the construction of the
‘migrant’ as a threat (Karyotis, 2012, p. 395). They did so by utilizing symbolic
language, metaphors, exaggerations, inaccuracies and by presenting the ‘other’ as
a criminal (Karyotis and Patrikios, 2010, p. 46). Moreover, they insisted on the need
to fortify the borders, protect national identity and tackle the threats originating at
the migrants’ presence in Greece (Karyotis and Skleparis, 2014, p. 689). Security
considerations dominated the introduction of Law 1975/1991 to the parliamentary
assembly (Karyotis, 2012, p. 395). Stamatis, a member of the government and
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sponsor of Law 1975/1991, accused migrants as responsible for various problems
(Parliamentary Proceedings, 1991, p. 35, as cited in Karyotis, 2012, p. 395).
Employment, health and delinquency were just some of them. Similarly, Kotsonis,
another member of the Greek parliament, associated the increase in the migration
flows with the upsurge in the number of criminal activities (Parliamentary
Proceedings, 1991, p. 35 as cited in Karyotis, 2012, p. 396). Markogiannakis
prioritized security over humanitarian concerns (Parliamentary Proceedings, 1991,
p. 35 as cited in Karyotis, 2012, p. 396). The Greek Parliaments’ recordings of the
deliberations reveal a multitude of metaphors such as “flooded with aliens”,
“invasion” and “hungry hordes” utilized during the Greek parliament deliberations
(Parliamentary Proceedings, 1991, p. 35 as cited in Karyotis, 2012, p. 396).
Sometimes, direct accusations replaced indirect metaphors. The Ministers of Public
Order of 1993 and 1995 blamed aliens (one of them specified the Albanians) for
the rise in criminality in Greece directly (Karyotis and Patrikios, 2010, p. 46).
Although the security speech acts seemed to target the fellow
parliamentarians, the intended audience of the securitizing actors was the general
public. After all, all the members of the Greek parliament were accountable to their
electorate, the Greek voters. If the Greek voters would not resonate with the
parliamentarians’ opinion about immigration, then they could ‘punish’ them in the
upcoming elections. Every parliamentarian likely took into account the trends of
the Greek public towards migration before deciding whether they would vote in
favour or against extraordinary measures. As discussed in the following paragraphs,
the opinion polls conducted during that time revealed that the overwhelming
majority of the Greek public felt threatened by the sudden rise of the immigration
flows. The political elites expected to capitalize their rigid rhetoric and the concrete
measures against migration into electoral gains. Thus, it does not come as a surprise
that immigration checks and deportations intensified in pre-election periods
(Karyotis, 2012, p. 398).
The Extraordinary Measures
The Greek authorities responded to the upsurge of the ‘irregular’ migrants
and asylum seekers by resorting to the migration-restrictive policies of “gatefencing” and “gate-keeping” (Triantafyllidou & Dimitriadi, 2013, pp. 601-602).
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‘Gate-fencing’ corresponds to the measures adopted by the Greek state to target,
arrest and expel ‘irregular’ migrants and involves paper controls of people seeking
to enter or already present in the country (Triantafyllidou and Dimitriadi, 2013, p.
601). ‘Gate-keeping’ describes policies aiming to restrict practical legal access to
Greece and her institutions and involves detecting persons in hiding and trying to
deter those who seek to enter Greece inappropriately (Dimitriadi, 2018, p. 96;
Triantafyllidou and Dimitriadi, 2013, p. 601).
To resort to ‘gate-keeping’ and ‘gate-fencing’, the Greek governments of
the 1990s adopted several migration restrictive measures in the form of laws and
regulations. In 1991, the Greek Parliament vote in favour of the Law 1975/1991 on
the “Entry, exit, sojourn, employment, removal of aliens, procedure for the
recognition of refugees and other measures” to drastically reduce the number of
undocumented migrants.
The preamble of the Law 1975/1991 demonstrated the intention of the
political elites of that time to frame and approach undocumented migration as a
threat to Greek society. Law’s 1975/1991 preamble stated that “suddenly, Greece
began to be flooded with aliens, who, entering, staying and working illegally, create
enormous social problems by engaging in criminality (drugs, robberies, thefts etc.)”
(Karydis, 1996, author’s translation). By utilizing words such ‘flood’, ‘enormous
social problems’ and by associating criminality with the aliens present in Greece,
Law 1975/1991 presented the migrants as threats. Apart from the preamble, also
the main text of Law 1975/1991 framed migration as a problem that required quick
and effective solutions. Based on Law 1975/1991, all migrants, regardless of the
motives of their migration, fell under the same word. Economic immigrants,
‘irregular ‘immigrants, asylum seekers and ‘illegal migrants’ were all considered
the same. Such an all-encompassing definition of the ‘migrant’ conflicted with the
provisions of the EU Directives (Mavrodi, 2010). The broad definition of the
‘migrant’ was deliberate. Having defined the refugees and the asylum seekers
narrowly, Law 1975/1991 minimized the number of successful petitions (Karyotis,
2012, p. 398). By minimizing the legal means of entry and by making legal means
practically inaccessible, the Greek state performed a ‘gate-keeping’ (Dimitriadi,
2018, p. 98).
What is more, the Greek state penalized undocumented entrants heavily,
established special police forces to curb ‘illegal’ migration and expelled unwanted
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migrants without offering them a chance to appeal the deportation decisions (Law
1975/1991, Art. 4, 5 and 10). The Law 1975/1991 targeted mainly the Albanians
who experienced expulsions without due process by the Greek authorities
(Dimitriadi, 2018, p. 98).
Added to the immigration-restrictive Greek legislation were the ‘sweep
operations’. The Greek police performed extensive and random street checks to
immigrants. The police arrested immigrants without documentation, congested
them in police vehicles, and led them to the northern borders of Greece (Karyotis,
2012, p. 398). The undocumented migrants were detained and heard by a
deportation court which was not their final judicial remedy. According to Greek
law and European law, the undocumented migrants should be offered the right to
appeal. However, the Greek police preferred to deport them without having their
cases heard (Karyotis, 2012, p. 398). Although the restrictive and securitizing
practices of the Greek state were widely known, neither the political elites nor the
Greek public objected the police practices and the lacunae created by Law
1975/1991.
The Public Opinion
In Greece of the 1990s, migrants were collectively associated with anxiety
and negative stereotypes (Karyotis, 2012, p. 395). The Greek public opinion of the
1990s manifested the negative response of the Greek masses towards the migration
outbreak from Eastern Europe. Shortly after the North-western Greek borders
opened to the Albanians, the vast majority of Greeks (76%) felt that “there were
more than many immigrants in the country” (Standard Eurobarometer 35, April
1991). At the same time, 24% of the Greek public would rather not accept any
immigrant from Eastern Europe (Standard Eurobarometer 35, April 1991). More
than one out of two Greeks opted for accepting immigrants from that part of Europe
but with the precondition of imposing restrictions (Standard Eurobarometer 35,
April 1991). One year later and after hundreds of thousands of Albanians had settled
down in Greece, the feelings of the Greek public towards immigrants in general and
migrants from Eastern Europe, in particular, had not changed. Perhaps the Greeks
were distressed from the Albanians’ different nationality and religion. In 1992,
Greeks, by 25 per cent, felt disturbed by the presence of foreigners worshipping
another god (Standard Eurobarometer 37, March 1992). The percentages were even
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higher (28%) when Greeks were asked whether they considered the presence of
aliens of different nationality disturbing (Standard Eurobarometer 37, March 1992).

Chart 1: Greek Public Opinion about Immigration, 1990s.
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The mere disturbance had turned into severe insecurity one year later. By
1993, ninety per cent of Greeks considered immigrants as ‘stealing’ their jobs, and
84% thought that immigrants posed a public threat (Karyotis, 2012, p. 394). In
1997, eighty-five per cent considered that if more people were added to the
minorities, then the country would face serious problems (Special Eurobarometer
113, April 1997). The unease of the Greeks towards aliens’ populations during the
1990s is summarized in Chart 1.
The trends recorded in the 1990s reveal the generally negative
predisposition of the Greek masses towards immigrants. They also suggest that if
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the political elites of that time decided to employ emergency measures to restrict
the migration flows, they would not meet substantial resistance.
The Role of the Mass Media
During the 1990s, the Greek mass media, the so-called ‘facilitating’ or
‘functional actors’ of securitization (Karyotis and Patrikios, 2010, p. 44; Karyotis
and Skleparis, 2016, p. 267), popularized the threat image of the migrants by
reproducing the official political discourse (Karyotis and Skleparis, 2016, p. 267).
They also ‘recycled’ the image of the “dangerous migrant” (Karydis, 1996). Crime
incidents involving ‘aliens’ dominated the prime-time of the mainstream media
(Karyotis, 2012, p. 398). The majority of the Greek mass media adopted a particular
xenophobic standpoint towards migration (Tsoukala, 2010, p. 181). Surely, such
mass media representations of the ‘criminal-migrant’ increased the insecurities of
the Greek public towards the immigrant populations.
A Comprehensive Securitization
Approaching Greece’s approach to migration in the 1990s from the
viewpoint of the Comprehensive Securitization Empirical Framework indicates that
the Greek state performed a Comprehensive Securitization. A variety of security
speech acts (SSA+) predated extraordinary and restrictive migration legislation,
measures and practices (EM+). The presumably4 targeted audience of the security
speech acts was the Greek general public. Considering that the adoption of the
Greek migration legislation did not meet any significant public resistance, that the
extraordinary police practices were not opposed by the Greek people and that the
surveys of the 1990s demonstrated the Greek general public’s apparent scepticism
towards the incoming migration ‘waves’ from Eastern Europe (AA+) it follows that
a Comprehensive Securitization occurred in the 1990s’ Greece.

4

Detecting and interviewing members of the Greek political elites of the 1990s was unsuccessful.
The presumption that the general public constituted the primary targeted audience of the 1990s
securitizing actors stands on the findings of the securitization audience in the 2010s, which is the
Greek general public.
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Greece’s Response to Immigration in the 2000s
In the 2000s, the ‘irregular’ migrants from Eastern Europe of the 1990s were
coupled by thousands of Iraqis, Afghans, Pakistanis and Bangladeshis (Dimitriadi,
2018, p. 94). The peculiar geographic location of Greece at the southeast corner of
Europe and the continuing instability in Africa and the Middle East propelled these
developments. In the same decade, the Greek economy grew exponentially. The
rapid economic development reduced the number and the vigour of the security
speech acts and tempered the Greek public’s unease with migration. Reforms in the
migration policy made it less restrictive than in the 1990s.
At the beginning of the millennium, partially due to Greece’s efforts to
boost an international image for the country expected to host the 2004 Olympics,
the political discourse on migration altered substantially. The ‘myths’ that had
rendered immigrants to be dangerous and inferior in the 1990s began to deconstruct
(Triantafyllidou, 2002, p. 373). It was within that context that the then Minister of
Public Order attempted to decompose the image of criminal-migrant at the
aftermath of a bus-hostage situation perpetrated by two Albanian immigrants. “The
fact that two immigrants were the perpetrators of this incident should in no way
influence our attitudes or behaviour” announced the Minister of Public Order,
Voulgarakis, and added that “[Greeks] are an open and democratic society that
makes no distinctions and shuts no one out” (BBC, 16 December 2004). In 2003,
the Minister of Labour, Reppas, praised the benefits that migration brought to the
Greek economy and argued that these benefits could be found “in the restructuring
and resurgence of the agricultural sector, the reinforcement of mainly small and
medium-sized businesses […] as well as in the increase of contributions to the
social insurance funds from legal immigrants (Karyotis & Patrikios, 2010, p. 46).
In 2004, the Minister of Interior announced that ‘forging a substantial and effective
immigration policy within a modern framework and with respect to human rights
[was his] government’s top priority” (Karyotis & Patrikios, 2010, pp. 46-47).
Taking such statements into account, one could argue that, with regards to
migration, the Greek governments of the 2000s prioritized economic and human
rights considerations over security concerns. Not only the rhetoric of the Greek
political elites became more ‘immi-friendly’ but also the migrations policies.
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The introduction of a new law in 2006 fell within the endeavours of the
Greek political elites to alter how they dealt with migration during the 1990s. With
the introduction of Law 3386/2005, the Greek authorities brought Greece closer to
the EU legal framework and introduced some degree of liberalization and
rationalization (Karyotis & Skleparis, 2014, p. 689). Sadly, the favourable
provisions of Law 3386/2005 remained mostly on paper (Karyotis & Skleparis,
2014, p. 689). In practice, the Greek asylum system was as restrictive as in the
1990s. Indicatively, the Greek asylum agency approved only 598 out of 70,000
applications for asylum between 2006 and 2009 (Greek Police, 2010).
Despite the absence of security speech acts and the apparent economic
development, the Greek public remained sceptical towards immigrants. In 2000,
seventy-seven per cent of the Greeks argued that the presence of people from
minority groups (immigrants comprise most of the minority groups in Greece)
made them feel insecure (Standard Eurobarometer 53, October 2000). During the
same period, 38% admitted that they felt uncomfortable when foreigners were
present. By 24%, Greeks felt disturbed in the presence of another race and by 21%
in the presence of people of another religion (Standard Eurobarometer 53, October
2000). Almost 8 out of 10 Greeks (81,4%) thought that migrants were more often
than the average implicated in a crime and 81,7% desired the return of immigrants,
convicted of severe crimes, to their countries of origin (Special Eurobarometer 138,
May 2000). In 2003, eighty-nine per cent of the Greeks agreed with strengthening
the controls of incoming third-country nationals.5 (Flash Eurobarometer, December
2003).
However, some of the Greeks in the 2000s considered that immigration had
a positive impact. In 2006, almost one out of two Greeks (43%) considered that
immigrants contributed a lot to Greece (Standard Eurobarometer 66, September
2006).
With regards to the ranking of immigration among the most important
issues, the Greek public opinion considered immigration as an issue of minor
importance. Only 7% regarded immigration as the most important issue for Greece
in 2004 (Standard Eurobarometer 62, December 2004). The low numbers of
saliency of migration declined even more in the following years: 6% in 2005
5

Third-country nationals are the nationals originating from other countries than the European
Union’s member states.
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(Standard Eurobarometer 63, July 2005), 3% in 2005 (Standard Eurobarometer 64,
December 2005), 5% from 2006 till 2008 (Standard Eurobarometer 66, September
2006; Standard Eurobarometer 67, September 2007; Standard Eurobarometer 70,
October 2008). The importance of immigration for the Greek public began to rise
again at the beginning of the Greek financial tragedy in 2009 (8% in October 2009
according to Standard Eurobarometer 71), but it was still at the bottom of the
ranking among the most important issues for Greece.
From a CSEF perspective, in an environment of economic prosperity,
growth and development, the Greek political elites of the 2000s highlighted the
positive effects of migration for the Greek economy, emphasized the need for
respect of the immigrants’ fundamental rights and reformed the migration-hostile
legal framework of the 1990s (SSA-). What is more, in the 2000s, the Greek state
took no exceptional measures and no employed no security practices against the
immigrant populations (EM-). Although the Greek masses did not consider
immigration as a very important issue for their country, they still feared the arrival
of immigrants (AA(+)). The absence of securitization rhetoric and emergency action
coupled with unsatisfied mild public demands for more migration-restrictive
policies indicate that in the 2000s, Greece experienced a Void ‘Bottom-Up’
Securitization.
Greece’s Response to Immigration from 2012 to 2014
Considering that from 2008 onwards Greece was hit by financial difficulties
and that the securitization of immigration involves costly extraordinary measures,
one would expect the Greek officials to attempt moving immigration outside of the
pricey security realm. Despite the harsh Greek economic situation, the Greek state
proceeded with not only designating immigration as a threat but also with adopting
and executing extraordinary measures. The measures aimed to keep out the
immigrants who attempted to enter Greece and to expel many of the immigrants
who were already present in the Greek territory.
The Security Speech Acts
The designation of aliens as a source of multiple threats to a referent object
has been often utilized by political elites to justify the adoption of strict immigration
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policies and to reassure their electorate that security and immigration issues are
ranked high in their agendas (Tsoukala, 2010, p. 180). For Greece, “immigration is
a vote winner” (Lazaridis and Skleparis, 2015, p. 176). The political parties that
would persuade the electorate that they could drastically handle immigration would
have higher chances to win elections. Before the 2012’s parliamentary elections,
centre-right New Democracy’s leading politicians ‘sensed’ the importance of the
immigration issue for the Greek public (A. Syrigos, personal communication, June
9, 2018; S. Voultepsi, personal communication, June 12, 2018). By employing
securitizing rhetoric, the New Democracy’s officials attempted to persuade the
electorate that their party could handle the issue better than its opponents.
In 2012, when addressing to the masses at Syntagma public square6, Antonis
Samaras, the leader of New Democracy and aspirant Prime Minister, ‘attacked’ to
the radical-left SYRIZA for “desiring to disarm the police when Greece becomes
drown by lathro-immigrants [smuggled, illegal immigrants]” (Samaras, 2012). He
spoke about a “dilemma between security and fear” and declared that “in order for
the country to return to ‘normality’ and for the citizens to be safe again, the mass
invasion of lathro-immigrants should be halted and the mass repatriation of them
should begin” (Samaras, 2012). Otherwise, “the [rest of Europe] would seal their
borders for the Greeks too”. A few days later, when addressing to his party’s Central
Committee, Samaras claimed that Greece faced much bigger problems than the
other European states because “Greece is the most important ‘gateway’ to Europe
for the lathro-immigrants” (Prime Minister Greece, 2012). A “flexible” and
“attractive” immigration legal framework would be unsuitable to address the issue
(Prime Minister Greece, 2012).
It is noteworthy that in most of his statements, Samaras referred to the
migrants as λαθρομετανάστες [lathro-metanastes]. The prefix lathro stands for
smuggled or illegal and metanastes for immigrants. It is hard to translate precisely
the word used by Samaras to depict the immigrants. One thing is for sure, adding
the prefix lathro in front of the word immigrants changes completely the word’s
meaning. The prefix -lathro carries negative connotations in the Greek language
and is often associated with crime and criminality. The word ‘lathro-immigrants’
could generate feelings of uncertainty and fear. People being smuggled into the

6

Syntagma (Constitution) Square is the central square of Athens.
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Greek borders were not just described as lathro-immigrants but also treated as
criminals. The Greek state punished the act of entering the Greek borders
irregularly with sentences applied to criminal acts.
Even if the irregular entry to Greece did not deserve severe punishment, the
practice of the Greek state to treat the irregular entrants as criminals had a profound
impact on the Greek public opinion. Societies tend to develop feelings of fear
towards aliens, let alone towards persons treated like criminals by a state.
According to SYRIZA’s Minister of Immigration (2015-2018), I. Mouzalas, “the
fear towards the alien is a natural human feeling. The state should intervene and
transform that feeling either to racism or to solidarity” (personal communication,
June 12, 2018). It is uncertain whether the pre-2012’s election statements of
Samaras and his metaphors about ‘invasions’ provoked xenophobic feelings to the
Greek public. Surely, such statements did not stimulate any feelings of solidarity
towards the immigrants.
Date

23 March

2012

15 June

24 July

Table 10: The Security Speech Acts, Greece 2012-2015.
Political Actor Medium
Message
“[Greece] faces a severe immigration problem that
affects the whole of Europe.”
Minister of
Statement “The cost [of the immigration problem] is unbearable for
Public Order
the [Greek] society and the [Greek] economy.”
(Chrisochoidis“All the illegal immigrants shall be repatriated; they
PASOK)
constitute a ‘bomb’ at the society’s foundations.”
“Today that Greece is overflown by illegal immigrants,
[SYRIZA] invites them to bring also their families.
Today that the Greeks are starving, [SYRIZA] promises
Prime Minister Speech [to the illegal immigrants] welfare. They promise travel
documents to the ‘illegals’ situated [in Greece] to move
(Samaras)
on to the rest of Europe.”
“We must oust the illegal immigrants from the cities and
villages that have occupied […] the mass invasion of the
illegal immigrants will stop and the mass return to their
countries of origin will begin.”
“[Greece] will become a normal country again, the
citizen will be safe again.”
“[Greece] faces the worst problems than anyone else.
Prime Minister Speech Because [Greece] is the most important “gateway” of
illegal immigrants to Europe.”
(Samaras)
“We cannot have the most flexible and attractive
legislation for illegal immigrants. This will change.”
“[Greece] is falling. Since the Dorians’ Invasion, 4,000
years ago, [Greece] never dealt with such a great calibre
invasion again.”
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6 August

15
September

11 April

27 April

2013

10 June

27 June

28 June
7
September

2014

25
October

30
January

6
September

Minister of
Public Order
(Dendias)

Prime Minister
(Samaras)

Minister of
Public Order
(Dendias)

Minister of
Public Order
(Dendias)
Minister of
Health
(Georgiadis)

Interview “[the immigration issue] is a ‘bomb’ at the foundations of
the society and the state.”
“Resolving the immigration issue is a challenge of
national calibre. If we do not create a holistic network of
management of illegal immigration, we will collapse.”
“[Greece] is threatened with a total deterioration of the
society, the immigration issue is perhaps even greater
problem than the economic repression.”
“We are a pivotal part of the European Union. Any
destabilization of Greece would rock the boat.”
Interview “If something happens in Syria, thousands of people will
be flowing into Greece. Illegal immigrants are already a
huge problem for us. We are already taking big steps to
disallow illegal immigrants from coming in. Imagine if
that number is multiplied by 10.”
“[Greece] dealt with an existential crisis because of the
immigration issue. When I took over the Ministry, the
dilemma was clear: either you let [the immigration crisis
Interview management] as it [was] at that moment- […] in my
opinion, there was a threat of social breakdown and
imposition of the ‘law’ of the Golden Dawn- or else, the
state should protect itself and the society and enforce the
law. And this is what we did.”
“The immigration flows constitute a huge problem for
Interview Greece […] if you add the ongoing economic crisis, a
tough situation is created for the Greek society.”

Interview “Make the [immigrants’] life as hard as you can so that
they realize that the time has come to get on the
aeroplane and leave […]
“I remind you that till August 2012, daily, a small town
Minister of
Interview of illegal immigrants invaded [Greece] and also that this
Public Order
small town went unhindered to Athens. This situation is
(Dendias)
over. Full stop.”
“[Greece] endured an unarmed invasion of hundreds of
Prime Minister Speech thousands of illegal immigrants. Neither [Greece’s]
society nor the [Greek] economy can bear them.”
(Samaras)
Prime Minister Speech “We put the public security in order. Little by little, the
centres of the cities which were occupied by illegal
(Samaras)
immigrants are getting cleaned.”
Prime Minister Statement “The ‘waves’ of illegal immigrants destabilize Southern
Europe directly, but they are a threat of destabilization
(Samaras)
for the whole of Europe.”
Minister of
Interview “…we will deal holistically with the management of
Public Order
illegal immigration which is a huge problem for the
(Dendias)
Greek society.”
“Till some years ago […] the [Greek] borders were
Prime Minister Speech perforated by waves of illegal immigrants. No one dared
to talk about the threat of illegal immigration.”
(Samaras)
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6 January

17
January
18
January

2015

23
January

23
January

18 April

14
September

2016

27 March

“This fence [the fence at Evros borderline] which covers
Prime Minister Statement more than 10 Km is the obstacle that deterred the influx
of thousands of illegal immigrants who entered
(Samaras)
unhampered in Greece […] and had created the enormous
problem that the Greek people experienced for years.”
Prime Minister Interview “The waves of illegal immigrants who arrive in Greece
could carry [terrorists] with them.”
(Samaras)
“The waves of illegal immigrants scared the Greek
Prime Minister Interview people. The policies of control and repatriation of these
illegals remove the fear from the [Greek] people.”
(Samaras)
“Our world restores the feeling of security to the citizen.
[Our world] protects the Greek borders from illegal
Prime Minister Speech immigration. But [SYRIZA] desires to open the borders,
dismiss FRONTEX, disarm the Police and the
(Samaras)
Coastguard, and demolish the prisons of maximum
security. And we will be surrendered at the mercy of
every gang.”
Prime Minister Interview
“Ninety per cent of those coming to Greece are illegal
(Samaras)
immigrants.”
“For someone to be able to approach the [immigration
issue] from a humanitarian perspective, he has to feel
safe. To be able to understand that the other one is a
refugee, hunted, that he abandoned his country and needs
General
Interview
[my] help, I have to feel safe when I see him. If I do not
Secretary of
have that feeling, I will not see him like a [refugee], I will
Social
see him like some alien who comes to take away from me
Cohesion
my [food] and my employment. Thus, first precondition
(Syrigos)
to approach the immigration issue is to offer the feeling
of security to the Greek people.”
“I am scared about the touristic future of [the island of]
Former
Statement Kos next year. I am afraid of a total disaster of [Kos’]
Minister of
tourism.”
Health
“The only way to deal with the [immigration issue] is that
(A Georgiadis)
[the immigrants] do not come.”
“Today, we experience a crisis from the refugee and
illegal immigration flows […] The tactic of Turkey is
well known as regards the forwarding of the illegal
Former
Published immigrants and the refugees to [Greece], a subject that
Minister of
Opinion involves another parameter that affects surely [Greece’s]
Public Order
national security given that too many ‘games’ with the
(Oikonomou)
refugees and the immigrants may be ‘played’ at the
Aegean Sea.”
“To manage contemporary threats, it is imperative for the
political parties to agree for a common policy at the
security sector.”
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2017

28
September

“The European democracies are in danger by the
‘tsunami’ of immigration.”
Former
Prime Minister Statement “… the illegal immigrants have to be controlled well and
detained in guarded spaces, waiting for their repatriation
(Samaras)
[…] if we will not implement such policy, the
unhampered flows will destroy countries at the fringes of
Europe, such as Greece.”
SOURCE: Author’s own Compilation of Resources.

After New Democracy led the coalition government of 2012, and Samaras
became the Prime Minister of Greece, his government maintained the securitization
approach to immigration. To justify the severe and indiscriminative sweeps that
took place across the major cities of Greece, Samaras argued that the “public
security at the centres of the cities was restored after they became ‘clean’ of lathroimmigrants” (Prime Minister Greece, 2013). He described immigration as
constituting an “unarmed invasion of hundreds of thousands of lathro-immigrants,
who, the Greek society and economy is not capable of withstanding” (Avgi, 2013).
Nikos Dendias, the Minister of Public Order, openly compared the migration flows
with the “Dorian Invasion7” and noted that “the immigration problem is an even
bigger problem than the financial crisis for Greece” (To Vima, 2012). He used
strong words to depict the danger that the immigration crisis posed to Greece. He
claimed that “the country [was] getting destroyed” and parallelized the crisis with
a “bomb right under the foundations of the society and the nation” (To Vima, 2012).
Dendias warned that the country would collapse if a comprehensive network of
management of the illegal migration would not be created (To Vima, 2012). A year
later, Dendias defended the application of the strictly restrictive migration policies
by saying that Greece dealt with an “existential crisis” and that if he and his ministry
did not employ such restrictive policies, the Greek society would have collapsed
(Vima FM, 2013). Angelos Syrigos, the Secretary-General of Migration and
Integration of the Ministry of Interior, suggested that migration was a security issue
and it was approached as such by the New Democracy’s-led government. He also
emphasized the need for every Greek government to offer security to its
constituents before applying any serious migration policies (Chronos, 2015).
Another prominent member of the New Democracy’s government, Adonis

7

The Dorian invasion is a concept devised by historians of Ancient Greece to explain the
replacement of pre-classical dialects and traditions in southern Greece by the ones that prevailed in
Classical Greece.
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Georgiadis, while serving as a Health Minister, appealed to make the life of the
lathro-immigrants unbearable in order to force them to “get on the aeroplane and
go back home” (YouTube, 2012). Later on, he expressed fears that the immigration
crisis would be the reason for the “holistic destruction” of the island of Kos8 and
suggested that the only way to deal with the problem is “to stop the immigrants
from arriving” (YouTube, 2015). According to Samaras, 90% of the arriving
immigrants were ‘illegal’ (Prime Minister Greece, 2015). Despite the restrictive
immigration policies applied by the Samaras’ government, by the end of 2014, the
feelings of fear about the immigrants had not vanished from the Greek people. Just
before the 2015’s ballot and with the number of incoming immigrants rising to
unpredictable numbers, Samaras warned that “the ‘waves’ of lathro-immigrants
caused fear to the Greek public” (Prime Minister Greece, 2015). A summary of the
New Democracy’s-led government securitization rhetoric is outlined in Table 10.

The Emergency Action
To tackle the migration flows, Greece engaged in ‘gate-fencing’ policies and
focused on deterrence that included apprehension (Dimitriadi, 2018, p. 101). The
Greek state also attempted to seal the sea borders from irregular immigration flows.
To achieve that, Greece requested the assistance of the European Union.
FRONTEX, the European Union’s Border and Coast Guard Agency, was deployed
in the Aegean Sea to reduce the arrivals of irregular immigrants by the sea. Greece
requested the assistance of FRONTEX in 2006. Then the first Joint Operation
Poseidon took place, which was designed to last ten days, but it became permanent
(Triantafyllidou & Dimitriadi, 2013, p. 611). However, the contribution of
FRONTEX to the supervision of the Greek sea-borders did not drastically reduce
the immigration flows. To achieve a drastic reduction, Greece resorted to the
utilisation of the ‘illegal push-backs’ at sea (PRO ASYL, 2013, p. 4). ‘Push-backs’
occurred when the Greek Coast Guard deployed a short of ‘wall of boats’ which,
when a vessel carrying immigrants was spotted, was aligned at the (sea) borderline
in such a way that would force the immigrants’ vessel to turn back towards the
Turkish coast (Skleparis, 2016, p. 97).
8

Kos is one of the islands at the Aegean Sea in which the immigrants disembark after their short
trip from Turkey.
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Due to the robust monitoring of the sea-borders’ migration routes, the
migration flows were diverted from Greece’s sea-borders to her land-borders with
Turkey in Evros. The diversion of the migration routes from Greece’s sea-borders
to the land-borders with Turkey revealed some of the most inherent deficiencies of
the Greek asylum-host system. The detention centres were inadequately equipped
to accommodate great numbers of immigrants (Dimitriadi, 2018, p. 103). What is
more, ‘push-backs’, similar to those at the sea-borders described above, were
deployed at the land-borders. When the Greek border police located groups of
immigrants, the officers created a ‘human wall’ that employed shouts, gestures and
flashlights, to ‘push-back’ the immigrants before crossing the border (Skleparis,
2016, p. 97). These practices of the Greek authorities constituted apparent
violations of the principle of non-refoulment (Dimitriadi, 2018, p. 103;
Triantafyllidou & Dimitriadi, 2013, p. 612).
Other extraordinary measures employed by the Greek state included: the
Rapid Border Intervention Teams (RABIT) - a unit of EU’s FRONTEX that was
activated in the region of Evros; the increased controls at the harbours of Patras
and Igoumenitsa; the transfer of 1,800 border guards to Evros (Operation Aspida
[Shield]); the erection of a 12.5 Km long barbed-wired fence across the land border
with Turkey.
The practices recorded above seem to be most appropriate for protecting
one state’s borders from a military attack. However, in the case of Greece, they
were applied against immigrants and potential refugees who, in most of the cases,
were minors and women (Dalakoglou, 2013, p. 517). Greece therefore, clearly
employed security measures against the immigrants at her borders. The situation
for the immigrants who were already present within the Greek territory and in the
Greek urban centres, in particular, was not much better.
Far away from the borders, the Greek government conceived and
implemented the Operation ‘Xenios Zeus’. ‘Xenios Zeus’ was (sarcastically) named
after the ancient Greek god of hospitality who ‘monitored’ whether the Old Greeks
observed the religious obligation to be hospitable to travellers. Judging from the
operations’ name, one would expect that it would aim at the amelioration of the
living conditions of the immigrants in Greece. The name of the operation, though,
was misleading and sarcastic (P. Georgiadis, personal communication, June 12,
2018). ‘Xenios Zeus’ operations were anything else but friendly and welcoming for
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the immigrants. ‘Sweeps’ would be a better name for describing the ‘Xenios Zeus’
operations. Daily police patrols apprehended irregular migrants. Policemen
patrolled the streets, stopped ‘suspected’ individuals and demanded their
documents. The speculation of one’s status and his/her ‘irregularity’ was based on
that individual’s race and skin-colour. White Caucasians were rarely controlled or
apprehended. Africans, Asians and Middle Easterners were the main targets of
‘Xenios Zeus’. They were expected to be associated with illegal activities such as
organized crime and trafficking (Dimitriadi, 2018, p. 105). Often though, nonwhite tourists became ‘victims’ of their racial characteristics and were brutally
detained and beaten-up by the Greek police (Dalakoglou, 2013, p. 516). They were
treated as criminals.
Human Rights Watch raised concerns about the unlawfulness of these
operations that discriminated people on the basis of their physical characteristics
and ethnical/racial profile (HRW Report, 2013, p. 2). Unlawful practices such as
body pat-downs, bag searches, disrespectful treatment, rude, insulting and
threatening behaviour and physical violence constituted the normality of the Greek
police’s practices (HRW Report, 2013, p. 4). Those apprehended (less than 10% of
those controlled) were subsequently detained until their expulsion. Detention and
expulsion were used as punitive measures but also as demotivating instruments for
other immigrants who thought about making their way to Northern Europe through
Greece (P. Georgiadis, personal communication, June 12, 2018; L. Oikonomou,
personal communication, June 13, 2018). Especially the detention of the
immigrants was a “hot potato” for Greece (Triantafyllidou & Dimitriadi, 2013, p.
611).
The conditions of the detention facilities at the islands and the detention of
asylum seekers triggered heavy criticism against Greece. Amnesty International
suggested that Greece violated her international obligations by using immigrationrelated detention not as a measure of last resort and by arresting irregular migrants
without seeking any alternative measures (2012). New Democracy treated irregular
crossing of the borders not as a felony but as a crime and punished the offenders
alike (I. Mouzalas, personal communication, June 12, 2018). By October 2012, the
detention period for both migrants and asylum seekers –without taking into account
the gender, age, and health condition of the detainee – was extended by up to 12
months, constituting highly viable the possibility of an unaccompanied minor, a
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pregnant woman, or a heavily sick old person to be detained for up to 18 months
(Skleparis, 2017, p. 3). On top of that, migrants and asylum seekers were not
provided with legal aid, information and interpretation in the course of their
detention (PRO ASYL, 2012, p. 3).
Apart from the excessive time of detention applied by the Greek state, the
conditions inside the detention centres were described as ‘grim’ and were compared
with ‘medieval dungeons’ (Lazaridis and Skleparis, 2015, p. 180). Greece was
accused of deliberately deteriorating the detention conditions of the migrants to
discourage other ‘future’ migrants from making their way through Greece and to
prompt those already in the country to depart shortly (Skleparis, 2017, p. 3). These
allegations were confirmed by New Democracy’s key decision-makers (P.
Georgiadis, personal communication, June 12, 2018; L. Oikonomou, personal
communication, June 13, 2018). P. Georgiadis, the General Secretary of the
Minister of Public Order and the right-hand man of Dendias, the Minister of Public
Order from 2012 to 2014, revealed that the harsh detention conditions were
purposed to have a deterrent effect towards the potential border-crossers and to
make clear to the potential immigrants that they would not find a paradise if coming
[to Greece] (personal communication, June 12, 2018). Police violence was not
absent from the detention facilities. Several reports mentioned that police officers
used excessive physical force against detained immigrants (PRO ASYL, 2012, p.
4).
The Presidential Decree 114/20109 made all those exceptional detention
tactics possible. As Dimitriadi nicely puts it, detention was transformed “from a
tool to achieve returns and deportations to a tool of punishment, forewarning and
deterrence” (2018, p. 107). Apprehending and detaining migrants, regardless of
them being asylum seekers or economic migrants, became the regular practice of
Greek authorities. Those practices did not go unnoticed by the international fora.
The European Court of Human Rights and to the Court of Justice of the European
Union referred Greece for the deficiencies of her asylum system. On 21st of January

Π.Δ. 114/10, ΦΕΚ Α 195/22.11.2010: Καθιέρωση ενιαίας διαδικασίας αναγνώρισης σε
αλλοδαπούς και ανιθαγενείς του καθεστώτος του πρόσφυγα ή δικαιούχου επικουρικής προστασίας
(σε συμμόρφωση προς την Οδηγία 2005/85/ΕΚ), [Presidential Decree 114/10, FEK A
195/22.11.2010: Establishment of unified procedure for granting refugee or subsidiary protection
status to aliens].
9
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2011, the European Court of Human Rights considered the Greek asylum system
as dysfunctional and the conditions of detention inhumane and degrading.10
All in all, the above analysis demonstrates that Greece, between 2012 and
2015, clearly employed extraordinary and unlawful measures and policies to deal
with the immigration in Greece and at the Greek borders. Having established the
presence of security speech acts and of extraordinary measures, to define the form
and the success of the securitization that took place in Greece from 2012 to 2015,
it is essential to reveal the identity of the securitizers’ audience and to gauge this
audience’s opinion.
The Identity of the Audience
Securitization scholars have marginally examined the identity of the
securitization’s audience and its response. In the rare times that the audience has
been identified, the identification has been based on scholars’ speculations derived
from discourse analysis applied on the security speech acts and the context of these
speech acts. Indeed, the text and the context of the security speech act matters. But
the identity of the securitization audience could be more firmly established if
coupled by evidence derived from the securitizing actors themselves or from
persons closely related to them. To avoid identifying the securitization audience in
the case of Greece wrongly, this study utilizes the Triangulation Method of
Audience Identification. By doing so, this study determines the identity of the
targeted audience(s) through a combination of textual and contextual investigation
with primary evidence. The collect the primary evidence this study resorted to the
performance of semi-structured interviews with key decision-makers of the Greek
migration policy between 2012 and 2015. For the purposes of this thesis, I
interviewed: Patroklos Georgiadis, the Secretary-General of the Ministry of Public
Order; Lefteris Oikonomou the Chief of Greek Police, transition Minister of Public
Order and since July 2019, Deputy Minister of Public Order; Sofia Voultepsi, the
Spokesperson of New Democracy’s-led Government; and Angelos Syrigos, the
Secretary-General for Migration and Integration.

10

ECtHR (GC), MSS v. Belgium and Greece, Appl. No. 30696/09, 21 January 2011.
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Textual and Contextual Analysis
An essential element for the contextual analysis of a security speech act is
the revelation of its form. It matters whether the security speech act is announced
during a pre-election speech, through an interview or as a statement at a round-table
with a limited number of participants. Interviews to mainstream media, speeches
and statements before, during or after central events are usually read, viewed or
heard by many people. As such, they may have a stronger impact than other forms
of communication. For the purposes of this study, I examine the security speech
acts of politicians who bare substantial political capital. The speech acts assessed
are in the form of interviews, statements and speeches towards the populace or the
same party’s members.
Prime Minister Samaras’ public speeches were addressed directly to the
general public and potential electorate. The speeches were usually given on central
public squares of main Greek cities and broadcasted by mainstream Greek
television channels. Samaras warned the public/electorate about the lathroimmigration ‘threat’. He also alerted the European Union about the dangers
embedded in a possible immigration outbreak. Nikos Dendias, the Minister of
Public Order, did not employ public speeches to warn the Greek public about the
imminent threat that immigration posed to the Greek society. His security speech
acts are mainly derived from the study of his interviews with mainstream media.
The grammar and content of his securitizing rhetoric indicate that his primary
audience is the public to which he refers by using a plural personal pronoun (we) as
if he considered himself and the public as one. The speech acts of Angelos Syrigos,
the Secretary-General for Migration and Integration with the government of New
Democracy seem to target SYRIZA, the Greek party in the government from 2015
onwards. With his rhetoric, Lefteris Oikonomou, a person who dealt with security
and immigration issues for many years, as the chief of the Greek police, called all
the political parties to agree to a common security policy. Therefore, the text of his
statements indicates that his targeted audience was the Greek political parties.
Contextually, it has also to be taken into consideration that from 2012 to
2015, Greece went through the worst economic crisis of her recent history. The
severe austerity measures impoverished a large segment of the Greek population.
Golden Dawn, the radical-right, neo-Nazi political party, had increased its portion
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of the Greek electorate to unprecedented highs. Its anti-establishment and antiimmigration rhetoric seemed to be appealing to the Greek public. The undesirable
prospect of Golden Dawn further increasing the numbers of its electorate would
become a reality if the Greek public would be persuaded that no other political
power other than Golden Dawn could deal with the immigration crisis more
effectively (A. Syrigos, personal communication, June 9, 2018). To ensure the
Greek public that the government was aware of the magnitude of the immigration
issue and was capable of repelling it better than any other political party let alone
better than Golden Dawn, the officials of the New Democracy performed the
security speech acts. But since the radical securitization rhetoric of Golden Dawn
appeared to be gradually appealing to higher numbers of Greek citizens, some of
the Golden Dawn’s rhetoric had to be adopted in order to avoid a large portion of
the central-right voters moving towards the far-right side of the political spectrum.
In light of the above contextual and textual approach, it seems like the
targeted audience of the securitizing actors was the Greek general public. The
securitizing actors themselves confirm the findings of the textual and contextual
analysis.
The Experts’ Point of View
Admittedly, interviewing a political actor who insisted on the rhetorical
representation of the immigration crisis and the immigrants/refugees as an
existential threat, is not an easy task. The sound of the word ‘security’, or any
derivative of this word, triggers the defensive mechanisms of the interviewees.
When the debate turns around the securitizing (extraordinary) measures, the
securitizing actors tend to reject the security argument and to present those
measures as inevitable. Some of them claim that measures such as the erection of a
barbed-wire fence at the borders is merely an ‘ancillary’ act associated with the
government’s ordinary migration policy (S. Voultepsi, personal communication,
June 12, 2018). Some others agree that the measures ‘departed’ from the
‘normality’ (P. Georgiadis, personal communication, June 12, 2018; L.
Oikonomou, personal communication, June 13, 2018; A. Syrigos, personal
communication, June 9, 2018).
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Although the experts’ views about the nature and the necessity of the
emergency measures were inconsistent, their views about the identity of the
targeted by the security speech acts, the audience(s) were identical. Furthermore,
they confirmed the hypothesis that a single security speech act targeted more than
one audience. The most important of these audiences, the primary audience, was
the general public. Yet, their securitizers’ addressed their proclamations about the
threat that the immigration crisis posed to Greece to some secondary audiences as
well. Among these secondary audiences were the European Union and the
opposition in the Greek parliament.
Patroklos Georgiadis, who used to be the Minister of Public Order’ righthand man, argued that Dendias’ primary audience was the Greek public (P.
Georgiadis, personal communication, June 12, 2018). The Minister of Public Order
desired to assure the Greek people that the Greek state was able to ‘protect’ them
from

the

unregulated

immigrant

populations

(P.

Georgiadis,

personal

communication, June 12, 2018). A failure of the Greek state to persuade the Greek
public about its capability to tackle the alleged threat could direct the Greek
electorate towards the far-right and neo-Nazi Golden Dawn (A. Syrigos, personal
communication, June 9, 2018; L. Oikonomou, personal communication, June 13,
2018).
The Greek public should be informed about the situation caused by the
accumulation of irregular immigrants in the urban centres and at the Greek islands
(S. Voultepsi, personal communication, June 12, 2018). In Athens, the lathroimmigrants occupied public buildings illegally while the presence of large
immigrant populations at the Greek islands contributed to the islands’ devastation
(S. Voultepsi, personal communication, June 12, 2018). The security speech acts
served the purpose of informing the Greek public about the lathro-immigration
‘threat’ and assure that the government could handle the situation. Then, the
feelings of insecurity would gradually disappear (S. Voultepsi, personal
communication, June 12, 2018) and the sense of safety would be re-established (A.
Syrigos, personal communication, June 9, 2018, Interview, L. Oikonomou,
personal communication, June 13, 2018; Interviewee A, personal communication,
June 11, 2018). Thus, the Greek public was the primary audience of the security
speech acts of the New-Democracy’s-led government.
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Except for the Greek public, the securitizers desired their speech acts to be
heard from some more audiences. Dendias and the New Democracy’s-led
government also targeted the European Union (P. Georgiadis, personal
communication, June 12, 2018; L. Oikonomou, personal communication, June 13,
2018). Already since the 2000s, there was a debate at the EU level about the
potential of ‘brain-gain’ by legally attracting and employing highly skilled
immigrants from third-countries (P. Georgiadis, personal communication, June 12,
2018). Back then, the absence of a severe immigration outbreak propelled the
aspirations of the northern European countries to invite the highly skilled thirdcountry nationals (P. Georgiadis, personal communication, June 12, 2018). The
‘liberal’ EU’s migration policy did not anticipate a major migration outbreak
(Georgiadis, personal communication, June 12, 2018).
At the time that Dendias served as the Greek Minister of Public Order,
European Commissioner of Migration was the Swedish Cecilia Malmström. She
originated from the Swedish Liberals, and she embedded her liberal ideas in the
EU’s migration policy (P. Georgiadis, personal communication, June 12, 2018).
Because of the incorporation of such liberal ideas in the EU’s migration policy, the
EU was unprepared for a massive immigration crisis (P. Georgiadis, personal
communication, June 12, 2018) that was about to occur in 2015. The Greek officials
desired to assure that the European Union was aware of the calibre of the
immigration threat (P. Georgiadis, personal communication, June 12, 2018).
Yet, the Greek governmental officials did not only target the Greek public
and the European Union with their security speech acts. They also targeted the main
opposition political party in the Greek parliament, the radical-left SYRIZA (A.
Syrigos, personal communication, June 9, 2018; S. Voultepsi, personal
communication, June 12, 2018). According to Sofia Voultepsi, the spokesperson of
the New Democracy-led government, SYRIZA utilized the immigration crisis as a
‘tool’ for opposition (personal communication, June 12, 2018). SYRIZA took
advantage of incidents such as the one in Farmakonisi11 in order to generate hate

The ‘Farmakonisi incident’ occurred in January 2014. It involved a boat transporting illegal
immigrants in the eastern Aegean Sea and the Greek coast guard. Twelve immigrants died. The
statements given by the survivors contradicted those by the Greek coast guard. The survivors
claimed that “they [Greek coast guard] were kicking us to prevent us from getting on their boat.
When our women started screaming and crying, they were shouting f**k you.” On top of that,
according to the immigrants, the boat of the Greek coast guard, which arrived on scene in order to
11
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against the Greek government of the New Democracy and the Greek coast guard
(S. Voultepsi, personal communication, June 12, 2018). SYRIZA attempted to
divide the Greek public into the ‘humanists’ and the ‘barbarians’ and to capitalize
this division in political gains at the next elections (S. Voultepsi, personal
communication, June 12, 2018). The New Democracy’s-led government wished to
let the opposition know that the unregulated flows of illegal immigrants were
indeed a threat for Greece and that the ‘wave-through’ policy and the “ideologist
approach” evangelized by SYRIZA, were not attainable (A. Syrigos, personal
communication, June 9, 2018; S. Voultepsi, personal communication, June 12,
2018).
Furthermore, the securitizing actors wished to convey the message that
Greece ‘sealed’ her borders, applied ‘sweep’ operations, and detained
indistinguishably for up to 18 months many of the immigrants apprehended at the
borders or within Greece. The targets of these messages were the immigrants
residing at the other side of the Aegean coast, in Turkey, and the smugglers (P.
Georgiadis, personal communication, June 12, 2018; L. Oikonomou, personal
communication, June 13, 2018). The smugglers and the potential migrants should
realize that Greece was not an easy place to go through (P. Georgiadis, personal
communication, June 12, 2018; L. Oikonomou, personal communication, June 13,
2018).
Drawing on the information provided by the New Democracy’s-led
government decision-makers, it is safe to conclude that the security speech acts
targeted various audiences. These conclusions support existing literature suggesting
that the securitizing actors target more than one audience when they present an issue
as an existential threat to a referent object (Campesi, 2011, p. 5; Salter & Piché,
2011, p. 947; Vaughn, 2009, p. 263). In the case of the securitization of migration
from 2012 to 2014 in Greece, the targeted audiences were the Greek general public,
the European Union, the main opposition party in the Greek parliament, the
‘potential’ border-crossers, and the smugglers. Yet, as the interviewees confirmed,
among the targeted audience(s), one holds a prominent place: the general public.
The domestic constituency was thus the primary audience of the security speech
acts. The other audiences were secondary.
repel the boat back to Turkey, attached a rope and then towed it away in high-speed, causing the
rope to snap twice and the ultimate capsizing of the boat (Greek Reporter, 26 January 2014).
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Studying the individual and collective contribution of the primary and the
secondary audiences to the process of securitization would be ideal. Yet, such a
project would require additional time, data gathering and resources. Limited by
time and financial resources, this study focuses on the responses and the
contribution of the primary audience to the process of securitization. In this train of
thoughts, the response of the Greek general public to the securitization of the
migration from 2012 to 2015 is extracted from the examination of several public
surveys, opinion polls and electoral results.
Public Opinion and Immigration
Opinion Polls
The violation of the asylum seekers’ fundamental rights and the emergency
measures that the Greek government resorted to in order to curve the migration
flows did not meet any significant resistance by the securitizers’ primary audience,
the Greek general public. Following 2009, Greece experienced a severe economic
crisis that contributed to the rise of unemployment and the expansion of poverty.
Unemployment and poverty seemed to affect the sentiments of the Greeks towards
the immigrants. The individual Greek’s health and economic security were at stake
from the presence of a disproportional to the Greek population number of
immigrants within Greece (I. Mouzalas, personal communication, June 12, 2018;
L. Oikonomou, personal communication, June 13, 2018). With regards to the public
health insecurity, immigrants were considered as restricting the domestic
population and taxpayers from exercising their right to health. “When an excessive
number of immigrants was present and given priority at the emergency unit of a
hospital, the locals considered the delays caused by the immigrants’ presence as a
threat to their health security” (L. Oikonomou, personal communication, June 13,
2018). Similarly, “when employers offered work to immigrants instead of locals,
especially in ‘blue-collar’ jobs, the Greek people nurtured feelings of economic
insecurity” (L. Oikonomou, personal communication, June 13, 2018). It is not
surprising then that by 2008, eighty per cent of Greeks felt that the presence of
migrants in Greece posed a threat (Karyotis & Skleparis, 2014, p. 696). In 2009,
sixty-six per cent of Greeks considered migrants as damaging rather than benefiting
Greece (Lazaridis & Skleparis, 2015, p. 179). In the same year, when hearing the
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word ‘immigration’, 22% of Greeks imagined criminality and deterioration of the
national identity (Public Issue, 2010). These numbers declined by 7% in 2010, a
year in which 12% of Greeks admitted that they developed feelings of insecurity,
or even panic when they heard the word ‘immigrant’ (Public Issue, 2010). In 2009
and 2010, six out of ten Greeks were convinced that migration had a detrimental
effect on their country (Public Issue, 2009; Public Issue, 2010). Immigration was
considered harmful for the Greek economy by 47% of Greeks in 2008, 52% in 2009
and 59% in 2010 (Public Issue, 2010). Immigration was blamed for deteriorating
the Greek national identity by 47% of Greeks in 2008, 52% in 2009 and 57% in
2010 (Public Issue, 2010). In 2009 and 2010, almost eight out of ten Greeks
associated migration with the rise of criminality in the country (Public Issue,
2010). Sixty per cent blamed directly the immigrants for the upsurge of criminality
(Rass, 2010). Nine of ten Greeks considered imperative the adoption of measures
for tackling the problems caused by illegal immigrants (Rass, 2010). Almost five
out of ten blamed migration for the rise of unemployment in 2010, while the
percentage was slightly lower in 2009 (Public Issue, 2010). Amid the financial
crisis (November 2012), 78% of Greeks admitted that the presence of economic
immigrants in Greece was more damaging than beneficial (Lazaridis & Skleparis,
2015, p. 179). In 2011, 6 out of 10 Greeks acknowledged that they felt personally
annoyed by the presence of immigrants (Lazaridis & Skleparis, 2015, p. 179).
Having regarded migration as a cause of criminality, unemployment and as
deteriorating the national identity, it does not come as a surprise that 72% of Greeks
in 2009 and 63% in 2010 wished that the migration policies of Greece would be
stricter (Public Issue, 2010). Nine out of ten Greeks wished to apply a quota on the
numbers of immigrants present in the country, and 60% argued that Greece had
accepted many more immigrants than she should (Public Issue, 2010).
The very high numbers of immiscepticism within the Greek society
constitute clear indicators that the Greek political elites would not meet significant
resistance to their securitizing moves and measures. Evidence of such allegation
constitutes the fact that 59% of the public agreed with the construction of the
barbed-wire fence at Evros (Public Issue, 2011). Almost 65% of them thought that
the erection of the ‘fence’ would tackle the illegal migration flows (Rass, 2011). In
the middle of the most severe financial crisis that Greece had ever experienced,
46% of the Greek public backed the funding of the ‘fence’s’ construction from the
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very limited national budget (Public Issue, 2011). It is also noteworthy that the costs
of the ‘fence’ exceeded euro 3 million, of which the EU contributed ‘zero’ (Strik,
2013, p. 10). Greece was ‘scolded’ by the rest of the European Union member states
and by the EU Institutions for erecting the ‘fence’. Ironically, the ‘fence’ was
demolished by the force of nature a few years later and never repaired by the next
Greek government.
In 2011, twenty-eight per cent of Greeks thought that illegal migration was
the most pressing security challenge (Special Eurobarometer 371, June 2011). An
undoubtably indicator of Greek public’s high chances of backing the security
speech acts and emergency actions uttered and adopted by the securitizing actors is
the fact that by July 2012, fifty-one per cent of Greeks found justifiable the
unprovoked violence by vigilante groups against random migrants (Lazaridis &
Skleparis, 2015, p. 179). In 2014, seventy-four per cent of Greeks confessed that
they had developed negative feelings about the immigration of third-country
nationals (Standard Eurobarometer 82, November 2014). A summary of the Greek
public’s responses to opinion polls’ immigration relevant questions from 2008 to
2014 is outlined in Chart 2.
Radical-Right Political Parties
The failure or success of the radical-right political parties in national
elections constitutes a strong indicator of the electorates’ sentiments towards the
immigration issue. Golden Dawn, Greece’s most well-known extremist-right wing
party, advocated for decades about racism, antisemitism and neo-Nazism. What is
more, Golden Dawn’s members engaged in violent paramilitary practices against
people of different race and colour. In the 2009’s parliamentary elections, Golden
Dawn gathered less than 1% of the Greek votes (Ministry of Interior, Greece, 2009),
a percentage that did not permit it to reserve any seats at the Greek Parliament12. At
the same elections, LAikos Orthodoxos Synagermos (LA.O.S)13 [People’s
Orthodox Alert], managed to ‘enter’ into the Greek Parliament with a percentage
of 5,63%.

12

A percentage above 3% of the votes is provided by the Greek Constitution for a political party to
be able to seat in the Greek Parliament.
13
LA.O.S acronym translation in Greek is the ‘populace’.
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Chart 2: Greek Public Opinion about Immigration, 2008-2015.
Greek Public Trends towards Immigration 2008-2015
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SOURCE: Author’s Compilation of Relevant Surveys.

Although LA.O.S was a radical right-wing populist political party and
advocated for banning immigration from outside the European Union and for
deporting all illegal immigrants (Programme LA.O.S, 2007, p. 44), it was not
involved in violent practices against immigrants as Golden Dawn. In the
parliamentary elections of 2012, while LA.O.S did not manage to win any seats in
either of them (Ministry of Interior, 2012), Golden Dawn boosted her percentages
to almost 7% and send 18 of her members in the Greek Parliament (Ministry of
Interior, 2012; Skleparis, 2017, p. 279).
Golden Dawn’s violent actions against the immigrant populations in Greece
went hand-in-hand with rhetoric dominated by references to the threats that
migrants posed to Greece. Such rhetoric proved to be appealing to a significant
portion of the Greek electorate. Taking into account the findings of the opinion
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polls’ suggesting that a great number of the Greek public considered migrants as
threats to their individual, social and economic security, one would expect Golden
Dawn to score much higher than just 7% in the 2012’s elections. The inability of
Golden Dawn to attract higher numbers of the electorate is perhaps due to the
securitizing approach that New Democracy adopted towards the immigration crisis.
The centre-right New Democracy, to avoid losing her voters to the extreme-right,
embraced rhetoric similar to that of Golden Dawn’s.
The Impact of the Public Opinion
The starting premise of Copenhagen School’s securitization theory is that
for a securitization process to be appraised as successful, it is necessary to secure
the acceptance of the targeted audience (Buzan et al., 1998, p. 24). Without
audience-acceptance, a securitization attempt would fail. One, therefore, would
expect the securitizing actors to gauge the opinion of the targeted audience(s) before
executing the emergency action. In the case at hand, the New Democracy’s
securitizers should measure the responses of the Greek public after designating
immigration as an existential threat and before proceeding with the implementation
of the emergency action. Although Greek securitizers emphasized the importance
of the public opinion towards immigration, they also stated that the emergency
action would have been implemented regardless the response of the public (P.
Georgiadis, personal communication, June 12, 2018).
The Copenhagen School’s securitization theory approaches securitization
as a top-down process: the top layers of governance (the politicians and most
probable securitizing actors) designate an issue such as immigration as an
existential threat and with the acceptance of the targeted audience (which in many
cases is the general public that is situated at the lower levels of governance) the top
layers employ emergency action to tackle the perceived threat. One of this thesis’
hypotheses is that this process could be carried out in reverse: the fears of the public
about immigration could stimulate the government to adopt and implement
extraordinary measures to address the public’s anxieties. Then, according to the
CSEF, a ‘Bottom-Up’ Securitization would occur.
Apparently, this was not the case in the securitization of immigration in
Greece from 2012 to 2015. Although the securitizing actors took into account the
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anxieties of the public before proclaiming that the immigrants were threatening
Greece (P. Georgiadis, personal communication, June 12, 2018; A. Syrigos,
personal communication, June 9, 2018; S. Voultepsi, personal communication,
June 12, 2018), the emergency action was adopted and implemented without the
opinion of the public about the securitizing moves having been evaluated (P.
Georgiadis, personal communication, June 12, 2018; S. Voultepsi, personal
communication, June 12, 2018).
The securitizers considered just the ranking of immigration among the most
important issues for the Greek public (A. Syrigos, personal communication, June
9, 2018). When immigration was among the four most important issues for the
Greek public, then the political leadership would deal with the issue (A. Syrigos,
personal communication, June 9, 2018). “Political leaders should be able to
persuade the public and not vice versa. Situations in which the politicians serve the
demands of the populace unconditionally are ineffective and impracticable”
claimed Lefteris Oikonomou, a person who, during his tenure as chief of the Greek
police, designed some of the most restrictive measures against the immigrants
(personal communication, June 13, 2018).
New Democracy’s-led government considered the emergency (ancillary for
some officials) measures essential for tackling the perceived threat. Prominent New
Democracy’s politicians insisted that they did not experience any pressure nor
tolerated any guidance by the public (S. Voultepsi, personal communication, June
12, 2018). In the spokesperson’s words, “[New Democracy] did not pay much
attention to and did not feel any pressure by the public sentiment. The feelings of
the people about migration were already known. There existed a critical situation
which was recognized by everybody” (S. Voultepsi, personal communication, June
12, 2018). Other respondents argued that the New Democracy’s ‘leading’
securitizers did not reflect on the public opinion about immigration at all.
“The Minister of Public Order, N. Dendias acted spontaneously. He believed that
‘law and order’ were indispensable, and he acted so. Although the predisposition
of the public was recorded, the Minister did not appraise opinion polls. His
security speech acts were mainly the expressions of his feelings and political views
and did not target any particular audience” (P. Georgiadis, personal
communication, June 12, 2018).

In the meantime, the Ministry of Public Order focused on the restoration of
security in the urban centres and on guaranteeing adequate hygiene conditions (P.
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Georgiadis, personal communication, June 12, 2018). “A ‘bomb’ to the public
health’s and public security’s foundations could be activated at any moment. There
was no time left for sensing the ‘sentiments’ of the public. The adoption of urgent
measures was required” (P. Georgiadis, personal communication, June 12, 2018).
In a nutshell, the feelings of the Greek public towards the immigrants were
taken into account by the securitizers. The same people, though, did not observe at
all the response of their primary audience to the security speech acts and to the
emergency measures. They considered the adoption and urgent implementation of
such measures essential for the deactivation of the ‘public bomb’ that was in place.
Now that it is established that the securitization of immigration in the 2012-2015
Greece followed a top-down order, it would be interesting to examine the role of
the mass media to the securitization of migration.
The Role of the Mass Media
Indeed, the manner by which the mass media cover irregular immigration
may steer public opinion towards desired directions (Thorbjonsurd, 2015, p. 771).
In Greece, though, the mainstream mass media seemed to employ specific rhetoric
to gain resonance with the sentiments of the median Greek citizen (P. Georgiadis,
personal communication, June 12, 2018). The mass media detected the fear of the
Greek natives about the rise in the immigration flows and used the latter as a
medium

to

expand

their

viewership/readership

(A.

Syrigos,

personal

communication, June 9, 2018). Like every society, Greek society feared the rise in
criminality as well. In the pursuit of higher readership/viewership, the Greek mass
media encouraged criminalophobia (L. Oikonomou, personal communication, June
13, 2018). Criminal acts perpetrated by aliens, in particular, were exaggerated and
over-displayed. A vicious circle was present in which the crime ‘fed’ mass media
and the mass media ‘fed’ crime (L. Oikonomou, personal communication, June 13,
2018). In some reported instances, when anarchy was absent, random persons were
paid by the media to induce unrest to be broadcasted by the media’s prime-time
newscast (L. Oikonomou, personal communication, June 13, 2018). By easily
associating the rise in criminality with the upsurge in the numbers of immigrants,
the mass media attempted to, on the one hand, satisfy the public sentiments and, on
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the other hand, to expand their audience (P. Georgiadis, personal communication,
June 12, 2018; A. Syrigos, personal communication, June 9, 2018).
Some respondents argued that the desire of the mass media and of the Greek
public to ‘criminalize’ the immigrants did not have any impact on the securitizing
actors’ determination to securitize immigration (P. Georgiadis, personal
communication, June 12, 2018). Others claimed that the mass media played a
crucial role in the securitization of immigration (L. Oikonomou, personal
communication, June 13, 2018; A. Syrigos, personal communication, June 9, 2018).
Some third suggested that the mass media were merely honest and objective
mediators (S. Voultepsi, personal communication, June 12, 2018).
What is certain, is that the Greek mass media, with the ‘criminalization’ of
immigration, expanded the fears of the Greek people against the foreign ‘others’.
Yet, the feelings of the Greek public towards immigration had a marginal impact
on the decision of the securitizing actors to securitize immigration. In a ‘bottomup’ case of securitization the public, together with the mass media, would share the
place of the securitizing actors as instigators of the securitization process. But the
case of Greece, under the New-Democracy’s led government of 2012- 2015, was a
clear ‘top-down’ securitization in which the securitizing actors implemented the
emergency measures irrespectively of the public’s opinion. It looks that in Greece
of 2012-2015 the mass media and the public were able to influence each other but
were not capable of instigating or reversing the securitization process.
Securitization seemed to be a ‘one-man’ show with the ‘one-man’ being the Greek
government.
Conclusions
The New Democracy’s-led coalition government’s securitization rhetoric
went hand-in-hand with the activation of extreme, extraordinary and sometimes
unlawful measures. That was expected by a government of which the prominent
figures employed words hiding security connotations for depicting the immigration
problem.
Samaras described the immigration crisis as a “tsunami” (Kathimerini,
2017). In their literal meaning and form, tsunamis cause severe damages. The
immigration ‘tsunami’ was also expected to cause severe damages to the Greek
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society. The Dorian Invasion, a metaphor used by Dendias to describe the
immigration crisis, was the reason for the replacement of pre-classical dialects and
traditions in southern Greece by the ones that prevailed in Classical Greece. By
invoking such metaphor, Dendias attempted to warn his audience, the Greek public,
about the imminent threat that immigration posed to Greece’s identity. The hidden
meaning of the ‘Dorians Invasion’ metaphor was that the societal values of the
Greek society would vanish and be replaced by those of the incoming immigrants.
Further, by constantly referring to every immigrant as lathro-immigrant, Greece’s
political elites of 2012-2015, generated feelings of insecurity among the Greek
masses. One, by calling someone ‘lathro-immigrant’, associates him with
unlawfulness, danger, criminality, indirectly marginalizes him and complicates his
integration to the Greek society.
All this evidence of securitization rhetoric (SSA+) coupled with the adoption
and implementation of extraordinary emergency policies and practices (EM+) and
complemented by the general public negative sentiment about immigration (AA+)
suggest that in accordance with Comprehensive Securitization Empirical
Framework, a Comprehensive Securitization took place in Greece from 2008 to
2015.
In January 2015, the New Democracy’s-led government was replaced by
the radical-left and far-right coalition government of SYRIZA. Whether
SYRIZA’s-led government maintained the comprehensive securitization of
immigration after 2015 is examined in the following paragraphs.
Greece’s Response to Immigration from 2015 to 2018
SYRIZA’s views on immigration were antithetical to those of New
Democracy. It became clear already from SYRIZA’s term in the parliamentary
opposition. Back then, SYRIZA approached the immigration crisis from a strictly
humanitarian perspective instead of from a security one. Before its 2015’s electoral
success, SYRIZA promised that would ‘cure’ all the (perceived) misdeeds of its
predecessors (Skleparis, 2017, p. 289). The expedition of the asylum application
processes, the close-up of the restricted detention centres, the replacement of the
latter with ‘open’ ones, the termination of the systematic and indiscriminate
detention, the end of the push-backs at the sea borders, the demolition of the Evros’
barbed-wire fence, the encouragement of the immigrants’ family reunifications, the
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removal of the restrictions that made the travel of the migrants within the European
Union problematic, the award of citizenship to second-generation migrants, and the
reinforcement of the human-rights protection (Skleparis, 2017, p. 289) were some
of SYRIZA’s main plans that indicated its diametrically different approach to
immigration from that of the New Democracy. SYRIZA attempted to materialize
most of its plans during its first months in the government. The rhetoric of
SYRIZA’s most prominent officials reflected SYRIZA’s aspirations to treat
immigration differently from its predecessors.
The Security Speech Acts
Rhetorically, one of the first SYRIZA’s reforms was to reframe
immigration.

The New Democracy’s ‘immigration’ and very often illegal

immigration crisis (μεταναστευτικό and λαθρομεταναστευτικό) became SYRIZA’s
refugee crisis (προσφυγικό). The illegal immigrants (λαθρομετανάστες), as former
Prime Minister Samaras frequently called the incoming migrants, turned to be
simply called refugees (πρόσφυγες). The renaming of the lathro-immigrants to
refugees was not coincidental though.
A few months after SYRIZA took the governance of Greece, the numbers
of the arriving immigrants increased substantially. In 2015, more than 885,000
migrants entered the EU through the Greek Islands of the Aegean Sea (FRONTEX,
2017). The number was approximately seventeen times multiplied than one year
before. In 2014, just 50,000 immigrants infiltrated the EU through the same area
(FRONTEX, 2017).
Prominent New Democracy’s politicians argue that the election of SYRIZA
and its humanitarian approach had a ‘pulling-effect’ to the ‘hordes’ of migrants
stationed in Turkey’s western coasts waiting for the perfect time to cross the borders
to Europe (S. Voultepsi, personal communication, June 12, 2018). The immigrants
became aware of the ‘softer’, ‘compasionate’ attitude of SYRIZA not only through
the Turkish mainstream and social media but also through leaflets that the Turkish
smugglers disseminated at the refugee camps (S. Voultepsi, personal
communication, June 12, 2018). The flyers informed that the newly elected
government in Greece would let the refugees go via Greece to the rest of the
European Union countries (S. Voultepsi, personal communication, June 12, 2018).
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The leading figures of SYRIZA’s government rushed to present the refugee
crisis as a paramount issue not only for Greece but also for the rest of the world.
The pleas for a pan-European (or even worldwide) approach to the refugee crisis
were central to SYRIZA officials’ rhetoric. A close observation of the underlined
words in Table 11, which summarizes the refugee crisis-relevant rhetoric of
SYRIZA’s leading politicians, confirms these thoughts.
Soon after SYRIZA acquired the governance, T. Christodoulopoulou,
Greece's Deputy Immigration Minister denounced the ‘sweep’ operations
introduced and widely utilized by the previous government. “Greece is the
destination of refugees”, she said, “to which we are obliged under international
conventions to offer asylum and protection” (T. Christodoulopoulou, 3 February
2015). The ‘sweep’ operations did not match with the new government’s aspirations
to prioritize the protection of the refugee’s human rights over the restrictions on the
refugees’ entry. However, the ‘sweep’ operations were not the only practices of the
previous government that SYRIZA condemned, criticised and pledged to suspend.
The detention centres and conditions were parallelized with the Nazi’s
concentration centres in World War II. The operation of the detention centres would
be discontinued. The force of nature destroyed the 12 kilometres long barbed-wire
fence at Evros. SYRIZA never repaired it. FRONTEX would be employed for
rescue operations only (T. Christodoulopoulou, 3 February 2015).
Following SYRIZA’s approach to the refugee crisis, the newly elected
Prime Minister, A. Tsipras, emphasized that the response of the European Union
should be holistic and based on human rights considerations, international
conventions and proportional allocation of the asylum seekers among the EU’s
member states (Prime Minister Greece, 8 February 2015). Tsipras requested his
peers to consider the refugee flows as a European/Universal problem (Prime
Minister Greece, 24 April 2015). To support his allegations that the persons
attempting to cross the Greek borders were refugees and not economic immigrants,
Tsipras presented evidence suggesting that 80% of the persons entering the Greek
sea and land borders arrived from countries with ‘refugee profile’14 (Prime Minister
Greece, 24 April 2015). Based on this evidence, Tsipras advocated for an EU
strategy that would respect equally the security of the European citizens and the
14

Countries with refugee profile are countries in state of war of which more than 25% of the sum of
asylum applications requested by their nationals are granted refugee status.
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human rights of the incoming populations (Prime Minister Greece, 24 April 2015)
and warned that when repressive police methods are used against the immigrants,
then Europe violates her founding principles and values (Prime Minister Greece, 7
April 2015).
It is noteworthy that Tsipras did not entirely denounce the migrationrestrictive methods of SYRIZAS’ predecessors. Some of the repressive methods
utilized by the New Democracy’s-led government could still be applied, albeit
differently.
Date

2015

3 February

8 February

Table 11: SYRIZA’s Communication of the Crisis.
Political Actor
Medium
Message
“The ‘sweep’ operations are concluded mainly
because [Greece] is the destination of refugees, war
refugees, to whom we are obliged under international
law to offer asylum and protection.”
“The detention centres, which we called them
concentration centres when we were in the
opposition, constitute a black page in the history of
[Greece].”
“We will set free from the detention centres all those
Minister of
Interview
detained for more than 18 months, the
Migration
unaccompanied minors, the refugees.”
(Christodou
“The priority was the security and not the human
lopoulou)
rights and our obligations under the European
conventions.”
“Nature offered the solution. The wall (fence in
Evros) is partially demolished.”
“The priority of FRONTEX is to rescue lives.”
“Europe is a fortress towards the immigrants who
seek employment. Europe shall show solidarity and
proportional allocation of the refugees.”
“If you [the journalists] wish to assist, start by using
the term refugees because if the European
Commission hears you talking about immigrants and
illegal immigrants, will not approve any funding.”
“We request the proportional allocation of the
refugees to all the Greek municipalities and the
prefectures so that no municipality will bear a heavy
burden.”
“The migration flows are a universal and European
Prime
Statement
problem.”
Minister
“The promotion of a European policy of Migration
(Tsipras)
and Asylum based on respect to human rights and
fair sharing of responsibilities by all the EU’s
Member States is urgent.”
“Common Europe of the people may not exist for as
long as migration is approached as an issue of outer
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7 April

16 April

17 April

Prime
Minister
(Tsipras)

Minister of
Migration
(Christodoulo
poulou)

Minister of
Migration
(Christodoulo
poulou)

24 April

Prime
Minister
(Tsipras)

24 April

Prime
Minister
(Tsipras)

29 April

Prime
Minister
(Tsipras)

borders’ security and for as long as the repression by
the police is prioritized.”
Statement
“An effective confrontation with the migration issue
entails double solidarity: towards those people whom
starvation and wars forced them to evacuate their
houses and bring them to our countries, and from the
EU to her frontline countries which act as the gates
of entry for those people.”
“Greece should abstain from ‘low-politics’ tactics
that they legalize extreme rhetoric, the populistic
rhetoric of the far-right and bring to the spotlight the
arguments of neo-Nazis in Greece and Europe.”
“The problem is gigantic. Greece SOS. Europe SOS.
Statement
No immigrants regard Greece as their final
destination considering that it is known to the whole
world that the economic situation of [Greece] is
bad.”
“In the centre of Athens, the [refugees] arrive and
within 20 days they extinct. They go to Europe. They
Statement
simply disappear.”
“There are no immigrants in the centre [of Athens].
In the morning they mainly enjoy the sun in Omonia
(Athens’ central square), in the night there is no one
outdoors.”
“The migration and refugee issue are some of the
most important issues that Europe will deal with in
Statement
the future.”
“We must plan a holistic strategy which will respect
the security of the European citizens as much as the
human rights [of the refugees/migrants]”
“…guarantee humane conditions to refugees and
migrants.”
“Combine realism and security effectively with
respect for human rights”
“Over 80% of the newcomers are persons with
Intervention refugee profile.”
“We underline the need for the direct increase of the
emergency financial and technical support to the
member states at the front line for the administration
of the refugee flows…”
“The protection of the refugee’s figure constitutes a
historic heritage of the European civilization and one
of the greatest stakes for the future of our societies.”
“[The refugee crisis] is an enormous problem and
challenge for Europe too. One of the most vital issues
[…] The flow is of refugee origin by 80%. It is not of
Interview
migration origin […] We attempt to change the
handling of the problem from migration to refugee
issue.”
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7 August

Prime
Minister
(Tsipras)

23
September

Minister of
Citizen
Protection
(Toskas)

1 October

Prime
Minister
(Tsipras)

Speech

26 October

Prime
Minister
(Tsipras)

Statement

Statement

Interview

“The people coming are highly educated with
languages, tablets and iPhones. They come to go to
Central and Northern Europe. The EU shall stop the
‘ostrich mentality’ and should assist the transit,
reception countries with financial support.”
“We decided to internationalize the [refugee] issue. I
repeat, the problem is not Greek, it is international
and European.”
“Our goal is to create a hospitable place in which the
refugees will live in conditions of dignity, hygiene
and humanism.”
“We will do whatever is required to correspond to
our humanism obligations… and to bring into the
spotlight the actual size of the problem that is beyond
the capabilities of our country.”
“Definitely, the border checks shall be intensified but
within the legitimacy framework.”
“I am also referring to the mass media, because some
of them ‘fed’ the phenomenon of micro-politics
confrontation.”
“It is possible that the Greek Army will assist the
attempts of the Police and the Coastguard to manage
the steadily increased refugee flows from Turkey.”
“I consider the refugee issue as a very serious
problem, and I am positive on the utilization of the
Army in an ancillary role (operations of recording,
transfer, alimentation and settlement) but not in
operations that would lead to the ‘militarization’ of
the issue.”
“…the Greek people demonstrated solidarity by
offering food and accommodation to the refugees.”
“However, for some [EU member states], the only
way to deal with the crisis is to erect higher walls, to
violently repel the refugees or to make sure that [the
refugees] constitute the responsibility of someone
else.”
“We have to increase the support to the European
countries situated at the front line, like Greece, in
their attempt to handle these flows.”
“We will either adopt a common policy, the logic of
dealing with the crisis or then the crisis will overtake
us. And it will acquire existential threat
characteristics for the structure, the continuity and
the prospect of the EU.”
“The European ‘vision’ is dying when some
countries erect walls and barbed-wire fences to avoid
having refugees crossing their borders. Surely, the
outmost obligation of the Coastguard is the legality
and the protection of the borders. But, in these days,
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Prime
Minister
(Tsipras)

Speech

27
November

Prime
Minister
(Tsipras)

Statement

11
December

Prime
Minister
(Tsipras)

Interview

16
February

Prime
Minister
(Tsipras)

Statement

2016

30 October

even more important obligation is to rescue human
lives.”
“It is necessary to avoid inspiring phobic emotions
against the refugees’ flows, avoid scaremongering
and isolate the radical and racist ‘voices’, so much in
Europe as in Greece.”
“It is an issue above our capabilities and […] an
existential threat for all the western societies, not
only the Greek one. If we would [inspire insecurity
and use scaremongering] we would set the
preconditions for a future explosion of gigantic
calibre and immeasurable cost for Greece and
Europe.”
“Europe is forced from governments which adopt for
domestic reasons, due to the pressures they inflict
from the domestic public opinion, a phobic
approach.”
“…[Greece] will officially request the explicit and
official condemnation of the choices of walls, fences
and sealed borders to refugees by member states of
the EU.”
“We do not deal with illegal immigrants.”
“The refugee issue is a phenomenon of gigantic
dimensions. No country may deal with it on her own
[…] When around them are whispered increasingly
louder voices for isolation and xenophobia, the Greek
people, despite the deep economic and social crisis
experiencing on their own, offers lessons of
sensitivity and humanism.”
“We have warned the EU that the fences and the
sealed borders will lead to a dead-end. The danger
for Europe from the abolishment of the freedom of
movement, is much more serious and this is why the
effective management of the refugee issue is
necessary.”
“We must handle [the refugee issue] without giving
in to the barbaric populism of the fence violence and
of the walls that are erected today in Europe and to
the illegal push-backs in the sea.”
“We will insist on the policies of humanism,
solidarity and international law.”
“I am aware that the response of the majority of the
islands’ local societies is a response of humanism. It
is a response that, above all, brings into the fore the
sense of solidarity to [the refugees] and indicates no
accusations that [the refugees] infect us and that they
shall go away from [the islands].”
“We believe that dealing with the [refugee] issue by
sealing the borders and with erecting walls between
the countries will lead Europe to a dead-end.”
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2017

3 March

Prime
Minister
(Tsipras)

Statement

23 May

Prime
Minister
(Tsipras)

Speech

21 June

Prime
Minister
(Tsipras)

Statement

19
September

Prime
Minister
(Tsipras)

Speech

21
September

Prime
Minister
(Tsipras)

Speech

12
February

Minister of
Citizen
Protection
(Toskas)

Statement

“Our own civilization dictates the protection of [the
refugees] and not the use of violence against them.”
“The crisis that we are dealing with is an
international crisis that constitutes a threat to the
cohesion of the European Union and the manner by
which operates and adopts decisions. Towards these
great challenges we must respond collectively. This
means more solidarity, cooperation and strict
observation of our common rules and, if necessary,
enforce punishment on those [member states] who do
not abide. Otherwise, I am afraid that except of the
refugee crisis we will have to face a crisis of
cohesion of the European Union which has to be
avoided for our common future.”
“The more we talk about a Europe in which the
refugees are unwelcomed, and we do not reinforce
humanitarian aid, guarantee strong structures and
legal ways for their relocation, the less we have the
right to talk about a Europe of Humanism.”
“[Me and President Juncker] discussed about the
peaceful evacuation of Idomeni, when in other
countries similar camps remain operative for years
and are demolished by force.”
“The policies of xenophobia, fences and push-backs
at sea are outside of the scope of the European
principles and not within the tools which we use for
dealing with [the refugee] crisis.”
“If we do not agree to a forceful attempt to replace
the dangerous migration routes with other legal and
humanitarian ones, if we do not confront with the
causing factors of migration, if we will not succeed
with the relocation of refugees to countries of the
world able to accommodate them, we will fail.”
“Worst of all, we will offer able space to nationalistic
and xenophobic powers to show their face.”
“If the efforts performed in Greece fails, the sole
beneficiaries across whole Europe will then be the
xenophobic and nationalistic voices.”
“Erecting walls and fences are shameful for Europe.”
“We will either succeed with confronting with the
refugee crisis collectively, coherently and on the
basis of international law, or we will fail.”
“I do not conflate the immigration flows with
terrorism. Most of the immigrants arriving look for
better living conditions, they are not terrorists.”
“Considering the police action, it has to confront the
security issue in a ‘surgical’ manner. There shall not
be utilized methods of excessive repression, but that
of conflict avoidance.”
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13
February

26 April

1
November

3
December
8
December
26
December

Government’s
Interview
Spokesman
(Tzanakopou
los)

Minister of
Citizen
Protection
(Toskas)

Minister of
Migration
(Mouzalas)

Prime
Minister
(Tsipras)
Minister of
Migration
(Mouzalas)
Minister of
Migration
(Mouzalas)

Interview

Statement

Interview

Interview

Interview

“Greece’s attempts to manage the refugee crisis
within the limits of humanism, respect of human
rights and the international conventions.”
“The refugee crisis is not manageable if all the social
and political forces (the government, the political
parties, the local governments, the society but also
the European Institutions) do not cooperate.”
“I am of the opinion that there is no problem for
[Greece]. Yet, we shall take all necessary measures
to prevent potential incidents or even thoughts and
conversations within certain places, that could
contribute to higher radicalization, because poverty
contributes to radicalization.”
“Our government is against the slogan “no matter
how many [refugees], you are welcome.”
“We are obliged to […] protect [Greece] from such a
great number of immigrants and refugees which we
would not manage to balance.”
“The fears of the islanders and the claim that the
tourism of their islands is destroyed because of the
refugees is not right. There was the highest increase
in tourism on that island [the previous] year. What
else are the local mayors afraid of? The radical-right
elements? The criminality? Police evidence indicates
that in Samos and Mytilene criminality increased
because of the immigrants and refugees less than 1%
and to the rest of the islands the increase was less
than 0,5%.”
“The worst-case scenario is the rise of the radicalright. And this is a great threat for Europe in the near
future.”
“If we demolish the camps and let the EU-Turkey
Statement collapse we will have to confront with a
much greater number of refugees and migrants.”
“In Moria, for some time we risked violating human
rights”
“We attempted to decongest the camps and offer
better living conditions.”
SOURCE: Author’s own Compilation of Resources.

FRONTEX and the Coastguard could be used but only to rescue the
refugees’ lives, the border-controls would be intensified, but within the limits of
legitimacy, the Greek Army would only play an ancillary role by assisting the
Police to record, transferring, alimenting and settling of the refugees but not with
operations that would ‘militarize’ the refugee issue, and the Greek Police would no
longer utilise methods of excessive force and repression against the refugees (T.
Christodoulopoulou, 3 February 2015; Prime Minister Greece, 7 August 2015,
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Prime Minister Greece, 30 October 2015; Toskas, 23 September 2015; Toskas, 12
February 2017). The concerns of the new government about the human rights of the
refugees were apparent. SYRIZA transformed the Greek and the EU security
agencies into agents of humanitarian assistance. The transformation of the Greek
policy was not only observed in the operations’ field but also in SYRIZA’s rhetoric.
By consistently highlighting the importance of human rights and the need
to offer humane conditions to the refugees, Tsipras attempted to shift the approach
of Greece from ‘securitarian’ to humanitarian. But to do so, a generous reallocation
of resources was necessary. The construction of refugee camps capable to
adequately accommodate thousands of refugees is a costly project. The emptied by
the financial crisis Greek ‘coffers’ could barely cover any costs. If the Greek state
provided accommodation and alimentation to thousands of refugees when at the
same time thousands of homeless Greeks were sleeping on the streets, the Greek
public would revolt against the government and the refugees. Such events could
inspire sentiments of negative-discrimination which could, in turn, breed social
disorder which could elevate the electorate numbers of the radical-right and
xenophobic political parties, such as the Golden Dawn, to unprecedented heights
(I. Mouzalas, personal communication, June 12, 2018). The EU’s economic support
was a necessary prerequisite for the Greek state to deal with the refugee flows
humanly. The Minister of Immigration, Christodoulopoulou, warned that “the
problem is gigantic. Greece SOS. Europe SOS. No immigrants consider Greece as
their final destination. It is known to the whole world that the economic situation
of [Greece] is bad” (T. Christodoulopoulou, 16 April 2015). The Greek economic
resources were not the only insufficient resources for dealing with “the greatest
relocation of populations that the humanity has gone through since the Second
World War” (Prime Minister Greece, 11 December 2015). The human resources
were insufficient too. Driven by these concerns, Greece demanded from the EU a
“direct increase of the emergency financial and technical support” for properly
administrating the refugee flows (Prime Minister Greece, 24 April 2015; Prime
Minister Greece, 29 April 2015).
If Tsipras would present the refugee crisis as a solely domestic problem, it
is very unlikely that he would persuade the European Union Institutions, his peers
at the European Council and the public opinion to provide any sort of support to
Greece. To achieve the support of ‘Brussels’, Tsipras consistently presented the
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refugee crisis as a European and universal one. The refugee crisis, he mentioned at
the aftermath of a European Council on April 2015, “is an enormous problem and
challenge for Europe, one of the most vital issues” (Prime Minister Greece, 29 April
2015, Prime Minister Greece, 1 October 2015).
The assessment of SYRIZA’s rhetoric related to the refugee crisis confirms
the presence of two main components of a successful securitization: the security
speech act and the emergency action. In most of his statements, the Greek Prime
Minister, Tsipras, designated an existential threat for a referent object of security
and proposed the adoption of extraordinary measures. Tsipras’ statements,
therefore, are explicit security speech acts. The existential threat was relevant to the
refugee crisis, but it was not the refugee crisis as such. In SYRIZA’s perspective,
the existential threat was the restrictive, securitizing manner by which the European
Union and some of her member states dealt with the refugee crisis. The referent
object of security was Europe as a whole, the European values and principles, the
European Union’s “structure, the continuity, the cohesion and the future of the
European Union” (Prime Minister Greece, 26 October 2015; Prime Minister
Greece, 3 March 2016). “The European vision was dying” but not because of the
refugee crisis as such, but because “some countries erect[ed] walls and barbed wired
fences to avoid having refugees crossing their borders” argued the Greek Prime
Minister on October 2015 (Prime Minister Greece, 30 October 2015). “Confronting
with the refugee crisis by sealing the borders and erecting walls between countries
will lead Europe to a dead-end” he continued (Prime Minister Greece, 16 February
2016).
The proposed measures included generous reallocation of economic and
human resources from the rest of the EU to Greece and the ‘Europeanization’ of the
crisis. “We will either adopt a common policy or ‘logic’ of dealing with the crisis
or then the crisis will overtake us. And it will acquire existential threat
characteristics for the structure, the continuity and the prospect of the EU” said A.
Tsipras on October 2015 (Prime Minister Greece, 26 October 2015).
Although SYRIZA seemed to prioritize the humanitarian concerns about
the refugees over the security considerations, SYRIZA did not perform either a
humanitarian securitization, or a desecuritization, or an (a)-securitization. As
discussed above, the ‘grammar’ of security remained present in SYRIZA’s rhetoric.
SYRIZA attempted a securitization anew. But this time the referent object of
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security, the existential threat and the emergency action were different from before.
To conclude about the success of SYRIZA’s attempted securitization and to place
SYRIZA’s securitization within the Comprehensive Securitization Empirical
Framework, the third component of successful securitization, the audienceacceptance needs to be investigated. The following paragraphs of this thesis
describe the identity of SYRIZA’s security speech acts’ audience and assess the
response of this audience to SYRIZA’s securitizing moves.
The Identity of the Audience
Textual and Contextual Analysis
The study of SYRIZA’s leading officials’ statements highlights their
attempt to convey a message to the European Union’s Institutions and to rest of the
European Union’s member states emphasizing that they needed assistance and
solidarity urgently. The Greek officials requested the ‘Europeanization’ and
‘universalization’ of the refugee crisis repetitively. The words solidarity,
humanism, support, ‘Europeanization/universalization’ and refuge(e) were central
to any SYRIZA’s official communication. A preliminary assessment of SYRIZA’s
rhetoric would suggest that the European Union was the only targeted audience of
the messages. However, a closer investigation of SYRIZA’s officials’ statements
combined with the opinion of the securitizers’ opinion reveals that by always
depicting the crisis as ‘humanitarian’ and ‘refugee’ SYRIZA desired to alter the
Greek public’s sentiments about the immigration crisis and the immigrants
themselves.
The New Democracy’s-led government’s politicians rarely made use of the
word refugee. They consistently referred to the people crossing the Greek-Turkish
borders irregularly as lathro-immigrants, as illegals. An issue presented as ‘illegal’
and as associated with delinquency rarely gain the sympathy of any audience, let
alone of a public struck by severe financial hardship. SYRIZA desired to drastically
change the manner by which the Greek state dealt with the immigrants and the
immigration crisis. It would be hard for SYRIZA to succeed if the Greek public did
not ‘empathize’ with the refugees. To go ahead with its plans for the refugee crisis,
SYRIZA had to alter the sentiments of the Greek people about migration which, as
revealed in the previous pages, were not particularly positive. The most effective
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way to do so would be to persuade the Greeks that the ‘hordes’ of persons that
crossed Greece’s Eastern borders were not immigrants but genuine refugees. The
most direct way to do so would be to ‘re-brand’ the (lathro)-immigration crisis to
refugee crisis.
Most of the hundreds of thousands of people crossing the Greek-Turkish
borders were of the same origin: Syrians stationed in Turkey waiting for the right
timing to move through Greece to the European Union. With SYRIZA advertising
its ‘wave-through’ policy long before its election into government and with the
smugglers keeping the potential immigrants dully informed about the political
developments, it did not come as a surprise that at the moment that SYRIZA was
elected, the immigrants stationed at the West coasts of Turkey crossed over to
Greece (S. Voultepsi, personal communication, June 12, 2018). Under these
circumstances, if the rest of Europe did not share the burden of the refugee crisis
with Greece and if the Greek populace would panic in the presence of thousands of
aliens, SYRIZA’s approach to the crisis would be doomed to fail. To avoid its plans
from failing, SYRIZA kept representing the immigrants as refugees. The image of
an economic and of an illegal immigrant generates fear and insecurity. However,
the image of a refugee running away from his devastated country generates feelings
of sympathy. SYRIZA, by ‘re-branding’ the immigrants as refugees and the
immigration crisis as a refugee crisis, attempted to minimize the possibility of any
extremely negative response of the Greek people towards the immigrants/refugees
and to persuade ‘Brussels’ and the rest of the EU to share the burden. Thus, a textual
and contextual assessment of the timeframe of SYRIZA’s governance indicates
strongly that SYRIZA’s potential audiences were two: the Greek masses and the
European Union, Institutions and member states. To conclude about which one of
these two audiences were predominant, direct questions to SYRIZA’s officials
about the identity of the primary targeted audience are necessary. SYRIZA’s
Minister and Deputy Minister of Migration are interviewed in that regard.
The Officials’ Perspective
Both the Minister of Migration from 2015 to 2018, I. Mouzalas and the
Deputy Minister, I. Balafas, emphasized, through their statements and interviews,
the need for solidarity. Apparently, they did not request solidarity from the
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European Union. They requested the solidarity of the Greek populace (I. Balafas,
personal communication, August 23, 2018; I. Mouzalas, personal communication,
June 12, 2018). They desired the solidarity and assistance of the local governments,
municipalities and populations in particular (I. Balafas, personal communication,
August 23, 2018; I. Mouzalas, personal communication, June 12, 2018). Without
the support of the Aegean islands’ populations and municipalities, the plans of
SYRIZA to shift the approach of Greece from ‘securitarian’ to ‘humanitarian’ was
doomed to fail (I. Mouzalas, personal communication, June 12, 2018). The fear of
the ‘alien’ and unknown, according to I. Mouzalas, is a natural human emotion. The
Greek state owed to intervene and lead the natural emotion of fear either towards
solidarity or towards racism and xenophobia. “SYRIZA strove for the first” (I.
Mouzalas, personal interview, June 12, 2018).
The sudden upsurge in the migration flows coexisted with the severe
economic crisis. These developments affected the daily life and the fundamental
rights of the Aegean island’s domestic populations profoundly. SYRIZA attempted
to balance the rights and obligations of the refugee populations in order to avoid
violating the fundamental rights of the island’s populations and in order to gain the
solidarity of the islanders (I. Mouzalas, personal communication, June 12, 2018).
Thus, the SYRIZA’s officials’ rhetoric about the refugee crisis targeted primarily
the Greek public and particularly the inhabitants of the Greek islands at the borders
with Turkey (I. Balafas, personal communication, August 23, 2018; I. Mouzalas,
personal communication, June 12, 2018). Another segment of the Greek population
that was explicitly targeted by SYRIZA’s rhetoric comprised of those Greeks who
were affected most by the economic crisis and were particularly vulnerable to the
racist and xenophobic propaganda of the far-right political parties (I. Balafas,
personal communication, August 23, 2018). I. Balafas suggested that “the monster
of racism” cannot be contained by force but only by the utilization of political and
ideological means (I. Balafas, personal communication, August 23, 2018).
Thus, the SYRIZA rhetoric’s target was the Greek public in general and
some segments of the Greek public in particular. The interviewees considered that
their rhetoric fulfilled its purpose. “With the control of the immigrant populations
within the hot-spots guaranteed and with the local mayors gladly cooperating with
the Ministry of Migration, the Greek public accepted SYRIZA’s approach to the
refugee crisis”, argued I. Mouzalas (personal communication, June 12, 2018).
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To discover whether I. Mouzalas’ allegations about total acceptance of
SYRIZA’s communications by the Greek public, this study investigates relevant
surveys and opinion polls and assesses the rise or decline of the far-right political
parties in Greece.
Public Opinion and Immigration
SYRIZA’s officials considered their approach successful and well-received
by the local populations at the Greek islands most affected by the refugee crisis.
They claimed that the local populations displayed “phenomenal solidarity” and
welcomed the refugee children at the Greek schools (I. Mouzalas, personal
communication, June 12, 2018).
Chart 3: Greek Public Opinion about Immigration, 2015-2018.
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To reveal whether not only the ‘islanders’ but also the rest of the Greek
public ‘welcomed’ the refugees, this study takes into account the findings of
surveys and public opinions from 2015 to 2018.
The position of the Greek masses towards the incoming populations was
contradictory. On the one hand, supermajorities of Greeks, during the whole length
of the refugee crisis, reckoned that the Greek state should help the refugees
(Standard Eurobarometer 84, November 2015; Standard Eurobarometer 86,
November 2016; Standard Eurobarometer 88, November 2017). On the other hand,
a very high proportion of Greeks considered irregular immigrants and refugees as
a threat to the security of their country (Kapa Research, April 2016; Public Issue
149, October 2015; Public Issue 150, November 2015; Public Issue 151, December
2015; Public Issue 154, March 2016; Public Issue 155, April 2016; Public Issue
157, June 2016; Public Issue 159, September 2016; Public Issue 160, October 2016;
Public Issue 178, April 2018; Public Issue 181, July 2018; Special Eurobarometer
432, March 2015). Chart 3 illustrates the contradicting approaches of the Greek
public.
Public Opinion on Unemployment
The rise of unemployment could intensify the feelings of economic
insecurity of the citizens. Usually, the persons who are unable to find a job feel their
economic security threatened. When in 2015 the Greek public was asked to answer
whether it considers the presence of immigrants as causing an increase in
unemployment, almost 7 out of 10 Greeks answered to the affirmative: “the
presence of immigrants contributes to the increase of unemployment” (Dianeosis,
April 2015; Dianeosis, November 2015). By December 2016, these numbers had
slightly decreased (Dianeosis, January 2016; Dianeosis, December 2016). The
numbers climbed back to 2015’s levels in January 2018 (Dianeosis, January 2018).
Public Opinion and Criminality
The rise of criminality threatens, collectively or individually, the personal
security of the citizens. Many variables could explain the rise of criminality in a
particular space and time. For Greeks, the immigrants constituted one of the leading
causes of crime rates’ increase.
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In 2015, around 7 of 10 Greeks thought that the presence of immigrants
increased criminality (Dianeosis, April 2015; Dianeosis, November 2015). During
the following years, the proportion of the Greek public that ‘viewed’ a correlation
between the upsurge in the immigrants’ numbers and the rise of criminality
remained solid (Dianeosis, January 2016; Dianeosis, December 2016; Dianeosis,
January 2018). Associating the rise in criminality with the rise in immigration
perhaps explains why throughout the refugee crisis almost 8 of 10 Greeks
developed negative feelings for immigrants from outside the EU (Standard
Eurobarometer 83, May 2015; Standard Eurobarometer 84, November 2015;
Standard Eurobarometer 86, December 2016; Standard Eurobarometer 88,
November 2017).
Surprisingly, even though the majority of Greeks regarded immigrants and
refugees as threatening their personal and economic security, they considered
immigration as an insignificant issue for Greece. Immigration was rarely ranked
among the five most pressing issues. So, when that happened, immigration was
ranked only fourth or fifth (Standard Eurobarometer 84, November 2015; Standard
Eurobarometer 86, December 2016; Standard Eurobarometer 87, May 2017;
Standard Eurobarometer 89, March 2018). Only twice was immigration ranked
among the three most important issues (Standard Eurobarometer 85, May 2016;
Standard Eurobarometer 88, November 2017). Despite the relative insignificance
of immigration for Greeks, the issue was still considered as a threat from large
portions of the Greek public. Chart 4 portrays the high percentages of Greeks who
regarded immigration as an economic, terrorism and a crime threat.
Public Opinion and Restrictive Emergency Action
The Greek public seemed to agree with the ancillary measures adopted by
New Democracy’s-led government but to also support the Europeanization of the
refugee crisis envisioned by SYRIZA’s-led government. At the end of 2015, almost
unanimously, Greeks believed that the adoption of ancillary measures was
necessary for tackling illegal immigration from non-EU countries (Standard
Eurobarometer 84, November 2015).
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Chart 4: Immigration as a Threat, Greece 2015-2018.
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When the surveys asked about the necessity of ancillary measures’ adoption
for tackling the issue of lathro-immigration, almost the entire Greek public
considered the adoption of ancillary measures necessary (Standard Eurobarometer
84, 84, November 2015; Standard Eurobarometer 86, November 2016; Standard
Eurobarometer 88, November 2017). When in December 2015, the Greek public
was asked whether the Greek authorities should block most or all refugees from
coming to Greece, 44% answered to the affirmative (Public Issue 151, December
2015). The particular survey was conducted at the aftermath of Paris’ terrorist
attacks in November 2015. By that time, many politicians across Europe associated
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the refugee crisis with the terrorist attacks and implied that terrorists infiltrate the
refugee flows and the EU. Just one month later, on January 2016, when it was more
apparent that Paris’ attacks were perpetrated by EU citizens, second or thirdgeneration immigrants, the Greek public’s attitude towards the refugee flows had
changed. Only 3 out of ten Greeks believed that Greece should seal her borders to
refugees (Dianeosis, January 2016). Sixty-six per cent of Greeks desired Greece to
facilitate the refugee flows (Dianeosis, January 2016).
These numbers constitute a direct endorsement of the so much advocated
by SYRIZA’s officials, ‘wave-through’ approach. By March of the same year,
similar percentages of the Greek public supported the reception of the refugees
arriving at the Greek islands (KapaResearch, March 2016). Controversially though,
45% of Greeks demanded the Greek authorities to reduce, in any possible way, the
entry of refugees to Greece (KapaResearch, March 2016) and 33,8% of them would
accept push-back practices at the sea (RASS, March 2016). These percentages were
slightly lower from the 51,5% of Greeks approving the facilitation of the refugees’
passage to the rest of Europe through Greece (KapaResearch, March 2016).
Public Opinion and SYRIZA’s Emergency Action
SYRIZA’ proposed emergency action falls into two categories: (1)
‘Europeanization’ of the refugee crisis solidarity which included the request for
solidarity by the rest of the European states and the reallocation of financial and
human resources; (2) humanitarian approach which included the ‘opening’ of the
Greek borders, the abolition of detention and the offer of assistance to the refugees.
The relevant surveys reveal that most of the Greek public shared the same feelings
with SYRIZA’s government about the ‘Europeanization’ of the refugee crisis and
the provision of assistance to the refugees. Chart 5 summarizes the opinion of the
Greek public about the emergency measures, restrictive and humanitarian.
In November 2015, six out of ten Greeks estimated that the cooperation of
Greece with the EU was necessary for the adequate reception, accommodation and
forwarding of the refugees to their preferred destination countries of Central Europe
(KapaResearch, November 2015). Two months later, 94% of the Greek public
considered the European Union absent from supporting Greece to receive refugees
at the Greek Islands (Dianeosis, January 2016). Slightly more than 50% thought
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that Greece should demand substantial financial and technical support from the EU
in dealing with the refugee crisis and felt that the task of identifying the refugees
should be a shared task between the EU and Greece (Dianeosis, January 2016). In
May 2017, more than seven of ten Greeks backed the adoption of a Common
European Policy on migration (Standard Eurobarometer 87, May 2017). The
percentages were similarly high in November of the same year (Standard
Eurobarometer 88, November 2017). The adoption of a Common European Policy
on Migration is undoubtedly a strong sign that the Greek public supported the
‘Europeanization’ of the refugee issue supported by SYRIZA.

Chart 5: Greek Public Opinion and the Emergency Action.
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With regards to the humanitarian approach promoted by SYRIZA, more
than 7 of 10 Greeks supported the provision of assistance to refugees throughout
the refugee crisis (Standard Eurobarometer 84; Standard Eurobarometer 86,
November 2016; Standard Eurobarometer 88, November 2017). The fact that 84%
of Greeks acknowledged feelings of sympathy towards the refugees (Dianeosis,
January 2016) justifies their tendency to assist the refugees. In March 2016, sixtyseven per cent of the Greek public was in favour of accommodating the refugees
arriving at the Greek islands (KapaResearch, March 2016). These percentages
decreased by 9% in December 2016 (KapaResearch, December 2016). During the
same time, 56,5% of the citizens claimed that they would not mind the
establishment of a refugee accommodation centre in their area of residency
(KapaResearch, December 2016).
The high percentages of sympathy and acceptance of the incoming
populations indicate SYRIZA’s success on re-branding ‘immigration crisis’ to
‘refugee crisis’. Most of the Greeks felt compassion for the ‘poor’ refugees and
demonstrated solidarity towards these populations (Dianeosis, January 2016).
However, the willingness of the Greeks to aid the refugees and to facilitate
their living conditions lasted only till the refugees relocate to other European
countries. When Greeks faced questions related to the prospect of permanent
lodgement of the refugees in Greece, then their responses were considerably
different.
The proportion of the Greek public that disagreed with the permanent
establishment of the refugees in Greece was very high throughout the crisis. Sixtyfive per cent of the Greek public opposed the permanent residency of the refugees
in October 2015 (Public Issue, October 2015). These numbers declined by 10% in
January of the following year (Dianeosis, January 2016). When the question turned
on the feelings of the Greek citizens about the permanent establishment of the
refugees close to their area of residency, more than 70% of them replied that such
an occurrence would cause problems (Public Issue, March 2016; Public Issue, April
2016). Similar percentages considered that the refugees would not be able to
integrate to the Greek society (Public Issue, March 2016; Public Issue, April 2016;
Public Issue, September 2016; Public Issue, October 2016; Public Issue, April
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2018; Public Issue, July 2018). The feelings of the Greeks as regards the prospect
of permanent residency of the refugees to Greece are shown in Chart 6.
Chart 6: Greek Public Opinion about Immigration in the Long-term.
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Elections
One of the main components of the far-right political parties’ rhetoric is the
frequent representation of immigrants and refugees as scapegoats and threats to
society (Golden Dawn Positions, 2018). The leaders belonging to the far-right
political spectrum often employ securitization rhetoric when they address their
audience. Usually, the voters of extreme-right political parties accept their ‘leaders’
rhetoric and consider that immigrants and refugees corrupt their ethnic, cultural and
religious profile. The two extreme-right political parties of Greece, Golden Dawn
and ANEL, employed significantly unsympathetic rhetoric towards immigrants and
refugees. Golden Dawn also resorted to actors of violence against immigrants
across Greece.
Two official elections took place in Greece from 2015 to 2018. Both
occurred in 2015, one in January and one in September. Golden Dawn received
6,28% of the popular vote in January 2015 and 6,99% in September of the same
year (Ministry of Interior, 2018). If in both elections, the percentages of ANEL are
added to those of Golden Dawn, then the percentages of voters who, because of
their voting preferences, would oppose the reception and accommodation of
immigrants and refugees in Greece would be 10,68% in September 2015 (ANEL:
3,69%) and 11,03% in January 2015 (ANEL: 4,75%).
After September 2015, it is possible to speculate the voting preferences of
the Greek public only by consulting available opinion polls. The results of the
opinion polls suggest that the allure of Golden Dawn and ANEL deteriorated.
Already two months after the September 2015’s elections, the opinion polls
indicated the decline of both Golden Dawn and Independent Greeks
(KapaResearch, November 2015). In April 2016, Golden Dawn attracted just 5,4%
of the potential Greek voters while ANEL only 2,5%. It is noteworthy that for a
Greek political party to gain representation in the Greek Parliament, it shall receive
more than 3% of the total votes in parliamentary elections. If elections were
promulgated in April 2016, ANEL would likely have no seat in the Greek
Parliament. If elections took place one year later, in April 2017, Golden Dawn
would receive 6,8% and ANEL 2,5% (KapaResearch, April 2017). Chart 7
illustrates the electoral results and opinion polls’ scores of Golden Dawn and ANEL
from 2015 to 2018. It is noteworthy that despite Greece being severely affected by
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the refugee crisis, the number of potential voters for the far-right and extreme-right
political parties did not increase substantially. Actually, their electorate decreased.
Chart 7: The Far-Right’s Actual & Potential Voters, Greece 2015-2018.
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Conclusions
The findings of the Greek public’s emotions towards the refugees and the
refugee crisis lead to the following conclusions. Most of the Greeks would likely
accept the proposed emergency measures of SYRIZA’s government. The Greek
public accepted that the EU should assist Greece with the administration of the
refugee crisis. What is more, the Greeks regarded deficient the assistance that the
EU provided to Greece.
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Moreover, despite demonstrating a generally positive attitude towards the
refugees, most of the Greeks did not agree with the prospect of having the refugees
residing permanently in Greece. The majority of Greeks agreed with assisting the
refugees until their ‘forwarding’ to the other European countries. SYRIZA also
supported a ‘wave-through’ approach. Thus, taking into account the high
percentages of the Greek public that agreed with the ‘Europeanization’ of the crisis
and the provision of short-term assistance to the refugees, it may be concluded that
the emergency action proposed by the SYRIZA’s officials was accepted by its
primary audience, the Greek public.
The Impact of the Public Opinion
Now that it is established that the domestic constituencies were the main
targeted audience of SYRIZA’s officials, it would be interesting to find out if and
how the public’s attitude towards immigration in general and the refugee crisis in
particular affected the decisions of SYRIZA’s officials.
I. Mouzalas informed that before approaching the crisis from a humanitarian
perspective, SYRIZA took into account the public opinion (I. Mouzalas, personal
communication, June 12, 2018). It looks like SYRIZA sensed the Greek public’s
unease towards irregular immigrants and its relevant supportiveness to the reception
of refugees. By re-branding all the immigrants to refugees, SYRIZA capitalize on
the public’s sympathy towards refugees. I. Mouzalas stated that by framing the
immigrants as refugees, he desired to persuade the Greek public that the refugee
crisis was a humanitarian issue and not a threat (I. Mouzalas, personal
communication, June 12, 2018). He firmly believed that his attempts were fruitful.
As a proof of his allegations, he mentioned the fact that the Greek citizens offered
ample material support to the refugees and welcomed the refugees’ children into
the Greek schools (I. Mouzalas, personal communication. June 12, 2018). The local
governors were fully cooperative with SYRIZA in availing humanitarian assistance
and resources to the incoming populations (I. Mouzalas, personal communication,
June 12, 2018).
The Deputy Minister of Migration, I. Balafas, also considered the public’s
sentiments towards immigration. He also revealed that although he took into
account the proportion of Greek citizens who were openly against any form of
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immigration, he did not let these high proportions of immiscepticism to guide
SYRIZA’s immigration policy (I. Balafas, personal communication, August 23,
2018). I. Balafas parallelized the high anti-immigration numbers in Greece with
“the ghost of fascism” which “hangs over Europe” and which could only “be
deterred by ideological means” (I. Balafas, personal communication, August 23,
2018).
What is observed, therefore, in Greece between 2015 and 2018 is a
successful attempt of SYRIZA’s government to persuade the Greek public about
the correctness of its humanitarian and ‘solidaritarian’ approach. The empathy of
the Greeks towards refugees and their apparent unease towards irregular
immigration affected the way by which SYRIZA presented the refugees’ outbreak.
SYRIZA capitalized on the sympathy of the Greeks for the refugees and represented
all immigrants as refugees. Although the opinion of the Greek public about the
refugees or the immigrants had an impact on the representation of the crisis, it had
a limited effect on the way by which SYRIZA managed the crisis. What is derived
from the words of SYRIZA’s Ministers of Migration is that SYRIZA would
proceed with the ‘humanitarian’ approach to the refugee crisis even if the majority
of the Greek public would be against such an approach.
In light of the above, it is safe to conclude that the order of the securitization
in SYRIZA’s Greece was a ‘top-down’. SYRIZA attempted to securitize the
restrictive way that Europe and Greece dealt with immigration before SYRIZA’s
government and proposed the adoption of emergency action in the form of
solidarity and reallocation of resources to deal with the perceived threat. Although
SYRIZA’s officials measured the opinion of the Greek public, the primary audience
of SYRIZA’s rhetoric, before shifting the referent object of security, the existential
threat and the emergency action, the Greek public opinion had only very limited
effect to SYRIZA’s migration policy. The effect of the mass media’s representation
of the refugee crisis to SYRIZA’s approach also seems to be very limited.
The Role of the Mass Media
The mass media play an essential role in “disseminating information,
spreading knowledge, shaping ideologies and exerting influence over societies”
(Fotopoulos & Kaimaklioti, 2016, p. 266). Sometimes, the mass media reproduce
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stereotypes, prejudices and racism against immigrants and refugees (Georgiou &
Zaborowski, 2017, p. 5; Van Dijk, 2000). Alternatively, sometimes the mass media
focus on the humanitarian aspects of an immigration crisis and abstain from
instigating ‘moral panic’. In any event, the informational role of the mainstream
mass media is vital. They constitute the key and trusted resources for both the state
officials and the general public “to make sense and take action in the course of
events” (Georgiou & Zaborowski, 2017, p. 4).
Amid the refugee crisis, the Greek mainstream mass media directed their
attention to the managerial aspects of the crisis (Fotopoulos & Kaimaklioti, 2016,
p. 270) and on actions to help refugees (Georgiou & Zaborowski, 2017, p. 10). The
Greek mass media condemned the harsh living conditions in the refugee camps and
the tensions among the refugees within these camps. They described the situation
at the camp in Elliniko (Athens) as a “health time-bomb” (Fotopoulos &
Kaimaklioti, 2016, p. 272). The Greek mass media offered to the refugees, more
than the other European countries’ mass media, a chance to make their situations
known to the rest of the world (Georgiou & Zaborowski, 2017, p. 12). The Greek
mass media rarely framed as ‘irregular’ or ‘illegal’ immigrants the incoming
populations (Fotopoulos & Kaimaklioti, 2016, p. 272). Newspaper articles very
rarely mentioned the words ‘ISIL’, ‘ISIS’, ‘IS’, ‘terrorism’ and ‘terrorists’ when
reporting on immigration issues (Fotopoulos & Kaimaklioti, 2016, p. 276). The
studies conducted by Fotopoulos and Kaimaklioti, Georgiou and Zaborowski
demonstrated a favourable stance of the Greek mainstream press towards the
refugees. The latter were represented as the helpless and desperate Syrian war’s
victims. The coverage of the refugee crisis by the Greek media contradicts their
pro-refugee crisis practice to ‘criminalize’ immigrants and to ‘over-represent’
(minor in most of the cases) crimes perpetrated by immigrants (Tsoukala, 2011, p.
181).
The Greek Migration Minister, I. Mouzalas, agrees with the findings of the
secondary sources about the shift to the approach of the Greek mass media before
and after the refugees’ outbreak. However, the change in the mass media’s approach
was not always a positive development. I. Mouzalas argues that the humanitarian
approach of not only the Greek but also of the international mainstream mass media
provoked insecurities to the general public (I. Mouzalas, personal communication,
June 12, 2018). By overrepresenting the refugees’ struggles to move to the wealthy
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European states of the North, the mass media generated insecurities among the
Greek public (I. Mouzalas, personal communication, June 12, 2018). What I.
Mouzalas implies, is that the mainstream media, by broadcasting continuously the
harsh living conditions in the ‘hotspots’ and by accusing the Greek government that
it was incapable of dealing with the great number of the refugees gave the
impression to the Greek people that a government that was not able to control the
refugees within a restrained area would not be able to protect the local populations
from a potential ‘hotspots’ outbreak. Deputy Minister of Migration I. Balafas
seconds the thoughts of I. Mouzalas and adds that the Greek mainstream media did
not employ any racist or xenophobic depiction of the crisis (I. Balafas, personal
communication, August 23, 2018).
The comparison of the Ministers’ responses with the findings of the relevant
studies exhibited above, leads to the conclusion that the Greek mainstream media
followed no instructions from any political party when covering the refugee crisis.
They, most likely, followed their own agenda which leaned towards the
humanitarian side of the crisis. The presentation of pain and suffering attracts
substantial viewership/readership. Usually, mass media are profit-driven
enterprises. To maximize their profits, they broadcasted what was most appealing
to their audience.
Having concluded that the securitization that took place in Greece between
2015 and 2018 developed in ‘top-down’ order and having established that the Greek
mass media followed no instructions from the government or the opposition, it is
safe to conclude that the Greek mass media contributed unintentionally and
unsuccessfully to the desecuritization of the crisis. Unintentionally because their
purpose of representing the humanitarian side of the crisis and of neglecting the
security implications that the arrival of hundreds of thousands of immigrants could
have for Greece was merely to increase the numbers of their audience and not to
desecuritize

the

refugee

crisis.

Unsuccessfully,

because

although

the

‘humanitarian’ representation of the refugees by the mass media could initiate the
desecuritization of the refugee crisis, no desecuritization happened at the end.
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Preliminary Conclusions
The investigation of the elements of securitization in Greece during
SYRIZA’s era suggests that SYRIZA pronounced the securitizing measures of its
predecessors as directly threatening the European values and the existence of the
European Union (SSA(+)) and persuaded its primary audience, the Greek public,
about the need to manifest solidarity towards the incoming refugee populations
(AA(+)). Considering that after 2015, the EU supported Greece substantially with
financial and human resources (European Commission, April 2018) and that the
European Institutions enforced the Relocation Scheme (European Commission,
September 2017) to support Greece and Italy (EM(+)), it becomes clear that the
secondary targeted audience of SYRIZA’s officials, the European Union, was also
persuaded. Thus, the emergency actions envisaged by SYRIZA were implemented
with the blessing of the primary audience, the Greek domestic constituencies which
turned to view the incoming populations more as refugees and less as lathroimmigrants.
In SYRIZA’s securitization, all the elements of a CSEF’s Comprehensive
Securitization are present. However, the alleged by SYRIZA existential threat was
a product of the refugee crisis but not the refugee crisis as such. The referent object
of security was also different than in the case of New Democracy’s securitization.
What was, according to SYRIZA, threatened by its predecessors’ securitizing
practices was the future of the European Union. By successfully having securitized
the securitization of the refugee crisis performed by its predecessors, SYRIZA
performed a Meta-Securitization on the basis of the CSEF classification.
Chapter Greece: Conclusions
Primary Audience: The Greek Public
Chapter 4 depicted how Greece responded to major immigration
movements over the years. The trends of the Greek migration policies from the
1990s onwards are explicated, but the main part of Chapter 4 investigates if and
how

the

Greek

governments

from

2012

onwards

securitized

the

immigration/refugee issue. In pursuing to expand Copenhagen School’s theoretical
framework, this Chapter established the identity of the targeted by the securitizing
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actors’ audience and gauged the impact of the audience’s predisposition and
responses to the securitization process.
Table 12. Primary & Secondary Audiences, Greece.

Securitizing
Actor

Position

Minister of
Migration
Ioannis
2015-2018
MOUZALAS
Deputy Minister
of Migration
Ioannis BALAFAS
2015- 2018
Government’s
Sophia
Spokesperson
VOULTEPSI
2015
General
Patroklos
Secretary of
GEORGIADIS
Public Order
2012-2015
General
Secretary of
Angelos SYRIGOS
Migration and
Integration
2012-2015
Minister of
Public
Order
Lefteris
2011
OIKONOMOU
Chief of Greek
Police 20092011
Prime
Interviewee A
Minister’s main
Consultant

Primary
Audience

Secondary
Audience(s)

Greek General
Public

Local Governors

Greek General
Public
Greek General
Public

Opposition:
SYRIZA

Greek General
Public

European Union
Smugglers
Potential
Immigrants

Greek General
Public

Opposition:
SYRIZA

Greek General
Public

Smugglers
Potential
Immigrants
European Union

Greek General
Public

-

SOURCE: Author’s Compilation of Interviewees Responses.

Differently than in the current securitization literature, this study
substantiates its conclusions about the identity of the securitization audience with
primary data gathered through semi-structured interviews with the securitizing
actors themselves. As shown in Table 12, all the respondents argued that the Greek
public was their primary targeted audience. However, apart from the Greek public,
the securitizing actors wanted their security speech acts to be heard by more
audiences, the secondary audiences. Among the secondary audiences, the
parliamentary opposition, and the European Union (Institutions and member states)
held prominent places.
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Now that the general public has been identified as the primary but not the
sole audience of the securitizing actors in the process of securitizing immigration
in Greece, the value of that public’s predisposition to immigration shall be
appraised.
The Impact of the Public Opinion
Table 13 summarizes the responses of the interviewed officials about the
importance of public opinion on the final outcome of the securitization of
immigration. The observation of the interviewees’ responses suggests the following
conclusions. First, all of the interviewed securitizers considered the feelings of the
Greek public towards immigration, immigrants and refugees before deciding to
intensify the restrictive measures against the incoming populations or to propose
their abolition.
Table 13: The Greek Public Opinion’s Value.

Securitizing
Actor

Position

Ioannis
MOUZALAS

Minister of
Migration
2015-2018
Deputy
Minister of
Migration
2015- 2018
Government’s
Spokesperson
2015
General
Secretary of
Public Order
2012-2015
General
Secretary of
Migration and
Integration
2012-2015
Minister of
Public Order
2011
Chief of Greek
Police 20092011

Ioannis
BALAFAS

Sophia
VOULTEPSI
Patroklos
GEORGIADIS

Angelos
SYRIGOS

Lefteris
OIKONOMOU

Measured Public’s
Feelings before
Threat’s
Designation?

Measured Public’s
Feelings after
Threat’s
Designation?

Method of
Public’s Feelings
Evaluation

Yes

Politiciandriven vs.
Public-driven
Securitization

Proportion of
the Public as
securitization’s
‘card blanch’

-

Responses of
Local Governors &
Solidarity of
Islanders

Top Down

-

Yes

-

Opinion Polls
Observation

Top Down

-

Yes

No

Events
Observation

Top Down

-

No

No

Top Down

-

Top Down

Among the five
most important
issues for the
Greek Public

Top Down

-

Yes

No

No

No

-

Opinion Polls
Observation

Opinion Polls
Observation

SOURCE: Author’s Compilation of Interviewees Responses.
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Being confident that the Greek public would accept their proposed
measures, the securitizing actors did not pay any attention to the responses of the
public to their securitizing moves. Second, the securitizers main manner of sensing
the ‘pulse’ of the public was by observing surveys and public opinion polls.
Sometimes, the feelings of the public were estimated from the public’s or local
governors’ acts of solidarity. Third, there is no specific threshold or proportion of
the public being negative or positive towards the immigrants above which the
securitizers would be prompted to act. Last, although the opinion of the public was
taken into account, the public opinion was not capable of steering the migration
policy of Greece. The securitization was in the case of New Democracy as well as
in the case of SYRIZA a top-down process in which the politicians, as
representatives of the Greek public, decided whether or not to securitize.
The Role of the Mass Media
As demonstrated in Table 14, most of the respondents doubt the impartiality
of the Greek mass media in representing the crisis. The motives of the media for
the representation of the crisis were profit-driven.
The broadcast of the refugees’ pain and suffering attracted higher
viewership/readership.

The

more

viewers/readers

a

medium

of

mass

communication attracts, the more advertisements broadcasts/portray.
The higher the number of advertisements, the higher the profits. That was
the case with the Greek mass media after 2015 and the overrepresentation of
incidents of people dying in the sea during the attempt to cross the Greek-Turkish
borders. Before 2015, when the number of refugees was substantially lower, the
Greek mass media overrepresented crimes (even minor ones) perpetrated by
immigrants. Immigrant’s crime attracted larger audiences and thus, higher profits
back then.
All in all, the role of the Greek mass media to the securitization of migration
may not go unnoticed. It looks like the mass media, by following their own profitdriven agenda, they formed the opinion of the Greek public. Before the refugee
crisis, the immigrants’ crime overrepresentation intensified the insecurities of the
Greek public, which did not show any signs of resistance to the New Democracy’s
securitizing measures. During the refugee crisis, the over-broadcasting of the
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refugees’ drama unintentionally nurtured the Greek public’s feelings of empathy
towards the refugees.
Table 14: The Role of the Mass Media, Greece.
Objective
Profit-driven
Securitizing
Position
Message
Representation
Actor
Mediators
Minister of
Migration
Ioannis
No
Yes
2015-2018
MOUZALAS
Deputy
Minister of
Ioannis
No
No
Migration
BALAFAS
2015- 2018
Government’s
Spokesperson
Sophia
Yes
No
2015
VOULTEPSI
General
Secretary of
Patroklos
No
Yes
GEORGIADIS Public Order
2012-2015
General
Secretary of
Migration
Angelos
No
Yes
and
SYRIGOS
Integration
2012-2015
Minister of
Public Order
Lefteris
2011
OIKONOMOU
No
Yes
Chief of
Greek Police
2009-2011

Guided by
Political
Affiliation
No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

SOURCE: Author’s Compilation of Interviewees Responses.
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Chapter 5: POLAND
Introduction
Chapter 4 revealed that, in the case of Greece, the change in the government
after the 2015’s parliamentary elections produced a modification in the way that the
Greek state approached immigration in general and the refugee crisis in particular.
Poland also experienced a change in her governance in 2015. Like in the case of
Greece, the results of the Polish parliamentary elections of 2015 generated an
alternation on how Poland approached the refugee crisis.
Before 2015’s elections, the coalition government of Platforma
Obywatelska [Civic Platform (PO)] and Polskie Stronnictwo Ludowe [Polish
People’s Party (PSL)] - (PO-PSL) appeared to be indifferent and reluctant to face
the refugee issue. The conservative Prawo i Sprawiedliwość [Law and Justice
(PiS)] party that succeeded the PO-PSL, after the 2015’s ballot, was much more
proactive and vocal than its predecessors with regards to the refugee crisis. Key
decision-makers of the PiS government claimed that the refugees were directly
associated with terrorism. What is more, the PiS lined up with Hungary’s Orbán in
opposing the EU’s relocation scheme rigorously. Although Poland, under PO-PSL,
backed the EU’s relocation plan and committed to accept 6,182 persons from
Greece and Italy, under the governance of the PiS, Poland accepted and received
‘zero’ asylum seekers. The results of the 2015’s parliamentary elections and several
opinion polls demonstrated that the Polish public shared the same concerns with
PiS with regards to the refugee crisis. Poles appeared to be very sceptical towards
Muslim asylum seekers.
To what extent was the apathetic response of the PO-PSL a manifestation
of a desecuritization, an a-securitization, or a humanitarian securitization? Does the
PiS’s hostile approach towards the refugees fall within the Comprehensive
Securitization Empirical Framework? To what extent were the Poles accord with
the rhetoric of their government(s) and supportive to the Polish immigration policy?
What was the role of the mass media?
To shed light on these questions, I first highlight the relationship between
Poland and migration during the last decades. Then, I scrutinize the approach of the
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PO-PSL government towards immigration and I assess whether it falls within the
‘sphere’ of the CSEF. Having drawn my conclusions on the PO-PSL’s approach, I
move on and examine in detail all the PiS’s immigration-relevant rhetoric, decisions
and policies. Then, I present the results of the communication with the Polish
government’s representative and I test them against the text and the context of the
political securitization rhetoric. By doing so, I identify the Polish securitization
actors’ primary audience. The assessment of the primary audience’s impact on the
outcome of the securitization follows. After highlighting the role of the mass media,
I view the securitization of the refugee crisis in Poland through the spectrum of the
CSEF and I conclude this Chapter.

Background
To say that Poland did not experience migration during the last centuries
would be a false statement. Polish themselves are immigrants all over the world
since the 19th century, with the biggest Polish diaspora in the USA. Some millions
of Polish Jews lived in Poland before 1914. Between 1881 and 1914, more than two
million Jews left Poland to seek better opportunities in the U.S. and South America
(Narkowitz, 2018). Except for emigration, Poland also experienced immigration in
the past. Approximately five million Ukrainians lived in Polish territories before
the Second World War (Brunarska et al., 2016, p. 115). By the end of 1940, only
200,000 were left (Brunarska et al., 2016, p. 115). The end of World War II
signalled the beginning of another emigration wave for Poland. Right after the war,
more than 1 million Polish migrants left the country towards the West of Europe
and the U.S. (Jagiełło-Szostak, 2018, p. 94). For the decades to follow 1950 and
with communism ‘reigning’ over Poland, emigration and immigration were very
limited. After 1989 and the fall of the ‘Iron Curtain’, Poland became the favourite
destination for Ukrainians escaping the deteriorating living conditions at home
anew (Brunarska et al., 2016, p. 116). In 2004, the accession of Poland to the EU
triggered the emigration of millions of Poles to western Europe. Despite her
accession in the EU, Poland remained mainly a country of emigration rather than a
country of immigration. By 2014, the main immigrant groups present in Poland
were insignificant in numbers and culturally similar to Poles: 4,000 Russians, 2,275
Ukrainians and 720 Georgians (Kobierecka et al., 2017, p. 150).
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During the decades under the Soviet influence, Poland maintained an
isolationist approach to her migration policy, controlled emigration and
immigration and limited the number of the asylum seekers (Jagiełło-Szostak, 2018,
p. 94). Poland’s migration policy was created as a response to the political transition
of 1989. Considering that Poland was an ethnically homogenous state and taking
into account the economic difficulties that the Poles went through after the 1989’s
political transition, it does not come as a surprise that during the first half of the
1990s, Poland did not attract many immigrants and did not provide for a concrete
migration policy (Kobierecka et al., 2017, p. 155). In 1997, the Polish State enacted
the Aliens Act15 (Kobierecka et al., 2017, p. 152). During the same time, the Polish
Constitution of 199716 included regulations about migrants. Pending her 2004
accession to the EU, Poland adjusted her migration policy in accordance with the
EU acquis (Kobierecka et al., 2017, p. 153). The introduction of a new Aliens Act
in 2012 followed Poland’s accession to the EU in 2004 and the Schengen Area in
2007. The Act was subsequently amended in 2014 and 2015 (Kobierecka et al.,
2017, p. 153). The Polish state, having to deal predominantly with immigrants
originating from neighbouring countries, formed its migration policy in such a way
as to facilitate a particular type of migrants, including labour migrants from
countries with close cultural and geographic connections, such as Ukraine
(Brunarska et al., 2016, p. 116).
With regards to the ‘relationship’ between Poland and the refugees, in 1991,
Poland signed some of the most significant instruments of international refugee
protection-relevant law (Jagiełło-Szostak, 2018, p. 94; Kobierecka et al., 2017, p.
150). During the 1990s, most of the persons applying for asylum in Poland were
from the former Soviet Union, Somalia and Afghanistan. The Polish government
appeared to be particularly generous to asylum seekers from Chechenia (JagiełłoSzostak, 2018, p. 94). In 2003, Poland introduced legislation for granting protection
to refugees. The new Act was aligned with international law (Kobierecka et al.,
2017, p. 153). The approach of the Polish society to immigration was similar to that
of the Polish state, indifferent and gradually adjusting.

15

Aliens Act, No. 739 of the 25th of June 1997 as published in Dziennik Ustaw, Polskiej
Rzeczypospolitej Ludowej, No. 114, pp. 3520-3534.
16
The Constitution of the Republic of Poland of the 2 nd of April 1997 as published in Dziennik
Ustaw No. 78, item 483.
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In the past, it was not easy to accurately detect the attitudes of the Poles
towards immigration. For decades, Poland had the lowest percentage of nonnationals in its resident population (Kobierecka et al., 2017, p. 166). One, could not
expect the Poles to be interested in an issue that played an insignificant role in their
daily lives. Especially Muslim immigration to Poland was not a topic of discussion.
However, when the likelihood of Muslim refugees’ admittance to Poland came into
the fore, Poles began to care about immigration (Gozdziak, 2018, p. 6). The Polish
public appeared to have a negative attitude towards immigration.
Kobierecka et al. accused Poland’s ‘communist’ past for the scepticism of
the Poles towards the Muslim refugees (2017, p. 166). At the time that the western
European societies were becoming ethnically diverse and were familiarizing with
other cultures, Poland remained “hermetic” (Kobierecka et al., 2017, p. 166). The
Poles ‘socialized’ only with very few immigrants from the fellow countries under
the Soviet influence. As a result, the perception about and the emotional attitudes
towards immigrants were significantly differentiated between the eastern and the
western European countries (Kobierecka et al., 2017, p. 167). Despite the fall of the
‘Iron Curtain’, the accession of Poland in the EU and the ‘opening’ of the Polish
migration policy, Poland remained a non-potential destination and settlement
country for immigrants and asylum seekers of Arabic origin (Kobierecka et al.,
2017, p. 167). As a consequence, the Polish people did not have the chance to
experience socializing with Muslim populations. With the Poles having limited
knowledge about migration and with stereotypes having widespread throughout the
country (Frelak, 2017, p. 18), it was not surprising that the prospect of Muslim
refugees finding settlement in Poland was not well received by the Poles.
To conclude, in the past, Poland and the Poles had limited experiences with
immigration and ‘Muslim’ immigration in particular. The post-2000’s surge in the
numbers of Muslim refugees and immigrants infiltrating the EU from the south and
eventually moving towards the west of Europe did not impact Poland. However,
the prospect of admitting some thousands of asylum seekers of Arabic origin in
2015 revealed an apparent scepticism of the Polish public towards Muslim
immigrants. This was a rather surprising development, considering that before
2015, neither the Polish government nor the Polish society demonstrated any fear
towards Muslim immigration.
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Poland’s Response to Immigration, 2011-2015
Since 2005, two political parties dominate Poland’s political landscape: the
Civic Platform (PO) and the PiS. From 2007 to 2015, PO ‘ruled’ Poland alongside
PSL. The current President of the European Council and former Prime Minister of
Poland, Donald Tusk, used to be the leader of the PO. Ewa Kopacz replaced Tusk
after he became the President of the European Council. The PO-PSL coalition was
pro-European and supportive of the EU’s plans for dealing with the refugee crisis
(Kobierecka et al., 2017, p. 178).
The Security Speech Acts
The refugee crisis did not concern the Polish public debate until the
beginning of the 2015’s parliamentary and presidential electoral campaigns (Frelak,
2017, p. 20). Till then, the discussions about migration and refugees were limited
to narrow expert groups (Jaskułowski, 2019, p. 37). References to the refugee crisis
and immigrants were rarely observed throughout the tenure of the PO-PSL coalition
government. Most of Kopacz’s references to the refugee crisis occurred when the
European Commission announced the plan to relocate refugees from Italy and
Greece, on a mandatory quota basis, to the rest of the EU member states.
A few months before the migration issue becomes a ‘hot’ topic for Poland
and the European Union, the rhetoric of the Polish officials focused on
humanitarian aspects and solidarity implications related to the refugee crisis. In
May 2015, Kopacz, having the refugees fleeing from Syria in her mind, emphasised
that “solidarity is needed by those who escape to Europe” (Prime Minister Poland,
15 May 2015). She was very proud to announce that Poland would accept 60
Christian (and only Christian) refugee families from Syria (Prime Minister Poland,
26 May 2015). She requested the cooperation of the local Polish authorities to
accept, accommodate and integrate these families (Prime Minister Poland, 26 May
2015). By the end of June 2015, Kopacz recognized the severity of the immigration
issue and described it as an “undoubtedly big challenge” before calling once again
for solidarity (Prime Minister Poland, 19 June 2015; Prime Minister Poland, 26
June 2015). Kopacz did not envisage solidarity from the rest of the EU to Poland,
who at that moment had received almost no refugees, but from Poland to the EU
countries ‘suffering’ most from the refugee crisis. To achieve the highest possible
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support for her solidarity plans, Kopacz consistently reminded the Poles how in the
past they were helped out by the west and how now it was the turn of Poland to
support the west by offering solidarity (Prime Minister Poland, 11 July 2015).
Kopacz claimed that “we have to help other European countries if we want them to
help ‘us’” -for example, with a potential increased number of Ukrainian refugees
(Jaskułowski, 2019, p. 40). A few weeks later, and with the Polish parliamentary
elections approaching, Kopacz began to toughen her stance towards immigration.
She repeatedly stressed that she was not willing to accept any economic migrants
(Prime Minister Poland, 21 July 2015). However, despite her more robust approach
towards economic immigration, Kopacz committed to admitting a certain number
of refugees to Poland. To reduce potential parliamentary and societal opposition to
her decision to admit 2,000 refugees, she made clear that it was a “one-off campaign
spread over two years” and that all the entailed costs would be paid by the EU
(Prime Minister Poland, 21 July 2015).
In September 2015, Kopacz assured that the Polish ‘tough’ attitude would
not turn against the refugees (Jagiełlo-Szostak, 2018, p. 99). She described the
responsibility of Poland to take care of the refugees as a “moral duty” but at the
same time she recognized that the migration pressure on the European borders could
be “reduced by at least a half” if a clear distinction between refugees and economic
migrants would be introduced (Prime Minister Poland, 3 September 2015). Kopacz
favoured the admission of refugees but disagreed with Europe being infiltrated by
economic migrants. As Kopacz stressed, “Poland will accept refugees, not
immigrants. As many as we can afford: not one more, nor less” (Kobierecka et al.,
2017, p. 179). Under Kopacz’s administration, Poland was also against automatic
quotas in the relocation of the refugees. The Prime Minister emphasized that her
government was in favour of “involvement on a voluntary basis” and “against
automatic quotas” (Prime Minister Poland, 3 September 2015). Poland questioned
the EU relocation quotas and criticised the EU disregarding the possibility that
Poland would deal with an increased number of Ukrainian immigrants
(Jaskułowski, 2019, p. 37). The dissatisfaction of PO-PSL with the mandatory
quotas was further expressed through the words of the Minister of the Interior,
Teresa Piotrowska who argued that “we are prepared to accept migrants but not
quotas” (Kobierecka et al., 2017, p. 179).
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To further support her position against the mandatory quotas, the Polish
Prime Minster employed ‘threat rhetoric’. Kopacz argued that the fate of the
European community, a community that she was determined to keep, was at stake
(Prime Minister Poland, 4 September 2015). Before the Polish Sejm (Parliament),
Kopacz stressed, that it was because of Poland’s EU membership that the country
had to undertake “certain activities” and added that “responsibility and common
sense [should] reign” (Kobierecka et al., 2017, p. 179). She also guaranteed that the
Pole’s life would not be destabilized” (Prime Minister Poland, 5 September 2015).
To avoid such ‘destabilization’, the Prime Minister proposed the stricter protection
of the EU external borders (Prime Minister Poland (a), 8 September 2015).
Gradually, within the rhetoric of Kopacz, ‘protection’ of the EU borders turned to
‘sealing’ of the borders (Prime Minister Poland (b), 8 September 2015) and the
‘migration problem’ turned into ‘immigration crisis’ (, 9 September 2015). A
‘crisis’ that was also described as a ‘disease’ the cause of which should be detected,
and which should be tackled with a suitable and effective ‘remedy’ (Prime Minister
Poland (b), 8 September 2015). The proposed ‘remedy’ included the sealing of the
borders, the return policy and the clear separation of refugees from economic
migrants (Prime Minister Poland (b), 8 September 2015; Prime Minister Poland, 10
September 2015). Close to the end of her tenure, Kopacz argued that the
immigration issue endangered “the safety of Poles” (Prime Minister Poland, 14
September 2015; Prime Minister Poland, 6 November 2015). She described the
outbreak as a “migration flood” (Prime Minister Poland, 16 September 2015). A
summary of Kopacz’s statements related to the immigration issue is provided in
Table 15.
Date

Table 15: The Security Speech Acts, Poland 2015.
Actor
Status
Message

Ewa Kopacz

26 May

Ewa Kopacz

Prime
Minister

2015

15 May

Prime
Minister

“We don’t escape from solidarity with refugees but need to assess
our logistics possibilities and take into account the language
difference of these people.”
“Over the last years, Poland has taken a lot of advantage of the
European solidarity. Today this solidarity is needed by those who
escape to Europe.”
“Today Christians, who are persecuted in a barbaric way in Syria,
deserve that another Christian country, such as Poland, reacts
quickly and offers help.”
“We will begin with 60 families, which we will accept. There
must be a very detailed action plan. We will hope for cooperation
of local authorities, which we successfully hoped for when we
accepted the Ukrainians from Donbas.”
“Now we are checking what kind of families they are: only adults
or families with children.”
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19 June

Ewa Kopacz

Prime
Minister

26 June

Ewa Kopacz

Prime
Minister

11 July

Ewa Kopacz

Prime
Minister

21 July

Ewa Kopacz

Prime
Minister

3
September

Ewa Kopacz

Prime
Minister

4
September

Ewa Kopacz

Prime
Minister

5
September

Ewa Kopacz

Prime
Minister

8
September

Ewa Kopacz

Prime
Minister

“It does not mean lack of solidarity. We, as part of this solidarity,
admit our neighbours, Ukrainians, from the most dangerous place,
where war activities are underway; we also have in Poland
Belarusians and soon we will also admit Syrians.”
“It is undoubtedly a big challenge, but Poland will demonstrate
solidarity in this task.”
“I call for sensitivity to the situation in which the refugees are.
Also, Poles were helped out in the past. When we needed help, the
West helped us. Today, when others need help, we should do it as
fast, professionally and responsibly as we can. This is the meaning
of the word solidarity.”
“We will admit persons who escape from their countries to
survive. They have seen death and ravages of war.”
“We can’t confuse them with those who look for work. We will
not admit economic migrants, who try to improve their fate.”
“If we have passed the exam on admitting the persons from
Ukraine, we will succeed this time again.”
“Admitting 2,000 refugees is a one-off campaign spread over two
years. Everything will be paid for by the European Union. There
may be such an option that first Poland will disburse its own
funds, and then the EU will reimburse them.”
“Poland wants to demonstrate solidarity and does not shirk
responsibility when it comes to the migration problem in Europe.”
“Poland has always supported the European solidarity and the
values we fought for ourselves for a long time. We don’t avert our
eyes from our European partners and mainly from the tragedy of
the people who, risking their lives, reach our continent. We want
to demonstrate solidarity.”
“Europe cannot afford to admit economic migrants. Our actions
mustn’t attract an uncontrolled number of migrants.”
“We have a moral duty to take care of refugees in whose case
there is no place where they could be sent back, because it would
put them at the risk of great danger or even death. The EU must
help these people. Only introduction of such a distinction would
reduce the migration pressure on our borders by at least a half.”
“We are against automatic quotas. In connection with the dynamic
situation, Poland is willing to talk about the scale of our
involvement on a voluntary basis.”
“We won’t be blind to the humanitarian crisis. We want to
demonstrate solidarity, and in this spirit in June we took specific
decisions. We are determined to implement them.”
“Today we can see that what is at stake is not only the fate of the
people who look for shelter in Europe, but also the fate of the
European community we know. We are determined to keep this
community.”
“I won’t take any actions which would destabilise Poles’ life.”
“We are obliged to demonstrate solidarity with Europe, but this
solidarity must be responsible and work in both directions. Our
solidarity must correspond to the possibilities of our country.”
“Our country cannot afford to admit economic migrants. We have
to ensure our actions don’t attract an uncontrolled wave of such
migrants.”
“In order to ensure the European solidarity is responsible, all
Member States have to secure the EU external borders. We can’t
make an impression that the EU has lost control of its borders.”
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8
September

Ewa Kopacz

Prime
Minister

9
September

Ewa Kopacz

Prime
Minister

10
September

Ewa Kopacz

Prime
Minister

11
September

Ewa Kopacz

Prime
Minister

14
September

Ewa Kopacz

Prime
Minister

16
September

Ewa Kopacz

Prime
Minister

“Poland was in favour of voluntary adoption of quotas as regards
the number of refugees. We can only help under the responsible
solidarity. In order to solve the immigration problem, we need to
identify the cause of the disease and find a suitable and effective
remedy, which in this case is undoubtedly sealing the borders and
return policy on immigrants. We shall not invite economic
migrants.”
“The immigration crisis concerns the whole EU, and any other
approach is nothing but naive. Failure to resolve the issue of the
growing immigration pressure on Europe entails the threat of
restoring borders within the EU.
Poland’s call for solidarity is not a blackmail. Joint and effective
EU actions are in our best interest.”
“If the crisis issue were not resolved, it would have very tangible,
negative consequences for Poland.”
“The actions must be comprehensive and include, inter alia, the
issues of return policy and border sealing.”
“This issue concerns entire Europe and it is about Europe’s
solidarity. It is our duty to host those who flee in defence of their
own lives.”
“The EU's actions as regards the migrant crisis must be
comprehensive. Mere distribution of migrants between different
countries is not a solution to the problem. This comprehensive
approach must include strong return policy and EU borders
protection, as well as the measures aimed to separate economic
migrants from refugees.”
“We are a witness to the biggest drama in the history of the
European Union. Thousands of people perish. The Mediterranean
has changed into a cemetery. We are a witness to family tragedies
on an everyday basis.”
“The Republic of Poland must not be indifferent to this tragedy.
The voice of the Polish parliament must be a strong voice, a voice
worthy of Poland, where Solidarity was born.”
“I want to clearly declare: Poland is safe. Our country is strong
enough to be able to deal with this problem.”
“Poland will talk about the migration crisis with our EU partners
but not under pressure of people camping out in the streets.
Poland is a too important EU country to give in to any pressure.”
“We will admit as many refugees as we can afford - not one more
and not one less. I promise Poles that we won’t turn out to be the
Europe’s black sheep, but we won’t let anybody ignore our
interests.”
“Today it is Europe and our partners who expect solidarity from
us”.
“Turning our back to those who need help in this great European
family makes us leave this community morally and mentally.”
“Can we today afford a gesture of solidarity towards those who
flee their country? Can a 40-million nation afford today a gesture
of solidarity towards those who need this help? What is at stake
on one hand is Poland reliability in the EU and on the other hand
Poles’ genuine fears.”
“Poles, who at any time may be in a difficult situation due to the
dynamic situation in the east of Europe and east of Ukraine will
expect help and solidarity with Poland.”
“The government’s obligation is, first of all, to ensure security to
our compatriots.”
“We are in favour of a really strict separation of economic
migrants from refugees, as well as tightening the borders.”
“Today in Europe we can be an example. Our eastern border is, at
the same time, Europe’s eastern border. There is no flood of
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24
September

Ewa Kopacz

Prime
Minister

16
October

Ewa Kopacz

Prime
Minister

6
November

Ewa Kopacz

Prime
Minister

migrants in Poland, we have our procedures and effective Border
Guard.”
“On an everyday basis you deal with refugees, people who have
been hurt, who want to seek refuge in our country. For this reason,
I’d like to thank you that in these people you can see no quotas,
no danger, but a real person who needs help. Poland will receive
only refugees.”
“I believe that in each Pole’s soul there is a need to reach out a
hand to those in need. You fulfil this need every day.”
“Equipment and a group of Polish border guard officers will be
sent to Hungary. We are sending there five highly-specialised cars
with night vision cameras and equipment which will allow
observing the border. Apart from that, we are sending a few less
specialised cars and about 70 border guard representatives.”
“EU leaders tried to include in the summit’s final document a
provision referring to a proposal to establish a permanent
mechanism for dividing refugees among the EU Member States
which was opposed, among others, by Poland. Finally, such a
provision was not adopted. There was such an attempt, but it was
very short. We mainly focused on including in the final document
the comprehensive actions agreed three weeks ago during the
informal Council summit, i.e. first of all protection of the EU
external borders, cooperation with third countries and creating
hotspots (registration points) in the countries in which refugees
arrive first.”
“The migration problem is far from decreasing. Therefore, it is of
key importance today to reiterate that Poland, under the solidarity
rule, will only accept as many refugees as we can afford. What is
more, we shall accept only those who do not endanger the safety
of Poles.”
SOURCE: Author’s Own Compilation.

Trusting that she was representing the opinion of all the Poles, Kopacz
warned that “we will not show ourselves to be the black sheep of Europe, but we
also will not allow that our interests in any way be compromised (Prime Minister
Poland, 14 September 2015). Obviously, the PO-PSL government was trying to
balance between the pressures from the EU for solidarity and the Polish public
opinion’s scepticism towards immigration (Kobierecka et al., 2017, p. 180).
Considering that the PO and the PSL did not achieve great electoral success in the
Parliamentary elections of 2015, it is safe to conclude that the desired ‘balance’ that
Kopacz pursued, was not achieved.
The Emergency Action
Through her statements, Kopacz called for solidarity to the EU, sealing of
the EU external borders, activation of the return policy, and a clear distinction
between refugees and economic migrants. The Polish government, under the
leadership of Kopacz, decided to allow 7,000 migrants to come to Poland from
transit camps at the south of Europe (Pasamonik, 2017, p. 92). In the beginning, the
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Polish government was accord with accepting 2,000 refugees in two years
(Jaskułowski, 2019, p. 37). Later, in September 2015, the PO-PSL voted in favour
of the EU relocation plan at the Council of Europe deliberations. According to this
plan, Poland should accept another 5,000 refugees (Jaskułowski, 2019, p. 37). Thus,
Poland committed to accept in total 7,000 refugees. However, the PO-PSL lost the
2015’s parliamentary elections from the PiS. The plans of Kopacz to exhibit
solidarity to the EU member states affected by the refugee crisis did not proceed.
During her term, Kopacz presented Poland as an example for the rest of
Europe because the eastern border of Poland also protected the EU from “floods of
migrants” (Prime Minister Poland, 16 September 2015). Kopacz praised the
effective Polish procedures and the Polish Border Guard for successful protection
the EU (Prime Minister Poland, 16 September 2015). However, she omitted to
mention that the significant refugee flows were taking place at the south and
southeast of Europe. Poland remained unaffected, to a certain extent, from the
Syrian refugee crisis that ‘supplied’ with refugees the southern part of Europe.
Despite her country’s eastern borders remaining ‘unsealed’, Kopacz offered
unstinting assistance to a fellow EU member state that ‘secured’ most of its
borderline with barbed-wired fences. Kopacz proudly announced that she sent
equipment, cars and border guard officers to support the sealing of the Hungarian
borders (Prime Minister Poland, 16 October 2015).
Apart from internal Polish measures to deal with the crisis, Kopacz
supported also some solutions at a pan-European level. Most of Kopacz’s proposed
solutions were materialized after she lost the elections for the Polish leadership.
The ‘return policy’ that Kopacz aspired was implemented some months after POPSL’s electoral defeat. The EU-Turkey Statement of March 2016 provided for the
return of immigrants from Greece to Turkey. As for Kopacz’s plans for a distinction
between ‘undeserving’ economic migrants and ‘deserving’ refugees, it became
possible with the establishment and enactment of the ‘hot-spots’ across the entry
points in Greece and Italy.
To conclude, although the PO-PSL government favoured some
extraordinary and immigration-restrictive measures, it did not proceed with
implementing any of these measures. For most of its tenure, the PO-PSL
government requested solidarity to the rest of the EU. Showing solidarity to the
other EU member states was not an emergency measure as imagined by the
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Copenhagen School’s theorists. The extraordinary measures that Kopacz proposed,
close to the end of her tenure, were implemented indeed. However, they were
implemented a few months after Kopacz’s resignation from the Prime Minister
position and were endorsed by all the EU member states. Thus, the PO-PSL
coalition government may not be considered as having adopted any extraordinary
measures to deal with the immigration issue. The measures that the PO-PSL
proposed were either not adopted or implemented at a pan-European level some
months after the PO-PSL’s defeat.

The Identity of the Audience
Although Kopacz and her government’s officials did not perform any clear
securitizing move, the PO-PSL’s rhetoric targeted an audience. The textual and
contextual elements of Kopacz’s, post-August 2015, statements strongly suggest
that her primary audience was the Polish public. The Polish public would ‘punish’
or ‘reward’ Kopacz with its vote in the upcoming 2015’s parliamentary elections.
Therefore, it was the Polish electorate that Kopacz attempted to persuade about the
rightfulness of her approach to the immigration issue. The grammar and the context
of her statements suggest so. The persuasion of the Polish public was not an easy
task, though. Kopacz admitted that she attempted to balance between the demands
of the EU for solidarity and reliability and the genuine fears of the Poles (Prime
Minister Poland, 16 October 2015). To manage ‘saving’ Poland’s face at the EU
level and accommodating the Polish public’s fears, Kopacz should win the elections
and continue her plans with regards to the relocation scheme. To win the elections,
Kopacz should gain the trust and the votes of the Polish public.
Public Opinion and Immigration
Before 2015, immigration did not seem to concern the Polish public. In
December 2004, just 1% of Poles considered migration as the most important issue
faced by Poland (Standard Eurobarometer 62, December 2004). Such percentages
fluctuated till 2014 (3% in 2005, 7% in 2006, 7% in 2007, 3% in 2008, 2% in 2009,
0 in 2011, 3% in 2012 and 2013, and 7% in 2014) but never exceeded 7% (Standard
Eurobarometer 64, December 2005; Standard Eurobarometer 66, September 2006;
Standard Eurobarometer 68, September 2007; Standard Eurobarometer 70, October
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2008; Standard Eurobarometer 72, October 2009; Standard Eurobarometer 76,
November 2011; Standard Eurobarometer 78, November 2012; Standard
Eurobarometer 80, November 2013; Standard Eurobarometer 82, November 2014).
Although a very little proportion of Poles thought that migration was a very
important issue for Poland, the percentages doubled when the EU replaced Poland
in the same question. In 2009, seven per cent of the Polish public considered
migration to be the most important issue faced by the EU (Standard Eurobarometer
72, October 2009). By 2014, the numbers of Poles responding to the same question
were more than doubled (15%) (Standard Eurobarometer 82, November 2014).
Even during the Ukrainian crisis, which could potentially increase the number of
Ukrainian refugees to Poland dramatically, the Polish people worried more about
the impacts of immigration for the entire EU rather than for their country. In 2014,
thirty-three per cent of Poles confessed that immigration of people from outside the
EU evoked fairly negative feelings for them while 11% admitted that this kind of
immigration evokes very negative feelings (Standard Eurobarometer 82, November
2014). In March 2015, just 8% of Poles considered irregular immigration as a
challenge to security (Special Eurobarometer 432, March 2015). In 2011 the
numbers were even lower (3%) (Special Eurobarometer 371, June 2011).
Although Poles seemed to be fairly positive towards migrants in general,
they did not express the same positivity when the questions involved the
immigration of Muslims. National and international surveys had indicated the
negative attitudes of the Poles towards Muslims already from 2011 (Narkowicz,
2018). In 2011, around 50% of the Poles thought that there were ‘too many
Muslims’ in Poland (Narkowitz, 2018). This is a bizarre finding considering that
the number of Muslims within Poland corresponds to less than 0,1% of the
population (Narkowicz, 2018). The phenomenon of a country of 38 million people
being sceptical towards a population of around 35 thousand Muslims have been
described as “Islamophobia without Muslims” and as “platonic Islamophobia”
(Narkowicz, 2018).
Although the Polish public was negative towards Muslim immigrants, it
seemed to be compassionate towards refugees in general. In 2014, more than 6 of
10 Poles (63,4%) agreed or strongly agreed that Poland “should be generous in
judging applications for refugee status” (Jagiełlo-Szostak, 2018, p. 102). In May
2015, 72% of Poles were accord with Poland taking refugees (Jaskułowski, 2019,
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p. 38). The fluctuations in Polish public opinion from 2004 to 2014 is summarized
in Chart 8.
Chart 8: Polish Public Opinion about Immigration, 2004-2015.
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Conclusions
Approaching the PO-PSL’s immigration-related rhetoric and practices
through the spectrum of the Copenhagen Schools’ securitization theorem and the
CSEF in particular, it becomes apparent that the form of securitization that took
place in Poland between 2011 and 2015 was a Void ‘Bottom-Up’ Securitization.
First, the PO-PSL officials avoided presenting immigration as any threat to Poland
(SSA-). Second, the PO-PSL did not also adopt any securitizing, restrictive and
extraordinary measure related to the immigration flows (EM-). The proposed by
Kopacz measures for providing a solution to the immigration issue could be
implemented mainly outside of and far away from Poland. Third, the Polish public,
the primary securitization audience, till the beginning of the 2015’s parliamentary
election campaign seemed to be indifferent towards immigration in general,
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empathetic towards refugees and sceptical towards Muslim immigrants or refugees.
Similar was the approach of the Polish government too. Antithetic towards
economic/Muslim immigrants, positive toward refugees and uninterest in
immigration till the first months of 2015. Surely, if the results of the 2015s election
were not considered for the purposes of this exercise, the audience acceptance
element should be recorded as positive. But, in the elections of 2015, the PO-and
PSL lost from PiS. This is a clear indication that their mild rhetoric towards
immigration did not find resonance to the Polish public and voters (AA (-)). The
Polish public voted in favour of the political party (PiS) which presented
immigrants as threats. Having an immisceptic Polish public, but a reluctant
government to adopt and pronounce any securitizing measure and rhetoric
accordingly, in the case of pre-2015 Poland we deal with a case of a Void-Bottom
Up Securitization. The official rhetoric, the measures adopted, the public
awareness and the form of securitization changed dramatically after the
parliamentary elections of 2015.

Poland’s Response to Immigration, 2015- 2018
The PiS, the winner of the October 2015 parliamentary elections, did not
continue the PO-PLS’s unclear and flickering stance towards the immigration
‘problem’. Already during the election campaign, the central figures of PiS had
made clear their intentions to treat immigration differently. The PiS represented the
refugees as direct threats to the security of the Poles, proposed restrictive measures
towards immigration and considered that the Polish public supported its positions.
The following paragraphs analyse in detail the elements of the securitization of
immigration in the post-October 2015 Poland.
The Security Speech Acts
The plans of the PiS with regards to the refugee crisis, in general, and with
the EU relocation scheme, in particular, were clearly articulated already before the
PiS’ selection to the Polish government. In September 2015, during a parliamentary
debate, Jarosław Kaczyński, the leader of the PiS, accused the PO-PSL government
that the implementation of the EU relocation scheme and the transfer into Poland
of some thousands of refugees would affect the lives, freedom and safety of the
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Poles negatively (Kaczyński, 16 September 2015). At the same parliamentary
debate, some politicians of the PiS claimed that Muslim refugees increase the threat
of terrorist attacks significantly (Gowin, 16 September 2015) and that the refugees
(who were predominantly Muslims) would make jihad in Europe (Girzyński, 16
September 2015). The Muslim refugee children did not escape from the PiS’s
rhetoric. They were presented as potential criminal and terrorist threats (Girzyński,
16 September 2015). Thus, already before the elections, the PiS designated the
refugees as potential perpetrators of terrorist attacks, jihad, and delinquency. To
tackle the perceived threat, the PiS proposed to disrespect the obligations of Poland
under the EU relocation scheme and to admit no refugees.
It is common for a political party that stands at the parliamentary opposition
to criticize the commitments of the government towards an international
organization. The opposition’s criticism rarely has any direct consequences to the
actual policymaking. In Poland, the PiS’s critics had a limited effect on the
commitments of the PO-PSL government to honour the EU relocation scheme.
However, the PiS’s critics created expectations to the Polish public that the PiS
would withdraw from the relocation scheme once in power.
During the first month of PiS governance, the new Prime Minister, Beata
Szydło, attempted to balance between honouring EU arrangements and the safety
of the Poles (Prime Minister Poland, 16 November 2015). She repeatedly
underlined though, that when she had to choose between the Polish obligations to
the EU and the security of the Polish citizens, the latter was of “utmost importance”
(Prime Minister Poland, 16 November 2015). The tragic events of November 13,
2015, in Paris offered the PiS government justification for refusing to admit any
refugee in Poland. Konrad Szymański, a PiS politician and the current (June 2019)
Minister of European Affairs, announced that given the terrorist attacks in Paris,
“Poland is left with no other political option but to withhold its approval for the
relocation of refugees” (Szymański, 18 November 2015). In the end, despite the
commitments of the PO-PSL government to the EU, Poland, under the leadership
of the PiS, received no refugee. PiS’s threat-designations relevant to immigration
are summarized in Table 16.
In the following months, despite the constant decrease of the refugee flows,
the PiS’s remained firm with its decision to employ threat rhetoric. Kaczyński
added the health of the Poles to the ‘referent objects’ of security that could be
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threatened by the ‘invasion’ of refugees to Europe and Poland. “In the past,
migrants brought diseases like cholera and dysentery to Europe” he argued
(Kaczyński, 19 December 2015). The refugees, he continued, bring “all sorts of
parasites and protozoa, which while not dangerous in [the refugees’] organisms,
could be dangerous here” (Kaczyński, 19 December 2015). Blaszczak, the Minister
of National Defence, compared the young Muslim refugees with evil (Blaszczak,
13 February 2017) and blamed them for occasional ‘explosions’ in other parts of
Europe (Blaszczak, 3 March 2017).
Date
16
September

2015

16
September

Table 16: The Security Speech Acts, Poland 2015-2017.
Actor
Status
Message
Jarosław
Kaczyński

PiS Leader

“Has the [PO-PSL] government the right to make decisions under
external pressure and without the nation’s acceptance, which may
very probably have a negative effect on our lives, everyday reality,
public life, public space, the actual sphere of freedom and finally,
our safety?”

Jarosław Gowin

Minister of
Science and
Higher
Education

“Muslim refugees would significantly increase the threat of
terrorist attacks.”

16
September

Zbigniew
Girzyński

PiS Politician

16
November

Beata Szydło

Prime
Minister

18
November

Konrad
Szymański

Minister of
European
Affairs

18
December

Beata Szydło

Prime
Minister

“75% of these alleged refugees are strong men who come to make
jihad here in Europe.”
“Even Muslim children pose a threat: why don’t you show photos
like this one of a 10-year-old Islamist who cuts someone’s throat?
This is a child, too. Do you want to bring such children here, to
us?”
“We will take every effort to make the Poles feel secure.”
“The government will honour EU arrangements as regards
refugees, however, the safety of the Poles will be of utmost
importance.”
“Humanitarian aid and the establishment of an assistance system
covering persons whose life is at risk could be a solution.”
“The government would honour decisions concerning refugees that
had been made at the European level. Refugees who are escaping
the threat of losing their lives is one thing, while those who are
fleeing for economic reasons is a different matter. Another question
is, whether refugees include those who pose a threat.”
“When it comes to admitting refugees, the overarching issue would
be to guarantee security to Polish citizens. We will never accept
any threats to the security of the Poles.”
“In view of the tragic events in Paris, Poland is left with no other
political option but to withhold its approval for the relocation of
refugees.”
“The migration problem should be solved, in the first place, outside
the European Union’s borders.”
“Effective protection of the EU’s external borders and cooperation
with third countries – these are Poland’s crucial demands regarding
migration.”
“It is also important to ensure regular and complete identification
and registration of people covered by the relocation system. It will
strengthen security.”
“We will support all actions which are aimed at ensuring and
increasing Poland’s and EU’s security, but we will discuss details
when they have been finalized.”
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19
December

Jarosław
Kaczyński

PiS
Leader

14
January

Beata Szydło

Prime
Minister

Beata Szydło

Prime
Minister

9 May

Jarosław
Kaczyński

PiS Leader

20 July

Mariusz
Błaszcak

5
September

Beata Szydło

3 October

Beata Szydło

13
February

Mariusz
Błaszczak

Minister of
National
Defence

3 March
2017

Mariusz
Błaszczak

Minister of
National
Defence

2016

4
February

Minister of
National
Defence

Prime
Minister

2017

Prime
Minister

“Have we forgotten that, in the past, migrants brought diseases like
cholera and dysentery to Europe, as well as all sorts of parasites
and protozoa, which while not dangerous in the organisms of these
people, could be dangerous here.”
“We say no to those young healthy men who selfishly leave behind
their wives and children to improve their own lives. We say no to
those who choose to escape rather than fight for their country.”
“Our position remains unchanged. We do not agree to the
relocation. We believe that the decisions taken have not led to the
anticipated result. Our government respects and honours the
commitments taken on by our predecessors, which is why it agreed
to admit a few hundred refugees this year.”
“Poland takes an active part in discussions at the EU forum, and
looks for better solutions of the migration crisis, e.g. by being
involved in strengthening the external borders of Schengen zone
and creation of the European border guard. The mechanism
adopted doesn’t work and hasn’t solved the problem.”
“The safety of Polish families is this government’s priority. Polish
people deserve it. They deserve equal rights and social justice.
They deserve to feel masters of their own house. They deserve to
feel secure. They deserve peace, stability, and economic progress.
This is the true meaning of freedom and independence. We derive
it from our Christian heritage, the values to which our nation has
been committed for centuries and to which we are committed
today.”
“Rather than shedding tears like Mogherini or organizing marches
that solve nothing, authorities should ensure the safety of citizens.
Here in Poland, our predecessors were on track to commit the same
mistakes as other Western countries. But the new government sets
the priorities right. Our main responsibility is to uphold the
freedom and security of our people. This has been our election
promise and we will keep it.”
“As Christians, we are raised to be tolerant and respectful of other
cultures. But we ask the same kind of respect from others. It is our
right to decide whom we welcome to our own house. Because there
are cultures, there are values, which simply cannot coexist.”
“Our position has been clear from the beginning. The issue of
immigration from the Middle East should be resolved where it has
originated. By advancing freedom and democracy in Syria and
Iraq, we help and a cycle of dictatorship and radicalism that brings
millions of people to misery and frustration, and brings danger and,
one day, tragedy, to our own people.”
“To those who are happy to welcome immigrants at our doors, I
have a suggestion: go and see the Suruç camp. See the gangs and
riots. See the young Muslim criminals. See the anger, violence and
terror. It is there and is ready for export. This evil might not have
reached us yet, but it is well in sight. And there is no-one in
Brussels who can protect us when it comes.”
“We are not going to have the problems that Brussels or Stockholm
have. We are not going to have districts where sharia law or any
law other than Polish law reigns. Where there are no-go zones for
police. And where every few weeks something explodes.”
SOURCE: Author’s Own Compilation.

The proposed solutions to dealt with the designated threats were, apart from
refusing the admittance of any Muslim refugee in Poland, the protection of the EU’s
external borders, the strengthen of the security, the creation of the European Border
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Guard and the resolve of the issue of immigration at its origin, the Middle East
(Prime Minister Poland, 18 December 2015; Prime Minister Poland, Statement, 4
February 2016; Prime Minister Poland, Statement, 3 October 2016).
In light of the above, it is safe to conclude that, at least rhetorically, the PiS
presented the refugees as threats of several aspects of the Polish society and the
Poles’ life. It also proposed several measures to tackle the perceived threat. In the
following paragraphs, I present and evaluate the actions of the Polish government
to deal with immigration.
The Emergency Action
The measures supported by Poland in the context of the EU refugee crisis
could be divided into two categories: those with a high degree of ‘Polish’
involvement and those with lower Polish engagement. Under the first category fall
the discontinuation of the implementation of the EU relocation scheme and the
introduction of amendments in the Polish legal framework aiming to restrict the
arrival or dwelling of immigrants in Poland. The measures of the first category are
analysed in the following paragraphs.
The Relocation Scheme
Usually, measures that fall within the definition of ‘extraordinary’ as
defined by the Copenhagen School and in the context of immigration include
actions aimed to restrict the entry or to complicate the habitation of immigrants to
a country. In the case of Poland, no erections of barbed-wire fences17 and no
performances of ‘sweep’ operations were observed. In Poland, not an action but an
omission constituted the most profound extraordinary measure to tackle the refugee
issue: the omission to abide with Poland’s obligations under the EU relocation
scheme.
In November 2015, Szydło assured that the commitments of Poland
undertaken by her predecessors with regards to the EU relocation quotas would be
respected (Kobierecka et al., 2017, p. 183). The quota system was formally

17

Although Poland did not build any fence during the recent refugee outbreak, it has done so in the
past. A fence already exists on the Polish-Belarussian border since the Soviet Union era. What is
more, the border of Poland with Ukraine is equipped with an electronic system of CCTV cameras
installed already prior to 2007.
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accepted. Despite the formal acceptance, in April 2016, the PiS passed a new
migration law that made possible the disobedience with the commitments under the
EU scheme (Kobierecka et al., 2017, pp. 183-184).
In May of the same year, to domestically justify its decision to neglect
Poland’s obligations under the relocation scheme, the PiS passed an Act on the
defence of Polish sovereignty and Polish citizens’ laws (Kobierecka et al., 2017, p.
184). The new law stated that the EU’s decisions on migrants were imposed on
Poland. The law implied that the EU decisions undermined the sovereignty of
Poland and that they threatened the security and the national identity of the Polish
society (Kobierecka et al., 2017, p. 184). The new law created the preconditions for
the PiS to withdraw from respecting the PO-PSL’s commitments (Kobierecka et
al., 2017, p. 184). By November 2017, Poland had carried ‘zero’ relocations from
Greece and Italy despite having committed to accept 6,182 refugees (European
Commission, 14 November 2017).
The Polish Migration Policy
The Polish migration policy, as developed after the regime change in 1989,
did not foresee the possibility of mass immigration. Substantive changes to various
parts of the Polish migration policy began before the accession of the country to the
EU in 2004. The changes continued for the years to follow. The challenges
following the immigration upsurge of 2015 urged the Polish state to improve its
migration policy and its relevant legal framework (Kobierecka et al., 2017, p. 153).
Some of the legal amendments, introduced by the PiS, established a legal basis that
permitted the Polish State to turn the entrance, inhabitation and integration of
immigrants to Poland into a very unpleasant experience.
To that end, on June 2016, Poland passed an Act on Antiterrorist Activities
which provided the Polish authorities with substantial powers to control people on
the territory of Poland (Segeš Frelak, 2017, pp. 23-24). The Act defines ‘terrorist
activity’ very broadly. It permits a broad interpretation of the words ‘terrorist’ and
‘activity’ and provides a legal justification for interventions against randomly
selected individuals (Klaus, 2017, p. 525). Standing on the said Act, the Polish state
introduced a new procedure for temporal arrest. The arrest would be based on the
probability that a particular individual committed, attempted to commit or prepared
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a crime of terrorist nature (Klaus, 2017, p. 525). Although the Act was
indiscriminately applied to all individuals present on the Polish territory, the group
most affected by the Act was the foreigners and consequently the immigrants
(Klaus, 2017, p. 525).
Contrary to the case of Greece, where extreme ‘sweeps’ on immigrants were
reported, Poland has not yet been held accountable for performing similar
operations. However, the legal basis for such operations exists in the Polish legal
framework. Probably, it is a matter of time until the Polish authorities decide to
make use of it.
With regards to the conditions and legal framework related to the detention
of asylum seekers, Poland used detention facilities already from 1995. The manner
by which Poland regulated detention used to be in accordance with EU law (Klaus,
2017, p. 525). However, in January 2017, the PiS proposed a drastic increase in the
list of foreigners who can be subjected to detention and introduced ‘accelerated’
border procedures, a part of which is obligatory detention (Klaus, 2017, p. 525).
Following the proposed regulation, every asylum seeker who would apply for
asylum in Poland could be detained (Klaus, 2017, p. 525). Added to the new asylum
law was the de facto deprivation of the possibility to appeal against an unfavourable
decision and denial of the chance for court appeal (Segeš Frelak, 2017, p. 24). A
draft amendment of the asylum law, from March 2017, could drastically deteriorate
the detention conditions. It anticipated the rebuild of bars at the windows of the
residential rooms of the detention centres (Klaus, 2017, p. 526). To make detention
conditions even worst, the PiS government, in the unlike case of a mass influx of
asylum seekers in Poland, approved the construction of detention centres comprised
of shipping containers fortified behind barbed-wire fences (Klaus, 2017, p. 526).
Although from 2015 to 2017 Poland accepted no refugee from the Middle
East, the PiS amended the Polish migration policy in such a way as to make Poland
an undesirable transit or final destination for all those Muslim asylum seekers
congested at the southern parts of Europe.
The Ukrainian Refugees
Poland is one of the few EU countries that operate an open market for
temporary and seasonal workers from former Soviet states (Kobierecka et al., 2017,
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p. 154). Ukrainian citizens constitute the main national group coming to Poland for
economic reasons (Kobierecka et al., 2017, p. 154). The de facto flow of Ukrainian
immigrants in Poland exceeds 1 million Ukrainian workers (Jagiełło-Szostak, 2018,
p. 3). Although Poland has been particularly ‘open’ to Ukrainians economic
migrants, she has not been very responsive towards Ukrainian refugees.
Despite Szydło’s claims that “Poland accepted one million Ukrainian
refugees”, the recognition rate for Ukrainian asylum seekers is at an extremely low
level (Segeš Frelak, 2017, p. 23). Between 2013 and 2016, almost 6,000 Ukrainians
applied for asylum in Poland with only 36 of them getting refugee status and 161
international protection (Fomina, 2017, p. 80). The numbers of acceptance are very
low because of the Polish state’s insistence on implementing the concept of
‘internal flight alternative’18 which also serves as the legal basis for rejecting most
of the asylum applications (Segeš Frelak, 2017, p. 23).
The Identity of the Audience
To identify the targeted audience by the PiS securitizing rhetoric, I consult
the text of the most central statements of the PiS’s officials. I also take into account
the contextual elements and the circumstances under which the securitizing
statements were performed. To guarantee that the textual and contextual assessment
provide the true identity of the audience(s), I also take into account the opinion of
a Polish government expert. Combining the answers of the textual and contextual
analysis with the responses of the Polish government representative increases the
possibilities to identify the targeted audience accurately and to evaluate its role.
Textual and Contextual Analysis
Usually, performing a thorough critical discourse analysis offers more
valuable indications about the identity of the audience than the assessment of the

18

The reason behind the low asylum recognition rate for Ukrainians is the application of the concept
of ‘internal flight alternative’ by the Polish authorities. In Polish law, an asylum seeker has to prove
the lack of the possibility of safely relocating and settling in any other part of their country of origin.
The application of this concept to Ukrainian asylum seekers, the majority of whom come from the
eastern rebel-held areas and have a possibility (at least theoretically) of resettling to the western
parts of the country, leads to the situation where it is almost impossible for Ukrainian asylum seekers
to obtain protection in Poland.
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contextual elements. However, in the case of Poland, it looks like the context within
which the security speech acts were performed could indicate precisely the identity
of the primary audience.
Immigration and the refugee issue in particular rarely appeared in the public
debate before September 2015. The event that triggered the representation of the
refugee crisis and the Muslim and economic immigrants as terrorism, security,
economic, hygiene and societal threats was the parliamentary election of the 25th of
October 2015. The general public is the most potential audience of security speech
acts recorded shortly before upcoming elections. In liberal democracies, like
Poland, the general public is the one that, through its vote, decides who is more
appropriate to lead the country. By prioritizing the refugee crisis issue and the
Polish commitments under the EU relocation scheme in its election campaign, the
PiS brought immigration to the fore and utilized it as a tool for winning the
parliamentary balloting. Having sensed the fears of the Polish society towards the
prospect of accommodating more than 6,000 Muslim immigrants, the PiS
leadership adjusted its rhetoric to accommodate these fears, capitalized on them,
presented itself as the guarantor of the Polish society’s safety and security and won
the October 2015’s elections. The victory of the PiS demonstrates that not only it
targeted the general public/Polish voters with its anti-immigration rhetoric but also
that its security speech acts were successful.
In terms of textual analysis, once again, the primary targeted audience by
the Polish officials seems to be the Polish general public. During a parliamentary
debate, Kaczyński, the leader of the PiS, blamed the PO-PSL government explicitly
for making decisions without the ‘nation’s’ acceptance. The Polish nation and the
Polish public are the same. Although due to the venue of the deliberations,
Kaczyński directly addressed to the Polish parliamentarians, the indirect target of
his statement seems to be the Polish public. By blaming the PO-PSL government
for not considering the Polish public’s opinion, he implied that a potential PiS
government would act in accordance with the public’s will.
With regards to Szydło’s statements, her first statements, as the Polish
Prime Minister, seemed to be addressed to two audiences simultaneously: the Poles
and the EU (Prime Minister Poland, 16 November 2015). To the first, to guarantee
their safety, and to the second, to promise that the new government would honour
the commitments undertaken by the PO-PSL. Gradually, the commitments towards
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the Polish voters took priority over the commitments towards the EU. In July 2016,
the Minister of National Defence, Błaszcak, obviously addressing his statement to
the Polish people, assured them that the PiS government would keep its election
promise and ensure the safety, freedom and security of the Poles by accepting no
refugee in Poland (Błaszack, Statement, 20 July 2016).
Building on the above textual and contextual analysis, one could argue that
the primary targeted audience by the PiS rhetoric was the general Polish public. The
official Polish line partially seconds these findings.
The Experts Opinion
The interviewed Polish expert argued that the refugee crisis and the “sad
facts” (the terrorist attacks) that took place in France in 2015 were hard to get
‘digested’ by everyone (Interviewee B, personal communication, June 18, 2019).
The general public, the local governments, the members of the Polish Parliament
and the European Institutions were among the groups that found hard to ‘digest’ the
refugee crisis and the terrorist attacks (Interviewee B, personal communication,
June 18, 2019).
Interestingly, the interviewed expert conflated in the same sentence the
refugee crisis and terrorism creating, intentionally, a connection between the two
events. As demonstrated in the previous paragraphs, the official voices of the PiS
established a direct correlation between the influx of refugees and the terrorist
attacks across Europe.
What is more, the interviewee did not rank the Polish public in a higher
position than the other mentioned audiences. He argued that there was increased
tension in each part of the nation that necessitated no need to aim towards a
particular audience (Interviewee B, personal communication, June 18, 2019).
All in all, the findings of the textual and contextual analysis, if combined
with the vague responses of the Polish expert, lead to the conclusion that the Polish
general public was the primary audience of the Polish government’s securitizing
rhetoric. Most of the security speech acts were recorded during the election
campaign of 2015. The main target of election campaigns is likely the general
public/voters. Thus, the main target of the securitizing moves in Poland was the
Polish public/voters.
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Polish Public Opinion and Immigration
The evidence about the inclination of the Polish public towards
immigration, from 2011 to 2014, reveals that Poles distinguished between
economic and Muslim immigrants on the one hand and refugees on the other. They
were mostly positively predisposed towards the latter, but they were very sceptical
about the first.
Chart 9: Polish Public Opinion about Immigration, 2015-2018.
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From 2015 onwards, the situation changed. The refugees who could arrive
in Poland due to the escalating refugee crisis in the south of Europe and because of
Poland’s commitments to the EU were predominantly Muslims. The potential of
Muslim immigrants or refugees entering Poland was not well received by the Poles.
From 2015 to 2018, the Polish public appeared sceptical not only towards the
economic and Muslim immigrants but also towards the Muslim refugees.
In the following paragraphs, I take into account public opinion surveys
conducted by Eurobarometer, Pew Research Center and CBOS to reveal the actual
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and potential response of the Polish public to the threat designations and proposed
and executed/omitted securitizing measures by the PiS.
Immigration as the Main Concern
Migration was not the main concern of the Polish public, neither before nor
after 2015. In spring 2015, a few months before the peak of the refugee crisis, just
8% of Poles considered immigration as the most important issue faced by their
country (Standard Eurobarometer 83, May 2015). The numbers were doubled
(17%) in autumn of the same year when the parliamentary election and the highest
surge in the numbers of refugees crossing the southern European external borders
took place (Standard Eurobarometer 84, November 2015). The proportion of the
Polish public that considered immigration as the most important issue for Poland
fluctuated in 2016 and 2017 (16% in spring 2016, 11% in autumn 2016, 16% in
spring 2017, 13% in autumn 2017) and reached again the 8% low at the first months
of 2018 (Standard Eurobarometer 85, May 2016; Standard Eurobarometer 86,
November 2016; Standard Eurobarometer 87, May 2017; Standard Eurobarometer
88, November 2017; Standard Eurobarometer 89, May 2018). When the surveyquestion shifted the referent object of ‘concern’ from Poland to the European
Union, the percentages of Poles believing that immigration was the most important
issue multiplied. In May 2015, 30% of the Polish public regarded immigration as
the EU’s main concern (Standard Eurobarometer 83, May 2015). In November
2015 the percentages rose to above 50% and remained in this way till May of 2017
(Standard Eurobarometer 85, May 2016; Standard Eurobarometer 86, November
2016; Standard Eurobarometer 87, May 2017; Standard Eurobarometer 88,
November 2017; Standard Eurobarometer 89, May 2018). Chart 9 provides a
detailed analysis of the fluctuation of the responses of the Polish public.
Immiscepticism
During the same period, Eurobarometer recorded that around two thirds of
Poles admitted that they had developed negative feelings for immigration of people
from outside the EU (53% in spring 2015, 62% in autumn 2015, 65% in spring
2016, 64% in autumn 2016, 71% in spring 2017, 68% in autumn 2017, 62% in
spring 2018) (Standard Eurobarometer 83, May 2015; Standard Eurobarometer 84,
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November 2015; Standard Eurobarometer 85, May 2016; Standard Eurobarometer
86, November 2016; Standard Eurobarometer 87, May 2017; Standard
Eurobarometer 88, November 2017; Standard Eurobarometer 89, May 2018). At
the end of 2015, 46% of Poles were afraid that migrants would spread atypical
diseases, 54% thought that immigrants would take away their jobs, 49% viewed
migrants as contributing to the increase of criminality, and 44% were afraid that
their culture would die because of the increased immigration (CBOS, December
2015).
Measures to Tackle Immigration
With regards to the opinion of the Poles about the measures that should be
taken to counter the immigration ‘threat’, the results of opinion polls suggest that
the PiS would not meet any significant resistance deciding to adopt and execute any
extraordinary measures.
Already from 2015, more than 80% of Poles agreed that additional measures
should be taken to fight illegal immigration of people from outside the EU
(Standard Eurobarometer 83, May 2015; Standard Eurobarometer 84, November
2015). For the entire 2016 and 2017 and the first half of 2018, the numbers remained
higher than 80% (Standard Eurobarometer 85, May 2016; Standard Eurobarometer
86, November 2016; Standard Eurobarometer 87, May 2017; Standard
Eurobarometer 88, November 2017; Standard Eurobarometer 89, May 2018).
In spring 2015, 59% of Poles agreed with Poland adopting stricter
immigration rules in order to increase the security in the country (CBOS, April
2015). Eighty-six per cent backed increased control at the borders and entry points
of Poland, and 59% agreed with Poland increasing expenditure on security (CBOS,
April 2015). The numbers of acceptance of stringent security measures remained
high at the end of 2015 and in 2016 (CBOS, September 2016). Chart 9 contains a
comprehensive exhibition of the Polish public’s response to the measures.
Refugees
When the Eurobarometer question replaced the word ‘immigrant’ with the
word ‘refugee’, the response and attitude of the Poles were more empathetic. From
2015 to 2017, almost half of the Polish public opinion (49% to 58%) agreed that
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their country should help refugees (Standard Eurobarometer 83, May 2015;
Standard Eurobarometer 84, November 2015; Standard Eurobarometer 85, May
2016; Standard Eurobarometer 86, November 2016; Standard Eurobarometer 87,
May 2017; Standard Eurobarometer 88, November 2017; Standard Eurobarometer
89, May 2018). However, assistance to the refugees could take various forms.
Poland, for instance, could offer financial and personnel assistance to the other
countries of the EU hosting refugees or could try to help the refugees at the camps
situated outside of the EU’s territory. Poland also could assist the refugees by
accepting some of them in Poland. The Polish society, as well as the Polish
government, preferred to demonstrate their empathy towards refugees by assisting
the refugees when they were situated outside of the Polish territory. This does not
come as a surprise considering that by 2016, seventy-five per cent of the Poles
viewed refugees as threats (PRC, 30 September 2016). Seventy-one per cent
considered that refugees would increase domestic terrorism (PRC, 16 September
2016). One year later, the number of Poles viewing refugees as threats remained
high (60%) (PRC, 1 August 2017).
The fact that the majority of the Polish public considered refugees as threats
explains also why from December 2015 onwards, more than 50% was against
Poland accepting refugees from countries affected by military conflicts (CBOS,
June 2015; CBOS, September 2015; CBOS, December 2015; CBOS, April 2016;
CBOS, September 2016; CBOS, December 2017). Fifty-one to seventy-five per
cent did not agree with the prospect of Poland receiving a part of refugees arriving
in Europe from the Middle East and Africa (CBOS, June 2015; CBOS, September
2015; CBOS, December 2015; CBOS, April 2016; CBOS, September 2016; CBOS,
December 2017).
Not surprisingly, considering that most of the countries at the North of
Africa and the Middle East host predominantly Muslim populations and that the
Poles are highly sceptical towards Muslims in general. In Mach 2015, forty-four
per cent of Poles admitted that they had a cold attitude towards Muslims and 57%
of them thought Islam as encouraging violent actions (CBOS, March 2015). In
April 2016, almost sixty-seven per cent was against the arrival of displaced people
to Poland (Klaus, 2017, p. 523). In May 2017, seventy per cent of Poles did not
support the admission of refugees from Muslim countries (CBOS, May 2017).
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Chart 10: Polish Public Attitudes towards Refugees, 2015-2017.
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Taking into account the negative feelings of more than the majority of the
Poles towards Muslims and Islam and considering that most of the persons entering
Europe in the context of the refugee crisis were Muslims, it is safe to conclude that
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the refugees would not be welcomed in Poland. Chart 10 summarizes the surveys
questions related to the refugees specifically.
The Polish public did not show its preference for restrictive and securitizing
immigration measures only in the opinion polls and the surveys conducted from
2015 to 2018. The Polish public made clear its preferences for an immigration
policy that would let no Muslim immigrants entering the country when it elected a
political party that designated the refugees as a terrorism, crime, health, cultural and
economic threat. In the following paragraphs, I comment on the results of the
2015’s parliamentary elections that brought the PiS into power.
Elections
With the 2015’s elections approaching, the official programmes of the
Polish political parties contained no reference to the refugee crisis (Kobierecka et
al., 2017, p. 174). The anti-immigration attitudes of the political parties were
expressed mainly through the political actors’ rhetoric. PiS’s anti-immigration
rhetoric has been discussed above. However, it was not only the PiS from the
political parties in Poland that advocated immiscepticism. More Polish politicians
utilized immigration to win more seats at the Polish parliament.
At the elections of 2015, two new parties were elected in the Polish
Parliament: Nowoczesna and Kukiz’15 (Kobierecka et al.,2017, p. 181). Although
Nowoczesna’s programme was vague about the immigration issue and its leader’s
relevant statements were rather immineutral (Kobierecka et al., 2017, p. 181), the
statements of Kukiz’15’s leader revealed a more Eurosceptic and immisceptic
attitude (Kobierecka et al., 2017, p. 182). Already from the moment of the party’s
formation, its founder, Paweł Kukiz, did not hide his scepticism towards refugees
from Africa or Ukraine (Kobierecka et al., 2017, pp. 182-183). Kukiz conflated
refugees with terrorists and warned that they were the same (Narkowicz, 2018). In
2016, Kukiz’15, clearly affected by Hungary’s FISDEZ ‘migration referendum’,
promoted the idea of a referendum on Poland’s acceptance of refugees (Styczyńska,
2018, p. 81).
Janus Korwin-Mikke, the founder of the KORWiN party that also
participated in the elections of 2015, was also openly against migrants. In one
instance, he stated that Poland should “start to arm” because he believed that the
people who reached Poland were usually dangerous young men desiring to go to
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Germany (Jagiełło-Szostak, 2018, p. 100). Korwin-Mikke also advocated that
refugees heading to Europe were attracted only by economic and social benefits
(Styczyńska, 2018, p. 82).
Thus, it looks like, before the elections of October 2015, the migration that
occurred elsewhere in Europe was highly politicised in Poland, especially by the
political parties mentioned above: PiS, Kukiz’15 and KORWiN (Goźdiak &
Márton, 2018, p. 9). The candidates of these parties expressed xenophobic, racist,
and Islamophobic views, produced anti-immigration posters and participated in
demonstrations ‘against the Islamization of Poland and Europe’ (Goźdiak &
Márton, 2018, p. 9).
At the elections of 2015, the PiS gathered 37,58% of the popular vote and
reserved 235 of the 460 seats at the Polish Sejm (Parliament) (Kobierecka et al.,
2017, p. 182). Paweł Kukiz and his party received 8,81% of the votes and occupied
42 of the Sejm’s seats (Kobierecka et al., 2017, p. 182). Kukiz’ 15 was the third
most voted party at the 2015’s elections. KORWiN, although it did not manage to
pass the 8% threshold for being elected in the Parliament, it managed to get 4,76%
of the popular vote (OSCE, 2016, p. 21).
All in all, the Polish political parties that were in favour of anti-immigration
measures attracted 51,15% of the popular vote and managed to occupy 277 out of
the 460 seats in the Sejm. The results constitute concrete evidence that the majority
of the Polish people were (or would be) in favour of any restrictive and
extraordinary measures taken (or that would be taken) by their government to ‘keep
immigrants out of Poland’. The elections-results also gave the governing party the
number of seats required to adopt and implement any extraordinary antiimmigration measures without even requesting the support of the other antiimmigration party of the Sejm, the Kukiz’15.
The Impact of the Public Opinion
The opinion of the Polish people affected the Polish government’s rhetoric
about the refugee crisis and the Polish State’s response. According to the expert,
Poland’s insistence on “the flow of refugees” to be “equal to Poland’s development
plan” was a response to the concerns of around 70% of the public who thought that
immigrants would set the interest of their ‘mother’ country above the interest of
Poland (Interviewee B, personal communication, June 18, 2019). The concerns of
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the public were also the reason behind Poland’s readiness to welcome young and
educated refugees who desired to integrate and relocate permanently to Poland
(Interviewee B, personal communication, June 18, 2019). The Polish government
had taken into account that 54% of Poles were afraid of losing their jobs because of
the refugees (Interviewee B, personal communication, June 18, 2019). To satisfy
the concerns of such a large proportion of the citizens, the Polish state decided to
declare that it was “open for people with competencies that were needed”
(Interviewee B, personal communication, June 18, 2019).
Nevertheless, according to the expert, the immiscepticism of the Polish
society towards the refugees did not portray feelings of the Poles accurately. The
expert mentioned that opinion polls conducted around 2015 documented that 46%
of the Polish citizens were in favour of having ‘contact’ with people from other
nations and that 50% of them thought that the Polish culture was not endangered
(Interviewee B, personal communication, June 18, 2019). The expert further argued
that most of the Polish people were not so sceptical about the newcomers and that
they disapproved the idea that the refugees would carry unusual health diseases
with them (Interviewee B, personal communication, June 18, 2019). These facts,
according to the respondent, showed that the Polish nation was more ready than the
Polish officials to help and protect immigrants (Interviewee B, personal
communication, June 18, 2019).
The optimistic appraisal of the Polish public’s sentiments towards the
refugees could be accurate to a certain extent. As the surveys and opinion polls
referred in the previous pages indicate, the Poles were indeed not sceptical towards
all of the refugees. They were suspicious about the refugees of Muslim origin —
the vast majorities of the post-2015 refugee flow comprised of Muslims. The Polish
people, therefore, were, in fact, sceptical towards the newcomers. The responses of
the expert confirm that the Polish state took into account the immiscepticism of its
people. By treating the refugee crisis as a matter of security and by letting no
refugee of Muslim background infiltrating the country, the Polish government
addressed the concerns of its people. This fact indicates that the Polish public
opinion affected, to a certain extent, the restrictive manner by which the Polish state
responded to the refugee crisis.
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The Role of the Mass Media
The role that the mass media play on how the broader public perceives
certain events is of great importance. In Poland, the mass media, by presenting to
the Poles the refugee crisis taking place elsewhere in Europe, largely shaped the
perceptions about Muslim refugees of the unfamiliar with Muslims, Polish society.
Before autumn 2015, the approach of the mass media was generally
compassionate towards the refugees (Pasamonik, 2017, p. 88). During and after
autumn 2015, two motives dominated the Polish mass media: the “clash of
civilizations” and the moral obligation to assist and accommodate refugees (Idzik
& Klepka, 2018, p. 63; Segeš Frelak, 2017, p. 20). The mass media that promoted
the “clash of civilizations” motive adopted a more cynical and stereotypical stance
towards the crisis (Pasamonik, 2017, p. 89; Segeš Frelak, 2017, p. 20). They
represented the average refugee as a young, aggressive Arab, inclined to terrorism
and associated with ISIS (Pasamonik, 2017, p. 89). They compared the crisis to
natural disasters and diseases (Segeš Frelak, 2017, p. 20). They broadcasted
“Dantean scenes” from the south of Europe, where “violent dark-skin men
destroyed barbed-wire fences and revolted within the refugee camps” (Pasamonik,
2017, p. 92). In September 2015, the covers of the right-wing magazines presented
the refugees as ‘invaders’ and warned that “ninety thousand Arabs” were “about to
deluge Poland” (Pasamonik, 2017, p. 92). Two Polish conservative weeklies, Do
Rzeczy and wSieci, covered their front pages with blatantly racist images
accompanied with headlines stating that “those are invaders not refugees: Let’s
close Poland’s borders” (Krzyżanowska & Krzyżanowski, 2018, p. 616;
Narkowicz, 2018). Scholars specialists in communication studies argue that the
immisceptic approach of the Polish mass media had ulterior motives.
During the first months of the PiS’s administration, the PiS transformed the
public radio and television into its propaganda instruments (Klaus, 2017, p. 524;
Krzyżanowska and Krzyżanowski, 2018, p. 616). The name of the media was
changed from public to national (Klaus, 2017, p. 524). The PiS transformed the
TVP (the Polish Television), the TVP’s information programmes and the PR (the
Polish Radio) into its ‘mouthpieces’. The programmes of the TVP were open to a
whole range of new right-wing journalists and commentators and far-right and
Islamophobic individuals (Jaskułowski, 2019, p. 42). The independent mass media
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were also affected by the change in the government. They became the subject of
constant threats based on accusations that they represented the interests of foreign
actors (Klaus, 2017, p. 524). But the impact of government change was most
noticeable at public mass media.
The PiS utilized the public mass media to transmit its immisceptical ideas
to the Polish people. TVP’s news programme ‘Wiadomości’ argued at the rise of
refugees in Europe also meant an increase in the number of terrorist attacks (Idzik
& Klepka, 2018, p. 63). The rhetoric used in the said programme combined the
image of refugees with the threats flowing to Poland from the rest of the EU (Idzik
& Klepka, 2018, p. 66). What is more, the persistence of the PiS-controlled and
sympathetic mass media to conflate and use interchangeably the relatively neutral
‘kryzys migracyjny’ with the negatively charged ‘kryzys migrancki’, the negative
meanings and connotations carried by the ‘kryzys migrancki’ became widely
accepted and ‘normalized’ in the public sphere and discourse (Krzyżanowska &
Krzyżanowski, 2018, p. 616).
But not only the PiS-controlled mass media adopted deeply antiimmigration rhetoric. Also, the more balanced media outlets underlined the
‘otherness’ of the refugees and promoted covers writing “what do we do when they
come” (Narkowicz, 2018). Even the liberal mass media evoked fear implicitly and
used metaphors of a ‘wave’ and a ‘flood’ when referring to the refugees
(Jaskułowski, 2019, p. 43).
A few months after the victory of the PiS, the ‘refugees’ topic was
sporadically present in the mass media discourse (Idzik & Klepka, 2018, p. 65). For
instance, after the alleged sexual assaults that took place during 2016’s New Year’s
Eve in several cities across Europe, wSieci ran a story labelled ‘Islamski Gwałt na
Europe’ [Islamic Rape of Europe] in which depicted a white woman who was
screaming while brown hands were ripping apart a flag of the European Union
around her body (Jaskułowski, 2019, p. 42; Narkowicz, 2018). At the aftermath of
the attacks in Cologne, the liberal Polish press published articles about Muslims
who were depicted as threats to women’s rights (Jaskułowski, 2019, p. 43).
For the Polish expert, it was not so much the relationship between the PiS
and its apparent control over the publicly-owned mass media that steered the latter
to present the refugee crisis negatively. It was mainly the inclination of the mass
media to focus on the representation of ‘bad news’ that increased immiscepticism
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in Poland (Interviewee B, personal communication, June 18, 2019). However,
according to the expert, social media should be blamed more than the mass media
about the increased immiscepticism the Polish society (Interviewee B, personal
communication, June 18, 2019). “One rash post or ill-conceived notice can start
public debate creating an opinion that will go on unwanted track and will not be
easy to change” argued the Polish expert (Interviewee B, personal communication,
June 18, 2019).
It looks, therefore, that the Polish mass media, especially the publiclycontrolled ones, adopted an anti-refugee stance throughout the peak of the crisis.
They promoted the propaganda of the ruling party, and they often invoked threat
rhetoric when depicting the refugees and the refugee crisis. The liberal and
independent mass media also followed an immisceptic approach. Most of the
scholars who studied the role of the Polish mass media to the representation of the
refugee crisis agree that the mass media represented to their audience the agenda of
the PiS. By doing so, the Polish mass media acted as mediators of the securitizing
rhetoric rather than securitizing actors by their own. Considering the high
proportions of the Polish public accepting the ‘threat narrative’ of the Polish
government and the Polish mass media, one might argue that both the mass media’s
and the PiS’s rhetoric were successful.
Preliminary Conclusions
The analysis of the securitization components in the post-2015 Poland
supports the conclusion that the PiS performed a CSSS’ Successful Securitization.
The leadership of the PiS instrumentalized rhetorically a refugee crisis occurring
far away from the territorial borders of Poland to gain the support and the votes of
the Polish public (SSA+). The targeted audience by the PiS’s security speech acts,
the Polish public, demonstrated that it accepted the PiS’s rhetoric by electing it in
the governance of the country in the elections of 2015 (AA+). Capitalizing on the
Polish people’s support, the PiS adopted and implemented restrictive measures
towards the potential newcomers to Poland (EM+).
The sequence of the securitization elements goes as follows: SA+  AA+
 EM+. The designations of the existential threats were formally accepted by the
targeted audience in the 2015’s elections. The votes of the Polish public in the
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2015’s elections ‘elevated’ the securitizing actors to the government and
empowered them to adopt and implement extraordinary restrictive measures for
tackling the perceived threats. If approached through the viewpoint of the CSEF,
the components and the sequence of events in the case of Poland post-2015 indicate
that the PiS performed a CSSS’ Successful Securitization.

Chapter Poland: Conclusions
As derived from the abovementioned analysis, Poland, especially during the
last semester of 2015, performed a clear securitization of the refugee crisis. The
securitization that took place at that time followed the sequence conceived by the
Copenhagen School’s theorists. This is why it is called the Copenhagen School of
Securitization Studies’ (CSSS’) Successful Securitization. The responses of the
interviewed expert confirm, to a certain extent, the empirical findings of this study.
Primary Audience: the Polish Public
With regards to the primary audience of the Polish securitizing actors, there
are strong indications that they addressed their security speech acts to the Polish
general public. The securitizing actors uttered most of their securitization rhetoric
when they demanded the votes of the public to protect it from the perceived threat:
the refugees’ outbreak at the south of Europe. Thus, the context and the text of the
security speech acts indicate that the public was the securitizing actors’ primary
audience. The expert’s tactfully conflation of the general Polish public with other
potential audiences such as the local governments and the members of the Polish
parliament cannot alter the textual and contextual analysis’ findings. Having the
Polish general public been not excluded by the interviewed expert from the
potential targeted audiences, it is safe to conclude that the main target of the
securitization rhetoric in Poland was the Polish public/voters.
Table 17: Primary and Secondary Audiences, Poland.
Securitizing Actor’s
Representative
Interviewee B

Position

Primary Audience

Secondary
Audience(s)

Polish Public
Local Governments
Polish Parliamentarians
Members European Parliament
SOURCE: Author’s Compilation of Interviewee’s Responses.
-
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The Impact of the Public Opinion
The responses of Interviewee B indicate that the Polish officials had
assessed the surveys that exposed the feelings of the Polish people towards the
refugees carefully. The PiS’s politicians knew the concerns of the Polish people
well and capitalized on these concerns to win the 2015’s parliamentary elections.
The Poles expressed their opinion formally at the elections of 2015. They elected
the political party that promised to protect them from the alleged threat, the Muslim
refugees. The Poles remained sceptical to the prospect of admitting Muslim
refugees in the country.
Taking into account that the Polish officials ‘kept’ the promises that they
gave to their voters not to allow any Muslim refugee to enter the country on the
basis of the EU relocation scheme, it can be concluded that the Polish public opinion
had indeed an impact on the manner by which the government dealt with the refugee
crisis.
Table 18: The Polish Public Opinion’s Value.

Securitizing
Actor

Position

Measured Public’s
Feelings before Threat’s
Designation?

Anonymous

-

Yes

Measured
Public’s
Feelings
after
Threat’s
Designation?

Method of
Public’s Feelings
Evaluation

Yes

Politiciandriven vs.
Public-driven
Securitization

Surveys
Opinion Polls

SOURCE: Author’s Compilation of Interviewees Responses.

The Role of the Mass Media
The role of the Polish mass media in the representation of the refugee crisis
was also important, not only according to the numerous articles dedicated to the
topic but also according to the interviewed expert. By continually presenting ‘bad’
news about the refugees in the rest of Europe, the Polish mass media amplified the
fears of the Polish people. The PiS’s interference has been accused of the mass
media’s persistence in framing the refugee crisis and the refugees negatively.
Surprisingly, the privately-owned mass media followed a similar line with the
publicly-owned ones. “Bad news always has bigger range” claimed the interviewed
expert (Interviewee B, personal communication, June 18, 2019). This is probably
why the private media also adopted a negative stance towards the refugee crisis.
Because negativity ‘sold’ more and brought more profits.
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Proportion of
the Public as
securitization’s
‘card blanch’

-

Table 19: The Role of the Mass Media, Poland.
Objective
Profit-driven
Guided by
Message
Representation
Political
Mediators
Affiliation
No
Yes
SOURCE: Author’s Compilation of Interviewees Responses.

Securitizing
Actor

Position

Anonymous

-

With regards to the direction of the securitization sequence, the case of
Poland seems to be peculiar. Did securitization originate from the political actors
and was transferred to the Polish public with the interference of the mass media?
Or did the fears of the Polish public about the forthcoming refugee ‘waves’ urge
the Polish political actors to designate the Muslim refugees as existential threats
and to treat their potential arrival to Poland as such? The securitization path in
Poland seemed to develop in a circularly, as illustrated in Figure 3. Both the
securitizing actors and the general public utilized the mass media to transmit their
‘messages’ to each other.
Figure 3: The Securitization Path, Poland.
Securitizing Actors

Mass Media

Mass Media

General Public
SOURCE: Author’s own Conceptualization.
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Chapter 6: HUNGARY
Introduction
If there is one country of the European Union for which the CSSS’
securitization theorem could depict how immigration developed to a security issue,
this would be Hungary. After 2015, the Hungarian Prime Minister, Orbán, together
with some members of his government, conflated all types of migrants with
refugees and asylum seekers, designated them as threats to the Hungarian national,
economic, cultural and personal security, proposed and implemented extraordinary
measures to tackle the perceived threat, sought for the approval of the Hungarian
public through ‘national consultations’ and referendums, and managed to make
Hungary one of the most xenophobic member states of the EU.
It is noteworthy that through the years, Hungary used to be a country of
emigration rather than an attractive place for immigrants. During the refugee crisis,
this trend did not change. Only when all other routes to northern and western Europe
were blocked, the refugee opted for passing through Hungary on their way to the
other EU member states.
This chapter begins by displaying the background and the facts relevant to
the Hungarian migration policy. The detailed examination of the three
securitization components follows. Once the existence of the security speech acts
and the extraordinary measures is established, the identity and the response of the
audience is carefully investigated. Was the Hungarian general public the primary
target of FIDESZ’s securitizing moves? Did the securitizing actors take into
account the feelings of the public towards the refugees before the uttering the
security speech acts? Was the public’s opinion about the securitizing measures
gauged before or after their adoption and implementation? After the place of the
public on the securitization ‘sequence’ is established, the role of the mass media is
assessed. Were the Hungarian mass media following the agenda of FIDESZ? Or,
were the mass media objective and adamant?
Quantitative and Qualitative research method and analysis are used for
providing answers to the questions above. Primary and secondary sources,
interviews, surveys, opinion polls, elections and referendum results are inspected
and consulted.
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Background
Before 2015 and the European refugee crisis, Hungary was mainly a country
of emigration rather than a country ‘magnetising’ immigration. The first sporadic
cases of Hungary’s modern emigration took place around the 1840s (Thirring,
1931, p. 411). The United States, Canada and Austria were the main receiving
countries of Hungarian emigrants back then (Thirring, 1931, pp. 411- 413).
Later on, and in particular after the communist takeover of 1949, the
Hungarian borders were sealed, and emigration, as well as immigration, were
strictly controlled and minimal (Bockor, 2018, p. 553). Following the fall of the
communism in 1989, the restrictions to emigration were lifted. Hungary became a
predominantly transit country for migrants making their way from the East to the
West (Bockor, 2018, p. 553). Only very few foreign citizens sought permanent
residency in Hungary. In the 1990s, the annual inflow of immigrants did not exceed
30,000 people. Most of them were ethnic Hungarians from countries neighbouring
Hungary (Bockor, 2018, p. 553). The adherence of Hungary to the Geneva
Convention in 1989 increased the number of persons seeking asylum to Hungary
(Bockor, 2018, p. 553; Zoltan Kekesi, 2017, p. 2).
After Hungary joined the EU, the country was still not considered as a
destination country for non-Hungarians. Apart from a relatively large number of
Chinese immigrants, most foreigners settling in Hungary were of Hungarian
ethnicity and from neighbouring countries (Godri, 2005, p. 168; Juhasz et al., 2015,
p. 9). The last immigration-wave that went through Hungary, before the 2015’s
refugee crisis, was the one that comprised of around 50,000 Kosovars on their way
to Germany in the winter 2014-2015 (Zoltan Kekesi, 2017, p. 2).
With regards to the ‘fear’ of Hungarians towards foreigners, it did not begin
in 2015. Hungarians demonstrated xenophobic attitudes already from as back as
1992 (Sik, 2016, p. 41). Xenophobia in Hungary rose sharply between 1992 and
1995 (from 15% to 40%) and remained in high levels for the years to follow (19%43% between 1996 and 2001and 24%-34% between 2002 and 2011) (Sik, 2016,
pp. 41-42). From 2012 onwards, the percentages of xenophobia started to rise again
(Sik, 2016, p. 41).
The immigration policy of the Hungarian governments corresponded to the
xenophobic attitudes of the Hungarians. Hungary’s visa policies discriminated
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against nationals from non-EU countries, especially those from Asian and African
countries, (Bockor, 2018, p. 553). Indicative of the restrictiveness of the Hungarian
immigration policy is also the fact that with the 2011 amendment of the Citizenship
Law, the naturalization process of other than ethnic Hungarians foreigners required
12 years of residency and citizenship tests (Bockor, 2018, p. 553).
Despite the apparent xenophobic attitudes of the Hungarian society and the
strict immigration policies of the Hungarian government, before 2015, the political
discourse on immigration was rare in the Hungarian National Assembly and the
coverage brief in the mass media (Bockor, 2018, p. 554). Migration became the
central theme of the political discourse from 2015 onwards.

Hungary’s Response to Immigration, 2015-2018
To suggest that the securitization of the European refugee crisis in Hungary
was a success, the three main components of a successful securitization must be
examined. There should be clear designations of the refugee crisis as an existential
threat to some forms of the Hungarian security, there should be extraordinary
measures to deal with the perceived threat, the audience should accept the
authenticity of the threats and the necessity of the measures and the measures should
be implemented. The remaining of this chapter assesses the extent to which the
abovementioned steps of a successful securitization were present in the case of the
securitization of the European refugee crisis in Hungary.
The Security Speech Acts
The Hungarian actors who are the most potential enunciators of the security
speech acts are the members of the Hungarian government who have the power to
adopt and execute the extraordinary measures. Among these members, the Prime
Minister, Viktor Orbán, and the Spokesperson of the FIDESZ government hold a
prominent place. Whether Orbán is familiar with the theory of securitization, of the
word securitization as such, or of the significance of the designation of existential
threats, is dubious. What seems to be certain though, is that starting from January
2015 onwards, Orbán designated the ‘migration wave’ as an existential threat to
different parts of its constituency’s everyday life.
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In the beginning, the FIDESZ government depicted the immigrants as
economic-security threats. However, following the terrorist attacks against Charlie
Hebdo in Paris, and without having any proof of the attacks’ linkage with the
migrants, Orbán openly blamed the “Western European migration” for the attacks
and asserted that the economic migrants bring no benefits but only danger to Europe
(Szalai & Gobl, 2015, p. 15). The arguments of migrants taking the jobs of the
Hungarians went on for some months (Orbán, 25 February 2015; National
Consultation Preface, 24 April 2015). They were complemented with discourses
presenting immigration as a threat to the ‘Christian culture’ of Hungary and of
Europe (National Consultation, 24 April 2015; Orbán, 2 June 2015; Orbán, 13
September 2015; Orbán, 30 October 2015; Orbán, 5 November 2015; Orbán, 12
November 2015).
By autumn 2015, Orbán declared that migration was not only an economy
and public safety issue but also a generator of threats related first, with terrorism,
second with the spread of criminality, and third, with the loss of the ‘European’
identity, way of life and customs (Orbán, 30 October 2015). After the deadly
terrorist attacks of the 13th of November 2015 in Paris, Orbán kept repeating his
narrative about migration being related to terrorism and criminality (Orbán, 16
November 2015). “There is a correlation between immigration and terrorism”
Orbán assured his audience (Orbán, 20 November 2015). The “mass migration is
threatening the security of Europeans because it brings with it an exponentially
increased threat of terrorism” he continued (Orbán, 13 December 2015). Orbán
narrated such statements during the peak of the refugee crisis.
One would expect Orbán to scale down his securitizing rhetoric once the
numbers of irregular border crossings at the external borders of the EU were
reduced. But in vain. Even after the application of the EU-Turkey Statement in
March 2016 that caused the remarkable decrease in the numbers of immigrants
entering the EU, Orbán continued to depict migration as a major security threat
(Ganveren & Durakay, 2017, pp. 864-865). The Hungarian government excluded
terms such as ‘refugee’ or ‘asylum seeker’ from its communication and used the
Hungarian translation of ‘migrant’, ‘immigrant’ and ‘economic migrant’ instead
(Bognar et al., 2018). Table 20 combines the excerpts from the Hungarian officials’
security speech acts.
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To tackle the perceived threat of migration, Orbán proposed and executed
several extraordinary and controversial measures. Among the proposed measures
at the pan-European level was the “generation of a total of some 3 billion Euros,
with which we can provide financial support to the countries neighbouring Syria”
(Orbán, 13 September 2015) and the setting-up of a “pan-European force, a border
guard force, to protect the Greek borders” (Orbán, 14 September 2015).
Date

2015

7 January

Table 20: The Security Speech Acts, Hungary 2015-2018.
Actor
Status
Message
Viktor Orbán

Prime
Minister
Leader of the
FIDESZ
Parliamentary
Group

11
February

Antal Rogan

24 April

National
Consultation

Preface

8 May

Viktor Orbán

Prime
Minister

19 May

Viktor Orbán

Prime
Minister

Blaming Western European migration for the Charlie Hebdo attacks.
Claiming that economic migrants bring no benefits, only danger to
Europe. (Szalai & Gobl, 2015, p. 15).
Warning about the economic migration threat to Hungary and
asking the authorization from the people for the implementation of
draconian immigration policies. Conflating economic migrants and
refugees.
(Szalai & Gobl, 2015, p. 15).
“We cannot allow illegal immigrants threatening the jobs and
security of Hungarian People. We have the right to defend our
culture, language and values” (Bocskor, 2018, p. 560; Meszaros,
2016, p. 109; Szalai & Gobl, 2015, p. 17).
“[The Hungarians] do not want to see their country thronging with
people from different cultures, […] people who would pose a threat
to public order, their jobs and livelihoods.”
“I believe that everyone should defend their own borders, and if we
want to do something together, something that is worthwhile, it
should be aimed at relocating the problem outside the territory of
Europe.”
“[…] we should invest much more energy – and money – in
strengthening the countries from which refugees set out; we must
equip them both technically and financially to enable them to defend
their own borders and to prevent the outflow of people.”
“[…] crossing a border illegally is not a forgivable sin, or some jolly
afternoon picnic, but it is a violation of one of the most important
rules of a given state, and as such, every offender who commits this
crime must also be immediately taken into custody and made subject
to the appropriate proceedings.”
“If [the refugees] did not move on but stayed here, Hungary would
be compelled to face unmanageable social tensions.”
“It is important to ask whether the threat of terrorism in Europe and
its manifestations are in any way related to immigration; views on
this diverge. People have an opinion on this question, and the
questionnaire does not say that something is so or not, but merely
asks whether in their view there is a correlation. I think it is
important what people think, whether they associate their personal
security with the rise in immigration or not.”
“Illegal border-crossing is a crime against which we must take
action. Hungary must defend its rule of law, and also its borders.
There are countries which have decided that they wish to live with
this problem; they have decided that they want to have a policy of
immigration. And we respect this decision on their part. This is why
we have launched a consultation on immigration. We believe that it
is fair and correct to ask our citizens how they see this question.”
“[…] what will Europe be like after the migration of the modern era
– what will our continent be like after such a wave of migration?
[…] Europe may change. There are capitals in Europe where,
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2 June

Viktor Orbán

Prime
Minister

27 July

Zoltan Covacs

Government
Spokesperson

3
September

Viktor Orbán

Prime
Minister

4
September

Viktor Orbán

Prime
Minister

13
September

Viktor Orbán

Prime
Minister

visiting them again after a break of a couple years, we immediately
feel as if we are in a transformed city. This change facing Europe –
or which, in my opinion, is threatening Europe – can also have an
effect at deeper, civilizational layers. The identity of civilization in
Europe could change. And what is even worse, if this happens it will
be irreversible. The reason we have to deal very seriously with the
problem of migration and immigration is that the processes
underway cannot be reversed retroactively, especially given the
human rights norms and Christian values according to which we live
our lives and organize our continent. If we fail, we fail forever.”
“The vast majority of respondents concurred that the threat of
terrorism was on the rise […] and that a stricter immigration policy
was needed.”
“Everything which is now taking place before our eyes threatens to
have explosive consequences for the whole of Europe and is now
causing alarm throughout the world.”
“Europe is not in the grip of a “refugee problem” or a “refugee
situation”, but the European continent is threatened by an evermounting wave of modern-era migration.”
“If Europe does not return to the path of common sense, it will find
itself laid low in a battle for its fate.”
“If we cannot protect our external borders, Schengen will be in
danger.”
“The fence is simply a line of defence: a physical asset which can be
protected. The fence as a line of defence is a consequence of the
Schengen Agreement, and is thus a necessity for Europe.”
“Above all, democracy means listening to what people want, and
this is why we Hungarians initiated a consultation process on the
issue of immigration.”
“Ceterum censeo: there is no alternative, and we have no option but
to defend our borders.”
“We cannot have a situation in which the European elite and
European governments speak, think and act in opposition to the
wishes of the people who have elected them […] We must serve the
people, and the people are worried – they are filled with fears.”
“[…] it is the duty of a leader – once they have accepted a mandate
from the people to govern – to represent the interests of the people,
to make decisions (at times difficult ones), and to ensure above all
that their electors continue to live in safety. We must make it clear
that we cannot let [millions of people] in [Europe], because if we let
everyone in, that is the end of Europe.”
“If we let [the immigrants] all in, Europe will be in ruins.”
“I recommend that [all the EU MSs] generate a total of some 3
billion euros, with which we can provide financial support to the
countries neighbouring Syria.”
“If Europe allows cultures to compete, then the Christians will find
themselves on the losing side. These are facts. The only way out for
those who want to preserve Europe as a Christian culture is not to
allow more and more Muslims into Europe.”
“[…] there is fear, they do not understand what is going on, and they
seem to sense – and I am going to talk about this later, because this
is something I mention whenever I can – that their very way of life
is in danger. Of course, there is crime, we should have no illusions
on that score, and there is an increased threat of terrorism, this is
another thing we should have no illusions about; there is the
problem of freeloaders, because not all of the migrants coming here
today will be hard workers, and there is pressure on social welfare
systems. But the real fear – at least, this is the primary consideration
for me – is that our way of life has been challenged.”
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14
September

Viktor Orbán

Prime
Minister

21
September

Viktor Orbán

Prime
Minister

25
September

Viktor Orbán

Prime
Minister

22
October

Viktor Orbán

Prime
Minister

“Simple mathematics leads us to the prospect of a Europe where our
way of life will be in the minority, or will at least be faced with a
major challenge. So, in fact we are defending our way of life.
Europe is a region in which we pay attention to one another, respect
one another, and work hard for peace and security. This is a peaceful
and safe world; but it is not like this of its own accord. We have
worked hard for this, and we are concerned for its survival.”
“[…] as the Greeks are unable to protect their own borders, we
should urgently set up a pan-European force, a border guard force,
and should go south to protect the Greek borders; because if the
Greeks do not protect their borders, what we see today will
continue.”
“We have implemented a three-fold reinforcement: legal
reinforcement, a physical border fence, and we have directed forces
to the border. These three factors in combination have produced this
effect. The policy which Hungary is pursuing – this home defence
policy which protects the border, protects the Schengen Agreement,
protects Europe and protects the Hungarian people – is working. We
are seeking to prove to the people, to ourselves, and to the whole
world that while a flood of people may well be on their way towards
Europe, if everyone fulfils their obligations this flood can be
stopped, it can be kept within controlled limits, and it can be made
intelligible. We must filter out the danger, as Europe is facing a very
serious threat – not only from the multitude of migrants, but quite
simply because Europe has no idea who it is letting in.”
“[…] this is not just a simple immigration problem, but we must
also seriously talk about the threat – the threat of terrorism.”
“The consequences for us and for Europe are disastrous: as Europe
is unable to protect its external borders, an increasing number of
internal borders are being closed within Europe, one of the most
important achievements of which has been the free movement of
goods and people, commonly referred to as “Schengen.”
“As long as Europe is unable to take united action, the individual
nation states will be forced to defend themselves against this brutal
threat in a fierce struggle, beyond their means, and by making
extraordinary sacrifices.”
“I think we are in big trouble. The size of the challenge is enormous,
its potential to worsen is unlimited.”
“One half of Europe feels that the uncontrolled immigration
happening today is a major threat, something which should be
stopped.”
“[The migration crisis] will determine the future of our political
family. We are in a deep trouble. The migration crisis is able to
destabilize governments, countries and the whole European
continent”
“The danger we have been facing demands open and honest speech.
First of all, dear Friends, what we have been facing is not a refugee
crisis. This is a migratory movement composed of economic
migrants, refugees and also foreign fighters. This is an uncontrolled
and unregulated process.”
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30
October

Viktor Orbán

Prime
Minister

5
November

Viktor Orbán

Prime
Minister

12
November

Viktor Orbán

Prime
Minister

16
November

Viktor Orbán

Prime
Minister

20
November

Viktor Orbán

Prime
Minister

“Nine out of ten Hungarians find it perfectly natural that a border is
a good thing, that a border needs to be protected and that a border
which is protected provides security. Control must be kept over who
enters a country and when they do so. Otherwise one sees a situation
like that in quite a number of European countries now under
invasion, with tens of thousands of people of unknown identity
pouring into the territory of the EU, day in day out.”
“[…] we should recognise that we are in big trouble. […] there are
still dangers and threats shared by most European countries – in
terms of the economy and public safety, but also in terms of the
migration crisis. The first danger is an increased threat of terrorism.”
“The second issue is the changed public safety situation evident in
the news from Europe of public order and public safety being
disrupted by high numbers of immigrants and their own internal
conflicts. In other words, in addition to the danger of increased
crime in Europe, there is also the danger that we are allowing […]
the Middle East’s particular internal conflicts into the European
Union.”
“[…]Our identity and way of life, our customs, the way we have
lived up to now, are all at stake.”
“The survival of our civilisation and culture is at stake.”
“[…] No one raised the question of whether the essence of the
matter is more about our existence, our cultural identity and our way
of life.”
“When you see an extraordinary problem, you automatically think
that you should resort to extraordinary solutions.”
“[…] The existential threat we are facing means that we Europeans
have forgotten how to fight for ourselves. We must say, however,
that these are our values, this is our history, this is our life the way
we want to lead it, and we shall protect all this.”
“We feel that the very existence of Europe is at stake.”
“It has been demonstrated that terrorists are deliberately and
systematically exploiting mass migration in order to blend in among
masses of people who are leaving their homes in the hope of a better
life. We do not think that everyone coming from that direction is a
terrorist. But we do not know, and no one can say, how many
terrorists have already arrived among the masses of migrants […] A
single terrorist is one too many.”
“[…] mass migration presents three serious risks, […] Firstly, […]
mass migration represents an exponentially increasing terror threat
[…] Secondly, mass migration increases the risk of crime […] In
those places in Europe with high numbers of immigrants, crime has
increased significantly, and public security has deteriorated. There is
more theft, robbery, physical assault, grievous bodily harm, rape and
murder. […] Thirdly, mass resettlement of people arriving from
other continents and cultures represents a threat to our culture, way
of life, customs and traditions.”
“After what has happened, it is obvious that there is a correlation
between immigration and terrorism. There is no need to argue about
this – this is natural, clear and widely acknowledged; according to
the rules of elementary human logic, this is an obvious fact.”
“We must attack the quotas under any circumstances – particularly
after what has happened – and we must block them, because after
the Paris terrorist attacks quotas mean that we would spread
terrorism across Europe. If it is true that there are terrorists among
the migrants – and I think there are fair numbers of them – spreading
them across Europe would involve sending to each other’s countries
people who support terrorism and who are already intending to or
could in the future participate in terrorist attacks. I think this is the
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2016

13
December

Viktor Orbán

Prime
Minister

19
December

Viktor Orbán

Prime
Minister

29
January

Viktor Orbán

Prime
Minister

24
February

Viktor Orbán

Prime
Minister

15 March

Viktor Orbán

Prime
Minister

20 May

Viktor Orbán

Prime
Minister

31 August

Viktor Orbán

Prime
Minister

6
September

Viktor Orbán

Prime
Minister

craziest thing we could do, and would jeopardise our own citizens’
security.”
“We shall protect our borders and the Hungarian people against
criminals, terrorists and illegal immigrants.”
“We see that we have been invaded. Europe is under invasion, it
looks like a battlefield, and what we have seen so far is just the tip
of the iceberg.”
“But the situation is simple and obvious: it is quite clear to every
reasonable person that Europe cannot support this many people,
cannot provide the jobs, housing, social and health care, education,
training and transport for this many people. Europe’s economy and
welfare system will crumble under such an enormous burden – and
sooner than anyone would think today.”
“Mass migration is threatening the security of Europeans because it
brings with it an exponentially increased threat of terrorism.”
“Furthermore, mass migration also increases crime rates […] this
mass migration – the mass settlement in Europe of people coming
from different civilisations – is a threat to our culture, our way of
life, our customs and our traditions.”
“And I would also mention a fifth crisis, which has become apparent
as a result of the migrant crisis: there is a democratic crisis, because
it is obvious that what the mainstream elite thinks and does is
becoming increasingly detached from the thinking of voters – who
at the end of the day are the source of democracy. This may
destabilise the European Union.”
“We have reached a turning point in the migrant situation in Europe
[…] In recent weeks, however, mass migration has become a
security issue. What we now see to be at stake are not only our
culture, finances and social services, but the security of our
everyday lives. There is an increased threat of terrorism, and public
security is deteriorating.”
“But the situation is that the European people are at risk – in
particular, the vulnerable ones, women, and those who are unable to
protect themselves. This is unacceptable. This is why I think that
from now on mass migration is fundamentally a public security
issue.”
“It is a fine thing to talk about principles, but now it is not principles
that need protecting but people: flesh-and-blood people must be
protected from the threat of terrorism and crime.”
“[…] To date, no one has asked the European people whether they
want, accept or reject the introduction of compulsory quotas. […] I
am convinced […] that introducing compulsory resettlement quotas
without the consent of the people is nothing less than an abuse of
power.”
“[…] Mass migration is like a slow and steady current of water
which washes away the shore. It appears in the guise of
humanitarian action, but its true nature is the occupation of
territory.”
“So the people need security, and they expect their elected leaders to
guarantee safety and security in their lives. But accepting a flood of
migrants makes a safe and secure life impossible. Hungary is firmly
standing its ground on this because we – and because I personally –
proclaim the principle that the security of the people comes first.”
“Terrorist acts have increased, and a kind of semi-war is on-going
throughout the continent due to the uncontrolled flow of thousands
from areas where Europe and the Western world are labelled as the
enemy.” (Canveren & Durakcay, 2017, p. 865).
“The migration crisis has the potential to destroy the citizenry’s
lives.” (Canveren & Durakcay, 2017, p. 865).
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16
September

Viktor Orbán

Prime
Minister

3 October

Viktor Orbán

Prime
Minister

30
October

Viktor Orbán

Prime
Minister

13
November

Viktor Orbán

Prime
Minister

“Uncontrolled immigration has brought an unmanageable terror and
public security situation into Europe.” (Canveren & Durakcay,
2017, p. 865).
“It is the obligation of the Hungarian government to take all
precautions to restore law and order and to protect its citizens
against the hundreds of thousands of illegal immigrants, who
illegally, aggressively and intimidatingly have trampled across
Hungary.” (Canveren & Durakcay, 2017, p. 864).
‘The flow of migrants is associated with the dangers posing to the
continent’s cultural identity, where currently, the number of
communities from foreign cultures are increasing.” (Canveren &
Durakcay, 2017, p. 865).
“Hungary is party to the Schengen Agreement, and we are securing
a section of Europe’s common external borders. Illegally crossing a
state border is a crime, which must be punished. The rules must be
observed, or else the security of the citizens will be lost.” (Canveren
& Durakcay, 2017, p. 864).
SOURCE: Author’s own Compilation of Resources.

As shown in chapter 8, both of the proposed by Hungary (among other EU
member states and EU Institutions) measures were materialized. Three billion
Euros were offered to Turkey to reduce the numbers of immigrants crossing the
Greek-Turkish borders. What is more, the European Border Coast Guard began its
operations in record time for the European Union’s decision-making procedures
standards.
Orbán did not suggest emergency action only for the EU level. He proposed
some emergency and extraordinary measures to be also adopted at the Hungarian
domestic level. Such measures included the erection of barbed-wire fences across
the Hungarian borders and the criminalization of irregular border-crossing by any
migrants.
The Emergency Action
Among the measures that Orbán recommended and materialized, those that
seem more likely to qualify as ‘extraordinary’ are the gradual ‘sealing’ of the
Hungarian borders with barbed-wire fences and the amendments of the Hungarian
legislation to punish the irregular border-crossing of the country by a custodial
sentence.
The barbed-wire fences constructed by the Hungarian government have
been described as emergency measures and securitizing tools (Szalai & Gobl, 2015,
p. 7). Emergency measures as the outcome of the Hungarian officials’ security
speech acts and securitizing tools as symbolizing the need to be protected by the
invasion of a hostile and alien out-group (Szalai & Gobl, 2015, pp. 7 and 21).
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However, for the purposes of this study, the construction of the barbed-wire fences
is approached as an emergency and extraordinary measure outcome of the
securitizing moves.
The representations of migration as an economic and cultural threat had
begun already from January 2015. In April of the same year, the National
Consultation was introduced. After having depicted the migrants as existential
threats to certain aspects of the Hungarians’ life and after interpreting the results of
the National Consultation as offering authorization to implement strict measures to
deal with the perceived threat, on the 17th of June 2015, the Hungarian government
announced that a $106 million, 175km long and 4 meters high razor-wire fence
would be constructed across the borders with Serbia (Juhasz, 2016, p. 41; Szalai &
Gobl, 2015, p. 16). The fence may qualify as an emergency measure within the
meaning given to it by the securitization theorists in two ways: (1) symbolically, by
erecting a physical obstacle to curb the threatening ‘migration waves’, and, (2)
economically, by redirecting financial resources to funding the construction of the
fence. To begin the construction of the 175km fence, the Hungarian government
did not wait for a long time. It began on July 13, 2015 (Juhasz, 2016, p. 41; Szalai
& Gobl, 2015, p. 16). The first stage of the border fence construction was completed
by September 14, 2015 (MIGZOL, 2016, p. 34; Szalai & Gobl, 2015, p. 16). As
building a border between Hungary and a non-EU country was not enough, the next
day after the completion of the fence at the borders between Hungary and Serbia,
Peter Szijjarto, the Hungarian Minister of Foreign Affairs, announced that his
government planned to build a similar fence along the borders with Romania
(Juhasz, 2016, p. 41). Three days later, Orbán revealed that a 41km long fence
would also be constructed at the Hungarian-Croatian borders (Juhasz, 2016, p. 41).
The total cost of the razor-wired fence-system reached EUR800 million (Toth &
Kilic, 2017). Hungary decided to build the fence even though the number of the
daily arrivals of immigrants was continuously decreasing at that time (Ladic
&Vucko, 2015, p. 26). However, sealing the borders was not the only measures that
Orbán’s FIDESZ took against immigration.
The beginning of September 2015 found the Hungarian Parliament
accepting amendments to the Hungarian Criminal Code. The Asylum Act and the
Criminal Procedure Act were amended as well (Juhasz, 2016, p. 40). With the
amendments on the Criminal Code (Section 352/A), “illegal border crossing”
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became a criminal offence punishable with three years’ imprisonment (MIGSZOL,
2016, p. 35). Damaging the newly constructed border fence to accomplish the
illegal entry, would cost the offenders five years in prison (Section 352/B)
(MIGSZOL, 2016, p. 35). What is more, the amendments of the Asylum Act
(Section 80/G in particular) introduced provisions for the event of a ‘mass migration
crisis’ that would allow the police and the army to intervene in the asylum
procedures (Juhasz, 2016, p. 43).
What makes the abovementioned measures unique is that they appear to be
extraordinary, unusual, emergency, and in some cases, unlawful. The illegality of
the Hungarian legislation’s new provisions lies in the fact that, under international
law, people searching for international protection, should not be penalized for
irregular border-crossing (MIGSZOL, 2016, p. 37). By undermining the availability
of asylum in Hungary, the country went contrary to EU law, the guidelines of the
European Court of Human Rights and the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees (Juhasz, 2016, p. 42). The Hungarian government included in the new
migration regulation another practice contrary to international law 19, the ‘pushbacks’. The new laws authorized the police to automatically ‘push-back’ persons
who potentially could seek asylum and who were apprehended within 8km of either
the Serbian-Hungarian or the Croatian-Hungarian borders (Juhasz & Zgut, 2017, p.
15; Toth & Kilic, 2017).
What follows from the findings above is that Orbán and his government not
only proposed measures to tackle the migration threat but also managed to
implement them by erecting physical obstacles, redirecting significant financial
resources and amending relevant Hungarian legislation. Whether these emergency
measures were endorsed or opposed by the Hungarian political elites’ targeted
audience(s) is assessed in the paragraphs to follow.
The Identity of the Audience
The targeted audience by the Hungarian government officials’ security
speech acts seems to be relatively easy to be identified. A preliminary discourse

19

Push-backs are prohibited under Article 4 of Protocol No 4 of the European Convention on Human
Rights which refers to the “prohibition of collective expulsion of aliens” that takes place when a
particular group of people is forced to leave a country without reasonable and objective examination
of individual cases.
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analysis of Orbán’s statements would be adequate for establishing the identity of
the audience. Based on the National Consultation’s questions of 2015, the
referendum of 2016 and the frequent referrals of Orbán to the Hungarian ‘people’,
one could easily identify the general public as the primary targeted audience of the
Hungarian government’s securitizing moves. Yet, to guarantee that the Hungarian
public was the targeted audience, the findings derived from the textual analysis are
tested against the results of the contextual evaluation and the opinions of the
Hungarian officials.
Textual and Contextual Analysis
Already before the numbers of the arriving refugees reached unprecedented
highs, Orbán highlighted the importance of the “thoughts of the [Hungarian]
people” with regards to immigration and emphasized the need to take into
consideration whether the people associated their personal security with the rise in
immigration or not (Orbán, 8 May 2015). Defending his decision to initiate a
National Consultation, Orbán referred to the ‘fairness’ and ‘correctness’ of
requesting the views of the Hungarian citizens about the illegal border-crossings
(Orbán, 19 May 2015). The National Consultation itself contained questions
addressed to the Hungarian public. Among others, the National Consultation asked
the Hungarians whether they agreed that the mismanagement of immigration by the
EU ‘had something to do with increased terrorism’ (Question No. 3) and if
‘economic migrants jeopardise the jobs of Hungarians’ (Question No. 5) (National
Consultation, 24 April 2015). Thus, Orbán, as the ‘addressor’ of the National
Consultation, asked the public directly to answer whether they agreed with his
security speech acts that presented immigration as a terrorist and as an economic
threat. Other Consultations’ questions asked if the public would support the
introduction of more stringent immigration regulations (Question No. 7) or more
stringent regulations, according to which, migrants illegally crossing the Hungarian
border could be taken into custody (Question No. 8) (National Consultation, 24
April 2015).
The costly construction of the border fences and the amendments of the
Hungarian Criminal and Asylum Code and Act were not included in the
Consultations’ questions. However, the National Consultation asked the public
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directly if it would back some of the extraordinary measures that FIDESZ desired
to implement. The direct audience of these questions was the entirety of the
Hungarian public. After having interpreted the results of the National Consultation
as approving his anticipated stringent immigration rules, Orbán argued that
“democracy means listening to what people want” (Orbán, 3 September 2015) and
reiterated that “[he] cannot think and act in opposition to the wishes of the people”
(Orbán, 4 September 2015). Later on, Orbán seemed to be assured that his actions
reflected the willingness of the Hungarian people and were therefore democratic.
He scolded the “mainstream elite” for “becoming increasingly detached from the
thinking of the voters- who at the end of the day are the source of democracy”
(Orbán, 19 December 2015). In 2016, to justify his decision of conducting a
referendum asking Hungarians whether they agree with the EU’s relocation
scheme, Orbán emphasized that “to date, no one has asked the European people
whether they want, accept or reject the introduction of compulsory quotas” (Orbán,
24 February 2016). In light of the above, it is safe to conclude that the textual
analysis of Orbán’s speeches demonstrates that his primary targeted audience was
the Hungarian public.
These conclusions are also justified contextually. Hungary received 1,781
asylum applications per 100,000 citizens from January to September 2015. It was
the highest number among all the EU states, and it was an unprecedented situation
for Hungary (Juhasz et al., 2015, p. 9). Between 2014 and 2015, it was observed a
516% rise in the total number of registered asylum seekers (Office of Immigration
and Nationality, 2016). From all these thousands of applications, just 2% were
issued refugee or subsidiary protection status in 2014 and only 0,3% in 2015 (Office
of Immigration and Nationality, 2016). Yet, one has to take also into consideration
that most of the potential refugees who submitted the asylum applications in
Hungary did so just for formal reasons. Then, they all moved to the west of Europe,
with Germany being their primary destination (Juhasz et al., 2015, p. 10). This did
not stop Orbán from capitalizing on the issue and from presenting the migrants as
if they were going to remain in Hungary.
Orbán was interviewed at least seven times by the same Kossuth Radio
Programme “180 minutes” between May 2015 and May 2016. In each one of the
interviews, Orbán portraited migration as a threat to the economic and cultural
security of Hungary and Europe, he conflated refugees with any type of migrants
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and blamed them for the perpetrated terrorist attacks across Europe and the rise in
criminality. Such interviews in the said radio programme and other visual mass
media or printed press were meant to be read mainly by the Hungarian public. The
surge in the numbers of incoming migrants combined with the witnessed high
percentages of xenophobia in Hungary (Juhasz et al., 2015, pp. 17-18) constituted
a fertile ground for Orbán to narrate his securitizing moves. Since most of these
narrations were performed in mass media publicly accessible by the Hungarian
public and in the Hungarian language, it seems like Orbán’s primary targeted
audience was the general Hungarian public. This is also confirmed by the official
of the Hungarian government who was interviewed for the purposes of this study.
The Experts’ Opinion
Except for the Hungarian Prime Minister who was very vocal in his
representations of the refugee crisis as a security threat, the Spokesperson of
FIDESZ’s government, Zoltán Kovács, ‘followed’ Orbán in close distance in terms
of securitizing rhetoric. Any attempts to extract an interview from Viktor Orbán
and to discover directly to who precisely he addressed his security speech acts were
not fruitful. But, Zoltán Kovács made himself available for an interview.
Kovács confirmed that indeed, the public was the main target of the
Hungarian government officials’ securitization rhetoric (Z. Kovács, personal
communication, March 8, 2019). “So far, Hungary has been the only country in the
EU in which people have been able to declare their opinion on migration: in a
referendum, a parliamentary election and a national consultation” (Z. Kovács,
personal communication, March 8, 2019). But not just the Hungarian public. The
European and international public opinion were targeted as well (Z. Kovács,
personal communication, March 8, 2019).
It seems therefore that one of the most official voices of the Hungarian
government, Zoltán Kovács, endorses the findings of the textual and contextual
analysis about the identity of the primary audience of the security speech acts. The
secondary audiences seem to be the European and the international public.
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Hungarian Public Opinion and Immigration
The political elites did not always target the Hungarian public opinion with
messages portraying the immigrants as threats and were not always sceptical
towards immigration. The opinion of the Hungarian public about immigration is
clearly depicted in the Eurobarometer surveys which began to include Hungary to
their examined samples after Hungary joined the EU in May 2004.
From 2004 and since 2014, one to three percent of the Hungarian people
thought migration as the most important issue faced by their country (Standard
Eurobarometer 63, July 2015; Standard Eurobarometer 64, December 2005;
Standard Eurobarometer 66, September 2006; Standard Eurobarometer 68,
September 2007; Standard Eurobarometer 70, October 2008; Standard
Eurobarometer 72, October 2009; Standard Eurobarometer 74, November 2010;
Standard Eurobarometer 76, November 2011; Standard Eurobarometer 78,
November 2012; Standard Eurobarometer 80, November 2013; Standard
Eurobarometer 82, November 2014). After 2010 and till 2013 five to ten
Hungarians out of hundred considered migration as the most important issue faced
by the EU (Standard Eurobarometer 74, November 2010; Standard Eurobarometer
76, November 2011; Standard Eurobarometer 78, November 2012; Standard
Eurobarometer 80, November 2013). In 2014, the number of Hungarians who
regarded migration as the most important issue faced by the EU was doubled
compared to 2013 (18%) (Standard Eurobarometer 82, November 2014). During
the same time, 39% of the Hungarian public opinion developed fairly negative
feelings for immigrants from outside of the EU (Standard Eurobarometer 82,
November 2014). Twenty-eight per cent of Hungarians testified that they had very
negative feelings for third-country nationals/immigrants (Standard Eurobarometer
82, November 2014). In security-specific questions, in 2011, just 12% of
Hungarians considered irregular immigration as the most important security
challenge for the EU citizens (Special Eurobarometer 371, June 2011).
The attitude of the Hungarian public towards immigration shifted
remarkably after 2015. According to the Eurobarometer surveys, immigration was
perceived as the most important issue faced by 21% of the Hungarian public in
spring of 2015 (Standard Eurobarometer 83) and by 34% in November of the same
year (Standard Eurobarometer 84). Similarly, when the survey question focused on
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the EU and the most important issue faced by her, the Hungarians by 20% in spring
2015 (Standard Eurobarometer 83) and by 68% in November of the same year
(Standard Eurobarometer 84) believed that immigration was the answer. In spring
2015, seven out of ten Hungarians and more than 8 out of 10 in November 2015
felt negative about immigrants from outside the EU (Standard Eurobarometer 83;
Standard Eurobarometer 84). More than 9 out of 10 (93%) of them were in favour
of additional measures for fighting illegal migration of non-EU immigrants
(Standard Eurobarometer 83; Standard Eurobarometer 84). In March of the same
year, 20% of the Hungarian public considered immigration as the most important
security challenge (Special Eurobarometer 432, March 2015). A survey conducted
by Tent Tracker in 2015 revealed that 61% of the Hungarians thought that the more
refugees their country accepted, the greater the risk to their security (Tent Tracker,
2015).
In 2016, the concerns and negativity of the Hungarians towards immigration
remained at high levels. Twenty-eight per cent in spring 2016 and 30% in the
following November regarded immigration the most important issue for Hungary
(Standard Eurobarometer 85; Standard Eurobarometer 86). Almost the same
proportion of them (65% and 67%) saw immigrants as the most important issue for
Europe (Standard Eurobarometer 85; Standard Eurobarometer 86). Other surveys
support the findings of Eurobarometer. A Tent Tracker survey that was conducted
during the same time revealed that between 2015 and 2016, 84% of Hungarians
were concerned about the refugee crisis (Tent Tracker, 2015/2016) and that 69% of
them did not agree with more refugees being accepted in Hungary as such a
development would pose a great risk to their security (Tent Tracker, 2016). The
negative feelings towards third-country nationals-immigrants remained in high
levels (81% and 83%) (Standard Eurobarometer 85; Standard Eurobarometer 86).
Almost the entire population of Hungary (94% and 95%) was accord with
additional measures to be taken for fighting illegal immigration from non-EU
citizens (Standard Eurobarometer 85; Standard Eurobarometer 86). The tendency
of the Hungarian people to support additional and perhaps stricter measures to deal
with migration does not come as a surprise considering that 82% of them declared
that they considered refugees a threat to their economic wellbeing (Pew Research
Center, 30 September 2016). Similar percentages (76%) viewed the refugees as
instigators of domestic terrorism increase. The refugees from Syria, in particular,
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were perceived as a major threat (69%) (Pew Research Center, 16 September 2016).
The ‘waves’ of refugees were also blamed for the rise in criminality by almost one
out of two Hungarians (43%) (Pew Research Center, 11 July 2016).
In 2017, and despite the refugee’s ‘flows’ having been drastically reduced
after the EU-Turkey Statement in March 2016, the Hungarian public remained
hostile towards immigration. Close to 28% of Hungarians were convinced that
immigration was the most important issue faced by their country, while 60%
thought the issue of immigration to be the most important for the EU (Standard
Eurobarometer 87, Spring 2017; Standard Eurobarometer 88, November 2017). A
Tent Tracker survey discovered that 72% and 76% of Hungarians were concerned
about immigration and the refugee crisis, respectively (Tent Tracker, 2016/2017).
Almost 8 out of 10 (77% and 78%) antipathized immigrants from outside the EU
and more than 9 out of 10 (91%) favoured additional measures to deal with the
illegal immigration issue (Standard Eurobarometer 87, Spring 2017; Standard
Eurobarometer 88, November 2017).
In August of the same year, 66% of the Hungarian population admitted that
they regarded the large numbers of refugees as a threat to their country (Pew
Research Center, 1 August 2017). Seventy-five per cent of them were assured that
refugees were a burden for the economies of the countries that accept them (Tent
Tracker, 2016/2017). Seventy-four per cent were concerned that refugees would
increase the risk of terrorism in their country (Tent Tracker, 2016/2017). The cost
of hosting refugees bothered around 55% of Hungarians (Tent Tracker, 2016/2017).
Concerns about the disruption to the Hungarian culture and community were
expressed by 52% of Hungarians while 83% was assured that the refugees would
not accept the Hungarian laws and customs (Tent Tracker, 2016/2017). The
numbers of the refugees also bothered the Hungarians. Sixty-six per cent of them
stated that the more refugees Hungary would accept, the greater the risk to the
Hungarians’ security (Tent Tracker, 2016/2017).
The findings of the surveys and opinion polls from 2004 to 2018, as
summarized in Chart 11 demonstrate an apathy of the Hungarian public towards
the issue of immigration and immigrants/refugees till the end of 2013.
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Chart 11: Hungarian Public Opinion about Immigration.
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Afterwards and following the rise in the numbers of refugees entering the
EU and the intensification of the Hungarian Prime Minister’s messages about the
dangers carried with the refugee crisis, the feelings of the Hungarian public towards
immigrants from outside the EU and the refugees deteriorated dramatically.
Supermajorities of that public regarded the refugees as threats to their personal,
economic and cultural security and as sources of terrorism and criminality. Most of
the Hungarian population agreed with additional and possibly extraordinary
measures to be taken to deal with this perceived threat.
Thus, the securitizing rhetoric of Orbán found ‘fertile soil’. Yet, it was not
only in the surveys, that have an informal character and a little impact on their
everyday lives, that Hungarians expressed their antipathy towards immigration and
their support for more stringent measures.
They also demonstrated their feelings towards immigration and refugees by
electing in the latest elections the political parties that revolved their pre-election
agenda around the immigration issue and presented it as a threat.
Elections
The last elections that took place in Hungary before the peak of the refugee
crisis were in April 2014 for the National Assembly. At those elections, the two
mainstream Hungarian political parties that advocated xenophobia and proposed
extraordinary measures to deal with the inexistent threat managed to persuade the
majority of the Hungarian citizens and to gather their votes. The right-wing
FIDESZ (Alliance of Young Democrats) and the extreme-right Jobbik (Movement
for a Better Hungary) attracted together 65,08% of the popular votes (OSCE, 6
April 2014). Orbán’s FIDESZ, with 44,54% of the votes managed to occupy 133
of the 199 seats of the Hungarian National Assembly. Jobbik seized another 23 of
the seats.
Almost two-thirds of the Hungarian public voted in favour of political
parties that openly supported hyper-restrictive immigration policies. What is
interesting is that at the time of the elections for the National Assembly, the refugee
crisis had not reached its peak and the refugee ‘waves’ had not made their way
through Hungary. Orbán had not begun to intensify his securitizing rhetoric and to
depict immigration as an existential threat. If the Hungarian public in 2014
honoured with its votes the anti-immigrant political parties it is very likely that if
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any elections were procured between 2015 and 2018, when the crisis was at its
peak, FIDESZ and Jobbik would gather even more votes than in 2014. What is also
interesting is that with Hungarian political parties hostile towards immigration
holding 156 of the 199 seats of the Hungarian National Assembly, Orbán would
find very easy to ‘pass’ restrictive and extraordinary measures against the
immigrants and immigration from the Hungarian legislative body. The weak
opposition that met his proposals to equip the borders of Hungary with fences and
to amend existing laws at the expense of the immigrants and refugees confirm these
thoughts.
The Impact of the Public Opinion
When a government organizes referendums and national consultations on
some issues, it attempts to acquire not only the moral approval of the public but
also its formal endorsement. Indeed, surveys and opinion polls are indicators of the
public’s ‘feelings’ towards a topic of concern. But, formal national consultations,
referendums, and above all, intervening parliamentary elections should be
considered as much stronger markers of a public’s attitudes. While the answer in a
survey or opinion poll has no impact on one respondent’s everyday life, what one
votes in the parliamentary elections, referendums or national consultations could
drastically affect one’s future.
The anti-quota referendum organized by FIDESZ on October 2, 2016, did
not manage to gather more than 40% turnout required by the Hungarian laws for
the referendum’s result to have any effect (Juhász, 2017, p. 16). Despite the
emphasis put by the government on the National Consultation campaign on ‘Illegal
immigration and terrorism’ that was conducted between April and July 2015 just
13% of the consultation questionnaires were returned (Bocksor, 2018, p. 564).
Almost nine out of ten of the respondents supported the anti-immigration rhetoric
of the consultation (Bocksor, 2018, p. 564). Despite the very low number of
returned documents, the high percentages of acceptance for the anti-immigration
measures were considered as a carte blanche for the Hungarian government to
adopt restrictive measures to deal with the crisis. In both cases, the results were
presented by the Hungarian officials as proofs that the public shared the same views
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about the immigrants (economic migrants, irregular migrants, asylum seekers and
refugees were presented as illegal immigrants) with the government officials.
The parliamentary elections that took place in April 2018 were also
considered as a “de facto referendum on [the FIDESZ] immigration policy” (Z.
Kovács, personal communication, March 8, 2019). According to the government’s
spokesperson, “the results [of the parliamentary elections] gave the ruling coalition
its third, consecutive two-thirds majority amid the highest voter’s turnout since
2002” (Z.Kovács, personal communication, March 8, 2019). Mr Kovács was,
moreover persuaded that “our tough stance on immigration reflects the will of our
citizens” (personal communication, March 8, 2019).
The fact that the Hungarian government requested the opinion of the
Hungarian people about the immigration issue officially highlights the importance
of public opinion. Mr Kovács confirmed these thoughts and added that “no policy
could function in the long run against the will of the people in any well-functioning
democracy” (personal communication, March 8, 2019).
The above findings support the conclusion that public opinion played an
important role in the formation of immigration policies in Hungary under the
FIDESZ coalition government. Yet, it seems like the government evaluates only
the opinion of the people as ‘extracted’ by governmental initiatives such as
referendums and national consultations, or elections. Taking into account the
reluctance of Mr Kovács to answer if surveys and opinion polls are also evaluated,
it may be added that for FIDESZ, such forms of public opinion measurement are
not as important as the results of elections, referendums and consultations.
The Role of the Mass Media
The central role of the mass media in the process of issue-framing is wellestablished (Meszaros, 2016; Szalai & Gobl, 2015). The extent to which the mass
media follow an unbiased approach towards a particular topic or adopt the position
of a political party, influences the opinion of the general public, about the topic at
hand. By constructing the ‘us’ and ‘them’, by explaining what the conflict is about
and how can it be resolved, the mass media also play an instrumental role in
securitization (Szalai & Gobl, 2015).
As it will be shown in the following paragraphs, the academic literature
provides objective facts demonstrating the inclination of the Hungarian mass media
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towards the governmental agenda. The governmental officials themselves
supported a different scenario. The government spokesperson, Zoltán Kovács
argued that the majority of the media in Hungary is left-leaning and antigovernmental (personal communication, March 8, 2019). He claimed that “the most
popular television channel, the weekly with the largest circulation, the most popular
internet platform and […] the most widely-read national political daily are all
critical of the Government, left-wing and left-leaning” (Z. Kovács, personal
communication, March 8, 2019). He estimated that there are more media against
the government than with the government (Z. Kovács, personal communication,
March 8, 2019). Moreover, he characterized ludicrous the accusation that the
Hungarian mass media is being used as a propaganda tool to sway the population’s
opinion (Z. Kovács, personal communication, March 8, 2019). But he also added
that the difference in reporting compared to the West media could stem from the
fact that the reporting of crimes propagated by migrants is not suppressed, and
therefore the Hungarians are given a more factual account of the effects mass
“illegal” immigration could have on the country as a whole (Z. Kovács, personal
communication, March 8, 2019).
The findings of the literature on the coverage of the refugee crisis by the
Hungarian mass media contradict the opinion of Zlotán Kovács. Already from
2011, a Hungarian Helsinki Committee survey found that the Hungarian media
painted migrants in a ‘negative light’ (Juhasz et al., 2015, p. 23). Most of the times,
the mass media mentioned foreigners in their crime section and depicted migrants
and refugees as criminals and as threats to the national security (Juhasz et al., 2015,
p. 23). What is more, academic research concluded that the coverage of the crisis
followed precisely the governmental positions (Bognar et al., 2018; Juhasz et al.,
2015, p. 25). The public broadcast media “scapegoated” refugees and represented
them as “obnoxious, scary people who were harming Hungary” (Juhasz et al., 2015,
p. 25). The news programme broadcasted in peak time by the public M1 channel
supported the stance of the Hungarian government at 95% of the time (Juhasz &
Zgut, 2017, p. 16). This did not come as a surprise, considering that over the past
eight years the government has managed to exercise control over the media by
employing a variety of ways: the government passed, between 2010 and 2012, a set
of media laws having the potential to limit the freedom of the press; the public
service media turned into the ‘voice’ of the government; the media-ownership
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landscape ended up being held by government allies; the placing of stateadvertising discriminated in favour of pro-government media (Bognar et al., 2018).
The Hungarian mass media also seemed to be much more interested in the opinion
of the members of the Hungarian government, FIDESZ and Jobbik at the expense
of the Hungarian opposition which was rarely invited to express her views (Bognar
et al., 2018). As a result of this pro-government stance of the Hungarian mass
media, the refugee crisis issue remained central in terms of coverage even after midOctober 2015 when the refugees had moved beyond Hungary (Bognar et al., 2018).
Among the frames utilized by the Hungarian mass media to present the
crisis to the public, the threat, terrorism and security frames were central. Such
frames surged in the aftermath of terrorist attacks across Europe (Bognar et al.,
2018). The Hungarian mass inclined to ‘unprofessionally’ conflate different legal
terms, such as migrant, refugee, immigrant, illegal immigrant and economic
immigrant (Simonovits et al., 2016, p. 121). The national media, M1 and MTI, kept
on following the governmental agenda of healthcare framing (that was mostly
associated with the risk of epidemics scenario) and of the threat scenario
(Simonovits et al., 2016, p. 129).
In light of the above observations and data, it is safe to conclude that the
majority of the mainstream media in Hungary followed the FIDESZ’s agenda
closely and framed the refugee crisis as an existential threat to Hungary and the
Hungarian people. By doing so, the Hungarian mass media facilitated the refugee
crisis’ securitization. They were not securitizing actors themselves because the
securitizing frame that they represented was not their frame but imposed by the
Hungarian government. Thus, in the top-down securitization of the crisis that took
place in Hungary after 2015, the mass media seem to be situated right under the
government, the main securitizing actor, and far above the public who was the target
of both the governmental security speech acts and the mass media’s coverage.
Preliminary Conclusions
The findings of this Chapter support the conclusion that the case of Hungary
is an apparent case of securitization of migration. When this case study is observed
from the spectrum of the Comprehensive Securitization Empirical Framework, then
all the three elements of a CSSS’s Successful Securitization are present. The
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Hungarian officials, and most of all, the Head of State of Hungary Viktor Orbán,
presented the refugees as threats to the Hungarian and the European economic,
societal, and personal security (SSA+). The target of the security speech acts was
the Hungarian public of which the opinion was formally asked in a national
consultation and a referendum and which in surveys and opinion polls but also in
the elections of 2014 and 2018 reaffirmed its support to the FIDESZ coalition
government and to the severe anti-immigration measures (AA+). The extreme
measures were also stricter than in any other country of the EU. No other country
sealed all its external borders with barbed-wire fences and adopted such severe antiimmigration legislation (EM+).
Having existent the security speech acts (SSA+), the emergency measures
(EM+) that were implemented after the formal consent of the public, and the
acceptance of the primary audience, the Hungarian public (AA+), it seems like in
the case of Hungary we deal with a case of a Copenhagen School of Securities
Studies’ Successful Securitization. If Buzan, Wæver and De Wilde would draft
nowadays their book Security: A New Framework for Analysis, they would
probably use Hungary as a case study of the successful securitization they
envisaged.

Chapter Hungary: Conclusions
In light of the above analysis, it is safe to conclude that the securitization in
Hungary not only fulfilled all the requirements needed to prove that a securitization
of a particular issue took place, but also, it followed the sequence conceived by the
theorists of the Copenhagen School: (1) the securitizing actor requested the opinion
of its targeted audience about the imminence of the perceived threat officially; (2)
the securitizing actor interpreted the response of the audience as positive to its
securitization claims; (3) the securitizing actor enforced emergency action.
Primary Audience: the Hungarian Public
With regards to the primary audience, the findings of the Triangulation
Method of Audience Identification indicate that the primary audience of the
security speech acts was the Hungarian public. Not only most of Orbán’s
securitization rhetoric was addressed to his country’s public, but also the
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government conducted a national consultation and a referendum to extract the
opinion of the domestic constituencies about the immigration issue.
Table 21: Primary and Secondary Audiences, Hungary.
Securitizing Actor’s
Representative
Zoltán Kovács

Position

Primary
Audience

Secondary
Audience(s)

European people
Spokesperson of
Hungarian Public
International public
the Government
SOURCE: Author’s Compilation of Interviewee’s Responses.

The spokesperson of the government confirmed the accuracy of the textual
and contextual analysis and added that apart from the Hungarian people, the
European and international people constituted also targets of his government’s
rhetoric (Z. Kovács, personal communication, March 8, 2019). The findings
confirm the main hypothesis regarding the identity of the audience: that the primary
audience of the securitizing actors was the general public.
The Impact of the Public Opinion
A preliminary observation of the Hungarian Prime Minister’s interviews
and the interview of the government’s spokesperson would lead a researcher to
conclude that Hungary values a lot the opinion of the Hungarian people and that it
requests its opinion where important decisions are to be made. A closer look into
the actual interpretation of the consultations and referendums results though reveals
that on the one hand the questions posed through the national consultation of 2015
were highly manipulative and on the other hand that in the case of the referendum
and of the national consultation the low voting turnout and the limited number of
responses were interpreted by the government as giving it the right to utilize any
means necessary to tackle the presented and perceived threat. It is very likely that
the Hungarian government would go ahead with the erection of the inhumane razorfences at the borders and would amend the Hungarian immigration laws regardless
of the consultation/referendum results. Especially with regards to the legislation
amendments, having a two-third majority in the national assembly empowers
Orbán’s coalition government to amend constitutional provisions every once in a
while, without facing any great parliamentary opposition. Amending the secondary
legislation would be much easier even without the consent of the public.
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Table 22: The Hungarian Public Opinion’s Value.

Securitizing
Actor
Zoltán Kovács

Position

Measured Public’s
Feelings before Threat’s
Designation?

Spokesperson of
the Government

No

Measured
Public’s
Feelings
after
Threat’s
Designation?

Yes

Method of
Public’s Feelings
Evaluation

National
Consultation
Referendum

Politiciandriven vs.
Public-driven
Securitization

Proportion of
the Public as
securitization’s
‘card blanch’

Bottom-Up

-

Parliamentary
Elections

SOURCE: Author’s Compilation of Interviewee’s Responses.

In terms of public opinion evaluation, it seems like the Hungarian officials
did not esteem surveys and opinion polls as high as the national consultation and
the referendum results. The results of the surveys and the opinion polls were not
taken into account before the designation of the existential threat. Just the national
consultation and the referendums were taken more seriously into account after the
depiction of immigration as a threat to Hungary. If Zlotán Kovács’ words were the
only pointers of whether in Hungary we observe a top-down or a bottom-up
securitization, we would conclude that we deal with the second one.
Kovács revealed that “our tough stance on immigration reflects the will of
our citizens” (personal communication, March 8, 2019). It looks like the
securitization of immigration in Hungary was the result of the negative feelings of
the Hungarians towards the immigrants. But a more careful observation of the
contextual circumstances reveals that it is more likely that both the government and
the Hungarian public ‘agreed’ on the securitization of immigration but on a topdown process of securitization where the actors requested the primary audience’s
opinion officially and took action after that.
The Role of the Mass Media
The role of the mass media also seems to be important in the case of
Hungary. Both the views of the spokesperson and the scholars dealing with the
matter converged on that the role of the mass media was crucial indeed. Yet, the
first one considered the majority of the mass media to be an adversary of the
governmental positions. The researchers, on the other hand, saw a very close
relationship between the government and the Hungarian mass media. In any event,
the Hungarian mass media were able to guide the opinion of the masses towards the
direction desired by the government.
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Table 23: The Role of the Mass Media.

Securitizing
Actor
Zoltán Kovács

Position

Objective
Message
Mediators

Profit-driven
Representation

Guided by
Political
Affiliation

Spokesperson
of the
Yes
Yes
Government
SOURCE: Author’s Compilation of Interviewee’s Responses.

Thus, in the top-down securitization that we observe in the case of Hungary,
the mass media’s position is between the securitizers and the masses. They take the
message from the political elites; they filter it, and they transmit it to the public. As
indicated in Figure 4, the position of the mass media is much closer to the
securitizing actors than to the general public.
Figure 4: The Securitization ‘Path’, Hungary.
Securitizing Actors
Mass Media

General Public
Source: Author’s own Conceptualization.
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Chapter 7: GERMANY
Introduction
Several countries viewed the influx of hundreds of thousands of immigrants
and refugees into the European continent sympathetically, but Germany was the
‘frontrunner’ of the immigration-friendly countries. Germany disregarded the wellestablished Dublin regime, invited and provided shelter to more than a million
refugees. Instead of raising obstacles to hinder the refugees’ passage, the German
authorities let the country’s borders wide open. When they arrived at the German
cities, the refugees experienced an unprecedented hospitability expressed by the
German state and the German people.
At first glance, the three main elements of a successful securitization seem
to be missing in Germany. The political elites framed the refugees as a ‘blessing’
rather than a threat. They advocated and executed the opening of the borders instead
of their closure. The German public, the usual primary audience of the security
speech acts, was mainly friendly to the arriving refugees. However, despite the
apparent German positive predisposition towards the refugees, some of the political
elites, and certain segments of the German public appeared to be hostile. Moreover,
the German authorities adopted several immigration-restrictive measures during
and after the peak of the refugee crisis.
In the following parts of this chapter, I determine the form of securitization,
if any, that took place in Germany between 2015 and 2018. To do so, I first establish
the background of the relationship between Germany and migration. Then, I
critically assess the statements of the German officials with regards to the refugees’
influx. The presentation of the measures (humanitarian and restrictive) that
Germany adopted from 2015 to 2018, follows. Once the security speech acts and
the emergency actions are located, I continue with the identification of the primary
targeted audience(s). Next, I reveal the response of the targeted audience(s) and the
impact of that response to the whole securitization process. Based on objective
criteria, I assess the position of the German mass media in the process of the
securitization before concluding this chapter.
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Background
Germany did not always open her borders to immigrants and refugees as
she did in the summer of 2015. Despite the high number of foreigners residing
within her borders, Germany has always maintained that it is not a state of
immigration (Hamman & Karakayali, 2017, p. 72; Simon & Lynch, 1999, p. 457;
Sökefeld, 2017, p. 73). Germany’s citizenship legal framework influenced such
developments. From 1913 to 1998, citizenship was acquired on a jus sanguinis basis
(Abraham, 2016, p. 9). Until 1998, children born in Germany took the nationality
of their parents (Abraham, 2016, p. 9). Only after 1998, naturalization became
possible based on other than the ‘blood of the parents’ criterion (Abraham, 2016, p.
9).
Working in Germany was also complicated for immigrants. In the 1970s,
two types of work-permits could be issued: (1) specific, for jobs in a specific firm
that no German could fill; and (2) nonspecific, for those residing in Germany for
more than eight years and having worked with no interruption for more than five
years (Simon & Lynch, 1999, p. 457). By 1999, only foreigners married to German
citizens, EU citizens, and political refugees were entitled to nonspecific work
permits (Simon & Lynch, 1999, p. 457). The usual practice of the German
authorities was to admit foreigners till the labour market needs were fulfilled and
to expel or exclude the surplus workers once those needs were met (Simon &
Lynch, 1999, p. 457; Sökefeld, 2017, p. 73). It looked like only highly qualified
individuals, with income higher than the average, and political refugees were able
to successfully immigrate (Hamman & Karakayali, 2017, p. 73).
With regards to the political refugees, it has to be noted that during the Cold
War, Germany always ‘welcomed’ refugees from the socialist countries (Sökefeld,
2017, p. 74). In 1992 Germany received more than 400,000 asylum applications
amid the wars in former Yugoslavia (Collyer & King, 2016, p. 4). But, following
the passing of the 1993 Act, only 4% of the asylum seekers were accepted as
political refugees (Simon & Lynch, 1999, p. 457). This is a very low acceptance
rate, considering the enormous number of asylum applications. The very high
numbers of asylum applications in 1993 declined gradually till 2013. Then, they
began to rise again and to hit a record-high in 2015 (Federal Office for Migration
and Refugees, 2016).
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Despite the significant numbers of foreigners present in Germany lately,
Germany gradually liberalized her refugee policy (Engler, 2016, p. 4). The
moderate number of asylum applications before 2015, the positive economic
development and the awareness of the accelerating demographic ageing made the
liberalization possible (Engler, 2016, p. 4; Hamman & Karakayali, 2017, p. 73). In
2014, Germany ‘humanitarized’ her refugee policy by shortening the ban on
employment for asylum seekers from nine to three months and by organizing
admission schemes through which refugees could enter the country safely and
lawfully (Engler, 2016, p. 4).
With regards to the German public opinion and immigration, surveys and
opinion polls of the past, indicate some immiscepticism. In the 1970s and 1980s,
one-third of the public perceived the foreign workers as a problem (Simon & Lynch,
1999, p. 463). After the German reunification, the issue of xenoscepticism20 became
apparent in German society. In September 1992, ninety per cent of the German
public believed that immigration was the most pressing problem (Simon & Lynch,
1999, p. 463). Even though Germans did not experience immigrants around their
residencies, 90% believed that there were “too many” or “a lot” of foreigners in the
country (Simon & Lynch, 1999, p. 463). In 1992, the German public met the
unprecedented rise in asylum applications with conflicting responses (Sökefeld,
2017, p. 74). Some segments of the German population conveyed strong antiimmigration feelings. Others resorted to deadly racist violence against the asylum
seekers. Some others, though, expressed strong feelings of solidarity (Sökefeld,
2017, p. 74).
After 2010, and following the eruption of the Arab Spring, Germany
demonstrated her solidarity towards the refugees from Syria openly. The Syrian
crisis resulted in the displacement of millions of Syrians even before the major
influx of 2015. In 2013, Germany was one of the countries which admitted Syrian
refugees (Engler, 2016, p. 4; Ostrand, 2015, p. 267). The combined efforts of both
the German national government and the fifteen German states resulted in the
admission of around 30,000 Syrian refugees (Ostrand, 2015, p. 267).
The evidence above suggests a ‘cherry-picking’ attitude of the German
authorities through the years. The German legal framework was framed in a way as
The word ‘xenoscepticism’ describes an apparent scepticism towards the foreigners, as opposed
to ‘xenophobia’ which is a more appropriate word for describing ‘fear’ towards foreigners.
20
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to permit entry and residency only to those who could be ‘useful’ for filling up the
‘gaps’ in the German labour market and to those asylum seekers who seemed to
‘deserve’ the refugee status, and the benefits attached to it, more than others. Till
the summer of 2015, the German officials reiterated that the refugee capacity of
Germany was limited. The situation and the attitude of the German state changed
right at that summer.

Germany’s Response to Immigration, 2015-2018
Germany is the country of which the most official voices emphasized the
need to respect the humanitarian needs of the asylum seekers and informed them
that they would be accepted gladly in the country. As a result, Germany was the
country that in comparison with all the member states of the European Union,
accepted and accommodated the highest number of immigrants/refugees/asylum
seekers during the refugee crisis. In contrast to its immigration-friendly rhetoric,
the German state adopted some immigration-restrictive amendments to the German
migration/naturalization legal framework. The response of the public, the primary
audience of the humanitarian rhetoric (Interviewee C, personal communication,
June 18, 2019), seemed to fluctuate, throughout the temporal context under
consideration, from extremely ‘immiphile’ to moderately ‘immisceptic’. The stance
of the mass media fluctuated, too (Interviewee C, personal communication, June
18, 2019; V. Reitig, personal communication, June 4, 2019). In the following pages,
I assess all the elements of Germany’s reaction to the ‘migratory’ challenge in
detail.
The Immigration Rhetoric
The German state’s immigration-related rhetoric resembles a lot with that
of the European Union and SYRIZA in Greece. It is not precisely identical, though.
In January 2015, months before the coasts of the Greek islands witnessed the daily
arrivals of thousands of immigrants, some of the most official figures of the German
government announced bluntly that “Germany needs immigrants” (The Federal
Chancellor, 6 January 2015). A few months later, and while hundreds of immigrants
drowned in the Aegean Sea, Angela Merkel, the Chancellor urged for more efforts
to step up in order to “prevent more loss of life” (The Federal Chancellor, 21 April
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2015). The humanitarian and the ‘win-win’ German perspective of the crisis
became apparent.
However, for a country to deal with such an enormous surge of refugees’
arrivals, the support of the ‘sub-states’, the municipalities and the general public
was necessary. The Federal Minister for Economic Affairs, Sigmar Gabriel,
attempted to guarantee the support of the German states. He acknowledged that
“Germany face(d) an enormous challenge”, but he also claimed with certainty that
“we will master it” (The Federal Chancellor, 8 May 2015). To ‘master it’ though,
the federal, state and municipal governments should accept that the challenge was
one of “shared responsibility” (The Federal Chancellor, 8 May 2015). In another
context, that of the European Council Summit, Angela Merkel argued about “one
of the greatest challenges the EU has seen” and made her first remarks on the need
for solidarity (The Federal Chancellor, 26 June 2015). Merkel warned the other
member states of the EU about the dangers posed to the Schengen Agreement if no
solution was to be found about how to share the burden of the refugees (The Federal
Chancellor, 19 July 2015). She also invited the German federal, state and local
government authorities to cooperate very closely to accommodate the refugees (The
Federal Chancellor, 19 July 2015). In August 2015, she admitted that “the growing
number of asylum seekers and refugees pose(d) a formidable challenge to
Germany” (The Federal Chancellor, 16 August 2015). To counter this ‘challenge’,
Merkel invited the German Federation, the Länder and the local authorities to work
together. At the European Union level, she called for “common European action”
(The Federal Chancellor, 16 August 2015). A few days later, Thomas de Maizière,
the Minister of Interior, admitted that the rising numbers of asylum seekers were a
challenge for Germany and claimed that Europe “has to prove itself as a community
of solidarity” as “Germany cannot, on a permanent basis, take on 40% of all
refugees who arrive in Europe” (The Federal Chancellor, 19 August 2015). At the
aftermath of the tragedy in the Austrian highway where dozens of refugees were
found dead at the back of an abandoned lorry, Merkel reminded to the rest of the
members of the EU about the need to tackle the issue of migration swiftly in line
with the European spirit and solidarity (The Federal Chancellor, 27 August 2015).
With regards to the assaults against the refugees that were reported in
Germany, De Maizière warned that “hate, insults and attacks on asylum seekers and
refugee shelters” would be met “with the utmost severity” (The Federal Chancellor,
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19 August 2015). Angela Merkel added that there would be “zero tolerance” for
those who call into question the dignity of others (The Federal Chancellor, 26
August 2015).
At the end of August 2015, Merkel uttered the famous Wir schaffen das!
(We can do it!), when she referred to the possibility that Germany would
accommodate a great number of asylum seekers (The Federal Chancellor, 31
August 2015). The statement was enough for motivating hundreds of thousands of
asylum seekers to make their way to Germany. In every chance, though, Merkel
reminded that the refugee issue constituted a challenge for the nation as a whole
and that the European states should share responsibility (The Federal Chancellor,
31 August 2015). The statements of Merkel frequently contained sentences,
including the words ‘common European solidarity’, ‘shared responsibility’ and
‘common values’ (The Federal Chancellor, 7 September 2015).
After admitting that the refugee issue was an “enormous challenge” with
“humanitarian, administrative and financial” repercussions, Merkel underlined the
urgency of the situation and made known that her government planned to raise its
spending to around EUR6 billion, to take necessary legislative measures and to
create 3,000 additional jobs in the Federal police for dealing with the refugee
challenge (The Federal Chancellor, 24 September 2015; The Federal Chancellor, 7
September 2015). Merkel stated that the only way to cope with the ‘global
challenge’ would be to tackle the push-factors of immigration, protect the external
EU borders, ensure decent conditions in refugee camps, speed up asylum
proceedings and return the people who have no prospects of obtaining residency
rights (The Federal Chancellor, 24 September 2015). Amid the peak of the asylum
seekers’ arrivals at the Aegean Sea, Merkel began to talk about a ‘refugee crisis’
rather than a ‘refugee challenge’ (The Federal Chancellor, 7 October 2015).
Addressing the European Parliament, the German Chancellor stressed that the crisis
had to be approached from a humanitarian perspective and to be tackled by the
European Union as a whole (The Federal Chancellor, 7 October 2015). A few weeks
later, in the spirit of Christmas, Merkel presented the refugee “major challenge” as
a favourable circumstance to the German public (The Federal Chancellor, 31
December 2015).
Until the EU-Turkey Statement and the drastic reduction in the numbers of
border-crossings, Merkel kept reminding about the need for domestic and European
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solidarity and burden sharing (The Federal Chancellor, 21 February 2016; The
Federal Chancellor, 16 March 2016). Following the deal between the EU and
Turkey, the issue of immigration appeared less frequently in the German
government’s communications. When it appeared, it was not presented as a
‘challenge’ or a ‘crisis’. Table 24 summarizes the references of the German
officials to the refugee issue.
Date
6 January

Table 24: The Immigration Rhetoric, Germany 2015-2018.
Actor
Status
Message
Wolfgang
Schäuble

21 April

Angela Merkel

8 May

Sigmar Gabriel

Angela Merkel

Chancellor

Federal
Minister for
Economic
Affairs

Chancellor

2015

18 June

Federal
Finance
Minister

26 June

Angela Merkel

Chancellor

19 July

Angela Merkel

Chancellor

16 August

Angela Merkel

Chancellor

“Slogans cannot change the facts of the matter – Germany needs
immigrants.”
“And we must open our hearts to refugees facing desperate
situations.”
“…we will be making intensive efforts to overcome the root causes
of the problem that force people to flee.”
“The most important thing is to prevent any more loss of life in the
Mediterranean. That cannot be reconciled with our values. To this
end, efforts must be stepped up.”
“Germany faces an enormous challenge, but we will master it.”
“Germany will show itself to be a strong and compassionate
country.”
“This is a shared responsibility for federal, state and municipal
governments.”
“It is, however, important that this is not the end of the process, but
that federal and state governments enter into a dialogue as to how
we, also at federal government level, can take on responsibility in
structural terms in future, depending on refugee numbers.”
“I am absolutely convinced that we are facing one of the greatest
challenges the European Union has seen.”
“…the principle applies that solidarity must go hand in hand with
the efforts of those affected.”
“[With a view to Islamist terrorism] it is very, very important for us
to be able to defend our security.”
“[In connection with migration policy] it must be ensured that
Islamist fighters are not able to force their way into the European
Union. That is why registration and compliance with refugee
reception standards are vitally important.”
“The burden of refugees must be better shared.”
“If no new solution can be achieved, it will be impossible to uphold
the Schengen Agreement, which guarantees freedom of movement
between signatory states.”
“Asylum applications must also be processed more rapidly. And the
federal, state and local government authorities must continue to
cooperate very closely.”
“Dannschaffenwir das nicht/Then we will not be able to do this,
i.e., accommodate the incoming refugees.”
“The growing number of asylum seekers and refugees poses a
formidable challenge to Germany.”
“The Federation, the Länder and local authorities must work
together to find common answers. But we cannot find them if we
work in the normal mode. We must try to mobilise all personnel
reserves.”
“We cannot grant asylum to everyone who believes they would have
a better chance at finding a job here.”
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19 August

Thomas de
Maizière

Minister of
Interior

26 August

Angela Merkel

Chancellor

27 August

Angela Merkel

Chancellor

27 August

Thomas de
Maizière

Minister of
Interior

31 August

Angela Merkel

Chancellor

“There should be a common European action regarding aid to
refugees as well as in assessing what countries of origin which can
be classified as safe.”
“The rising numbers [of asylum seekers] are a challenge for us all
which we will take up together.”
“Europe has to prove itself as a community of solidarity. Germany
cannot, on a permanent basis, take on 40 percent of all refugees who
arrive in Europe.”
“We have to welcome and integrate [the refugees]. However, those
with no prospects of being granted the right to stay in Germany must
leave the country.”
“[Every refugee coming to Germany] has the right be received and
housed in a dignified, safe and decent way. Hate, insults and attacks
on asylum seekers and refugee shelters are unworthy of our country.
We will meet them with the utmost severity.”
“To master the challenges, federal, state and local governments must
work together effectively. In September, legislation is to be
modified to meet the new situation. We are facing a huge challenge
which we can only master if we share the will to break new ground
together.”
“There can be zero tolerance for those who call into question the
dignity of others. There can also be zero tolerance for those who are
not prepared to help where help is needed legally and on the basis of
humanity. The more people make this absolutely clear, the stronger
we will be and the better we will be able to manage the work
ahead.”
“This is a warning to us that we must tackle the issue of migration
swiftly in line with the European spirit. And that means on the basis
of solidarity. We must tackle the problem and we must find
solutions. Refugees are entitled to protection and help wherever they
earn this and where they need it in desperate situations.”
“The drama clearly illustrates the urgent need for the EU to modify
its procedures in the face of the refugee numbers. I am furious and
stunned by the fact that many, many, people suffocate because
criminal traffickers exploit the desperation of these people to make
money, employing degrading and unsafe means of transport.”
“We will be using the full force of the law against those who
verbally or physically attack others, who torch shelters or try to
resort to violence. There is zero tolerance for those who call into
question the dignity of others. Germans should not to get involved in
demonstrations to protest against the refugees coming to the
country.”
“For Germany, the issue of refugees is a task for the nation as a
whole. It is a key challenge over a longer period of time. If we are to
effectively tackle the problems, German thoroughness and German
flexibility will be needed. The problem cannot be resolved with
business as usual.”
“The refugee problem also has a European dimension. Europe as a
whole must get its act together. The European states must share
responsibility for refugees seeking asylum.”
“If we now have to start apologizing for showing a friendly face to
emergency situations, then this is not my country”
“Wir schaffen das/We can do it!”
“To master the enormous challenge, what is needed is above all a
massive effort on the part of the European Union. We can only rise
to this challenge with common European solidarity. Europe is a
community of values.”
“Time is of the essence. Urgent action is needed. All EU member
states are called on to put in place decent reception and registration
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7
September

Angela Merkel

7
September

Sigmar Gabriel

15
September

Angela Merkel

Chancellor

24
September

Angela Merkel

Chancellor

24
September

Angela Merkel

Chancellor

30
September

Angela Merkel

Chancellor

Chancellor

Federal
Minister for
Economic
Affairs

facilities for those in need of protection. It is important to distribute
refugees fairly on the basis of solidarity. All EU member states must
meet the standards for fair conditions.”
“The German government will raise its spending by three billion
euros and make available another three billion euros to the federal
states and local authorities.”
“The German government has an ambitious time schedule. Before
the end of October all necessary legislative measures will be taken.
Asylum proceedings at the Federal Office for Migration and
Refugees (BAMF) are to be speeded up. Another 3,000 additional
jobs will also be created for the federal police over the next three
years.”
“This is one of the greatest challenges facing our country, and
indeed the whole of Europe.”
“Germany is showing a side of itself of which it can rightly be
proud.”
“Germany will manage to take in and integrate 800,000 refugees this
year. But this is not something that we can repeat every year.”
“We need a new European refugee policy.”
“It is important to take away people’s concerns and their fears.”
“The state as a whole must now make a massive effort to overcome
the challenge.”
“At the moment almost 60 million refugees can be counted around
the globe – this figure alone clearly illustrates the fact that we are
not facing a German challenge, nor a European challenge, but a
global challenge, that every region, every country, every political
level, and every institution will have to help to resolve.”
“We will only be able to cope with the challenge if we tackle the
factors that cause people to flee their homes, protect external
borders, ensure decent conditions in refugee camps, speed up
asylum proceedings significantly, return the people who have no
prospects of obtaining residency rights and integrate those genuinely
in need of protection.”
“The European Union is a community of values, rights and
responsibilities. That is why minimum standards in the
accommodation and care of refugees, and in asylum-proceedings,
must be respected. The way we deal with this ongoing crisis will
shape our continent for a long time to come.”
“We in Germany cannot effectively address the challenge posed by
the refugee problem on our own.”
“In 2015 Germany expects some 800,000 refugees – more than ever
before in the history of the Federal Republic of Germany. The
federal government, the state governments and local authorities are
facing enormous humanitarian, administrative and financial
challenges.”
“We need a fair sharing of the burden.”
“We cannot solve all problems in Germany. We must work much
more intensively in the crisis affected countries and regions, and we
must provide more money.”
“Giving these people the chance to live their lives in dignity, in their
home countries, without being scared to death by bombs and
terrorists – managing that is a European task, and ultimately a global
task. Today’s message is that it will take a determined contribution
from Europe to solve this crisis – by taking action against war and
displacement, terrorism and political persecution, and against
poverty and despair.”
“The entire European Union is called upon to address these
challenges. In the refugee crisis we must not give in to the
temptation to fall back on national government action. On the
contrary, what we need now is more Europe. More than ever we
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2016

7 October

Angela Merkel

Chancellor

13
November

Angela Merkel

Chancellor

15
December

Angela Merkel

Chancellor

31
December

Angela Merkel

Chancellor

10
January

Wolfgang
Schäuble

Federal
Finance
Minister

21
February

Angela Merkel

Chancellor

need the courage and cohesion that Europe has always shown when
it was really important.”
“I will say it explicitly: we will only be able to successfully protect
our external borders if we do something in our neighbourhood to
overcome the many crises that are happening on our doorstep, as it
were. – Only together will we succeed in concluding EU-wide
returns agreements, in order to get those people who will not be
allowed to stay here back to their countries of origin. Only together
will we succeed in distributing the refugees fairly and equitably
among all the member states.”
“We also have a duty to treat the people who come to us in need
with respect, to see them as human beings and not as an anonymous
mass – regardless of whether they will be allowed to stay or not.
That is why it is so important to uphold the minimum humanitarian
standards we agreed on for feeding and housing refugees and for
conducting asylum proceedings. We owe that to them, the refugees,
and to ourselves.”
“Pan-European challenges are not to be solved by a few member
states on their own, but by all of us together.”
“We have to deal responsibly with Europe’s gravitational pull. In
other words, we have to take greater care of those who are in need
today in our neighbourhood. If we view this challenge as a joint
European and worldwide challenge, we will also be able to identify
and seize the economic and social opportunities that this historic test
brings. And we will, incidentally, see that the opportunities are
greater than the risks.”
“The refugee crisis is a massive task, one of the greatest challenges
in the history of the Federal Republic of Germany. The Federal
Republic of Germany must accept this challenge, and I would like to
see Germany taking up the challenge effectively.”
“In the 21st century, closing borders is not a sensible option. No
country can go it alone against international economic competitors,
in the refugee crisis, or in the fight against terrorism. That is why, in
these difficult times above all, we must resist the temptation to
revert to acting as nation states.”
“Open borders within the EU and a common European currency are
two of the most important European achievements, and Germany
benefits in particular from these. We must retain them and protect
them.”
“I am confident that if we handle it right, the current major
challenge of the arrival and integration of so many people will also
present an opportunity in the future, because we have superb citizen
engagement and a comprehensive concept for our political
measures.”
“If Germany were also forced to close its borders it would not be a
German problem, but a European problem. Naturally, it would
impact on the Schengen system, and thus on European integration,
the common market and probably also the euro system. Europe must
thus act more swiftly to find a common solution. We have a limited
amount of time.”
“I can reduce the number of refugees coming to us by addressing the
root causes of the problem, the factors that cause people to leave
their homes in the first place. I am endeavouring to secure the
external borders and to combat illegal migration, to legalise
migration and take matters out of the hands of the human traffickers.
Germany lies at the heart of Europe, and Germany benefits from
Europe. And that is why it makes sense to work for this solution.”
“We need a Europe that addresses common challenges with
European solidarity and common action.”
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16 March

Angela Merkel

Chancellor

“It is important that a rich continent like Europe must be in a
position to cope with the greatest challenge of recent decades. What
is now needed is a concerted effort to address the root causes of the
refugee crisis. People must be given genuine prospects of a good life
in their home countries. Europe must help those who really need our
protection.”
“We must find a way to bring the Dublin system into line with the
changed conditions and to make it fit for the future. I tell you quite
plainly that we will only be able to preserve Schengen in the long
term with a reform of the Dublin Regulations, because a common
European solution will also involve a gradual return to open internal
borders, which are such a benefit to us within the Schengen Area.”
SOURCE: Author’s Own Compilation.

What is striking in the case of the immigration-related rhetoric in Germany
is that keywords such as ‘threat’, ‘illegal immigration’ and ‘security’ were absent.
The word ‘challenge’ was frequently used to describe the refugee issue, which, in
some cases, has been presented to the audience(s) as a favourable circumstance.
The presentation of the humanitarian aspects of the refugee ‘challenge’ seem to
have taken priority over any security-related references.
Also, the proposed measures tended to focus on the ‘satisfaction’ of the
refugees’ needs rather than on the restriction of the refugees’ chances to enter and
reside in Germany. What is more, the statements of the German officials lacked an
essential ‘ingredient’ of a security speech act: the designation of a threat. Nowhere
in their speeches, statements or interviews, have the German potential securitizing
actors depicted the refugees as threats to any referent object. In light of the above,
it is safe to conclude that the first component of a successful securitization, the
security speech act, is missing from the German officials’ rhetoric.
However, despite the absence of the security speech act element,
securitization could still be detected in Germany. This could happen if the German
government would implement emergency measures ‘silently’ and if these measures
would have the support of the public. The likelihood that Germany adopted and
implemented immigration restrictive and emergency measures are examined in the
following paragraphs.
The Emergency Action
Based on the statements of the German officials and the absence of any
threat-designations, one would expect that all the measures implement by Germany
after 2015 to be more immifriendly than immisceptic. Germany was indeed
generous towards the refugees. But not towards all the refugees or throughout the
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entire duration of the refugee crisis. Only the ‘deserving’ refugees received the
generosity of the German state (Sökefeld, 2017). The ‘deserving’ refugees were
mainly the Syrians and those who could contribute to the German economy
(Holmes & Castaneda, 2016). Restrictive measures targeted the immigrants not
falling within the ‘deserving refugees’ classification. The restrictive measures of
Germany, though, were mainly legislative and substantially different from the
measures adopted by other EU member states (i.e. Hungary and Greece and the
barbed-wire fences).
To cope with the refugee crisis, Germany implemented some noticeable
‘immiphile’ measures but also some immigration-restrictive regulations. As
Sökefeld nicely puts it, “on the surface, the German humanitarian politics prevailed,
vowing to welcome and accommodate the refugees and to enable their ‘integration’
in Germany, but in practice, “politics largely reverted to the ‘real politics’ restricted
asylum” (Sökefeld, 2017, p. 81).
The Restrictive Measures
Immediately after the dramatic events of the summer of 2015, the federal
government of Germany adopted, under an accelerated parliamentary procedure,
the Asylum Package I (Engler, 2016). The ‘Package’ authorized the federal
government to participate greatly in the cost of financing refugee accommodation,
made the asylum procedure much faster and minimized the obstacles to the
construction of accommodation facilities for the refugees (Engler, 2016). The
Asylum Package I also covered measures aiming to the faster and more efficient
integration of the refugees who were likely to remain in Germany (Engler, 2016).
The unprecedented surge in the number of refugees proved Asylum Package
I insufficient. To counter the inefficiency of the first ‘Package’, the German
officials discussed the adoption of another Asylum Package, the Asylum Package
II. Although Asylum Package I was mainly favourable to most of the asylum
seekers arriving in Germany, Asylum Package II was restrictive. It provided for the
creation of more ‘special reception centres’ for asylum seekers from safe countries
of origin who were subjects to re-entry restrictions or unwilling to cooperate. In
such centres, the Federal Office for Migration and Refugees should decide on
asylum applications within one week (Engler, 2016). The rejected applicants should
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return to their own countries or face deportation. After the activation of the second
Asylum package in March 2016, deportation became more straightforward, and
family reunification more cumbersome (Engler, 2016). While Syrians had at the
first place been granted with generous terms and accelerated asylum procedures,
the level of protection was subsequently limited to temporary ‘subsidiary
protection’ which significantly excluded family reunification (Sökefeld, 2017, p.
81).
Although with the Asylum Packages, the German government aimed to
integrate the asylum seekers faster and more effectively, in practice, the Asylum
Packages were restrictive. By obliging the refugees to reside in overpopulated
asylum centres often built on the outskirts of towns and cities and by limiting the
resources substantially for German language courses, the Asylum Packages
restricted the refugees’ right to work and education (Sökefeld, 2017, p. 82).
Although, in theory, the German state was one of the most humanitarian and
‘caring’ member states of the European Union, in practice, with the Asylum
packages Germany implemented restrictive policies (Holzberg et al., 2018, p. 535).
Apart from legally restrictive measures, the German authorities proceeded
also with the adoption of some temporary ‘material’ measures to curb the
immigration flows. On September 2015, Germany reintroduced checks temporarily
at the German-Austrian borders (Engler, 2016).
More restrictive measures fell on the table, but in the end, they were not
adopted. Such proposed, but not implemented, measures included the introduction
of a ceiling on the asylum seekers. If the ceiling was reached, all further asylum
seekers would be returned to the border (Engler, 2016).
Apart from implementing immigration-restrictive policies ‘silently’,
Germany, especially in 2015, demonstrated ‘loudly’ a truly humanitarian ‘face’
towards the refugees.
The Humanitarian Response
The decision of Germany to accept the refugees was not only a moral
obligation but also a legal one. The manner by which Germany treats asylum
seekers is based on Article 16(a)(1) of the German Basic Law, which states that
“persons persecuted on political grounds have the right of asylum”. The German
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asylum regulations are in line with the EU Dublin III Regulation which provides
that the first EU member state where an asylum claim is lodged, should be the
responsible one for a person’s asylum claim (Dublin Regulation III, Art. 3(2)).
Dublin III Regulation’s Article 17 also contains a derogation to the ‘first member
state responsibility’ rule. Despite the customary practice of all the EU member
states to rarely use the derogation that gives any member state the possibility “to
derogate from the responsibility criteria, in particular on humanitarian and
companionate grounds”, the German government activated the derogation and
examined asylum claims of Syrian citizens, without sending them back to the
country of first entry (Dudášova, 2016, p. 319; Sola, 2018). The activation of the
derogation and the statements of Angela Merkel, outlined above, attracted the
Syrian (and not only) refugees across Central Europe, Balkans and the
Mediterranean to Germany. The German state and the German people welcomed
and accommodated the refugees like no other EU member state.
Conclusions
In light of the above, it can be argued that despite the genuinely
humanitarian and compassionate statements of the German Chancellor and the
Federal Government’s officials and the truly ‘welcoming’ attitude of the German
state and people, Germany proposed and implemented several measures that could
qualify as restrictive and as an emergency. The fact that the German government
promoted and enforced several humanitarian measures does not erase the fact that
at the same time, it proceeded with the adoption of clearly restrictive measures
towards the refugees arriving in Germany. Thus, the absence of security speech acts
from the governmental rhetoric did not necessarily mean that an absence of
securitizing emergency action accompanied it. Between 2015 and 2018, Germany
adopted both restrictive and humanitarian measures. The following paragraphs
elaborate on the targeted audience of the humanitarian statements of the German
officials and on the response of the targeted audience to these statements.
The Identity of the Audience
To identify the targeted audience(s) by the German officials’ statements, I
apply the Triangulation Method of Audience Identification. I test the findings of
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the critical discourse analysis that I perform on the texts of the official statements
and interviews of the German officials against the results of the contextual
assessment. Afterwards, I cross-examine both textual and contextual analyses’
outcomes against the opinions of the German experts.
Textual and Contextual Analysis
The discourse of the Chancellor and the other members of the German
executive reveals that their most potential audiences were two: (1) the domestic,
state and municipal authorities and (2) the leadership of the EU member states.
Germany is a federal state of which the sub-state units hold considerable powers,
especially with regards to the administration and accommodation of immigrants.
Thus, it should not come as a surprise that the German federal government
attempted to persuade the state authorities to assume part of the responsibility of
the ‘refugees’ burden.
Already from May 2015, before the massive influx of refugees to Germany,
S. Gabriel warned that the refugee issue was “a shared responsibility for federal,
state and municipal governments” (The Federal Chancellor, 8 May 2015). Gabriel’s
statement indicated that he directly accepted the responsibility of the authorities at
his level of administration and that he, indirectly, requested the state and municipal
authorities to stand by the federal state. Later on, the German Chancellor
encouraged the federal and the state governments to enter into a dialogue as to how
they could take on the responsibility of the expected refugees (The Federal
Chancellor,18 June 2015). The cooperation of the federal, state and local
governments should be closer and more effective to allow expediting the asylum
applications’ process (The Federal Chancellor, 19 July 2015). Such efforts at the
federal, state and local government level should be complemented with a better
sharing of the refugees’ burden at the EU level (The Federal Chancellor, 19 July
2015). The Chancellor proceeded to similar statements a month later. The Länder,
the local authorities, the EU and its member states were the addressees of these
statements (The Federal Chancellor, 16 August 2015). The Federal Minister of
Interior, T. de Maizière, also appealed to ‘Europe’ to “prove itself as a community
of solidarity” (The Federal Chancellor, 19 August 2015).
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By the end of August 2015, and amid rising numbers of violent incidents
against immigrants, Merkel warned that “there would be zero tolerance” for those
who call into question the dignity of others and for those who are not prepared to
help where help is needed (The Federal Chancellor, 26 August 2015). The
Chancellor also invited the German people not to protest against the refugees
coming to the country (The Federal Chancellor, 31 August 2015).
Merkel addressed her message to the German public as a whole but also to
a specific segment of it. She requested all the German public to ‘help’ with the
accommodation and administration of the incoming refugees. She also emphasized
that she would not tolerate violence against the refugees. Apart from the state, local,
and German municipal authorities and the EU member states, a new targeted
audience entered the scene: the German general public.
Merkel’s famous words “wir schaffen das/we can do it!” can also be
interpreted as being addressed to the German sub-state authorities and the German
public. After all, Merkel did not say “I can do it!”. She seemed to be talking on
behalf of all the German authorities and people. Taking into account that there was
no official assessment of the public’s attitudes towards the refugees (Interviewee
C, personal communication, June 18, 2019), Merkel, by stating that “we can do it!”
and by talking on behalf of the German public urged the German public and
authorities to accept and execute her demands to ‘welcome’ and facilitate the
staying and integration of the refugees to Germany.
In the months to follow, the officials of the German government kept on
addressing their speeches and statements mainly towards three audiences, the
German public, the state and municipal authorities, and the European Union/EU
member states (The Federal Chancellor, 7 September 2015; The Federal
Chancellor, 7 September 2015; The Federal Chancellor, 15 September 2015; The
Federal Chancellor, 24 September 2015; The Federal Chancellor, 7 October 2015;
The Federal Chancellor, 10 January 2016; The Federal Chancellor, 16 March 2016).
The appraisal of the contextual elements supports the findings of the
discourse/textual analysis. The statements were uttered at challenging times not
only for Germany but for the whole of Europe. Immigrants were dying during their
attempts to step on the European soil. Smugglers were taking advantage of the
refugees’ desperation to ‘squeeze’ dozens or even hundreds of them on boats of
problematic buoyancy and direct them towards the Greek islands. Hundreds of
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thousands of asylum seekers crowded on border points across the south and central
Europe waiting to make their way to the north and wealthy EU member states. Such
developments required an immediate and effective response.
The response came from the German Chancellor who opened the borders of
Germany to the refugees. Yet, no arrival, accommodation, or integration of the
refugees would be attainable without the active support of the state, local and
municipal German authorities, and without the acceptance of such a plan by the
German public. Merkel, an experienced politician, was well aware of that. This is
why she persisted on demanding the support of the local governments and the
German people throughout the refugee crisis. At the moment of inviting the
refugees to Germany, Merkel was not aware of the impracticability of her plan to
accept more than 1 million asylum seekers to Germany. A few weeks later, after
confronting with the impracticability of her plan, she began demanding the other
27 EU member states to share the refugees’ burden and responsibility and to direct
more financial resources towards projects addressing the refugee issue.
The above considerations indicate that there were three main audiences
targeted the German officials’ statements: (1) the German public, (2) the EU and
the other EU member states, and (3) the state-level German authorities. In the
following part, I request the German officials to confirm whether the audiences
mentioned above were indeed those targeted by their statements. Then I request
them to categorize these audiences and to disclose which one was the primary one.
The Experts’ Opinion
The interviewees confirmed that the German public was indeed the main
targeted audience of the German officials (Interviewee C, personal communication,
June 18, 2019; V. Reitig, personal communication, June 4, 2019). Without the
support of the German public, the decision of the German state not to close the
borders to the refugees (Interviewee C, personal communication, June 18, 2019)
would fail. The German officials, with their communications, desired to invite large
proportions of the public to volunteer and become crucial partners for the
government to step up to the task of accepting, accommodating and integrating the
migratory flows (V. Reitig, personal communication, June 4, 2019).
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However, the officials and the Chancellor herself addressed their speeches
not only to the general public but also to political and societal actors at all levels
(V. Reitig, personal communication, June 4, 2019). The German Chancellor
emphasized explicitly the importance of civil society to the administration of the
crisis (Interviewee C, personal communication, June 18, 2019). She requested the
cooperation at all levels of the German state’s authorities (Interviewee C, personal
communication, June 18, 2019; German Federal Press Office, personal
communication, June 19, 2019; V. Reitig, personal communication, June 4, 2019).
Local governments and municipalities constituted some of the most critical targets
of the German (Federal) officials’ communications.
Thus, based on the respondents’ opinion and the textual and contextual
analysis, it is safe to conclude that the primary audience of the German officials’
communications was the German society. Significant targets of the Federal State’s
officials’ communications were also the civil society, the federal states and the
municipalities. In the following paragraphs, I elaborate on the sentiments of the
primary audience, the German public, towards immigration.
German Public Opinion and Immigration
Having established that the primary audience of the German officials’ calls
for a humanitarian approach with regards to the refugee crisis was the German
general public, it would be interesting to examine how this public was predisposed
or how it reacted to the refugee influx. To tell whether the German public’s attitudes
were affected positively or negatively from the recent refugee crisis, I compare the
German people feelings towards migrants before and after 2015. To do so, I consult
publicly available public surveys and opinion polls.
The German public seemed to be ‘immisceptic’ already from the first years
of the 1990s. Back in 1991, almost six out of ten Germans (58%) felt that there
were too many immigrants in the country (Standard Eurobarometer 35, April 1991).
At the same time, one-fourth of the German public believed that their country
should accept people neither from the southern Mediterranean (25%) nor from
Eastern Europe (26%) (Standard Eurobarometer 35, April 1991). Here, it should be
noted that by that time, parts of the southern Mediterranean were Portugal, Greece
and Spain, fellow European Community countries. With regards to the asylum
applicants, more than one out of four Germans (27%) thought that there should not
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be any asylum seekers accepted (Standard Eurobarometer 35, April 1991). As
shown in Chart 12, for the next two years, the feelings of the German people
towards immigration changed only slightly (Standard Eurobarometer 37, March
1992; Standard Eurobarometer 39, March 1993). In autumn of 1997, fifty-two per
cent of the public considered that too many foreigners lived in Germany (Standard
Eurobarometer 47, Autumn 1997).
Despite the apparent scepticism of Germans towards immigration, in 2003,
only 7% perceived migration as the most important issue faced by Germany
(Standard Eurobarometer 60, October 2003). The numbers remained more or less
the same till 2009 (7% in December 2004, 8% in December 2005, 7% in September
2006, 7% in September 2007, 5% in October 2008, 4% in October 2009) (Standard
Eurobarometer 62, December 2004; Standard Eurobarometer 64, December 2005;
Standard Eurobarometer 66, September 2006; Standard Eurobarometer 68,
September 2007; Standard Eurobarometer 70, October 2008; Standard
Eurobarometer 72, October 2009). Only by November 2010, the number of
Germans highlighting the importance of immigration for Germany doubled (16%)
(Standard Eurobarometer 74, November 2010). That was the highest percentage
recorded in this particular Eurobarometer question till 2013.
By the end of 2014 and with the hundreds of thousands of refugees making
their way to Europe through Italy and Greece, Germans began becoming very
worried about immigration. Migration was the most important issue faced by
Germany for 37% of the German public in November 2014 (Standard
Eurobarometer 82, November 2014). A year earlier, just 16% had responded
positively to the same question (Standard Eurobarometer 80, November 2013) and
two years before, only 8% (Standard Eurobarometer 78, November 2012). What is
more, on November 2014, four out of ten Germans confessed that immigration of
nationals who come from outside of the EU evoked fairly negative feelings for them
(Standard Eurobarometer 82, November 2014).
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Chart 12: German Public about Immigration, 1988-2014.
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With regards to direct questions about immigration and security, already
from 1988, Germans, by large numbers, considered that migrants increased
unemployment (31%) and exploited social security benefits (36%) (Special
Eurobarometer 41, Autumn 1988). Thus, the Germans already from 1988 viewed
immigration as having a negative effect on their economic security. Even more
Germans (44%) considered immigrants as causing delinquency (Special
Eurobarometer 41, Autumn 1988). Twelve years later (in 2000), Germans, by
57,1% believed that immigrants were more often than the average implicated in
crime (Special Eurobarometer 138, Spring 2000). Almost three out of ten (29,1%)
viewed the religious practices of the migrants as threatening their lifestyle. Fiftyeight per cent were annoyed with the presence of minority groups since this
increased unemployment (Special Eurobarometer 138, Spring 2000). In 2003, sixty
per cent of the German public agreed that the controls to incoming third-country
nationals should be strengthened (Flash Eurobarometer 155, December 2003). In
2011, just 8% found illegal immigration as the most important security challenge
for Germany and 13% for the whole European Union (Special Eurobarometer 371,
June 2011).
As also observed in the other countries of the EU, the anxiety of the German
population increased together with the numbers of refugees ‘landing’ at the Eastern
European shores. In spring 2015, thirty per cent of the German public viewed
immigration as the most important issue faced by their country (Standard
Eurobarometer 83, May 2015). Five months later and amid the peak of the refugees’
influx, the numbers of Germans citing immigration as the most important issue
skyrocketed (76%) (Standard Eurobarometer 84, November 2015).
Gradually, these numbers declined (56% in May 2016; 45% in November
2016; 37% in May 2017; 40% in November 2017; 38% in May 2018) but they never
went below the 37% recorded in 2014 (Standard Eurobarometer 85, May 2016;
Standard Eurobarometer 86, November 2016; Standard Eurobarometer 87, May
2017; Standard Eurobarometer 88, November 2017; Standard Eurobarometer 89,
May 2018). The empathy of the Germans towards immigrants seemed to decline as
well. In May 2015, fifty-four per cent of the public admitted that it had developed
negative feelings for non-EU nationals-immigrants (Standard Eurobarometer 83,
May 2015), an increase of 14% from November 2014 (40%). The negativity
towards immigrants from outside the EU remained high throughout the refugee
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crisis and after it. In November 2015, 58% confessed their scepticism towards nonEU immigrants (Standard Eurobarometer 84, November 2015), same as in May
2016 (Standard Eurobarometer 85) and slightly higher than November 2016 (53%)
(Standard Eurobarometer 86). In 2017 and the first half of 2018 the negative
feelings towards third-country immigrants remained above 50% (51% in May 2017,
53% in November 2017 and 50% in May 2018) (Standard Eurobarometer 87, May
2017; Standard Eurobarometer 88, November 2017; Standard Eurobarometer 89,
May 2018). The German public’s negativity could perhaps explain the very high
proportions of the German public calling for additional measures to be taken for
fighting illegal immigration from outside the EU. Eighty-five per cent would
endorse such additional measures in May 2015 and 91% in November of the same
year and in May of the next (Standard Eurobarometer 83, May 2015; Standard
Eurobarometer 84, November 2015; Standard Eurobarometer 85, May 2016). In
autumn of 2016, the numbers fell slightly (87%) but they rose again in 2017 (89%
in spring and autumn) and in the first semester of 2018 (90%) (Standard
Eurobarometer 87, May 2017; Standard Eurobarometer 88, November 2017;
Standard Eurobarometer 89, May 2018).
Immigrants from outside of the EU are all those holders of other than EU
passports who attempt to regularly or irregularly, forcefully or voluntarily
immigrate to any country of the European Union. The refugees, being nationals of
countries other the EU member states and attempting to immigrate to the EU fall
also within the category of non-EU nationals/immigrants for which the German
population seemed to be sceptical. Paradoxically, although Germans were very
negatively predisposed towards all the third-country nationals trying to immigrate
to Europe, they were very compassionate towards refugees. When the subjects of
the survey’s questions turned from non-EU immigrants to refugees, the German
public expressed a remarkable empathy towards them. By 83% in November 2015,
Germans disclosed that they desired their country to help refugees (Standard
Eurobarometer 84, November 2015).
Similarly, in 2016, eighty-seven per cent in spring and 82% in autumn
supported any Germany’s decision to assist the refugees (Standard Eurobarometer
85, May 2016; Standard Eurobarometer 86, November 2016).
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Chart 13: German Public Opinion about Immigration, 2015-2018.
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In 2017 and 2018 the numbers of Germans who answered positively to the
same question hovered above eighty per cent (84% in spring 2017, 87% in autumn
of the same year, and 82% in May 2018) (Standard Eurobarometer 87, May 2017;
Standard Eurobarometer 88, November 2017; Standard Eurobarometer 89, May
2018). The fluctuations of the German public attitudes are graphically illustrated in
Chart 13.
During the peak of the refugee crisis, Pew Research Center performed
several surveys asking citizens from various EU member states to reply to precise
questions on the relationship between refugees, (in)security, criminality and
terrorism. Although the PRC’s surveys are not conducted on a regular basis as the
ones of the Eurobarometer, they are valuable for the purposes of this study because
they reveal the views of the public about the refugees. The German public was not
as negative towards the refugees’ outbreak as the publics of other EU member
states. However, it was not extremely positive either.
In April of 2015, the German public believed that immigrants in Germany
were more to blame for crime than other groups (Pew Research Center, 24 April
2015). In September of the same year, and amid the German ‘welcome spirit’, just
29% of Germans considered immigrants a burden to their country because of taking
their jobs and social benefits (Pew Research Center, 24 September 2015).
The median response for the same question, in seven EU member states,
including Germany, was higher than 50%. Noteworthy is also the fact that PRC
asked the opinion of the Europeans on immigrants and not on refugees. Usually,
immigrants tend to be accused of various issues more than refugees. When, almost
a year later, the questions of PRC addressed the opinions of Germans on ‘refugees’
and not on ‘immigrants’ directly, the percentages of German scepticism remained
high. In July 2016, thirty-five per cent of Germans feared that the wave of refugees
would bring more terrorism and fewer jobs (Pew Research Center, 11 July 2016).
Thus, the arrival of the refugees to the German cities ignited two different forms of
‘fear’: personal insecurity of being involved in any terrorist attack and economic
insecurity for inflicting a reduction in the economic resources available due to the
arrival and accommodation of the refugees. Later on, the anxieties of German
towards refugees rose even higher. In September 2016, sixty-one per cent of the
public believed that the refugees would increase domestic terrorism and 31%
considered all refugees as economic threats, and refugees from Syria in particular,
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as major threats (Pew Research Center, 16 September 2016; Pew Research Center,
30 September 2016). In 2017, almost three out of ten Germans (28%) viewed the
refugees as threatening Germany (Pew Research Center, 1 August 2017).
The findings of the Eurobarometer surveys, if combined with the surveys
conducted by PRC expose the sentiments of the German public towards refugees
and immigrants throughout the refugee crisis. Notwithstanding the apparent
enthusiasm of the German public, the German mass media and the German state to
welcome the refugees, a large proportion of the German public felt unease towards
the third-country nationals who immigrated to Germany and considered them as
potential security threats. The findings of the surveys also expose that the tendency
of the German state to treat the refugee crisis as a humanitarian issue prior to 2016
was supported by an empathetic German public. Landmark events such as the death
of minors at the Aegean Sea and the emotional breakdown of a refugee girl in front
of Angela Merkel expanded the sympathy of the German public towards refugees.
Similarly, following the accusations of refugees for sexual assaults at the 2016 New
Year’s Eve in Cologne increased the scepticism of the German public towards the
refugees and was followed by the adoption of immigration-restrictive measures by
the German authorities.
The results of the intervening domestic elections and the vertical rise of the
numbers of the anti-immigration political parties confirm and support the findings
of the surveys.
Elections
Before 2015, the far-right political parties in Germany did not record any
remarkable success. The situation changed after the refugees’ influx and the
initiation of the willkommenspolitik by Angela Merkel. The Alternative for
Germany, a relatively new political party that locates itself at the right side of the
political spectrum, rejected the ‘welcoming’ refugee policy of the Chancellor
(Deutche Welle, 24 September 2018). For its preparations for the federal elections
of 2017, the Alternative for Germany based its campaign on anti-immigration
arguments and capitalized on the fears of the German voters towards immigrants.
Considering that it managed to cross by far the 5% threshold for entering the
Bundestag and that the party was only formed in 2013, the attraction of 12,6% of
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the German voters (Bundestag Election 2017, 2018) in the 2017 elections could be
considered as a success. The percentage of the Alternative for Germany at the
election entitled it to occupy 94 out of the 709 seats of the Federal Parliament. In
the federal elections of 2013, the Alternative for Germany had managed to gather
only 4,7% of the votes and failed to reserve any seats in the Bundestag. When
comparing the 2017 elections results with those of 2013, it becomes apparent that
the far-right ideology gains considerable ground.
The 12,6% of the voters supporting a political party that advocates for
restrictive immigration policies may not be considered as a reliable indicator of the
German public’s tendency to accept securitizing measures. The elections’ results
indicate that just one out of ten Germans provides his official support to such
measures. Yet, if the significant increase in the numbers of the Alternative for
Germany’s voters is combined with the findings of the Eurobarometer and PRC
surveys which indicate that a large proportion of the German public feels so
threatened by the refugees that would endorse more restrictive measures towards
immigrants, one could safely conclude that the German public would not raise any
objections if the German state would apply more stringent measures towards the
immigrants and refugees.
The Impact of the Public Opinion
To discover the actual impact of the public opinion to the German migration
policy I also consult the opinion of those who speak about immigration on behalf
of the German government.
Especially prior to 2016, the ‘feelings’ of the German public with regards
to the refugee inflows were relatively positive compared with the ‘feelings’ of
citizens of other EU countries. Had the public opinion of the German public been
hostile towards the refugees in particular and the immigrants in general, the reaction
of the German government would be diametrically different (Interviewee C,
personal communication, June 18, 2019). “Every government follows the views of
its citizens through the surveys” (Interviewee C, personal communication, June 18,
2019) admitted a German expert. So did the German government too. Rietig argued
that the largely positive sentiments towards refugees were certainly an important
factor that influenced the humanitarian narrative adopted by the German
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government to manage the emergency (V. Rietig, personal communication, June 4,
2019). Humanitarian measures followed the humanitarian narrative.
Interestingly though, a respondent claimed that one of the major factors that
influenced the decision of the German state to treat the refugees’ inflow as a
humanitarian issue was not so much the public’s positive predisposition as the
German Chancellor’s background. Having grown up in the state of Eastern
(communist) Germany which built a wall to prevent its own people from ‘escaping’,
Merkel had a personal experience of how it feels to desire to relocate to another
place but being forbidden to do so (Interviewee C, personal communication, June
18, 2019). Perhaps, another German leader would have reacted differently than
Merkel. The personal experiences of the Chancellor seem to have affected her
approach and the response of Germany towards the refugees’ issue.
All in all, the responses of the German interviewees about the impact of the
public opinion to the migration policymaking align with most of the responses of
the interviewees from the other member states examined in this thesis. The feelings
of the German public undoubtedly played an important role in the manner by which
Germany decided to administer the refugee crisis. What seems to be unique about
Germany, though, is the influential personal background of her state-leader. If
Chancellor Merkel had grown up in Western Germany and had not been forced to
remain permanently within the borders of Eastern Germany for a few decades,
perhaps the German approach would not have been different.
The Role of the Mass Media
The manner by which a country’s mass media represent a topic could
influence, to a certain extent, the feelings of the public towards that topic (Kosho,
2016, p. 86). The same can be argued for Germany and the stance of the German
mass media throughout the refugee crisis. Before 2015, the more the German mass
media represented the positive and sympathetic aspects of the refugees, the more
the German public sympathized and offered its moral and tangible support to them.
When, after 2016, the German mass media shifted their focus on the ‘dark
repercussions’ of the refugees’ influx, the German public began to display signs of
immisceptisism.
What is certain, with regards to the coverage of the refugee crisis by the German
mass media, is that they paid very little attention to the historical, social, economic,
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or even political motives of refuge (Holmes & Castañeda, 2016, p. 17). They mainly
focused on the refugees’ journey and the refugees’ impact on various aspects of
Germans’ everyday life.
A few weeks before the pinnacle of the refugees’ influx, words such as
‘solidarity’, ‘responsibility’ and ‘Willkommenskultur’ were the central themes of
the German-language press (Hamman & Karakayali, 2017, p. 75; Holmes &
Castañeda, 2016, p. 19). The decision of some of the German newspapers to issue
special additions in Arabic to welcome the refugees demonstrated the tendency of
the German press to promote a sympathetic approach towards the refugees (Holmes
& Castañeda, 2016, p. 19). The mass media were so favourable towards the refugees
that they have been retrospectively accused of presenting the crisis in an unbalanced
manner (Interviewee C, personal communication, June 18, 2019, V. Reitig,
personal communication, June 4, 2019). Especially at the first months of the refugee
crisis, most of the German mass media were so ‘hypnotized’ by the ‘welcome
culture’ that they refrained from examining the challenges that the migration inflow
could bring and warn the German public about them (Interviewee C, personal
communication, June 18, 2019).
But the German mass media, and the press, in particular, were not always
sympathetic towards the refugees (Holzberg et al., 2018, p. 535). Some of them
distinguished the asylum seekers between ‘deserving’ and ‘undeserving’ based on
economic productivity, state security and gender relations arguments (Holzberg et
al., 2018, p. 534). The German press based its call for action, mainly on the negative
impacts that migrants could have for Germany (Holzberg et al., 2018, p. 539). With
regards to the proposed by the press response to migration, according to a study
conducted by Holzberg et al., 76% of the 120 sampled German articles called for
defensive measures such as borders’ closure, refoulment of the refugees and
increase of the army and police presence while more than 85% advocated for
humanitarian measures such as shelter provision, borders’ opening and money
donation (2018, p. 539). The impacts of migration to Germany also gained
extensive coverage by the German press. Seventy-two per cent of the assessed
articles in the study of Holzberg et al. focused on the effects of immigration with
67,5% noting the negative consequences and 42% highlighting the positive aspects
(2018, p. 539). Holzberg et al. further found that the German press presented the
refugees in a dehumanizing way (2018, p. 539). Sometimes, the German press
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conflated refuge and terror. “Refuge and terror are siblings,” wrote Süddeutsche
Zeitung on the 10th of December 2015 (Holzberg et al., 2018, p. 543). “Secret plan
of terror-refugees” mentioned Focus on 19 February 2015 (Holzberg et al., 2018,
p. 543). “Islamic State masks fighters as refugees” added Frankfurter Allgemeine
Zeitung in November 2016 (Holzberg et al., 2018, p. 543).
The positive coverage of the refugee crisis by most of the German mass
media shifted substantially in the spring of 2016, in the wake of the mass
harassment during New Year’s Eve 2016 in Cologne. The mass media began to
report negatively about refugees and migrants (V. Rietig, personal communication,
June 4, 2019). Following these events, the majority of the press presented refugees
as threats. A study that examined the coverage of the refugee crisis found that 15%
of the assessed articles followed a security narrative while 61% represented the
crisis as an issue that could raise economic concerns (Caviedes, 2017, p. 308). From
the 15% of the articles that emphasized the security aspects, 5% of them connected
migration with a physical threat, 11% of them with crime and 2% of them with
border-security related issues (Caviedes, 2017, p. 309).
Considering the impartiality of the German mass media, one expert argued
that in Germany, the mass media rarely enforce their viewpoints to the government
(Interviewee C, personal communication, June 18, 2019). Especially with regards
to the refugee crisis, although the German mass media are not entirely objective,
their position did not seem to affect the way by which the German authorities dealt
with the crisis (Interviewee C, personal communication, June 18, 2019). They
mainly reflected the prevailing moods in the population (Interviewee C, personal
communication, June 18, 2019; V. Rietig, personal communication, June 4, 2019).
The extent to which the change in the discourse of the mass media originated from
the media itself and influenced people’s opinion or whether the public opinion had
already changed and steered the media coverage is difficult to assess (V. Rietig,
personal communication, June 4, 2019).
In conclusion, it looks like the German mass media and how they
represented the crisis affected public opinion. Yet, their coverage of the crisis had
limited or no effect on the way the German state dealt with it.
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Preliminary Conclusions
The observation of the case of the securitization of immigration in Germany
through the spectrum of the Comprehensive Securitization Empirical Framework
suggests that some securitization elements are present while others are missing.
With regards to the security speech acts, the critical discourse analysis on the main
statements of the most influential German officials demonstrated that they did not
designate the refugee crisis as an existential threat. Although the German officials
proposed several actions to deal with the dramatically increasing number of
refugees/immigrants in Germany, they never declared that Germany was under
threat. The first element of the successful securitization, the security speech act, is,
therefore, missing in the case of Germany (SSA-).
Admittedly, the German government of Angela Merkel stood by the
refugees like no other government of any other EU country. Yet, during the crisis,
the German state adopted and implemented some restrictive and extraordinary
measures. Two “Asylum Packages” were adopted from 2015 to 2017. The second
Asylum Package was evidently restrictive. Deportation became simpler and faster,
family reunification became rarer, and integration of the refugees in Germany
became more laborious. Therefore, after 2016, the existence of measures that were
adopted under urgent procedures and aimed to restrict the number of refugees
arriving in Germany fall within the definition of emergency action under the CSEF
(EM+). However, the measures adopted by the German government in 2015,
namely the Asylum Package I and the derogation of Dublin III, aimed to assist the
reception, acceptance, accommodation and integration of refugees to Germany
(EM-).
As for the response of the primary audience, the analysis of the surveys’ and
the opinion polls reveals an apparent scepticism of the German general public
towards the increased numbers of refugees/immigrants entering the country.
Especially at the aftermath of the 2016 New Year’s Eve events in Cologne, the
German public opinion appeared to be much more sceptical towards the refugees
than before. In 2015, the German society appeared to be sympathetic towards the
refugees. But in 2016, despite the absence of security speech acts, the apparent
immiscepticism of the German public opinion was an indication that it would
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respond positively to the restrictive measures adopted by the German state. Having
recorded data indicating that large proportions of the German public requested their
government to adopt measures to deal with the immigrants’ upsurge means that
under CSEF the Audience Acceptance element should be marked as positive (AA+)
after 2016.
The findings of this case study support the conclusion that in the case of
Germany, we deal with two different forms of securitization. In 2015, with a case
of a ‘Bottom-Up’ (a)Securitization that is displayed as follows in CSEF: AA- 
SSA-  EM-. In 2016, with a case of a Bottom Up Silent Securitization which is
displayed as follows: AA+  SSA-  EM+. In both of the cases, the German elites
seemed to follow and respond to the demands of the public opinion.
In 2015, the dramatic images of refugees dying across the Aegean Sea coasts
stimulated the empathy of the German people towards. Responding to the
humanitarian concerns of the German Public, the government proceeded with the
adoption of humanitarian measures. In 2016, without designating the refugees’
issue as an existential threat to Germany or aspects of the German peoples’ life, the
German state adopted some restrictive measures which were supported by its
primary audience, the German public. The German public was sceptical towards
the high numbers of refugees already before the adoption of the restrictive
measures. The scepticism of the public was known to the German decision-makers.
The Audience Acceptance element, therefore, could be recorded as taking place
before but also after the restrictive measures. The anxieties of the German public
seemed to steer the migration-restrictive policies of the German authorities.

Chapter Germany: Conclusions
The findings of the present research demonstrate that in Germany, the
refugees’ issue was carefully administrated. Without openly designating the
refugees as threats to Germany, the German state adopted humanitarian and
restrictive measures to satisfy the sentiments of the German public. The German
public was not only the primary audience of the German officials’ rhetoric but also
the main driver of the German immigration policy. The following paragraphs
summarize the findings of this thesis with regards the identity of the German
politicians’ primary audience, the impact of the public opinion to the German state
decision making and the role of the mass media.
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Primary Audience: the German Public
With regards to the primary audience, the results of the Triangulation
Method of Audience Identification indicate that the German officials addressed
their rhetoric towards multiple audiences. Except for the German public, the
statements seemed to target also the federal states’ authorities, the local
governments and the municipalities.
Table 25: Primary & Secondary Audiences, Germany.
Securitizing Actor’s
Representative

Interviewee C

Victoria Rietig

Structured German
Federal Press Office

Position

Primary
Audience

Secondary
Audience(s)

Civil Society
Federal States
German Public
Municipalities
EU Member States
Refugees
German Public
Senior Fellow
Civil Society
MigrationNone
Voluntary Workers
German Council
EU Member States
on Foreign
Federal States
Relations
Municipalities
German Public
None
Federal States
Municipalities
Voluntary Workers
SOURCE: Author’s Compilation of Interviewees Responses.

The other EU member states, especially those who refused to let any refugee
within their borders, were also targeted by the German rhetoric. The interviewees
confirmed the findings of the textual and contextual analysis with regards to the
identity of the multiple audiences. Some of them also argued that the primary
among these audiences was the German public. But some others did not classify the
audiences. Their responses though, indicate that the volunteer workers were very
important for the German government to administer the refugees. The voluntary
workers were parts of the German public. The responses of the interviewees about
the identity of the targeted audiences are summarized in Table 25.
The Impact of the Public Opinion
In liberal democratic states, the opinion of the public about a certain issue
plays an important role in how the state administers the issue. For Germany, too,
the German authorities took into account the opinion of the public about the refugee
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crisis and about the refugees (Interviewee C, personal communication, June 18,
2019). “If there had been strong anti-immigration/refugees sentiment recorded, the
government would have taken a different view” admitted a respondent familiar with
the decision making of Germany (Interviewee C, personal communication, June 18,
2019). “The largely positive public sentiment towards refugees in 2015 certainly
was an important factor that influenced the humanitarian narrative adopted by the
German government to manage the emergency” argued another interviewee (V.
Rietig, personal communication, June 4, 2019). Thus, a correlation is observed
between the positive sentiments of German society and the humanitarian response
of the German state during the first half of the refugee crisis. Similarly, following
the Cologne New Year Eve’s events and the deterioration of the German peoples’
feelings towards the refugees, the German state respondent more restrictively.
Table 26: The German Public Opinion’s Value.
Measured
Public’s
Feelings
after
Threat’s
Designation?

Securitizing
Actor

Position

Measured Public’s
Feelings before Threat’s
Designation?

Interviewee C

-

Yes

-

Surveys

Top-Down

-

Victoria Rietig

Senior Fellow
MigrationGerman Council
on Foreign
Relations

Yes

-

-

Top-Down

-

Structured
German Federal
Press Office

-

-

-

Top-Down

-

Method of
Public’s Feelings
Evaluation

-

Politiciandriven vs.
Public-driven
Securitization

SOURCE: Author’s Compilation of Interviewees Responses.

The sentiments of the German public towards migration, therefore, seem to
have had a definite impact on the German refugee/migration policy. Would the
German state’s response in 2015 be different if the majority of the German public
was negatively predisposed towards the refugees? This would not be the case
according to one of the respondents. The German state would in any event not
prohibit the entry of the refugees in Germany because of the German state leader,
Angela Merkel, had faced similar experiences with the refugees in her personal past
and despised ‘closed borders’ (Interviewee C, personal communication, June 18,
2019).
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Proportion of
the Public as
securitization’s
‘card blanch’

To conclude, public opinion had indeed a substantial impact on the German
state’s decision making about the refugee crisis. The responses of the interviewees
are summarized in Table 26.
The Role of the Mass Media
The mass media of Germany seemed to play also an important role in how
the refugee crisis was perceived in Germany and in how it was administrated.
Although they neither attempted to enforce their position to the German
government nor the German government instructed them how to represent the
refugee crisis, the German mass media have been retroactive ‘accused’ for not being
entirely objective (Interviewee C, personal communication, June 18, 2019).
Table 27: The Role of the German Mass Media.

Securitizing
Actor

Position

Interviewee C

Victoria Rietig

Senior Fellow
MigrationGerman
Council on
Foreign
Relations

Structured German
Federal Press
Office

-

Objective
Message
Mediators
No

Profit-driven
Representation
No

Guided by
Political
Affiliation
No

No

No

No

-

-

-

SOURCE: Author’s Compilation of Interviewees Responses.

Their determination to adopt a largely positive stance towards the refugees
precluded them from presenting the adverse effects that such a great wave of
migration could have to Germany (V. Reitig, personal communication, June 4,
2019). All in all, the German mass media seemed to broadcast the German public’s
sentiment mainly. They neither attempted nor succeeded to impose their positions
to the German government though. Table 27 records the responses of the
interviewees.
In conclusion, the German mass media still acted as a mediator of messages.
This time though, contrastingly to some other case studies examined in this thesis,
the mass media projected mainly the sentiments of the public towards the refugee
crisis instead of the opinion of the German state. In the case of Germany, therefore,
a bottom-up securitization as observed in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: The Securitization ‘Path’, Germany.
General Public
Mass Media

(Securitizing) Actors
Source: Author’s own Conceptualization.
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Chapter 8: EUROPEAN UNION
Introduction
An examination of the securitization of the European refugee crisis would
be incomplete if it would not contain the analysis of the European Union’s
approach. Because immigration is a policy area in which both the European Union
and her member states are entitled to legislate (TFEU, Art. 4(2)(j)),21 immigrationlegislation could originate either from the European Union Institutions or from the
member states — subject to the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality
governing the exercise of the EU’s competence.22 Since the European Union also
has the prerogative to legislate on immigration-related issues, securitization of
immigration could occur at the EU level too. For instance, the European Union’s
officials could designate immigration as an existential threat to any aspect of the
project of European integration. In the name of that designation, the EU could claim
the right to adopt and implement emergency action to prevent or combat the
perceived threat.
To examine the securitization of the refugee crisis at the EU level, in the
following pages, I examine the views, positions and rhetorical representations of
the crisis by the institutions of the European Union that hold legislative powers: the
European Commission, the European Parliament, the European Council and the
Council. The European Council, although lacking direct legislative powers, is the
most powerful institution of the Union. It is formed by the Head of State or
Government of the member states and sets out the general political guidelines
(TEU, Art. 15). The ‘Conclusions’ of the European Council could form the basis
upon the European Commission could initiate restrictive, extraordinary, and
unusual measures against a perceived threat. The European Commission is
empowered to propose legal acts of the Union (TEU, Art. 17). To become EU law,
the proposed legislation of the European Commission should be voted by the
Council and the European Parliament (EP) (TEU, Art. 16). Thus, the European

21

Immigration falls within the Area of Freedom Security and Justice which is a shared competence
between the EU and her member states.
22
According to Article 5(3) TEU, in areas in which the EU does not have exclusive competence,
the principle of subsidiarity seeks to safeguard the ability of the member states to take decisions and
action and authorizes intervention by the EU when the objectives of an action cannot sufficiently be
achieved by the member states but can be better achieved at the EU level.
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Council, the Commission, the Council of Ministers and the EP, because of their role
in the EU’s decision-making procedures, could play a significant role to the
designation of immigration/refugees as existential threat(s) and the adoption of
securitizing measures.
This chapter first sets the background of the EU’s approach to immigration.
Then, it assesses the securitization rhetoric of the EU Institutions’ leading actors in
immigration affairs. It continues by exhibiting the emergency action adopted by the
EU during the refugee crisis. The identification of the targeted by the securitizing
actors’ audience comes next. It is followed by the display of the European public’s
sentiments about the refugee crisis. Afterwards, it is investigated how, and if, the
public opinion played a role in the securitization of the refugee crisis. Close to the
end of this chapter, it is examined the contribution of the mainstream mass media
to the whole process. The application of the Comprehensive Securitization
Empirical Framework to the securitization of the refugee crisis concludes this
assessment. But, before assessing whether, and how the refugee crisis became
successfully securitized after 2015, I examine the EU’s approach towards
immigration from the early years of the EU till 2015.

Background
When the European project began, migration was neither considered as a
threat nor as an issue of salience for the European Communities (Huysmans, 2000,
p. 753). In the 1970s, after having utilized immigrants as ‘vehicles’ for the
economic reconstruction of Europe at the aftermath of WWII, the European
countries made their migration policies more restrictive (Karyotis, 2007, p. 3). The
political rhetoric that associated migration with the destabilization of the public
order played an essential role in that change (Huysmans, 2000, p. 754). From the
European countries, the ‘fears’ about immigration were transferred to the European
Communities agenda (Buonfino, 2004, p. 23; Chou, 2009, p. 546).
In 1975, ‘Trevi Group’ was established. Through this group, the member
states of the European Community could cooperate, on an intergovernmental
setting, on internal security issues. Back then, immigration was not one of these
security issues. But during the 1980s, the scope of the intergovernmental
cooperation was broadened to include illegal immigration (Karyotis, 2007, p. 4). In
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1986, the Ministers of Trevi Group decided to establish an Ad hoc Group on
Immigration that coordinated national asylum and immigration policies (Karyotis,
2007, p. 4). Soon, the intergovernmental setting of Trevi Group turned to become
supranational. The Dublin Convention (and Regulations)23 and Schengen Treaties
(and Agreement)24 constitute the most apparent evidence of the move from
intergovernmental to supranational decision-making. At the same time, the Dublin
Convention and the Schengen Treaties were some of the most immigrationrestrictive legal documents produced by the EU.
Dublin Convention on Asylum was ‘designed to allocate responsibility for
examining asylum applications to the member state that played the most important
part in the entry or residence of the person concerned’ (Karyotis, 2007, p. 5).
Schengen Treaties set the ground for the abolition of border controls among the
internal borders of the European Union and the fortification of the EU’s external
borders. Illegal immigration was one of the main issues that Schengen Treaties and
the subsequent Schengen Agreement aimed to combat. For some scholars, ‘Dublin’
and ‘Schengen’ constitute clear reflections of the member states ‘overriding
concern’ to ‘securitize’ the free-circulation objective (Boccardi, 2006, p. 212).
In 1992, the Maastricht Treaty was signed. It provided for the ‘pillarization’
structure of the European project. The European migration policies were decided
under the Justice and Home Affairs third pillar on an intergovernmental basis
(Huysmans, 2000, p. 755). Thus, decisions on immigration issues could be adopted
only by unanimity. This changed with the Treaty of Amsterdam in 1997, which,
established community-competence in areas such as immigration and asylum
(Chou, 2009, p. 547). Following the Treaty of Amsterdam, the policies on
23

European Union, Convention Determining the State Responsible for Examining Applications for
Asylum lodged in one of the Member States of the European Communities ("Dublin Convention"),
15 June 1990, OJ C 254 , 19/08/1997 p. 0001 - 0012; European Union: Council of the European
Union, Regulation (EU) No 604/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June
2013 establishing the criteria and mechanisms for determining the Member State responsible for
examining an application for international protection lodged in one of the Member States by a thirdcountry national or a stateless person (recast), 29 June 2013, OJ L. 180/31-180/59; 29.6.2013,
(EU)No 604/2013.
24
European Union, Convention Implementing the Schengen Agreement of 14 June 1985 between the
Governments of the States of the Benelux Economic Union, the Federal Republic of Germany and
the French Republic, on the Gradual Abolition of Checks at their Common Borders ("Schengen
Implementation Agreement"), 19 June 1990; European Union, Agreement between the Governments
of the States of the Benelux Economic Union, the Federal Republic of Germany and the French
Republic on the gradual abolition of checks at their common borders, Schengen Agreement, 14 June
1985, OJ L 239 , 22/09/2000 P. 0013 - 0018, 42000A0922(01).
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immigration and asylum were adopted under qualified majority voting, and the
asylum policies of the EU member states were harmonized at the expense of the
refugees’ protection (Boccardi, 2006, p. 206).
Before the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001 in the United States, the
European Commission issued a Communication advocating for the liberalization of
immigration and asylum policy (Karyotis, 2007, p. 7). However, following the
terrorist attacks, migration was approached as a security issue anew (Buonfino,
2004, p. 47; Chou, 2009, p. 547). The measures which the EU adopted and the
rhetoric that the EU officials utilized presented immigration as an issue directly
associated with terrorism (Karyotis, 2007, p. 6). The references to the threats posed
by immigration were frequent and robust (Chou, 2009, p. 242).
Influenced by security concerns, the EU placed illegal immigration in the
security dialogues with her direct (or indirect) neighbouring states. Illegal
immigration became gradually fully embedded in the EU’s security discourse
(Triantafyllidou & Dimitriadi, 2013, p. 599). It is noteworthy that the 2005
European Commission’s Communication ‘Global Approach to Migration’ also
associated legal migration and asylum with security issues (Triantafyllidou &
Dimitriadi, 2013, p. 599).
The entry into force of the Treaty of Lisbon in 2009 mandated the EU
member states to “develop a common immigration policy aimed at ensuring […]
the efficient management of migration flows” (TFEU, Art. 79(1)). The Treaty of
Lisbon further authorized the EU member states to develop a common migration
policy that would include “enhanced measures to combat [among others] illegal
immigration (TFEU, Art. 79(1)). All these developments paved the way for the EU
to treat the refugee crisis of 2015 as a security issue.

The EU’s Response to Immigration, 2015-2018
In 2015, more than 1 million persons made their way to the EU (European
Commission, 2018). Some of the EU’s member states approached the enormous
number of people crossing the EU borders as a threat while some others approached
it as an opportunity. The European Council, the Council and EP comprise of
members who represent the interests of the EU member states. The EU
Commissioners, although they supposed to be impartial, independent and
uninfluenced by their member state of origin interests, sometimes they receive
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pressure by their countries to prioritize their national interest. Inevitably, the
contrasting approaches of the EU member states towards the securitization of the
refugee crisis were projected at the EU Institutions level.
To examine whether securitization of the refugee crisis occurred at the EU
level and if the contrasting EU member states’ approaches were reflected at the EU
Institutions decision-making, this study examines all the components of a
successful securitization. It investigates the security speech acts of every relevant
EU Institution, it examines the emergency actions, and it establishes the identity of
the audience and evaluates its response.
The Security Speech Acts
In a country’s decision-making process, the executive branch is able to
designate a threat and adopt the emergency action because of holding the majorities
required for the adoption of legislation at the country’s assembly. Therefore, at the
countries-level, the examination of the government’s response offers valuable
insights about the securitization of a particular issue. However, at the EU level,
several EU Institutions are involved with the initiation, introduction, adoption and
implementation of EU legislation. The European Council can designate threats and
promote specific measures despite its lacking legislative powers. The European
Commission may introduce draft-legislation and observe its correct implementation
after its entry into force.
Bearing in mind the influential power that all the mentioned-above EU
Institutions possess with regards to the conception, adoption and implementation of
measures to tackle a perceived threat, it is worthy of investigating the position of
all these EU Institutions about the refugee crisis. I begin by assessing how the most
prominent members of the EU Council and the Council of Ministers represented
rhetorically the refugee crisis rhetorically.
European Council and JHA Council
The European Council and the Council(s) of the Ministers represent the
interests of the member states at the EU guidelines-setting and decision-making
procedures accordingly. At the European Council, although there are 28 different
‘voices’ corresponding to 28 Head of States and Governments of the EU member
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states, there is only one ‘voice’ that expresses collectively the whole European
Council: the ‘voice’ of the President of the European Council. Since 2014, the
President of the European Council is Donald Tusk.
At the Council of the Ministers, issues related to migration are discussed at
the Justice and Home Affairs Council (JHA). Usually, the voice of the JHA Council
is expressed by the Minister of Interior of the EU member state ‘holding’ the
Rotating Presidency of the Council. However, the outcomes of the JHA Council’s
deliberation attract limited attention by the mass media — comparing to the
statements of the Presidents of the European Council and the European
Commission or even the Commissioners. During the assessed period, the Interior
Ministers of Latvia, Luxembourg, Malta and the Netherland announced the JHA
Council’s decisions. Their statements, apart from having narrow mass media
coverage, they rarely contained any ‘strong’ reference to the refugee crisis. Even
when they did so, the securitizing potential of their statements was not even close
to the strong wording used by the President of the European Council. It is because
of the reasons highlighted above that this study focuses on the statements of the
President of the European Council. Table 28 summarizes Donald Tusk’s most
significant statements with regards to the refugee crisis.
Date

30 March

Following
meeting with
Malta’s P.M.

European
Council Meeting/
Heads of States
of the EU

Remarks

Invitation

2015

20 April

Table 28: The Security Speech Acts, Tusk 2015-2018.
Medium
Message

Context/Direct
Audience

23 April

Following
European
Council
Deliberations

Remarks

“Malta faces the symptoms of chaos […] especially when it comes to
irregular migration.”
“[…] most important for us is the security and stability of the Member
States, such as Malta. We cannot open our doors to everyone and
therefore, we have to act to prevent people from taking the decision to
leave their homeland.”
“The situation in the Mediterranean is dramatic […] this is why I have
decided to call an extraordinary European Council.”
“[…] But I do expect that the Commission and the European External
Action Service will present options for immediate action. And I do
expect Member States will contribute immediately.”
“…topics that we will need to address as a matter of urgency.”
“Today, we discussed the dramatic situation in the Mediterranean”
“Saving the lives of innocent people is the number one priority. But
saving lives is not just about rescuing people at sea. It is also about
stopping the smugglers and addressing irregular migration.”
“Leaders have asked the High Representative to propose actions in
order to capture and destroy the smugglers' vessels before they can be
used. […] We will step up co-operation against smuggling networks
by working through Europol, and by deploying immigration officers to
third countries.”
“we have agreed to triple the resources available to Triton, our border
mission in the Central Mediterranean, and to enhance its operational
capability. […] I am happy to announce that leaders have already
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13 May

26 June

Dinner-Speech in
Germany

Following
European
Council
Deliberations

Speech

Remarks

3
September

Annual EU
Ambassadors’
Conference

Speech

3
September

Before the
Meeting with the
Hungarian P.M.

Remarks

pledged significantly greater support, including many more vessels,
aircraft and experts, and money.”
“The European Union will help front-line Member States under
pressure and co-ordinate the resettlement of more people to Europe on
a voluntary basis, and with an option for emergency relocation.”
“[Immigration] is the third great challenge facing Europe, and
unfortunately the one likely to remain with us the longest. We face a
difficult summer ahead.”
“Today, leaders agreed to accelerate readmission negotiations with the
third countries and to fully implement EU rules on returns. We also
agreed to use our trade and development agreements on the basis of
the 'more for more' principle. Finally, Frontex will get more powers to
help return illegal migrants. The Commission was tasked to deliver.
We also need solidarity with frontline countries.”
“The EU can help with logistical and financial support. Respect for our
rules is a must. If the rules are not respected by everyone, Schengen
will be at risk.”
“Securing our borders is the most immediate and toughest test facing
us. It is safe to assume that we will see over half a million irregular
arrivals at Europe's external border this year, who are in part genuine
asylum seekers from Syria and elsewhere. To rise to this challenge, the
Union must mobilise all available tools - internal and external. We are
fulfilling and will fulfil our responsibilities under the UN refugee
convention. But that cannot be done if we sacrifice public order in the
process.”
“Some member States are thinking about containing the wave of
migration, symbolized by the controversial Hungarian fence. Others
expect greater solidarity in advocating inter alia a so-called obligatory
basis for quotas.”
“…in light of the huge and increasing number of refugees, European
countries need to do more.”
“…we should seriously address the containment of the wave of
migration by strengthening the borders and getting the keys to our
Europe back from the hands of smugglers and murderers. The two
approaches of solidarity and containment must not be mutually
exclusive. It would be unforgivable if Europe split into advocates of
containment symbolised by the Hungarian fence and advocates of full
openness voiced by some politicians as the policy of open doors and
windows.”
“Now are times of a major test for all EU members. Therefore, I call
on all EU leaders to re-double their efforts, when it comes to solidarity
with the members who face this unprecedented migratory wave.
Accepting more refugees is not the only but an important gesture of
real solidarity. Fair distribution of at least 100.000 refugees among the
EU States is what we need today.”
“If leaders do not demonstrate good will, solidarity will become an
empty slogan and will be replaced by political blackmail, divisions and
a new blame game.”
“The EU should increase our assistance to the countries bordering with
conflict areas in ensuring protection to those who are in danger. We
are talking about Turkey, Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco and other
partners in the region.”
“It will also demand an enormous effort of all institutions.
Humanitarian efforts to contain migratory flows will require much
greater engagement of Europe. It means a major increase in spending.
When we talk about the new reception centres, better protection of
borders or the economic development aid for countries outside the EU,
much more money will be needed.”
“We should getting the keys to our continent back from the hands of
smugglers and murderers.”
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7
September

Dinner Speech in
Brussels

18
September

European
Council Meeting/
Heads of States
of the EU

23
September

Doorstep
Statement

24
September

Following
European
Council
Deliberations

6 October

European
Parliament/
Members
European
Parliament

Address

VVD Europadag
Event/
The Hague

Speech

24
October

Speech

Invitation

Remarks

Remarks

“The present wave of migration is not a one-time incident but the
beginning of a real exodus, which only means that we will have to deal
with this problem for many years to come.”
“We as Europeans are currently not able to manage our common
external borders, hence some States decided to protect themselves by
closing their national ones. The protection of the European community
is our first duty and obligation and we have failed on this front.”
“…help to the frontline Member States; cooperation with the Western
Balkan countries, with Turkey and the countries bordering Syria;
budgetary assistance to the High Commissioner for Refugees and the
World Food Programme; and the implementation of our conclusions
on return and readmission. We must also discuss diplomatic efforts in
solving the Syria crisis.”
“…the most urgent question we should ask ourselves tonight is how to
regain control of our external borders? Otherwise it does not make
sense to even speak of a common European migration policy. What is
at stake is also the future of Schengen, and a sense of order and a
common European spirit.”
“…the current chaos at our external borders must end. Proper
management and control of our external borders is our common
responsibility.”
“Tonight, we have a common understanding that we cannot continue
like we did before. Without changing the current paradigm the
Schengen area will only exist in theory.”
“There are forces around us however, for whom the wave of refugees
is just dirty business or a political bargaining chip. We are slowly
becoming witnesses to the birth of a new form of political pressure,
and some even call it a kind of a new hybrid war, in which migratory
waves have become a tool, a weapon against neighbours.”
“For all refugees, easy access to Europe and lack of external borders
have become, besides the "Willkommenspolitik," a magnet attracting
them to us.”
“The first commandment today is the restoration of control on the
EU´s external borders as a conditio sine qua non of an effective,
humanitarian and safe migratory policy.”
“Tomorrow, they must pass an even harder exam: an exam in
responsibility for the protection of the European political community
and its external borders. Otherwise, they, and all of us will become
responsible for the re-emergence of walls and barriers on our internal
borders, here in Europe. We have to finally say it loud and clear:
Europe without its external borders equals Europe without Schengen.
Europe without its external borders will become a breeding ground for
fear in each and every one of us. And this will lead us, sooner than
later, to a political catastrophe.”
“If we want Europe to continue on its path of solidarity, openness and
freedom, we, the political leaders of many countries, cannot abdicate
our most important duties, and to surrender our attributes of public
authority. And the primary duty of public authority has always been to
provide security for its own community, and to protect its own
territory. Today, no task is more important for the moderate centrist
political camp than the re-establishment of Europe's external borders.
And not in order to make Europe into an inaccessible fortress, but to
effectively protect the values I have just mentioned in solidarity,
freedom and openness.”
“The crisis, or rather challenge, that we, all of us, as a community, as
the European Union, are facing now is perhaps the biggest challenge
we have seen for decades. I have no doubt that this challenge has the
potential to change the European Union we have built. It has the
potential even to destroy achievements such as border-free travel
between Schengen countries. And what is even more dangerous, it has
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Council
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the potential to create tectonic changes in the European political
landscape. And these are not changes for the better. These are truly
extraordinary times that require extraordinary measures, extraordinary
sacrifices, and extraordinary solidarity.”
“…leaders took stock of work to make eleven 'hotspots' in Greece and
Italy fully operational by the end of November. This deadline is
ambitious and requires a significant acceleration of manpower and
assets to Frontex, and the European Asylum Support Office.”
“In this regard, the European Council agreed that Frontex will be
developed beyond its current mandate. It will be able to intervene in
border crises faster and more assertively. And it will take a lead in the
return of irregular migrants. We need the European Parliament's help
to do this as quickly as possible. The aim is to equip Frontex with the
tools it needs to fully protect European borders.”
“Faced with such a migratory wave, some EU states have been
introducing different measures at internal Schengen borders. As I have
warned before, the only way not to dismantle Schengen is to ensure
proper management of EU external borders. We must do all we can to
keep Schengen intact and so any initiative that may lead to the reestablishment of borders within Schengen should be withheld. If we
are to avoid the worst, we must speed up our actions.”
“I want to state very clearly that we will not save Schengen, we will
not save Europe without internal borders, unless we strengthen
external European borders.”
“External borders do not necessarily mean walls. It is a combination of
infrastructure and complex policy that requires a wise use of soft,
economic and hard power, for example against smugglers, and in order
to enforce our rules and laws. It is a policy of protecting Europe not
against refugees, because they are only victims who need our help, but
against those, who have caused this exodus and want to make use of it
for their own interests.”
“…we are talking about walls which are growing in ourselves, in our
minds. The builder of those walls is fear. The great tide of refugees
breeds anxiety among ordinary people, providing an opportunity for
radical populists to emerge on the European political scene. Their
biggest opportunity since 1945. And that is no laughing matter.”
“Let there be no doubt: the future of Schengen is at stake and time is
running out. Every week decisions are taken in Europe, which testify
to how grave the situation is: reintroduction of border controls, or
“technical barriers” at the borders. This is a clear demonstration that
we need to regain the control of our external border. Clearly not as the
only action but as the first and most important action; as a precondition
for a European migration policy.”
“The clock is ticking. We are under pressure. We need to act fast. As a
Union.”
“I will repeat this again: without control on our external borders,
Schengen will become history.”
“We need to speed up on all fronts, including the protection of the
EU's external borders. Our goal is clear: we must regain control over
our external borders to stem migratory flows and to preserve
Schengen.”
“In response to the Greek government's request for assistance in the
form of a Rapid Border Intervention Team, Member States and EU
institutions will need to do everything in their power to assist Greece
in this challenging task.”
“Border protection is and should be in the first place the domain of
national states. This is why we have to analyse the most controversial
idea of the European Border Guard entering the territory of sovereign
states. But Europe cannot remain vulnerable when Schengen states are
not able to effectively protect their borders.”
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“Not only because I have been advocating external border control from
the very beginning of this crisis, but also because without it we will
fail as a political community. And by that, I mean potentially more
serious consequences than dismantling Schengen.”
“Dear members, let me start with the migration and refugee crisis, an
existential challenge for the EU.”
“In this context, we agreed to rapidly examine the European
Commission's proposal to strengthen the EU's external borders,
including the idea of the European Border Guard.”
“I share the sentiment expressed by Prime Minister Rutte that we have
no more than two months to get things under control.”
“The March European Council will be the last moment to see if our
strategy works. If it doesn't we will face grave consequences such as
the collapse of Schengen.”
“Preserving Schengen in the worst migratory crisis Europe has ever
faced, is unfortunately, only one of several very tough challenges we
have to deal with. It is no exaggeration to say that the next six weeks
will be key for the future of the European Union.”
“The role of our cities, local communities and regions will be pivotal
in confronting all of these challenges.”
“With the proper support, local communities and civil society
organisations can respond more quickly and more effectively in some
cases than central governments or international bureaucracies.”
“Yes, we must defend ourselves against aggressive Islam. But we also
must protect Muslims that are ready to respect others. They must
respect the identities of others; and others must respect their identity.”
“There is no doubt we need to restore Schengen. It will cost money,
take time and require a huge political effort. There will be countries
that may not be able to cope with this challenge. But Europe will be
there to assist them. We need to invest in Schengen, not in its
collapse.”
“Finally, I want to end with a plea not to allow stormy days to derail
our efforts. We cannot simply wait and see. We have entered a most
dangerous time in the European history. We must act with resolve.”
“All those who want to keep the unity of the European Union, the
unity of the whole of the West ... should back such a common plan
with the fullest determination possible.”
“As I have frequently said, without this, and without restoring control
over European migration policy, we would be unable to prevent
political catastrophes. Here I mean the collapse of Schengen; loss of
control over our external borders with all its implications for our
security; political chaos in the EU, a widespread feeling of insecurity;
and ultimately, the triumph of populism and extremism.”
“Many have said today our priority should be to set up the European
border and coast guard. I am for it, even if this body will not be
operational in time for this year, as this is not possible. But we must
ask ourselves the question: what is it the European border and coast
guard should do? Let everyone through who wants to enter Europe, or
stop and control them? I think it is obvious and not only for me: they
should stop and control, which means in fact the same very
controversial action that we apply right now.”
“Given this significantly lower influx, we can now efficiently manage
this part of our external border. This, in turn, should restore the sense
of security in Europe, which was our aim from the beginning.”
“…the migration and refugee crisis, which is a global challenge that
requires global solutions based on order, responsibility and solidarity.
In light of an unprecedented number of 65 million displaced people all
over the world, the G20 community needs to scale up its share of
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responsibility. Only global efforts supporting refugees and their host
communities will be able to bear fruit.”
“Last year's chaos on our borders, new images every day of hundreds
of thousands of people moving across our continent without any
control, created a feeling of threat among many Europeans.”
“We do not have too much time to spare. Bratislava will have to be a
turning point in terms of protecting the Union's external borders. We
must demonstrate to our citizens that we are willing and able to protect
them from a repeat of the chaos of 2015.”
“I am aware that the future of Europe will depend not only on how we
handle the migration crisis, terrorism, and the fears associated with
globalisation. Bringing back the feeling of security and order, the trust
of EU citizens in their political leadership as well as rebuilding the
reputation of the Union as a synonym of protection and stability, are
all crucial and indispensable, but they are insufficient.”
“The European Union welcomes this ambitious initiative, as no other
global problem is more urgent today than the ongoing migration of
millions of people. The United Nations still needs to strengthen its
tools and find the money to deal with the humanitarian needs and other
problems triggered by this unprecedented wave of migration.”
“Global migration will accompany us in the future. And it is in our
power to decide whether our future in this context will be orderly,
stable and safe; or disorderly, unstable and unsafe.”
“Your engagement is needed right now, both in terms of money for
humanitarian assistance, and more resettlement for those displaced by
conflicts in Syria, Yemen, Myanmar, and especially across Africa.”
“…leaders promised never again to allow a return to the uncontrolled
migration flows of 2015. As a result, the new European Border and
Coast Guard was declared operational in December last year, and help
was given to Greece, where over 1,000 European border guards are
present. In addition, we have started providing financial assistance to
refugees in Turkey.”
“The migration crisis has made us aware, with full force, of the need to
rebuild effective control of our external borders, while the aggressive
behaviour of certain third countries, and the destabilisation around
Europe, has made us aware of the need to defend our territory. For this
reason, we want to launch PESCO (Permanent Structured Cooperation
on defence) by the end of this year.”
“To put it bluntly: there will not be a Europe as we know it, if there are
no borders and no law enforcement – and there will not be a Europe
we desire, if it is taken over from within by our political barbarians.
The realisation that we have a common border and territory must bring
us together again, instead of dividing us for good. We should try to
reconcile the need for security with freedom, and the need for control
with openness.”
“But irregular migration will remain a challenge for decades, not
years, and therefore we need a structural solution in the form of a
stable and predictable EU funding instrument.”
SOURCE: Author’s own Compilation of Information.

The representation of the refugee crisis as a threat was not missing from
Donald Tusk’s speeches, statements and interviews. He often used words with
symbolic meaning to depict the crisis. Words such as ‘chaos’, ‘migration waves’,
‘drama’, ‘unprecedented’, ‘exodus’, ‘new hybrid war’, ‘catastrophe’, ‘tectonic
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changes’, ‘great tide’, ‘ticking clock’, ‘existential challenge’, ‘collapse’,
‘dangerous times’, ‘insecurity’ and ‘fear’ dominated the sentences used by Donald
Tusk when referring to the refugee crisis. Chaos, catastrophe and collapse are
usually utilized for describing situations of total devastation. According to Tusk,
the EU would face similar devastation, if EU member states did not follow the
proposed action. Waves and great tides sweep along every obstacle hindering their
way. The symbolic words used by Tusk imply that he viewed the refugee crisis as
an existential threat for the European Union. Even explicitly, Tusk presented the
crisis as an “existential challenge” (European Council, 19 January 2016).
Having designated the ‘waves’ of immigrants as an existential challenge to
the EU, Donald Tusk proposed the adoption of emergency action. Included in the
emergency response were the expansion of the resources offered by the EU member
states for tackling the crisis and for saving the refugees’ lives and the relocation of
the refugees/immigrants from the ‘front-line’ member states (European Council, 23
April 2015). Next, Tusk demanded the acceleration of the readmission negotiations,
enhancement of the Europol’s and border missions’ operation capabilities, and
solidarity with the ‘front-line’ countries (European Council, 26 June 2015).
By June 2015 and with the numbers of asylum seekers entering the EU
borders surging dramatically, Tusk shifted his rhetoric from “saving lives” to
“securing our borders” (European Council, 3 September 2015). Tusk portrayed the
“migratory waves” as a “weapon against neighbours” in a kind of a “new hybrid
war” (European Council, 6 October 2015). Unity, solidarity, containment and
multiplication of the available financial and human resources were some of the
matters of urgency that should be addressed (European Council, 3 September 2015;
European Council, 18 September 2015). “Truly extraordinary times” demanded
“extraordinary measures, sacrifices and solidarity”, Tusk argued (European
Council, 27 October 2015).
Tusk succeeded to materialize some of his proposed emergency action. He
managed to enhance Frontex’s mandate after suggesting that the EU Agency should
be able to intervene in border crises “faster and more assertively” and after
requesting the “help” of the European Parliament (European Council, 27 October
2015). A few months after Tusk’s requests, a concrete proposal for the
establishment of the European Border Coast Guard (EBCG) was on the table
(European Council, 17 December 2015). Aside from the EBCG, Tusk pleaded to
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the Heads of States to also support the EU-Turkey Statement (SBS, 25 February
2016).
To whom Tusk thought that the refugee crisis was a threat became apparent
after the introduction of internal EU-borders controls. In the aftermath of the
internal border-checks’ reintroduction by some EU member states, Tusk warned
that the future of the Schengen Agreement, one of the most impressive
achievements of the project of European integration, was jeopardized. Failing to
control the EU’s external borders was directly associated with the reintroduction of
intra-EU border controls and the endangerment of Schengen Agreement (European
Council, 23 September 2015). “Without changing the [chaos at the EU’s external
borders] the Schengen area will only exist in theory” argued Tusk in September
2015 (European Council, 24 September 2015). “Europe without its external borders
equals Europe without Schengen. Europe without its external borders will become
a breeding ground for fear in each and every one of us. And this will lead us, sooner
or later, to a political catastrophe” added (European Council, 6 October 2015). Tusk
claimed that “[the refugee crisis] has the potential to destroy achievements such as
border-free travel between Schengen countries” and “to create tectonic changes in
the European political landscape” (European Council, 27 October 2015).
Strengthening the external borders was one of the proposed solutions to
“save Schengen” and to “save Europe” (European Council, 10 November 2015).
Without regaining the external borders control, “we will fail as a political
community” as “potential more serious consequences” would follow the demolition
of Schengen, warned Tusk (European Council, 17 December 2015). “Preserving
Schengen” would be “the key for the future of the European Union”, Tusk
continued (European Council, 10 February 2016).
Considering that the President of the European Council designated the
refugee crisis as a threat to the future of the European Union and that he proposed
several extraordinary measures, it may be concluded that in the case of the
European Council the security speech act element of a successful securitization is
present. But the European Council has just a ‘say’ in the inception of the
extraordinary measures since it does not hold any legislative powers.
Considering that the Council of Ministers would follow the line of the
European Council, since they both represent the EU member states’ national
interests at the EU settings, it would be instrumental to assess the view of the other
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two powerful EU institutions who play an important role in the formulation of EU
policies: the European Commission and the European Parliament.
European Commission
The Institution of the EU entitled to propose legislation and to guarantee the
correct implementation of EU law is the European Commission. After the Lisbon
Treaty, the European Commission plays a prominent role in the formulation and
implementation of policies and measures related to the asylum, immigration and
the admittance of third-country nationals into the EU. Having the capability to
introduce emergency action and to shift the human and financial resources to
address any challenges, the statements of the most prominent officials of the
European Commission are of significant

importance. Three

European

Commission’s officials are the most appropriate persons to ‘speak’ about migration
and to ‘securitize’ the migration policy of the EU: (1) the President of the European
Commission, Jean-Claude Juncker; (2) the First Vice-President of the European
Commission, Frans Timmermans, and (3) the Commissioner for Migration, Home
Affairs and Citizenship, Dimitris Avramopoulos. The selection of these three
persons is not coincidental. The examination of more than 1,000 European
Commission’s documents between 2015 and 2018 revealed that when the
Commission ‘spoke’ about migration, it did so through the ‘mouths’ of these three
actors. Table 29 outlines their statements, speeches and announcements containing
elements of securitizing rhetoric.
Date

2015

13
January

27
January

4 March

Table 29: The Security Speech Acts, European Commission 2015-2018.
Actor
Medium
Message
Avramopoulos

Speech

Avramopoulos

Speech

Timmermans

Statement

“In this critical hour, where Europe is facing a growing number of
challenges, the EU and the Member States, together, have to take credible
and effective action on migration.”
“Europe has to take charge. We have no time to spare. Together, we will
move forward with commitment and resolve.”
“…we must not forget an important additional challenge that we are facing,
inside Europe. We need to change the perception of the public opinion on
migration. Our biggest concern is the rise of racism and xenophobia,
fuelled by populist movements across Europe. To communicate the
positive contribution of migration, I intend to launch an EU-wide campaign
to improve the narrative about migration in cooperation with Member
States later this year.”
“Managing migration well is a challenge for Europe as a whole. It is now
time for a fresh approach in the way we work together: we must make
better and more coherent use of all our tools, agree common priorities and
pool more resources at EU and national levels to achieve real solidarity and
a better sharing of responsibility between Member States.”
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“And we must, in all urgency, address the questions surrounding the
concept of legal migration. If we do not open the door, even if only a little,
we should not be surprised when less fortunate people from across the
planet try to break in through the window. We must open the door to stop
people coming in through the windows.”
“Of course, we need to deal with the main threat that we see now, which is
the tragedy in the Mediterranean.”
“But if we want legal migration to succeed, which is also a necessity for
the future of our societies and of our economy, we need our citizens to
support the idea.”
“The relocation and resettlement schemes, together with the strengthening
of Triton and Poseidon and the Action Plan to fight smugglers, respond to
the most urgent challenges we are confronted with.”
“What is at stake here is the very core of our European unity and
collaboration. We have no other choice but to find a solution at European
level.”
“Today the world finds itself facing the worst refugee crisis since the
Second World War. And Europe finds itself struggling to deal with the
high influxes of people seeking refuge within our borders.”
“…the situation in [Greece] has become particularly urgent. Almost 50,000
migrants arrived in July compared to less 6,000 last year for the same
month.”
“And I commend the Greek authorities for their efforts to deal with a
situation that it would be an understatement to describe as challenging.”
“There is no simple, nor single, answer to the challenges posed by
migration. And nor can any Member State effectively address migration
alone. It is clear that we need this new, more European approach.”
“The European Commission is deeply committed to delivering every
aspect of the European Agenda on Migration, and to support Member
States in dealing with the current migration crisis. We have made
incredible progress in the course of just a few months, and we are getting
increasing support for a genuinely European response.”
“This is a European challenge, and requires a European response.”
“The situation in Calais requires above all common and resolute action. For
the situation is but a symptom, amongst others in Europe, of a larger crisis.
It is a crisis of European dimension and that requires a European
response.”
“First Vice-President Timmermans and Commissioner Avramopoulos in
Greece today and tomorrow to offer support for refugee crisis”
“This is a global challenge that requires European solutions and European
solidarity. Ladies and gentlemen, we are facing a moment of truth in
European history. We can succeed jointly and united or we can fail each in
our own way, in our own country, on our own islands.”
“A Europe without borders can't survive in the present conditions. Our
society is built on certain premises of organised solidarity that would be
undermined if we simply would say that everybody can come in. But
Europe can't survive either if we take leave of our values and our legal
obligations vis–à-vis people who have the right to protection when they
flee from war and persecution.”
“But this enormous wave of irregular migrants and refugees has
overwhelmed its management capacities.”
“The migration crisis is not just Greek, or Italian, or Hungarian, Austrian
and German. This is a European crisis. […] It requires a European
response.”
“We are in the midst of one of the most challenging moments for Europe
and for its Member States.”
“This is not a momentary crisis, which will eventually fade away. This is a
serious refugee crisis that will continue as long as war and conflict in our
neighbourhood also continues.”

Speech
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“I think we all understand that the refugee crisis is not just Austrian,
Hungarian, Greek, Italian, or German. It’s a European crisis.”
“We must do everything in our power to win the war we have declared
against the smugglers. But in order to win, we must work all together. We
must pool all our available resources and strengthen our EU-wide
cooperation.”
“The refugee crisis is not somewhere far away. It is happening right in
front of us. It’s knocking the door of one EU Member State after the other.
No Member State can address in the EU can address this issue alone.
We can only overcome this crisis if we act as a true Union; if we act with
responsibility and solidarity.”
“We now need immediate action. We cannot leave Italy, Greece and
Hungary to fare alone.”
“Do not underestimate the urgency. Do not underestimate our imperative to
act.”
“Passing on the refugee problem from one country to another is not a
solution. The times are testing our Union.”
“If you really want to help these people, you have to put your money where
your mouth is. Provide us with the funds needed to combat this crisis”.
“President Juncker presented the budget as a means of achieving goals –
both the Commission's ten policy priorities and tackling emergencies such
as the refugee crisis.”
“Closing borders and building fences - that's no solution. The solution is
rather: a joint security of our external borders. This requires more resources
and more staff. We have fast deployable European Border Assistance
teams and I will present proposals by the end of the year to significantly
strengthen Frontex and develop it into a fully operational European Border
and Coast Guard Authority. It is therefore necessary that we have the
necessary money to address the refugee crisis. Since the beginning of the
Crisis in the EU: we have more than doubled the resources to tackle the
refugee crisis - from € 4.6 billion to € 9.2 billion.”
“Now we find ourselves facing a new and important challenge: the refugee
crisis.”
“We do not need another [Wall] now, least of all between Member States
of the European Union. This is contrary to the European project.”
“You are all aware of the refugee and migration issue. It is testing the
European institutions as well as European cohesion, solidarity and
responsibility - basic principles with which Europe can move forward and
address the issue.”
“… The Commission is of the opinion that the sudden increase in the
number of persons seeking international protection at the borders of these
countries did lead to a threat of public policy and internal security, which
justified the application of the extraordinary measures available under the
Schengen Borders Code.”
“I appeal to [the European Parliament] to help the Commission quickly and
swiftly come to terms with Turkey - its and our helping agreements otherwise the situation will be much more difficult than it is today. And I'd
like to add that I would like us to quickly deal with the topic of a common
coastguard.”
“…at this point in time the stamina of the very ideals on which we build
Europe is being tested – I am referring to notions including, first and
foremost, affection and love for our fellow human beings and respect. In
this day and age, we are faced with tough circumstances; unfortunately,
there's a worrying phenomenon, because there's xenophobia and racism.
Such incidents are appearing in Europe. Some countries in Europe appear
to opt for bringing back the bad memories of the European past – i.e.,
barbed wire, fences and walls. Europe has a clear position: it disagrees with
all of that. And Europe is communicating a responsible message of
solidarity to all the people and the States of Europe.”
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“I warn against dangerous, pernicious amalgams of putting refugees,
asylum seekers, migrants and terrorists on an equal footing. Those who
perpetrated and fomented the attacks in Paris are exactly the same that
force the unfortunates of this planet to flee.”
“If the Schengen spirit leaves our territories and our hearts, we will lose
more than Schengen. A single currency does not make sense if Schengen
falls. And so, it will be necessary to know that Schengen is not a neutral
concept, is not an innocuous concept, but that it is one of the cornerstones
of the European construction.”
“Another focus of today's Council is refugee policy. You are aware that the
Commission has put forward proposals for Common Border and Coast
Guard. […] Everyone has told us, and sometimes told us, that the
protection of the external borders would be of primordial importance.”
“The refugee crisis remains a daunting challenge for Europe. […] We can
only solve it together.”
“The decisions and actions we take together will define the future of our
Union – because it is precisely what defines us as a Union that is at stake.
On the one hand we need to urgently deliver on hotspots, relocation,
returns, European Border Guards and a normalisation of Schengen.”
“We are at a critical moment, where our unity is at stake – both when it
comes to the refugee crisis and our security. Europe is at a crossroads.”
“The EU is faced with real challenges, but I am convinced that the only
way to master them is by working together based on our commonly agreed
Agendas.”
“And once again I call on this Parliament to move forward with all the
speed necessary to set up a European body of border guards and coast
guards. At common borders, common management. If we do not
understand this, Schengen will not survive.”
“Schengen is EU's biggest achievement and we need to protect it.”
“We need to quickly agree in order to address the challenges posed by the
migratory crisis and the security threats at Europe's external borders.”
“Ladies and gentlemen, we are running out of time and we cannot afford to
continue at the current pace.”
“The EU is facing a crisis like no other before. Either we stand firm and
find solutions in line with our values, or we will see ourselves and our
Europe change beyond recognition, back to a past that no one wants to
experience again.”
“However, we cannot lose sight of the bigger picture, and what is at stake:
Schengen and our unity. […] It is precisely in testing times like these, that
we should rely on that solidarity and that resilience and deepen mutual trust
because it is the only way to move ahead.”
“Schengen is one of the most cherished achievements of European
integration, and the costs of losing it would be huge.”
“Order must return in this chaos, the consequences of which are mostly-but
not only- felt by our fellow human beings: we see that, due to irregular
migration flows, borders are closed, fences are being erected, and
accusations are being made. The very idea of Europe itself is contested.
And yet, Europe is the only solution.”
“Of course, the refugee crisis is still with us and collectively we still have a
lot of work to do. It is vital that we rapidly stem disorderly and irregular
flows of migrants, protect our external borders and safeguard the integrity
of the Schengen area.”
“If there is no solidarity here, in a short period of time there will be no
solidarity elsewhere, in other areas. And that will be a huge blow to the
European project.”
“But the political cost of non-Schengen would be much more important
still: it would be a highly symbolic reversal of a major achievement of
European integration. This is why we need to take coordinated action at
European level, making use of the tools that the same Schengen Borders
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Code provides to us, so as to allow Member states do what is necessary in
the current circumstances while preserving Schengen as a whole.”
“We have put economic figures on the cost of not having Schengen. But
the real, human and social cost of not having Schengen is far greater, if not
immeasurable.
The Commission and I personally are fully and indisputably committed to
safeguarding this fundamentally European achievement that we should
never take for granted.”
“In the same vein, our efforts to return to a normalisation of the Schengen
area must also be coordinated. We currently have temporary border
controls in place: these are exceptional measures for an exceptional
situation.”
“These controls cannot go on forever and they will not. Schengen is one of
the greatest achievements of the European Union, the most tangible
example of European integration, and we must do everything to safeguard,
defend and protect it.”
“In fact, it is precisely by not facilitating relocation or resettlement that one
contributes to secondary flows and to irregular arrivals – and this in turn
contributes to security risks. Only by relocating and by resettling, by
following the procedures, can we effectively and jointly reduce irregular
and secondary migration flows, and any potential security risks.”
SOURCE: Author’s own Compilation of Information.

How the Commission ‘framed’ the immigration issue depended heavily on
the contextual elements and the personality of the Commission’s official who
‘spoke’ about immigration. “Every word matters” argued the Coordinating
Spokesperson of the Commission (personal communication, November 28, 2018).
Using the word “refugee crisis” instead of “immigration crisis” and ‘refugee’
instead of ‘migrant’ were conscious communication decisions taken by those
formulating the Commission’s communication policies (EU Commission
Coordinating Spokesperson, personal communication, November 28, 2018). The
discourse analysis reveals that the officials of the Commission framed the
immigration issue as ‘migration challenge, ‘migration crisis’, ‘refugee crisis’ and
‘migratory pressure’. Figure 6 illustrates the terms used by the Commission from
2014 to 2017 to represent the issue.
Before the summer of 2015, the Commission treated immigration more as a
challenge than as a crisis. In January 2015, the Commissioner of Migration
presented the issue as one of the challenges faced by the EU, a challenge directly
associated with the rise of racism and xenophobia in Europe (European
Commission, 13 January 2015; European Commission, 27 January 2015). Before
the numbers of migrants began to rise sharply, Juncker appealed to the European
Union decision-makers to “open the doors” to the migrants in order to avoid having
them “coming in through the windows” (European Commission, 29 April 2015).
Timmermans depicted legal migration as a “necessity for the future of the [EU
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countries] societies and economies” and pleaded to the EU citizens to support it
(European Commission, 13 May 2015).
Figure 6. Framing Timeline- European Commission.

SOURCE: Author’s own Compilation of Information.

It did not take long for the ‘migration challenge’ to be rebranded to ‘refugee
crisis’ and to require different measures for its annihilation. Timmermans and
Avramopoulos endorsed a ‘European approach’ (European Commission, 20 August
2015). When they spoke about a ‘European approach’, the Commission’s officials
appealed to the EU member states for giving them more powers to deal with the
asylum, migration and borders issues. Soon, the Commission’s officials claimed
that all available resources, monetary and human, should be pooled (European
Commission, 7 September 2015; European Commission, 22 September 2015;
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European Commission, 23 September 2015). Junker proposed specific
extraordinary measures such as the EU-Turkey deal and the operationalization of
the EBCG (European Commission, 23 September 2015). Fabrice Leggeri,
Frontex’s executive director, backed the European Commission’s proposals and
pleaded at the EU countries to support the countries of the Union’s outposts with
financial means, people and equipment (Frontex, 18 August 2015).
The ‘wave through’ of migrants across the EU and the perpetration of
several terrorist attacks in the heart of Europe provoked the re-initiation of intraEU border controls. According to Juncker, such controls endangered Schengen,
“one of the cornerstones of the European construction” (European Commission, 25
November 2015). Avramopoulos warned that the introduction of the controls,
which were the outcome of the refugee crisis, could lead to “immeasurable costs”
for the EU (European Commission, 25 October 2016). Juncker’s and
Avramopoulos’ allegations about Schengen’s endangerment coincided with the
peak of daily arrivals from Turkey to Greece which reached the record number of
10,006 at the 20th of October 2015 (European Commission, July 2017). The arrivals
were significantly reduced in March 2016, following the EU-Turkey Statement.
From 10,006 daily arrivals in October 2015 and 5,005 in December of the same
year, two days after the EU-Turkey Statement, the border-crossings fell to 80 per
day (European Commission, July 2017). Following the ‘Statement’ and the drastic
reduction at the migration arrivals, the Commission gradually framed the issue as a
‘challenge’ and as ‘migration pressures’.
All in all, the Commission officials depicted the migration issue and the
repercussions following it as threats to the project of European integration and the
unity of the EU. They announced several measures that should be taken to tackle
the threat. They mostly requested solidarity, a ‘European approach’, money and
staff. They proposed the operationalization of the EBCG and endorsed the deal with
Turkey.
The statements of the Commission’s officials qualify as security speech acts
—esteemed political actors portrayed the crisis as a threat to the European Union
and proposed several extraordinary measures and the redirection of financial and
human resources to deal with that threat.
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European Parliament
The European Parliament’s configuration, for the period examined by this
study, consisted of 750 Parliamentarians (MEPs) aligned with eight political
groups. Examining each one of the statements of the 750 MEPs or the political
groups to assess whether they uttered any security speech act would require much
time and would add limited value to the findings of this thesis. Rarely the speeches
of the MEPs or the statements of the political groups are presented by the mass
media or gain the attention of the general public. This is why this study focuses on
the statements of certain influential persons and political groups. These are the
President of the European Parliament and the MEPs of the two larger political
groups: (1) the European People’s Party (EPP); and (2) the Progressive Alliance of
Socialists and Democrats (S&D). From the examination of around 1,000 documents
extracted from the Presidency of the EP, the EPP and the S&D archives, between
2015 and 2018, only a few sentences and statements carry the potential of
containing designations of (existential) threats and proposals for the adoption of
extraordinary measures. These sentences are summarized in Table 30.
Date

14 April

Table 30: The Security Speech Acts, European Parliament 2015-2018.
Actor/Status
Medium
Message

Kyenge/ MEP
S&D

Statement

15 April

Schulz/EP
President

Statement

19 April

Schulz/EP
President

Statement

25 June

Schulz/EP
President

Speech

22 July

Pittella/
President of
S&D/ MEP

Speech

“We are hearing more and more about the crisis and the fact that migration
is increasing. Is the arrival of 250,000 migrants to a continent of half
billion people really a crisis? I think not. The crisis is the 3,500 people
who have died in the Mediterranean Sea. A Union of 28 states and half a
billion people must have the capacity to cope with the current situation. If
the arrival of a few thousand migrants turns into an emergency, that is
because the EU's 28 member states still do not have a common vision and
strategy on migration.”
“As I have stated repeatedly in the past, the migration and refugee
question in the Mediterranean is not just an issue for individual countries,
it is one the European Union must treat as its own. […] We must show
solidarity and resolve in tackling this common challenge.”
“Without a genuine common European approach based on solidarity,
which offers people the opportunity to come to Europe legally and which
places hope instead of despair, the next tragedy is only a matter of time.”
“But this heritage is more than ever at risk from those who want to turn
back the clocks. And every day, the high migratory pressure at our
external borders puts into question the imperfect EU framework we have
in place.”
“Furthermore, we are talking about an emergency situation, so I urge your
ministers to proceed quickly.”
“Europe needs to make a qualitative leap to leave behind the deepest
systematic crisis in EU history. The farcical response given by the Council
over migration and the drama continuing in Greece demonstrate the depth
of the European crisis and show the extent to which European solidarity
has vanished in recent years.”
“We cannot imagine Europe in 10 years' time if it continues along the
current path. Either we change it or it will die.”
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2
September

Schulz/EP
President

14
September

Pittella/
President of
S&D/ MEP

23
September

Schulz/EP
President

Speech

15
October

Schulz/EP
President

Speech

12
November

Schulz/EP
President

Speech

Speech

Speech

“A number of national elections are foreseen, China's economic situation
is worrying leaders around the globe, the Ukraine crisis is still simmering
and the terrorist threat posed by the so-called Islamic State remains a
grave concern. But clearly topping the political agenda is the refugee
crisis.”
“Lack of action is costing lives, violating fundamental rights and our
values, wasting opportunities of integration, putting at risk our freedom of
movement, providing fertile ground for extremist ideologies and damaging
our reputation.”
“Finally, we have a credible plan on how to face the refugee crisis, it is
urgent that all national governments put aside their egos and endorse the
Commission’s proposals today. More innocent people are dying, further
legal and illegal barriers are rising up, earlier generosity is falling away.
Solidarity can no longer be a kind offer, it must be compulsory. The EU is
not a club of interest, but a family where rights and duties must be equally
shared. National selfishness will otherwise condemn Europe to its
dissolution. Last week, myself and other Group Presidents wrote to all
national leaders asking for their support – I now focus that plea to
Members of our own political family: let's move forward and create a truly
European asylum and migration policy. Only by integrating further will
we have the tools to solve this crisis.”
“Standing today next to this abhorrent new Iron Curtain reminds us that
we must never allow ourselves to be divided between East and West
again. From the horror of the war Europe rebuilt itself together, we cannot
allow this crisis to rip us apart again.”
“With migration flows unseen in recent history, Europe is faced with an
epochal challenge. After the financial crisis we are now confronted again
with a challenge where the first step towards its solution is accepting that
global problems cannot be solved by nation-states acting on their own.
Worse, the centrifugal forces of national egotism threaten to tear our union
apart. Beggar thy neighbour policies will destroy our European project.”
“European challenges need European responses.”
“President Tusk, let me thank you for the text of your invitation letter,
which clearly illustrates the dramatic situation we are in.”
“[…] we have created a single area without internal borders, the Schengen
area, but we left the management and the policing of the external borders
in the hands of the individual Member States. This imbalance is now
causing problems, problems which are putting one of our most striking
achievements – freedom of movement - in danger. Those who close
borders permanently in a common market destroy that common market.
Because the free movement of goods and services entail the free
movement of persons. A Schengen Area where citizens are stopped at the
borders while thousands of lorries carrying goods for the "just-in-time
economy" pass without a check would not survive more than a day.”
“But more efforts are urgently needed. The UN appeals for the Syrian
refugee crisis in 2015 are covered only up to 40% and this gap is one of
the main reasons for the increasing migration flows we are facing today. I
urge you to increase your contributions to humanitarian and development
assistance.”
“The Schengen area will only survive if Member States under pressure are
not abandoned and if we thoroughly implement the new system of
monitoring and evaluation agreed in 2013. The management of our
external borders is a collective responsibility and must be based on the
principles of shared responsibility, mutual trust and solidarity.”
“If we fail to address migration on any of these fronts, if we let ourselves
be distracted by those who spread fear, then we also fail to uphold the idea
of a united Europe based on common values and solidarity.”
“The European Union is challenged as never before. This refugee and
migration crisis will not go if we turn our heads away. It will only get
worse.”
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29
November

Schulz/EP
President

15
December

González
Pons/ MEP
EPP
Schulz/EP
President
Pittella/
President of
S&D/ MEP

17
December

2017

2016

5 January

Speech

Statement

Speech
Statement

16 March

Metsola/ MEP
EPP

Statement

20
October

Schulz/EP
President

Speech

12 July

Pittella/
President of
S&D/ MEP

Statement

“To the EU member states around this table I want to address a very clear
message: the Schengen area will only survive if we accept the
management of our external borders as our shared responsibility. We must
find ways for effective border controls and management. And cooperate
operationally as a Union with partners such as Turkey on the management
of our borders.”
“We have to be prepared not least to save human lives but also to save the
very existence of Schengen. If external borders are permeable, internal
borders will inevitably be set up. The security of external borders is vital
to the existence of Schengen and indeed the EU.”
“The refugee and migration crisis risks putting into question the integrity
of the Schengen Area.”
“Schengen is not only the greatest success of the story of European
integration, but the purest symbol of a united Europe. Once this symbol is
destroyed, the whole of Europe is at risk of collapse. […] The future of
Europe is at stake.”
“The abolition of the Schengen internal border controls has to go hand-inhand with strengthening external borders. This is simply a prerequisite if
we are to save Schengen.”
“It cannot be a matter of cherry-picking which of these forms of solidarity
is most desirable: à la carte solidarity will lead us into a wall. Whatever
we want to call it, what we need is “effective” solidarity, simultaneously
and at all levels of EU action on asylum and migration.”
“Others have refused to open their Mediterranean harbours; not even to a
single rescue ship. This is not acceptable. Those who refuse must take the
political and moral responsibility for undermining not only the social and
political stability of Italy, but also that of Europe as a whole.
“Such an outrageous situation cannot continue. Silence or void solutions
are useless now. European Institutions along with all member states must
face this challenge together. The future of our Union is at stake.”
SOURCE: Author’s own Compilation of Information.

The MEPs from the Social and Democrats denounced the allegations about
the existence of a migration crisis. A European Union of half a billion people should
not call crisis the arrival of 250,000 migrants argued S & D’s Cecile Kygene (S &
D, 14 April 2015). She warned that “if the arrival of a few thousand migrants turns
into an emergency, that is because the EU [lacks] a common vision and strategy on
migration” (S & D, 14 April 2015). Such statements also represented the position
of the President of the EP by that time, Martin Schulz, who during the same time
stated that the “migration and refugee question” was a European Union issue and a
“common challenge” of which the resolve required solidarity (European Parliament
15 April 2015; European Parliament, 19 April 2015).
It did not take long before the migration and the refugee ‘question’ were
declared as an emergency situation that “put into question the imperfect EU
framework [the EU] has in place” (European Parliament, 25 June 2015). By that
time, the migratory pressures at the external borders of the EU had significantly
increased. Gianni Pittella, the then leader of the S & D, added the Greek financial
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crisis (which was at its peak during the summer of 2015) to the migration crisis to
describe “the deepest systematic crisis in the EU history” and to claim that “either
we change [the path of limited solidarity], or Europe will die” (S & D, 22 July
2015).
In September 2015, Schulz shifted the framing of the situation from the
migration ‘question’ to the “refugee crisis” which “topped the political agenda”
(European Parliament, 2 September 2015). Pittella demanded “compulsory
solidarity” to resolve the crisis (S & D, 14 September 2015) and warned that if no
solidarity by all the EU member states was offered, “national selfishness” would
“condemn Europe to its dissolution” (S & D, 14 September). Along the same line,
Schulz argued that “the centrifugal forces of national egotism threaten to tear our
[European] union apart” and warned that “beggar thy neighbour policies will
destroy our European project” (European Parliament, 23 September 2015). Schulz
further argued that the imbalance in the policing of the EU’s external borders and
the closure of internal borders were outcomes of the migration crisis (European
Parliament, 23 September 2015) and put the EU’s common market in danger
(European Parliament, 23 September 2015).
Schulz envisaged solidarity, mutual trust, shared responsibility, the increase
of the humanitarian and development assistance as well as the reopening of the
intra-EU borders as measures for tackling the “epochal challenge” caused by the
migration pressures (European Parliament, 23 September 2015; European
Parliament, 15 October 2015). During the last months of 2015, Schulz reiterated
the designations of existential threats for the EU and added at the proposed
emergency action the operational cooperation with partners such as Turkey on the
management of the EU borders (European Parliament, 12 November 2015;
European Parliament, 29 November 2015).
At the end of 2015, the ‘hordes’ of migrants passing through the Balkans to
the rest of Europe prompted several EU member states to reintroduce controls at
their intra-EU borders. It was during that same time when Esteban Gonzalez Pons,
a MEP belonging to the EPP group and Pittella from the S & D associated the lack
of security at the external borders with the re-establishment of the internal-EU
borders and warned that “the security of external borders is vital to the existence of
Schengen and the EU” (EPP, 15 December; S & D, 5 January 2016).
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The EU-Turkey deal’s closure and the vertical decrease in the numbers of
persons attempting and succeeding to cross the EU’s external borders, the EP’s
most official voices ceased to present the migration/refugee crisis as an existential
threat for the EU. At the beginning of 2017, Schulz was replaced by the Italian
Antonio Tajani. Tajani, during his 2017-term, rarely referred to the migration issue.
When he did so, he avoided to depict it as an existential threat.
Yet, during Schulz’s term, there were many references to existential threats
for the EU derived from or incidental to the refugee/migration crisis. The EP’s most
influential officials proposed measures, very similar to those proposed by the other
EU Institutions: ‘European approach’, solidarity, a shift of financial and human
resources, and promotion of the EU-Turkey deal. It looks therefore that the most
official figures of the EP performed several securitizing moves (SSA+) throughout
the ‘peak’ of the refugee crisis.
Conclusions
A comparison of the rhetoric used by the most official voices of the EU
Institutions to depict the refugees’ outbreak reveals that all of them followed a
similar approach. Explicitly or implicitly, they designated the ‘waves of migrants’
and the repercussions of these ‘waves’ as existential threats to some of the most
important achievements of the project of European integration and to the European
Union as such. The designations of existential threats were accompanied by
propositions for emergency action. The intensity of the securitization rhetoric and
the terms utilized to depict the perceived threat, varied from one EU Institution to
the other. The President of the European Council, the First Vice-President of the
European Commission and the leaders of the two stronger EP’s groups, used more
direct and strong wording to describe the alleged threat, the refugee crisis. The
Presidents of the Commission and of the EP, as well as the Commissioner for
Migration, were more cautious when portraying the crisis.
All of them also followed a similar pattern when ‘framing’ the crisis.
Depending on the context, the number of the refugees and the motives of
immigration, the EU Institutions framed the movement of persons as ‘migratory
challenge’, ‘refugee’ and/or ‘migration’ crisis, and ‘migratory pressures’.
With regards to the proposed measures, all the EU Institutions urged for a
‘European Response’ and requested the EU countries to show solidarity towards
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the fellow peripheral member states. Among the many proposed measures, three
looks like the emergency action envisaged by the CSSS’ theorists: (1) the
significant increase of monetary and human resources; (2) the fast-track
operationalization of the European Borders Coast Guard Agency; and (3) the
Agreement between the EU and Turkey of March 2016.
The Emergency Action
When a country securitizes an issue such as migration, the most obvious
extraordinary means employed to tackle the alleged threat usually include, but are
not limited to, the raising of ‘fences’ and walls at the borders, violations of human
rights and intensification of border controls. In the case of the European Union, the
proposed and employed extraordinary means were slightly different from those
usually proposed and employed by a state proper.
The ‘founders’ of the securitization theory commented first on the
extraordinary means that a securitizing actor could use for tackling a perceived
threat. They defined them as interruptions with “the normal political rules of the
game” (Buzan et al., 1998, p. 24). Some of these measures included the imposition
of secrecy, levy of taxes or conscription, placement of limitations on otherwise
inviolable rights, and the centralization of the society’s energy and resources on a
specific task (Buzan et al., 1998, p. 24). Subsequent scholars broadened the
definition of emergency action. Bright argued that “securitization can simply enable
an actor to do things which previously seemed politically impossible - but which
nevertheless would be perfectly legal” (2012, p. 868). Potvin and Davis suggested
that through the security speech act, the securitizing actors argue for an exceptional
counteracting response which permits urgent measures to be taken (2017, p. 193).
In another context and with another designated threat, Lo classified three categories
of emergency measures: (1) budgetary allocation; (2) policy and institutional
arrangement; and (3) legislation amendment and formulation (2015, p. 163).
Taken the above into consideration, it becomes clear that a wide array of
measures could qualify as ‘extraordinary’. Not only violent, restrictive, illegal and
military methods, but also political actions that would be impossible to be
materialized before the refugee crisis.
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Reallocation of Financial Resources
The study of the EU’s rhetorical representation of the refugee crisis reveals
that all the leading figures of the EU Institutions pleaded for the urgent increase of
the financial and human resources. Discovering that the EU budget (which
originates from the EU member states’ contributions) allocated to migration-related
policies was significantly augmented between 2015 and 2018 means that the main
emergency action proposed by the EU institutions was approved and implemented
at the end.
With regards to the budget allocation, the EU allots a specific funding for
migration, asylum and integration policies (European Parliament, April 2018).
According to a study requested by the BUDG Committee of the EP, the
commitments for nine EU funds/agencies/systems for the period from 2014 to 2020
increased from EUR 8,4 billion of the initial allocation to EUR 14,2 billion by April
2018 (European Parliament, April 2018, p. 6). In detail, the Asylum, Migration and
Integration Fund increased from EUR 3,31 billion initial allocations to EUR 6,6
billion, the Internal Security Fund increased marginally from the initial allocation
of EUR 3,7 billion to EUR 3,8 billion, the contributions to FRONTEX from EUR
628 million to EUR 1,638 million, the funding for EASO from EUR 109 million to
EUR 456 million, and for EUROPOL, from EUR 654 million to EUR 753 million
(European Parliament, April 2018, p, 15).
The European Commission also recorded a significant increase in the
budget allocations for dealing with the migration crisis. In total, EUR 17,7 billion
were allocated from the EU budget to deal with the migration crisis in the 20152017 period (European Commission, July 2017). Between 2015 and 2018, the EU
doubled the budget for dealing with the refugee crisis. The original allocation
amounted to EUR 9,6 billion, but the total allocation at the end reached EUR 22
billion. The ‘increase to react to bigger needs’ was equal to EUR 6,6 billion, the
‘Trust Fund for Syria’ amounted to EUR 600 million, the pledges from the London
and Brussels Conference were at EUR 1,6 billion, the ‘EU Emergency Trust Fund
for Africa’ reached the EUR 2,6 billion and the ‘Facility for the Refugees in Turkey’
was allocated EUR 1 billion. Consulting either the sources of the European
Commission or the source of the European Parliament, one conclusion may be
drawn by the abovementioned budget allocations: the EU institutions leaders
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managed to persuade the member states to allocate more financial resources to deal
with the designated threat.
But the EU institutions’ officials were also successful in persuading the
decision-makers of the EU about the urgency to operationalize an EU Agency that
would have the right to intervene within the borders of an EU member state without
that member state having requested or pre-approved its intervention: the European
Border Coast Guard.
European Border Coast Guard Agency
The European Union is a unique international organization. One of her most
peculiar and at the same time most difficult parts to administer is her borders. The
EU has internal and external borders. Internal between her member states and
external at the borders of her peripheral member states with third countries. There
exist no internal borders and controls between the EU member states. The
peripheral member states that share borders with third countries are responsible for
the protection of their borders which at the same time are also the external borders
of the EU. Hesitant to concede more of their sovereignty to Brussels, the peripheral
EU member states usually avoid allowing EU agencies to intervene at their borders
without their consent. This situation changed with the introduction and
operationalization of the EBCG.
It was at the peak of the refugee crisis and just a few days after the deadly
terrorist attacks in Paris, when the Commission focused its efforts on “managing
migration more effectively, improving the internal security of the EU, and
safeguarding the principle of free movement of persons” (European Commission,
15 December 2015). To do so, the Commission proposed the operationalization of
the European Border Coast Guard Agency. The extraordinariness of the EBCG lies
on its rapid progression through the usually lengthy EU’s legislative procedures and
on its extensive jurisdiction (Carrera & Den Hertog, 2016, p. 2; Ferraro & De
Capitani, 2016, p. 1).
The compliance of the EBCG Regulation with the EU’s procedural
requirements is debatable. The short period between the Commission’s proposals
for the establishment of the EBCG Agency, on December 2015, till the
announcement of its official launch, just ten months later, is rarely observed at the
EU’s policy-making. To examine the legality of the EBCG Regulation, one has to
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assess the form of the legislative procedure followed for the adoption of the EBCG
Regulation, its legal basis, and the text of the Regulation.
With regards to the procedure, the ordinary legislative procedure was used
for the adoption of the EBCG Regulation. The procedural rules seem to have been
correctly followed. The EBCG Regulation is a result of consultations between the
European Parliament and the Council who directly (and indirectly) represent the
interests of the EU citizens. The urgency by which the Regulation was adopted
seems to be a result of the demands of the European Council and the Commission
to deal with the refugee crisis in an immediate and effective manner.
With regards to the suitableness of the legal basis, the Lisbon Treaty
provision upon which the EBCG Regulation is ‘based’ on is Article 77(2) (b) and
(d) and Article 79 (2) (c) TFEU. According to these provisions the EP and the
Council acting in accordance with the ordinary legislative procedure should adopt
“measures concerning the checks to which persons crossing external borders are
subject, any measure necessary for the gradual establishment of an integrated
management system for external borders, and measures in the areas of illegal
migration and unauthorized residence, including removal and repatriation of
persons residing without authorization”. A closer look at the text of the EBCG
Regulation reveals some issues of potential incompatibility with its legal basis.
Article 1 of the Regulation provides, in its subject matter, for the assurance of a
high level of internal security. This fact could offer to the EBCG Agency more
powers to intervene within the EU to ‘assure internal security’ even though the legal
basis did not explicitly provide for such powers.
Given that the legal basis of the EBCG Regulation covers only the
prevention and fight against illegal crossing and irregular migration and considering
that the EU internal security is covered by other legal bases, it seems like an issue
of ‘legal basis’ inappropriateness could arise in the future (Ferraro & Capitani,
2016, p. 12). Until that happens, the EBCG Regulation may be considered as lawful.
Being lawful though does not mean that the Regulation was not an extraordinary
means to deal with the designated threat. Another emergency and controversial
action to which the EU resorted to, amid the refugee crisis, was the EU-Turkey
Statement.
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EU-Turkey Statement
Turkey constituted the main first country of refuge for all those Syrians
fleeing the atrocities taking place in their country after 2011. As a result of the
proximity of Turkey to Syria and the ‘open-border’ policy of the Turkish state,
millions of Syrian asylum seekers gathered throughout Turkey and especially at the
borders of the latter with Greece. The fact that Turkey did not hinder the passage
of the refugees/immigrants from her coasts to the Greek islands and therefore to the
European Union’s territory constituted a major problem not only for Greece but
also for the EU as a whole.
Already from 2015, Turkish and EU officials worked for months on a draft
plan for the refugees (Toygur & Ozsoz, 2016, p. 1). The communications gave rise
to a ‘Statement’ between the EU and Turkey. The ‘Statement’ provided for the
return of individuals arriving irregularly by boat in Greece back to Turkey, in
exchange for increased EU resettlement of Syrians from Turkey, large sums of aid
to Turkey and the abolishment of EU visa restrictions for Turkish nationals
(Huffington Post, n.d.).
Just a few days after the ‘Statement’s’ adoption, the irregular arrivals
decreased by 97% (European Commission, 2 May 2017). Yet, serious questions
regarding the legality of the ‘Statement’ were raised with most of them focussing
on its ‘branding’ (Provera, 29 April 2016, p. 1).
Article 218 TFEU outlines the procedure that the EU should follow when
negotiates and concludes agreements with third countries. Based on Article 218 (6)
(a) (v) TFEU, such agreements may be concluded by the Council only after
obtaining the consent of the EP. Although the ‘Statement’ with Turkey falls within
the definition of an international agreement with a third-country, the EP was not
requested for and did not give its consent, as required by the Treaties. It seems like
the Council, to skip the potential delays and negation of the EP, used the term
‘Statement’ to present its agreement with Turkey.
A ‘Statement’ should not produce any legal effects (Den Heijer &
Spijkerboer, 7 April 2016), should not be legally binding and should not be
approved from either the EP or the National Parliaments (Peers, 18 March 2016).
The text of the ‘Statement’ and the utilization of the weak and vague term ‘will’
instead of the stronger ‘shall’ or ‘should’, which are frequently used in international
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law to outline obligations, contribute to disregarding the ‘Statement’ as a proper
agreement falling within the definition of Article 218 TFEU (Den Heijer &
Spijkerboer, 7 April 2016).
However, both the text and the context of the ‘Statement’ contain elements
of an international agreement ‘proper’ that produce legal obligations. Commitments
for both parties emerge out of their decisions, and the points agreed. On the part of
Turkey, a commitment to accept returned migrants and on the part of the EU, a
commitment to accept for resettlement one Syrian for every one Syrian returned to
Turkey. The fact that the ‘Statement’ was immediately implemented and almost
terminated the refugee flows indicates that it was meant to sort legal effects and
that both the EU and Turkey intended to bind themselves (Den Heijer &
Spijkerboer, 7 April 2016).
These facts lead to the conclusion that the ‘Statement’ was not a simple deal
but a legally binding international agreement. By not requesting the consent of the
EP before concluding the agreement with Turkey, the EU seems to have violated
procedural rules as outlined in Article 218 TFEU. Yet, considering that the deal did
not meet any resistance and that it was praised by leading figures of the European
Parliament for its positive impact to the reversal of the migration flows, it is very
unlikely that the Court of Justice of the EU will be requested to comment on the
legality of the EU-Turkey ‘Statement’ shortly.

Conclusions
“Securitization can simply enable an actor to do things which previously
seemed politically impossible” argued Bright (2012, p. 868). This seems to be the
case with the emergency action of the EU. If the refugee crisis would not have been
presented as an existential threat, it is uncertain whether the EU member states
would have shifted their financial resources towards funding the instruments related
with migration and borders’ control, whether they would have given their consent
for the establishment of such a powerful EU Agency as the EBCG, and whether the
EP would have remained apathetic to the EU-Turkey ‘Statement’s’ procedural
flaws. Therefore, the emergency action at the EU level was not only present but
also successfully implemented (EM+).
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The Identity of the Audience
Considering the unique structure of the EU, the targeted audience of the
securitizing actors could be substantially different from that at the member states’
level. At the member states’ level, it has been established from the investigation of
the case studies assessed, that the primary audience of the securitizing actors was
the general public. However, the countries of the EU are all nation-states governed
by decision-makers elected by ‘the people’, owning their legitimacy to ‘the people’,
and feeling accountable to these same ‘people’. The decision-makers are also the
most competent securitizers. The EU, on the other hand, is a sui generis
international organization of which the ‘European people do not directly elect some
of the most important decision-makers. Did the securitizing actors at the EU level
address their security speech acts at the general European public? Or, did they target
other audiences? To answer these questions, I apply the Triangulation Method of
Audience Identification. I examine the text of the securitizers’ statements and the
spatial and temporal context surrounding their speech acts. Then, I test the
outcomes of the textual and contextual analysis against the answers of interviewees
speaking on behalf of the EU Institutions.
Textual and Contextual Analysis
To draw my conclusions about the identity of the primary audience, I assess
the text of the most intense securitizing moves of the EU Institutions, and I take the
contextual parameters into account. Does the text of the statement designate any
specific addressee of the security speech act? What was happening during the time
of the securitizing move? Within which venue or country was the security speech
act articulated? Who were the direct spectators of the speech act? By answering
these questions, I discover by whom did the securitizing actor desire the security
speech acts to be received.
European Council and Council of the European Union
In the summer of 2015, the numbers of arriving immigrants reached
unprecedented levels. The President of the European Council declared that the lack
of respect to ‘our rules’ and the lack of solidarity with the frontline member states
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could risk the existence of Schengen (European Council, 26 June 2015). The place
where this statement was pronounced was the European Council’s venue following
the deliberations of a European Council Summit. The mass media were the direct
recipients of the message. But the mass media do not keep such messages for
themselves. They transmit them to their audience among which is the general public
but also the EU’s Heads of States, EU institutions, and the member states’
parliaments. It looks like the ‘solidarity’ and respect to ‘our rules’ targeted the
leaders of the EU member states. They could express their solidarity through
‘actions’ (budgetary or staff allocations). However, the Heads of the EU member
states are accountable to their domestic constituencies and parliaments. The last
could also be targeted by Tusk’s rhetoric. By that time, the numbers of immigrants
trespassing the Greek sea-borders had surged significantly. To deal with such an
important development, all the segments of the EU polity and society should show
solidarity and respect to the EU rules.
In another case, before meeting with Orbán, Tusk’s targeted audience of the
securitizing move was easier to be spotted. “If leaders”, he said, “do not
demonstrate good will, solidarity […] will be replaced by political blackmail,
divisions […]” (European Council, 3 September 2015). Therefore, the leaders of
the EU member states were Tusk rhetoric’s explicit and direct targets. Continuing
expressing his thoughts, he demanded an “enormous effort of all institutions” and
a “major increase in spending” (European Council, 3 September 2015). Thus, he
desired his message to be heard by the EU countries’ leaders and by the EU
institutions.
Following the reintroduction of border controls between some ‘Schengen
countries’, Tusk urged his audience to “regain control of the external borders” in
order to safeguard one of the greatest achievements of European integration: the
Schengen area (European Council, 24 September 2015). Considering that the
external borders of the EU that seemed to be unrestrained were the Greek ones, it
is evident that Tusk’s targeted audience was the Greek government and its ‘wave
through’ approach that caused problems to the rest of the EU.
During the peak of the crisis, Tusk, when addressing the European
Parliament, made it clear that the process of European integration was at stake. He
requested the help of this EU Institution to enhance the mandate of Frontex
(European Council, 27 October 2015). Such expansion of Frontex’s mandate should
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go through the ordinary legislative procedure. The EP is a co-legislator (together
with the Council) in this procedure. The EP’s speedy and positive response was
needed. Obviously, the MEPs were the direct targets of Tusk. Considering that,
almost a year later, Frontex’s mandate was substantially expanded by the EBCG
Regulation and that the legislative procedure took noticeably less time than usual,
it is apparent that Tusk’s narrative was successful.
In the first months of 2016, the refugee flows had begun to shrink. However,
a significant number of refugees were attempting to make their way from the
European south to the wealthier north. Some countries of the Western Balkans
sealed their borders in order to halt the refugees. As a result, tens of thousands of
immigrants were ‘trapped’ within the Greek territory. It was then when the Tusk
praised the role of the European cities, local communities, regions and civil society
organizations in confronting the migratory challenge (European Council, 10
February 2016). In that case, it seems like Tusk desired his message to be heard by
the European people and by the local governments, municipalities and NGOs.
Writing a letter to the Heads of EU States before the Bratislava Summit, Tusk
revealed that his ultimate targeted audience was the EU citizens although his direct
recipients of the letters were the EU leaders. “We must demonstrate to our citizens
that we are willing and able to protect them from a repeat of the chaos of 2015,”
Tusk wrote (European Council, 13 September 2016).
All in all, Tusk’s security speech acts were uttered in front of different
audiences. They seemed to have a variety of potential targets. Though, taking into
account that most of Tusk’s targeted audiences derive their legitimacy and are
accountable to the general public, it seems like Tusk’s ultimate targeted audience
was the masses. Without the public’s support, the proposed emergency action was
doomed to fail.
European Commission
As in the case of the European Council, the officials of the Commission
seemed to address their messages to a variety of audiences. Avramopoulos made an
explicit reference to the general public and to the need for changing its negative
perception about migration (European Commission, 27 January 2015). When
proposing an extension of the legal ‘venues’ of migration, Timmermans also
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explicitly referred to the need for the citizens’ support (European Commission, 13
May 2015).
The Commission’s officials who dealt with the migration challenge pleaded
for a ‘European response’ and a solution at European level. Admittedly, the direct
targets of such rhetoric were the EU member states’ leaders and Ministers of Home
Affairs, Migration or Security. These officials hold power to vote in favour or
against the Commission’s initiatives. However, if the European citizens, to which
the Heads of States and Ministers are accountable, did not agree with the ‘European
level’ approach, it would be difficult for the Commission’s officials to materialize
their plans.
The President of the European Commission urged for the deployment of
more staff and the release of more funds for combating the crisis (European
Commission, 22 September 2015; European Commission, 23 September 2015).
Once again, the audience of this narrative seems to be the leaders of the EU member
states who hold the powers to release such resources. But budgetary powers are also
vested with the EU Institutions. So, Juncker targeted the EU governments and the
EU Institutions with some of his statements. Some other of his statements targeted
the MEPs. When the prospect of an EU-Turkey Agreement appeared, Juncker
appealed directly to the MEPs to “help the Commission quickly and swiftly come
to terms with Turkey” (European Commission, 27 October 2015). With regards to
the EBCG Agency, Juncker urged the MEPs to act speedily (European
Commission, 25 January 2016).
Thus, multiple audiences seem to constitute the targets of the Commission
officials’ narrative. They warned that if the EU countries’ leaderships, the MEPs
and the local governments did not follow the line introduced by the Commission,
the future of the EU would be at stake.
One could argue that although the direct audiences of the Commission’s
officials were institutional actors at the EU and the member state level, the actual
targeted audience was the general public. If the general public did not agree with
the Commission’s proposals, the democratically elected states’ leaders, MEPs and
local governments would have to deal with the public’s discontent. Without the
public’s assent, any proposed measure would be doomed to failure.
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European Parliament
The enunciators of the security speech acts at the EP’s level are usually
MEPs. MEPs are directly elected from the European ‘people’. It would not be a
surprise, therefore, if the securitizers of the EP targeted the European general public
explicitly.
However, the proposed, by the MEPs, emergency action was similar to that
endorsed by the Commission and the European Council: ‘European approach’,
solidarity, reallocation of budgetary and human resources. In some cases, Schulz
targeted directly the Ministers participating at the Council’s deliberations and
demanded them to “proceed quickly” (European Parliament, 25 June 2015). In
some other cases, the EU Institutions and the EU member states were the targets of
the MEPs’ communications. Once, Pittella called explicitly at the “European
Institutions along with all member states” to “face this [migration challenge]
together” (S & D, 12 July 2017).
Thus, various actors seem to have been targeted by the securitizing narration
of the most influential MEPs. However, all the targeted actors are accountable to
their domestic constituencies. The general public is the ultimate judge of all the
securitizing actors, and most likely, the primary audience of their security speech
acts.
The Experts’ Opinion
The findings of the textual and contextual analysis suggest that the EU
Institutions’ securitizers directed their speech acts towards various audiences. The
semi-structured interviews with EU officials although they confirm that the security
speech acts were directed towards various but similar audiences, they reveal that
the primary audience of each one of the assessed Institutions was different.
The Primary Audience
The coordinating spokesperson of the Commission argued that the
Commission’s primary audience was the Institutions of the EU that hold legislative
powers (EU Commission Coordinating Spokesperson, personal communication,
November 28, 2018). “The Commission proposes, but the Council and the EP
dispose” added the spokesperson to illustrate nicely the relationship between the
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Commission, the Council and the EP (EU Commission Coordinating Spokesperson,
personal communication, November 28, 2018). In the unique bicameral decisionmaking of the EU, the Commission may initiate legislation that could ‘qualify’ as
an emergency action. However, the Commission is not authorised to vote for the
adoption of the proposed measures. The EP, which is nominated directly by the
European people and the Council of the Ministers, which is elected indirectly by
the European voters, decide the final form and the adoption or rejection of the
proposed legislation. Only when the MEPs and the Ministers of various Council
configurations accept the proposed legislation, the proposals of the Commission
become binding EU law. It is not surprising therefore that the Commission’s main
targeted audience was the EP and the Council of Ministers.
The officials of the Commission’s DG Home Affairs identified the EU
member states’ governments as the DG’s reports’ and the communications’ primary
audience (Interviewee D, personal communication, November 30, 2018). At the
beginning of the migration crisis, there was not a “horizontal view” on the figures
quoted in the European Council’s debates by the EU member states’ leaders
(Interviewee D, personal communication, November 30, 2018). During the
European Council Summits, to address the chaotic and confusing situation that was
caused by the tendency of certain EU member states’ leaders to present unjustified
figures about the numbers of immigrants present in their vicinity, the Commission
produced accurate and rationalized data destined mainly for the EU countries’
governments and parliaments (Interviewee D, personal communication, November
30, 2018). The parliaments also constituted targets of the DG’s communications
because certain decisions related to migration and asylum policy pass through the
national parliaments (Interviewee D, personal communication, November 30,
2018).
The aggregate of the EU’s domestic constituencies was targeted by the
diplomatic service of the EU (Speechwriter of HR/VP, personal communication,
November 30, 2018), the European External Action Service (EEAS). This
happened at the ‘peak’ of the refugee crisis when the solidarity of the European
public opinion was necessary for the plans of the EU to deal with the migratory
pressures to succeed (Speechwriter of HR/VP, personal communication, November
30, 2018). Later on, the main audience targeted by the HR/VP speeches and by the
EEAS’ communication were the leaders of the African countries (Speechwriter of
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HR/VP, personal communication, November 30, 2018). The diplomatic service of
the European Union anticipated to inform them that their citizens were detained at
detention centres in Libya, on their way to Europe, and that Europe alone could not
provide solutions (Speechwriter of HR/VP, personal communication, November
30, 2018).
Same as with the EEAS communications, the primary targeted audience of
the public speeches and interviews of the President of the EP, was the European
public (C. Corazza, personal communication, November 30, 2018). The EP’s
presidency desired to inform the public that “this is a real problem we have, the
only possible solution is to work together, to cooperate, to have a fair distribution
of refugees. Or, we will break the principle of solidarity, which is essential for
cooperation among us” (C. Corazza, personal communication, November 30,
2018). This does not come as a surprise considering that the MEPs and the President
of the EP draw their legitimacy from the European public.
Last, but not least, Christine Grau, the Commission’s respondent who
replied to the interview’s questions on behalf of President Juncker, confirmed the
assumption

that

the

European

citizens

constituted

the

Commission’s

communications’ main targeted audience (C. Grau, personal communication,
January 16, 2019). She emphasized that the Commission’s communications are
intended for public consumption (C. Grau, personal communication, January 16,
2019). She clarified that the communications serve to inform “our citizens of the
Union’s work in the fields of migration and border management” (C. Grau, personal
communication, January 16, 2019). Considering that most of the recorded Juncker’s
speech acts were part of the Commission’s communications, it is argued that
Juncker’s main targeted audience was the European public.
In conclusion, the interviews with the persons who play an important role
in the formulation of the communication policies of the EU Institutions revealed
the existence of various primary audiences. However, most of the respondents
named the European public as the primary audience of their Institution’s
communications. In the rare cases that the public was not classified as the primary
audience, it was included in the list of the secondary audiences.
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The Secondary Audiences
The Coordinating Spokesperson of the EU recognized the public opinion,
the member states of the EU and the press as the secondary targeted audiences of
the Commission (personal communication, November 28, 2018). Along the same
line, the officials of the DG Home Affairs considered the European public, and
“those publics which claimed that the EU did nothing to deal with the crisis”, in
particular, as the secondary targeted audience (Interviewee D, personal
communication, November 30, 2018). The secondary audiences of the EU’s
diplomatic service were manifold. Except for the intra-EU public opinion, the
EEAS also targeted the leaders of the EU member states (Speechwriter of the
HR/VP, personal communication, November 30, 2018). But, as a service that
commands the EU’s representation all around the globe, the EEAS destined its
communications also towards publics outside of the EU and towards the leaders of
non-EU member states (Speechwriter of the HR/VP, personal communication,
November 30, 2018). Among these external publics and leaders, the EEAS desired
to ‘pass its message’ to the public and leaders of Syria and the ‘Arab world’. The
EU desired to do so in order to show to these particular publics and leaders “how
the EU helped the Syrian refugees and the situation around the Middle East
(Speechwriter of the HR/VP, personal communication, November 30, 2018). In the
case of the EP, the EU Institutions constituted the secondary targeted audiences (C.
Corazza, personal communication, November 30, 2018). The EP, “to whom [the
College of Commissioners] are accountable,” and the EU member states were,
according to Grau, also targeted by the Commission’s communications (personal
communication, January 16, 2019).
Since in the case of the EU, there were more than one primary audiences
(the EU Institutions, the EU member states, and the EU public), I proceed with
assessing the response to the securitizing moves of all three primary audiences.
The response of the Institutions and the member states is relatively easy to
be evaluated. They formally demonstrate their opinion about the proposed measures
and the security speech acts by voting in favour or against the proposed emergency
actions or by officially adopting the position towards immigration suggested by the
EU Institutions’ officials.
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The Response of the EU Institutions and the Member States
To assess whether the EU Institutions and member states accepted the
security speech acts of the EU’s securitizing actors, I review the outcome of the
voting procedures related to the adoption of the emergency action.
With regards to the adoption of the EBCG, the MEPs voted in favour of its
operationalization by 483 votes to 181 with 48 abstentions (European Parliament,
6 July 2016) after agreeing with the Council of the EU on the text of the proposed
Regulation (Council of the EU, 22 June 2016). Thus, a significant proportion of the
targeted audience by the Commission’s securitizing actors was persuaded about the
presence of an existential threat and the need to create an agency protecting the
EU’s external borders. What is more, since the Council of Ministers represents the
interests of the member states’ governments at the EU decision-making procedures,
the positive voting of the JHA Council demonstrates that the governments of the
EU member states also accepted the securitizing moves.
As for the EU-Turkey Statement, it was proposed and backed by the
European Council; therefore, the support of the Council of Ministers was a given.
The positions of the Ministers participating at the Council’s configurations usually
align with those of the Heads of States participating at the European Councils. The
EP neither resisted to the EU entering in that type of deal with Turkey nor
challenged the procedural legality of the ‘Statement’ before the Court of Justice of
the EU. Based on this apparent apathy of the EP to react on the potential
unlawfulness of the EU-Turkey deal, one could conclude that the MEPs accepted
the security speech acts and were persuaded that an extraordinary and perhaps
unlawful deal with Turkey was necessary to deal with the threats posed to the EU’s
integration project by the refugee crisis. Similarly, considering that the generous
reallocation of human and financial resources to tackle the refugees outbreak was
implemented without meeting any substantial resistance neither at the EP nor the
Council’s configurations, one could conclude that the securitization narrative of the
EU Institution’s leading figures was accepted by their primary audience when that
audience included the EU Institutions and the EU member states’ governments.
As admitted by most of the interviewees and as revealed by the findings of
the textual and contextual analysis of the securitizers’ statements, the European
public holds a prominent place among the primarily targeted audiences of the
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securitizing actors. The feelings of the European general public about the security
speech acts and the emergency action may be derived from the examination of
relevant surveys and opinion polls.
European Public Opinion and Immigration
To determine the attitudes of the European public towards the immigrants
and the securitizing moves, I consult surveys and opinion polls conducted in a panEuropean level. However, only a few survey projects gather samples from all the
countries of the EU and even fewer perform such surveys in a systematic manner.
Among them, Standard Eurobarometer waves seem to be the most consistent and
comprehensive. I use the reports of Eurobarometer surveys and I complement them
with the findings of other renowned qualitative studies to define the extent to which
the European public accepted the securitizing moves and the extraordinary
measures.
European Public Opinion about Immigration before 2015
The opinion of the European public about immigration was mainly negative
already from the 1980s. In 1988, more than 3 of 10 Europeans (35%) regarded the
presence of third-country nationals as harmful for the future of their country
(Special Eurobarometer 41, November 1988). In the European Community of 1991,
which consisted of twelve member states, 34% of Europeans felt that there were
too many immigrants present (Standard Eurobarometer 35, June 1991). A similar
number (33%) was accord with restricting the rights of aliens (Standard
Eurobarometer 35, June 1991). Fifty per cent of the European citizens thought that
many (but not too many) immigrants existed in Europe (Standard Eurobarometer
35, June 1991). A few years later (1997) the numbers of Europeans who claimed
that too many or many immigrants lived in their country were still relatively high.
Forty-five per cent ‘saw’ too many foreigners around them while forty per cent
‘saw’ many (Standard Eurobarometer 47, November 1997). In the year 2000, the
Europeans expressed concerns related directly with different forms of soft-security.
In connection with the economic security, more than half of the Europeans
interviewed (52,1%) worried that minority members abused socials welfare and that
their presence increased unemployment (51%) (Special Eurobarometer 138, May
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2000). Immigrants formed the majority of the minority groups. Even higher were
the proportions of the Europeans who felt that migrants threatened their personal
security. By 57,5%, they considered the migrants more often than average
implicated in crime (Special Eurobarometer 138, May 2000). With regards to
cultural and societal security, almost one fourth (24,1%) of Europeans thought that
societies being composed of persons with different races, religions and cultures
were not a good thing while 27,8% felt threatened by the religious practices of the
migrants (Special Eurobarometer 138, May 2000).
By 2003, just 14% of Europeans considered migration as the most important
issue faced by their country (Standard Eurobarometer 60, October 2003). Back
then, the survey questions did not distinguish between internal and external
migration. Perhaps if the question focused on the immigrants from outside of the
EU, the results would be different. Subsequent Eurobarometers that made a
distinction between intra-EU immigration and immigration from the outside of the
EU found that there was a big gap in the perceptions of the Europeans about these
two different forms of immigration. In 2014, one out of four Europeans (24%) were
convinced that migration was the most important issue faced by the EU (Standard
Eurobarometer 82, November 2014). That was also the highest threshold from 1993
to 2014.
In 2011, just sixteen per cent of Europeans saw irregular or illegal
immigration as the most important challenge for the security of the EU citizens
(Special Eurobarometer 371, June 2011). In 2014, when respondents from 15
European countries were asked if the number of jobs would decrease as a result of
migration, 35% replied to the affirmative (European Social Survey 7, 2014).
Twenty-eight per cent thought that their cultural life would deteriorate because of
migration, and 49% saw an increase in criminality as a result of migration
(European Social Survey 7, 2014). The findings of the 2014 European Social
Survey demonstrate that the Europeans considered migration in general (intra-EU
and external) as an economic, cultural and individual security threat. Chart 14
illustrates the trends of the European public towards immigration from 1988 to
2014.
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Chart 14: European Public about Immigration, 1988-2014.
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European Public Opinion about Immigration, 2015-2018
The arrival of hundreds of thousands of immigrants remained high in the
agenda of the European public from 2015 onwards. In spring 2015, just 13% of
Europeans considered immigration as the most important issue faced by their
country (Standard Eurobarometer 83, May 2015). A few months later, after the
surge in the numbers of arriving refugees, 36% of the European public admitted
that the immigration issue was the most important for their country (Standard
Eurobarometer 84, November 2015). These numbers decreased slightly in 2016
(28% in spring 2016 and 26% in autumn of the same year) (Standard Eurobarometer
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85 and 86, 2016) and declined even further in 2017 when the numbers of incoming
refugees were much lower than in 2015-2016 (22% in 2017) (Standard
Eurobarometer 87 and 88, 2017).
When the survey question asked the Europeans about the most important
issue faced by the EU, from 20% of them answering that immigration was the most
important issue in spring 2015 (Standard Eurobarometer 83, May 2015), 58% saw
immigration in this way just a few months later (Standard Eurobarometer 84,
November 2015). One year later, the number fell by 13% (45%) (Standard
Eurobarometer 86, November 2016). In 2017, thirty-eight per cent regarded
immigration as the most important issue for the EU (Standard Eurobarometer 88,
November 2017).
Throughout the refugee crisis, more than 5 of 6 Europeans confessed that
they had developed negative feelings for immigration of people from outside the
EU (58% in 2015, 57% in 2016, 54% in 2017) (Standard Eurobarometer 83 to 88,
2015-2017). During the same timeframe, 5 out of 10 Europeans viewed immigrants
as a burden for their countries (47% in 2015, 50% in 2016, 46% in 2017) (Standard
Eurobarometer 83 to 88, 2015-2017). Paradoxically, more than 60% of the same
public wished that their country helps the refugees (65% in 2015 and 2016, 67% in
2017) (Standard Eurobarometer 83 to 88, 2015-2017). A paradox because as
demonstrated in the next paragraphs, a significant amount of the European public
considered the refugees and the refugee crisis as a threat to their personal, national,
societal, cultural, and economic security. Chart 15 depicts the tendencies of the
European public towards immigration and refuge.
A PRC survey published in July 2016 revealed that 30% of the public of 10
European member states blamed the refugees for rising criminality (Pew Research
Center, 11 July 2016). A few months earlier, 35% of the public of seven EU
countries believed that refugees were more to be blamed for crime than other groups
(Pew Research Center, 24 April 2015) and that they constituted a burden to their
country because of taking the jobs and the social benefits from the locals (Pew
Research Center, 24 September 2015). By 2016, refugees from Syria were
considered as a major threat by more than half (50,6%) of the citizens of 10 EU
countries (Pew Research Center, 16 September 2016).
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Chart 15: European Public about Immigration, 2015-2018.
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Fifty-nine per cent of them believed that the refugees would increase
domestic terrorism (Pew Research Center, 16 September 2016) and 50% described
the refugees as economic threats (Pew Research Center, 30 September 2016). A
year later, and with the numbers of arriving refugees having been substantially
reduced, 45,6% of Europeans (10 member states) were of the opinion that a large
number of refugees was threatening their country (Pew Research Center, 1 August
2017).
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Chart 16: Immigration as a Threat.
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A study published in July 2018 by the European Council of Foreign
Relations confirmed the findings of PRC, but to a pan-European extent. Twentyseven out of the 28 EU countries considered immigration as a national security
threat (ECFR, July 2018). Other countries as a top-priority threat (7), others as a
significant threat (4), some more, as a moderate threat (7) and some last, as a
somehow threat (9). Only Ireland did not find immigration as threatening her
national security. The same study demonstrated that only four from the twentyeight member states considered immigration as a low priority threat. Twenty-three
out of 28 agreed that immigration was a security challenge, and 9 of them were
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seriously concerned about the impact of increased migration on the social cohesion
of their country (ECFR, July 2018). In a pan-European level, 19% of the European
people considered irregular immigration as the most important security challenge,
an 3% rise from 2011 (Special Eurobarometer 432, March 2015). Chart 16
illustrates the numbers of Europeans considering immigration and the refugees as
threats.
Another study that assessed the concerns of the Europeans in 7 European
countries found that, in 2016 and 2017, the refugees were considered as a burden
on the economies of the countries accepting them by 53%, that negative feelings
against the refugees were inspired by fears about the risks they posed on security
and terrorism (54%), and by the economic costs of taking in refugees (22%) (Tent
Tracker, Global Report, 2018). Sixty-five per cent were concerned that refugees
would increase the risk of terrorism in their country, 39% felt unease about the risk
of terrorism that the refugees pose to other countries, 64% worried about the costs
of hosting refugees, and 48% was bothered because of the disruption that the
refugees could cause to the local culture and community (Tent Tracker, Global
Report, 2018).
Although the mentioned above findings of Tent depict the public opinion
from some major EU countries towards the refugee crisis, Tent’s contribution is
limited. This is because the median results cited above include samples from
countries which are not part of the EU (the US, Canada, Australia and Serbia). An
IPSOS survey published in July 2017 did not suffer from such limitations. With
regards to the threat that the immigrants pose to the economic life of their country,
41% of the respondents from 9 EU countries were assured that the immigrants made
it more difficult for locals to get jobs (IPSOS, July 2017). These percentages had
slightly and gradually decreased from July 2015, when 45% believed that
immigrants affected negatively the job market (IPSOS, July 2017). Super majorities
of the European public were convinced that most of the foreigners who entered their
country were not really refugees. They were just infiltrating the European countries
for economic reasons and for abusing the welfare services (IPSOS, July 2017).
Fifty-nine per cent were afraid that terrorists who were pretending to be refugees
infiltrated their country to cause violence and destruction (IPSOS, July 2017).
Although the results of the aforementioned opinion polls do not demonstrate
a direct acceptance of the securitizing moves by the European public, they indicate
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that the majorities of the European people considered refugees and immigrants as
threats to their national, economic, societal and individual security. In many
instances, Europeans considered refugees as linked with terrorism. The EU
decision-makers, at least officially, did not regard the refugee crisis as a threat to
the culture, economy and individual security but as a threat to the EU integration
project. The emergency action that the EU officials proposed and adopted was
tailored to accommodate their own fears about the endangerment of the EU
integration project rather than to comfort the fears of the EU public about terrorism,
criminality, unemployment and cultural erosion. Some surveys addressed how
satisfied was the European public with the EU’s response to the crisis. The findings
of these surveys follow.
European Public Opinion about the EU’s Response
Between 2015 and 2017, more than 80% of the European populace was in
favour of the adoption of additional measures for fighting illegal immigration of
people from outside the EU (87% in 2015, 2016 and 2017) (Standard
Eurobarometer 84 to 88, 2015-2017). Such additional measures included the entire
‘sealing’ of the borders to refugees, a measure that according to an IPSOS opinionpoll found accord 39% of Europeans (IPSOS, July 2017). Although IPSOS’
question did not address whether Europeans wished their national governments or
the EU to adopt these measures, during the same period more than 68% of the
European Union’s citizens admitted that they would support a common European
policy on migration (71% in 2015, 68% in 2016, 68% in 2017) (Standard
Eurobarometer 84 to 88, 2015-2017). One would expect, therefore, the European
public to back a ‘European response’ more than individual member states reaction.
Contrary to the expectations, a 2016 PRC survey revealed that 74,7% of the
Europeans (10 EU member states) disapproved the manner by which the EU dealt
with the refugee crisis (Pew Research Center, Spring 2016). Perhaps if the same
PRC survey had taken samples from all the 28 EU member states, the results would
be different. Thus, the opinion of the European public about the EU’s response to
the refugee crisis seems to be controversial. While they overwhelmingly supported
a response administrated at the EU level, at the same time, they did not agree with
how the European Union dealt with the crisis.
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Except for the public opinion polls and the surveys, also the success of the
far-right political parties in the EP and in the national parliament elections
constitutes an indicator of the tendencies of the European public towards
immigration and refugees. The following paragraphs summarize the results of the
far-right parties across Europe from 2015 to 2018.
Elections
There are numerous far-right political parties across the European Union.
Some of them brand themselves as extreme-right and some others as radical-right.
All of them share some common characteristics: they are strongly anti-immigrant,
Islamophobic, anti-European and intolerant (Ratkovic, 2017, p. 48). The vertical
rise of their numbers in several EU countries, after 2015, suggests that the far-right
political parties capitalized on the latest immigration crisis and on the economic
recession across the EU to achieve an unprecedented electoral success (Ratkovic,
2017, p. 47). The electoral success of the far-right parties could be a determinant of
the securitizing moves’ acceptance by the general public. The higher the numbers
of the far-right parties, the higher the likelihood for the European public to accept
the security speech acts and to support emergency and immigration-restrictive
actions.
The best way to estimate the far-right’s success at a pan-European level is
to observe the results of the far-right parties at the latest European Parliament
elections. To further support my findings, I also consider the post-2015 electoral
achievements of the far-right at the national parliamentary elections of the EU’s
member states.
Elections for the European Parliament, 2014
In May 2014, almost a year before the peak of the refugee crisis, the
European Parliament elections took place. The European people elect their
representatives at the European Parliament every five years. Although in May 2014
the surge in the number of immigrants/refugees had already become apparent, the
far-right political parties won precisely the same percentages as at the elections of
2009: 6,6% (Brustier et al., 2014, p. 1). However, the number of seats occupied at
the European Parliament by far-right parties increased significantly in 2014 — from
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32 in 2009 to 48 in 2014. Notable is also that these numbers reflected the results of
the far-right political groups only. Extreme and neo-Nazi parties, like the Greek
Golden Dawn, were not calculated. For ideological reasons, the MEPs of such
extreme far-right wing parties do not affiliate with any Political Groups in the EP.
They proclaim themselves independent. If these MEPs, of whom the voters are
against any form of immigration, were calculated in the sum of far-right votes and
seats, the numbers of far-right allure to the European public would be higher.
Nevertheless, even if the extreme-right supporters were added to those of
the far-right, the proportion of far-right-wing voters would not exceed 10% of the
total votes. Such a minor percentage of the European public, potentially accepting
the securitizing rhetoric employed by the leaders of such parties may not be
considered as a proof of acceptance of the securitizing moves at the EU level.
Perhaps, if European elections were held amid the refugee crisis, the percentages
of far-right parties would be much higher. Yet, no EP elections were organized in
2015-2016. The next ones are to take place in spring 2019. With the numbers of
immigrants/refugees entering the EU, having drastically been reduced since March
2016, it is doubtable whether far-right political parties will score higher numbers in
2019 than they did in 2014. But, considering the post-2015 electoral success of farright parties across the EU countries, the possibility of far-right wing parties
occupying many more seats at the EP in 2019 should not be precluded. Table 31
illustrates the success of the far-right parties in the EP from 1979 to 2014.
Table 31: Far-Right Success at the EP Elections, 1979-2014.
1979 1984 1989 1994 1999 2004 2009 2014
% in Votes
Number of
Seats
Rank in EP
% of EP
Seats

2,1
-

4,6
16

6,2
17

7,7
-

6,8
18

8,1
37

6,6
32

6,6
48

-

8th
3,7

8th
3,3

-

7th
2,9

6th
5,1

7th
4,3

7th
6,4

SOURCE: Compilation of Results on the basis of Brustier et al. Report.

The Success of the Far-Right at the National Elections post-2015
The study of national elections’ results across the countries of the EU after
2015 reveals a new trend. Significant segments of the European public shifted their
voting preference towards the far-right. The far-right political parties advocated for
the implementation of extreme measures to tackle the refugee crisis. Such proposed
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measures were far more severe than those adopted by the European Union. The
following paragraphs depict the post-2015 rise of far-right political parties at
several countries of the EU. Because merely depicting the electoral percentages
would not demonstrate the whole picture of far-right’s upsurge, I also record the
number and proportion of the seats in the national parliament. Finally, I assess the
role that far-right parties play to the governance of a country.
France: Front National
In the French legislative elections of 2017, Front National, the far-right
party leaded by Marine Le Pen, managed to win 13,30% of the popular vote at the
first round, but lost ground (8,75%) at the second round (Ministère de l’ Intèrieur,
2018). In terms of seat allocation at the French National Assembly, Front National
holds 8 out of 577 seats (1,39%) and does not participate in any coalition with any
leading party (Ministère de l’ Intèrieur, 2018). Front National moderately increased
its numbers from the legislative elections of 2012 in which it scored 3,66% and
occupied just 2 of the 577 seats (0,35%) (Ministère de l’ Intèrieur, 2018).
Nevertheless, even though it increased its numbers and seats, Front National’s
influence in the National Assembly is still limited. Thus, the chances of the Front
National to influence the formation and implementation of immigration-related
restrictive policies are very limited.
The Netherlands: Freedom Party
In 2017, the Netherlands also held national elections. Already from 2015,
opinion polls indicated a surge of the Dutch extreme right-wing party and its leader
Geert Wilders (Ratkovic, 2017, p. 55). Freedom Party advocated exit of the
Netherlands from the EU so that The Hague may independently decide on its
immigration policies (Ratkovic, 2017, p. 55). On March 15, 2017, Freedom Party
won 13,1% of the votes and occupied 20 out of the 150 seats of the Dutch House
of Representatives. It ranked second behind Mark Rutte’s People’s Party for
Freedom and Democracy (The Economist, 16 May 2017). Yet, Freedom Party was
not included in the coalition government formed subsequently to the elections. By
occupying 13,3% of the seats, Wilders’ anti-immigration ‘voice’ may be heard in
the Dutch House of Representatives. But the limited number of seats that his party
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occupies combined with the Freedom Party’s marginalization by the other Dutch
political parties make the restrictive immigration policies narrated by Wilders,
difficult to be materialized.
Denmark: Danish People’s Party
The last general elections in Denmark were held on June 2015. The far-right
Danish People’s Party gathered the impressive 21,1% of the votes and occupied 37
out of 175 seats in the national parliament (Danmark Statistiks, 2018). That was a
noticeable increase from the elections of 2011 in which the far-right party won
13,9% of the votes and 22 seats (Danmark Statistiks, 2018). The far-right party did
not just nearly double its results, but also managed to include itself in the minority
government formed by four Danish political parties. The influence of the Danish
People’s Party on the formation of the Danish immigration policies became
apparent when in 2015, the coalition government implemented some of the most
restrictive immigration measures amongst the Nordic states.
Sweden: Sweden Democrats
Welfare-states like Sweden did not remain unaffected by the far-right
upsurge trend. Sweden Democrats, the far-right Swedish party, took the third place
in the general elections of 2015 with 13% of the votes and with enough seats to
block legislation (Ratkovic, 2017, p. 53). In September 2018, the far-right party of
Jimmie Akesson saw its stats rising even further. It gathered 17,53% of the votes
and 62 out of the 349 seats of the Swedish Riksdag (Swedish Parliament) (Sverige
Riksdag, 2018). Although they do not participate in any coalition government, the
Sweden Democrats hold enough seats to block legislation and to affect the
country’s immigration strategy.
Finland: The Finns
Finland also witnessed a ‘meteoric’ success of its far-right party. In the
parliamentary elections of April 2015, the Finns attracted 17,7% of the popular vote
(19,1% in 2011) and reserved 38 of the 200 seats of the Finnish Parliament (39 in
2011) (Ministry of Justice, Finland, 2018). Although it recorded a slight decrease
in its numbers of voters and seats from 2011, the far-right Finns were able to
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influence Finnish policies due to their participation in the coalition government
(Ratkovic, 2017, p. 54), a prerogative that it did not have before 2015. The Finns,
therefore, were not only capable of proposing securitizing measures against
immigration but also had the power, through their position in the coalition
government, to accelerate their implementation.
Germany: Alternative for Germany
Germany also hosts a far-right political party: the Alternative for Germany.
A relevantly new party, it was formed in 2013, and it focused its rhetoric on
opposing to bailouts of indebted EU countries (Deutsche Welle, 24 September
2018). But it did not take long before it shifted its rhetoric from anti-EU to antiimmigration. The Alternative for Germany totally rejected the welcoming policy of
Chancellor Merkel towards the refugees (Deutsche Welle, 24 September 2018). As
demonstrated by the latest 2017’s federal elections’ success of the Alternative for
Germany, a significant number of German voters (12,6%) supported its positions
giving it the chance to seize 94 out of the 709 seats of the Federal Parliament
(Bundestag Election 2017, 2018). This was an enormous success for the far-right
party considering that in the first elections that it participated, four years earlier
(2013), it gathered only 4,7% of the votes and reserved no seats in the Bundestag
(Bundestag Election 2017, 2018). Although the Alternative for Germany does not
participate in the German government, by being the third party, in numbers, in the
whole Germany and by holding more than 1/10 of the Bundestag seats (13,26%), it
is in position to promote its restrictive immigration policies.
Czech Republic: Freedom and Direct Democracy
Tomio Okamura is a half-Japanese, half-Czech who founded in 2015 the
far-right Czech party: Freedom and Direct Democracy (Reuters, 22 October 2017).
Okamura urged Czech citizens to support his ambitions to lead the county outside
of the EU and his anti-Islam acts of walking pigs near mosques and stopping eating
kebabs (Reuters, 22 October 2017). It is not certain whether his audience followed
his advice, but his rhetoric certainly appealed to many of his fellow Czech citizens
who gave him 22 seats in the Czech Parliament in 2017 and 10,6% of their votes
(Ministry of Interior of the Czech Republic, 2018). Although the Freedom and
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Direct Democracy party does not participate in the minority government formed in
2017, by being the fourth party in the Czech Parliament and by holding 11% of its
seats, Okamura and his party can influence the Czech immigration policies.
Austria: Freedom Party
In the 2017s Austria, not only the anti-immigration Freedom Party won 26%
of the votes and 51 out of the 183 seats in the Austrian Parliament, but it formed a
coalition government with centre-right Sebastian Kurz’ party. The Freedom Party’s
leader managed to take the position of the vice-chancellor and its members to
control the Austrian ministries of defence, interior and foreign (Financial Times, 17
December 2017). Considering that chancellor Kurz has also promoted restrictive
anti-immigration policies, it becomes apparent that a significant proportion of the
Austrian public supported measures against refugees and immigrants that could be
described as emergency and extraordinary.

Slovakia: Our Slovakia
To occupy a seat in the Slovak Parliament, a political party shall exceed the
5% threshold. This happened for the first time for the far-right People’s Party Our
Slovakia of Marian Kotleba in 2016. His party openly advocates for anti-gipsy and
anti-immigrant policies (People’s Party Our Slovakia, 2018). Within four years and
amid the refugee crisis, Our Slovakia rose its percentages from 1,6% in 2012 to 8%
in 2016. It occupies 14 of 150 seats in the Slovak Parliament (Statistical Office,
Slovakia, 2018). Although such numbers do not indicate majoritarian support of the
Slovak public to the extreme anti-immigration policies advocated by Kotleba and
his party members, they offer Kotleba an opportunity to voice such rhetoric within
the Slovak Parliament and to potentially influence the formation of the Slovak
immigration policy.
Bulgaria: United Patriots
The elections for the Bulgarian Parliament took place on March 2017.
United Patriots, a newly formed far-right ultra-nationalistic party that promoted
violence to prevent immigrants from entering Europe made its debut in these
elections (Politico, 9 December 2017). Not only the United Patriots managed to
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gain 9,3% of the popular vote and seize 27 seats in the Parliament, but also they
formed a coalition government with centre-right Borisov’s party (The Washington
Post, 25 April 2017) that gives them the possibility to influence, promote and adopt
the restrictive anti-immigration policies that they advocated prior to the 2017’s
elections.
Greece: Golden Dawn
The far-right in Greece barely surpassed 1% of the popular vote before
2012. Golden Dawn, the Greek extreme-right party, gathered 0,3% of the votes in
2009 (Greek Ministry of Interior, 2018). In 2012, though, it raised its percentages
by 6,7% (7%) and made its way to the Greek Parliament (21 out of 300 seats). At
the last elections of September 2015, Golden Dawn remained stable in the 7% of
the popular vote but lost 3 of its seats in the Parliament. Despite criminal charges
pending before the Greek criminal courts against members of the Golden Dawn for
their participation and instigation of criminal acts against immigrants and persons
belonging to the opposite than the far-right political spectrum, Golden Dawn’s
numbers remain relatively stable throughout four parliamentary ballots from 2012
to 2015. Although their direct influence on the formation of anti-immigration
policies is limited due to their limited number of votes in the Parliament, they are
capable of indirectly influencing such policies when the governing parties partially
adopt some positions of the Golden Dawn with regards to immigration in order to
avoid having their voters shifting their preferences and leaning towards the far-right
(A. Syrigos, personal communication, June 9, 2018).
Hungary: Jobbik
If there is a far-right party in Europe of which the extreme and violent antiimmigration practices may be compared with those of Greece’s Golden Dawn, this
is the Hungarian Jobbik. Hungary, apart from offering high percentages to the
extreme-right Jobbik, is also governed by a far-right party: FIDESZ. Jobbik
attracted around 20% of the Hungarian voters both in 2014 and in 2018 and
occupied 26 of the Hungarian National Assembly’s seats in 2018, three more than
in 2014 (Elections Resources, 2018). Orbán’s FIDESZ took the first place in the
last elections with 49,27% and with 133 seats in the Assembly (Elections
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Resources, 2018). With political parties expressing openly anti-immigration
ideologies gaining a combined 68% of the votes of the Hungarian public and
occupying 159 of the 199 seats of the Hungarian National Assembly, it seems like
most of the Hungarian people share the same anti-immigration ideology with their
elected leaders.
Italy: The League
The League is one of the most extreme parties in Italy when it comes to
foreigners and their exclusion from the Italian society (Ratkovic, 2017, p. 54). Its
leader, Mateo Salvini, gathered for his far-right party 17,35% of the votes and 125
of the 630 Italian Parliament seats in the general elections of 2018 (Italian Ministry
of Interior, 2018). That was an enormous increase from 2013. But what is most
impressive is the leading role that Matteo Salvini plays in the formation of Italian
policies after the elections of 2018 and after forming the Centre-Right coalition
with another three political parties. Salvini is the leader of that coalition government
and able to push forward his immigration-restrictive measures. Having offered
Salvini such a significant percentage of its votes, the Italian public seems to be
accord with the restrictive policies promoted by the League. A compilation of the
results of the far-right parties in 13 EU member states is presented in Table 32.
Rest of the EU
Having left aside the other EU countries from this list does not mean that
their governments do not advocate or promote extraordinary measures to deal with
the immigration crisis. The far-right and extreme-right political parties of the EU
countries, not included in the above-mentioned analysis, did not record any
remarkable increase in the latest elections and did not make it to the domestic
parliamentary seats.
All in all, the comparison of the electoral success of the far-right parties
before and after the peak of the immigration crisis demonstrates a shift of the
European voters’ political preferences towards far-right political parties. The rise
of the allure of far-right political ideologies across thirteen EU member states
constitutes the acceptance of the securitization rhetoric and of the emergency action
narrated and adopted by the EU more probable.
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Country
AUSTRIA
BULGARIA
CZECH
REPUBLIC
DENMARK

Table 32: Far-Right’s Success in the EU Member States.
% of
Far-Right
Parliament
Parliament
Party
Year %Votes
Seats
Rank
Seats

Freedom
Party
United
Patriots
Freedom &
Direct
Democracy
Danish
People’s
Party

FINLAND

The Finns

FRANCE

Front
National

GERMANY
GREECE
HUNGARY

Alternative
for Germany

Golden
Dawn
Jobbik

The
League
THE
Freedom
NETHERLANDS
Party
Our
SLOVAKIA
Slovakia
Sweden
SWEDEN
Democrats
ITALY

Member of
the Coalition
Government

2017
2013
2017
2017

26
20,5
9,3
10,6

51
40
27
22

27,9
21,9
11,26
11

3rd
3rd
3rd
4th

Yes
No
Yes
No

2015

21,1

37

21,1

2nd

No
Yes

2011
2015
2011
2017
2012
2017

13,9
17,7
19,1
8,8
3,7
12,6

25
38
39
8
2
94

12,6
19
19,5
1,4
0,4
13,3

3rd
2nd
3rd
6th
9th
3rd

No
Yes
No
No
No
No

2013
2015
2012
2018
2014
2018
2013
2017
2012
2016
2012
2018
2015

4,7
7
7
19,1
20,2
17,4
4,1
13,1
10,1
8
1,6
17,5
12,9

0
18
21
26
23
125
18
20
15
14
0
62
49

0
6
7
13,1
11,6
19,8
2,9
13,3
10
9,3
0
12,9
16,4

6th
3rd
6th
2nd
3rd
3rd
2nd
3rd
5th
3rd
3rd

No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

SOURCE: Author’s own Compilation of Results.

The Impact of the Public Opinion
In the case of the securitization of the refugee crisis at the EU level, more
than one audience are identified: the EU Institutions, the EU member states’
governments and the European people. The impact of the response of the EU
Institutions and member states to the securitizing moves is relatively easy to be
investigated by just measuring the votes at the EU decision-making procedures.
Without, at least, the majority of the votes in the EU institutions in favour of the
proposed measures, neither their adoption nor their implementation would be
possible. Yet, to evaluate the impact of the European public’s predisposition or
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response to the final outcome of the securitizing moves is more complicated. The
opinion of officials from the EU institutions is consulted in that regard.
Most of the respondents admitted that the ‘feelings’ of the public are taken
into account before proposing new policies and are utilized in “some policy
documents to justify a certain course of action” (C. Corazza, personal
communication, November 30, 2018; C. Grau, personal communication, January
16, 2019; EU Commission Coordinating Spokesperson, personal communication,
November 28, 2018; Interviewee D, personal communication, November 30, 2018).
After all, “people should be listened” (C. Corazza, personal communication,
November 30, 2018). The proportion of the public considering immigration from
third-countries as an important issue for the EU or for their countries is not taken
so much into consideration as the ranking of the immigration topic among the
priority issues for the European public (C. Corazza, personal communication,
November 30, 2018; Interviewee D, personal communication, November, 30,
2018). Such rankings are demonstrated in Eurobarometer surveys which are
financed and eventually consulted by the EU decision-makers (C. Corazza, 2018;
personal communication, November 30, 2018; EU Commission Coordinating
Spokesperson, personal communication, November 28, 2018; Interviewee D,
personal communication, November 30, 2018;). “Europe has to do what the people
want” admits the Spokesperson of the EP’s President (C. Corazza, personal
communication, November 30, 2018). But at the end, the actions proposed and
eventually taken by the EU are based not only on “public demands” but also on
“objective needs” (Interviewee D, personal communication, November 30, 2018).
In the case of immigration, the EU wanted to demonstrate to the public that action
was taken (Interviewee D, personal communication, November 30, 2018). If the
European people consider immigration as a threat, it is clear that the EU will
become more restrictive (C. Corazza, personal communication, November 30,
2018). But, while the European people should be listened in their concerns, “if
people want a solution that it would not work, then it would not be clever to follow
[by the EU]” (C. Corazza, personal communication, November 30, 2018).
However, not all respondents valued the results of public surveys highly.
Some of them paid more attention to the EP elections results than to the surveys’
findings. The European public is able to steer the policies of the EU every five years
with the elections for the EP argued one respondent (Speechwriter of HR/VP,
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personal communication, November 30, 2018). Through the EP elections, the
European people decide about the EU policies for the five years to follow. Although
the surveys and opinion polls are taken into account by the EU’s decision-makers,
they do not dictate the policies of the EU (Speechwriter of HR/VP, personal
communication, November 30, 2018). Indirectly, the European people have the
chance to affect how the EU acts at the EU level through their choices at the
intervening to the elections for the EP, national elections (Speechwriter of HR/VP,
personal communication, November 30, 2018). Because of the ‘institutional design’
of the EU, “when a government changes in one country, this is reflected on the
decisions taken by the European Council and the Council” (Speechwriter of
HR/VP, personal communication, November 30, 2018).
The responses of the interviewees demonstrate that the EU decision-makers
take into consideration the public opinion of the Europeans as expressed either in
the EP and in the national elections or in the opinion polls. The interviewees also
acknowledged that the predisposition and the feelings of the public about
immigration could affect, to a certain extent, the pronounced and executed by the
EU extraordinary measures. C. Grau, replying on behalf of President Juncker,
informed that the Commissions communications (that usually contain the security
speech acts) take into account their intended audience’s predisposition (personal
communication, January 16, 2019). However, other respondents disputed the
public’s significant role in the period between the security speech acts and the
execution of the emergency action and emphasized that there is no instrument
available to analyse the public’s response to the securitizing moves (C. Corazza,
personal communication, November 30, 2018).
All in all, the responses of the interviewed experts demonstrate that the
public opinion matters indeed for the EU’s decision-makers who may also act as
securitizers of the refugee crisis. Yet, the interviewees’ responses prompt the
following conclusions about the impact of the European public opinion to the
securitization of the crisis: (1) the public opinion is consulted frequently by the
EU’s decision-makers; (2) the public opinion may steer policy developments up to
a certain point; (3) the securitizers would not follow the demands of the ‘people’ if
the ‘people’ would demand extremely illegal actions to be taken; (4) the sentiments
of the European public about immigration are usually evaluated before the utterance
of the security speech acts, and (5) the securitizers do not measure the response of
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the public to the securitizing moves. In light of the above conclusions, one could
argue that the securitization at the EU level develops in top-down order. The
securitizing actors envision the emergency action, they complement the emergency
action’s announcement with threat rhetoric, and they announce it to the public after
having evaluated and guaranteed the public’s potential positive response.
In the ‘top-down’ order of securitization, the mass media play an essential
role. The following paragraphs elaborate on the role of the mass media to the
securitization of the refugee crisis at the EU level.
The Role of the Mass Media
The culpability of the mass media to the securitization of migration has been
highlighted in the current literature (Bourbeau, 2017, p. 6). The objectivity of the
mass media and the amount of attention to the refugee crisis could shape the
European citizens’ sentiments (Harteveld et al., 2018, p. 160; Thorbjornsrud, 2015,
p. 771). In other words, the more attention an issue receives in the mass media, the
more likely is that the public would raise the issue’s importance (Harteveld et al.,
2018, p. 161). The scale and speed by which the refugee crisis escalated in the
second half of 2015 elevated the importance of the mass media’s informational role.
The European public and the policy-makers depended on mediated information to
explain what happened with the refugees’ numbers upsurge (Georgiou &
Zaborowski, 2017, p. 4). To evaluate the role of the European mass media to the
securitization of the refugee crisis, this study draws its conclusions on existing
studies of the mass media position in different EU countries and on the
interviewees’ responses.
A study conducted by Georgiou and Zaborowski from 2017 evaluated the
media coverage of the refugee crisis from a ‘cross-European’ perspective. They
affirmed the central role of the European press in framing the refugees’ arrival to
Europe in 2015 as a crisis for Europe (Georgiou & Zaborowski, 2017, p. 4). They
also highlighted the significantly different coverage of the crisis across Europe.
Mass media from west Europe portrayed the refugees’ arrival totally different from
the “east” and mass media of receiving countries differently from the non-receiving
ones (Georgiou & Zaborowski, 2017, p. 3). The majority of the press of some
Eastern EU countries promoted hate speech and hostility towards the refugees
systematically and persistently (Georgiou & Zaborowski, 2017, p. 3).
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However, the ‘negative’ representation did not cover the refugee crisis’
entire duration. The European mass media promoted not only the ‘law-and-order’
frame of the securitizing actors but also a humanitarian frame depicting immigrants
as victims (Georgiou & Zaborowski, 2017, p. 7; Matar, 2017, p. 293;
Thorbjornsrud, 2015, p. 774). The sympathy and compassion observed in summer
2015 were gradually replaced by suspicion and hostility (Georgiou & Zaborowski,
2017, p. 8; HR/VP Speechwriter, personal communication, November 30, 2018;
EU Commission’s Coordinating Spokesperson, personal

communication,

November 28, 2018). Especially following November’s 2015 deadly attacks in
Paris, the ‘militaristic’ narrative replaced the ‘humanitarian’ one used by the mass
media (Georgiou & Zaborowski, 2017, p. 9). Not all the mass media of the EU
countries followed the humanitarian narrative. While the press of the Western
European countries concentrated on military securitization narratives, the press of
the Eastern countries focused more on actions to help refugees (Georgiou &
Zaborowski, 2017, p. 10).
Some of the interviewed EU experts thought that the mass media across
Europe were ‘hungry for crisis stories’ and tended to dramatize situations such as
the refugee crisis (EU Commission Coordinating Spokesperson, personal
communication, November 30, 2018). In some rare instances, the mainstream press
presented functionally incorrect headlines resulting to the misinformation of the
public (EU Commission Coordinating Spokesperson, personal communication,
November 28, 2018). That was the case with the functionally incorrect
announcement that the EU activated Article 29 of the Schengen code and by doing
so, ‘kicked’ Greece out of the Schengen area (EU Commission Coordinating
Spokesperson, personal communication, November 28, 2018). Such false and
‘emotional’ representations of the refugee crisis demonstrated the tendency of the
mass media across Europe to be “sensationalist rather than factual” (EU
Commission Coordinating Spokesperson, personal communication, November 28,
2018; HR/VP Speechwriter, personal communication, November 30, 2018).
For some other respondents, whether the mass media represented the
refugee crisis in an objective manner was contingent on the country of origin
(Interviewee D, personal communication, November 30, 2018). Although the
‘quality journalism’ media did not seem to follow an agenda at the EU level, there
were some indications of some EU member states’ mass media following a ‘hidden
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agendas’ (Interviewee D, personal communication, November 30, 2018). The
respondent from the EP rejected such claim, though, and argued in favour of the
mass medias’ objectivity and ‘fair job’ (C. Corazza, personal communication,
November 30, 2018). “If there was one agenda that the mass media followed, that
was their own agenda”, the expert argued (C. Corazza, personal communication,
November 30, 2018).
The examination of the EU officials’ responses and the latest literature on
the role of the mass media to the securitization of the refugee crisis reveals their
prominent role in the whole process. However, to claim that the mass media played
the role of the securitizer of the refugee crisis would be erroneous. Although the
mass media may suggest policies, they may not decide or implement any
emergency action. Thus, it looks like the mass media at the pan-European level
played the role of the potential intervening facilitating securitizing actors.
Preliminary Conclusions
The findings of the above analysis indicate that at the EU level, the EU
Institutions promoted, adopted and implemented some controversial, urgent and
extraordinary measures (EM+). To support the activation of the emergency action
and to avoid potential objections by either the EU public or the EU member states
or EU Institutions, securitizing actors from the EP, the Commission and the
European Council employed security speech acts. They frequently framed the
refugee crisis as an existential threat to the European Union’s project continuity
(SSA+). Although the opinion of the public, the primary audience of the securitizing
actors, was not taken into account after the utterance of the security speech acts, the
EU experts admitted that the securitizers consulted the tendencies of the public
towards the refugees and the refugee crisis before depicting the latter as an
existential threat. The sentiments of the European public about immigration were
mainly negative, especially during and after the refugee crisis. The fact that the
majority of the European public regarded immigration as a threat to its societal,
economic, cultural and personal security indicates that the European public shared
similar views with the EU securitizers about the refugee crisis and that it would
accept the securitizers’ emergency action (AA+). Thus, from a Comprehensive
Securitization Empirical

Framework perspective, the EU performed a

Comprehensive Securitization of the refugee crisis.
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Chapter European Union: Conclusions
Through the examination of the rhetorical representation of the refugee
crisis by officials of all the involved in policy-making, EU institutions, this study
revealed that all of them presented the refugee crisis as challenging the future of the
European integration project. In their majority, they proposed extraordinary
measures to deal immediately with the consequences of the crisis before these
consequences cause irreversible damage. The narratives used by some officials
included some strong wording and metaphors (e.g. Tusk and Timmermans). Other
officials were more careful with the words used (e.g. Juncker and Avramopoulos).
Despite the differences in the rhetorical representation of the crisis, all the examined
EU Institutions proposed almost the same emergency action: operationalization of
the EBCG, ‘Europeanization’ of the crisis, extra funding, additional human
resources, and support for the EU-Turkey Statement.
Although among the EU institutions, there was a common understanding on
the nature of the threat, the referent object of security and the proposed measures,
this was not the case with the targeted by each Institution audience(s).
Primary Audience: the European Public
The responses of the EU experts backed the assumptions of the textual and
contextual analysis, which indicated that the primary targeted audience of the
securitizing actors was the European public. However, Table 33 indicates a
fragmentation in the opinion of the respondents. Some experts revealed that the EU
Institutions targeted fellow EU Institutions or EU Member States in order to receive
their legislative approval for the adoption of the proposed measures. Others
emphasized the importance that the 28 different EU member states publics play in
the success of the proposed measures. Despite the variety of primary and secondary
targeted audiences identified by the interviewees, a closer look at the list of these
audiences exposes the importance of the public. Even in the cases where the public
was not identified as the primary audience, it was cited as a secondary targeted
audience.
All in all, the examination of the textual and contextual analysis of the potential
primary audiences of the speech acts and the opinions of the experts disclose that
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there are different identified primary audiences at the EU level, but one holds a
prominent place among these audiences: the European Public.
Table 33: Primary and Secondary Audiences, European Union.
Securitizing Actor’s
Representative
Interviewee E
Interviewee D
Carlo Corazza

Interviewee F

Christine Grau

Position

Primary
Audience

Secondary
Audience(s)

Coordinating
Spokesperson of
the Commission
DG Home Affairs

EU (policy-making)
Institutions
EU Member States

Public Opinion
EU Member States
Mass Media
European Public

EP’s President
Spokesperson
EEAS’ HR/VP
Speechwriter

European Public

EU Institutions

European Public

Leaders of EU MSs
Arab Publics
Arab States’ Leaders
European Parliament

On behalf of the
Commission’s
European Public
EU Member States
President, Juncker
SOURCE: Author’s Compilation of Interviewees Responses.

Having identified the most prominent primary audience of the EU officials,
it is interesting to examine how its predisposition to the refugee crisis and/or its
response to the security speech acts impacted the whole securitization process.
The Impact of the European Public Opinion
As shown in Table 34, all the respondents agreed that the predisposition of
the public towards migration was taken into account beforehand the utterance of
the security speech acts. Could that count as a ‘bottom-up’ securitization in which
the public demands the politicians to adopt securitizing measures and the latter does
so? This is not the case, according to the interviewees. The European people
“should be listened in their concerns” but “if they want a solution that it would not
work, then it is not clever to follow,” argued C. Corazza (C. Corazza, personal
communication, November 30, 2018). The public concerns and demands with
regards to migration are indeed taken into account by the EU policy-making
institutions. However, when these demands would exceed certain boundaries, the
EU Institutions would not follow them. It looks, for instance, that if the European
people demanded all the refugees to be imprisoned or all the external EU borders
to be ‘sealed’ with barbed-wire fences, the European Union would not proceed to
the adoption of such measures.
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Table 34: The European Public Opinion’s Value.

Securitizing
Actor
Interviewee E

Position
Coordinating
Spokesperson of
the Commission
DG Home Affairs

Interviewee D
Carlo Corazza

Interviewee F
Christine Grau

EP’s President
Spokesperson
EEAS’ HR/VP
Speechwriter
On behalf of the
Commission’s
President, Juncker

Measured Public’s
Feelings before
Threat’s
Designation?

Measured
Public’s
Feelings
after
Threat’s
Designation?

Yes

Method of Public’s
Feelings Evaluation

Politiciandriven vs.
Public-driven
Securitization

Proportion of
the Public as
securitization’s
‘card blanch’

No

Eurobarometer
Press
National Elections

Top-Down
Bottom-Up

-

Yes

-

Eurobarometer

Top-Down
Bottom-Up

Among the Top
Concerns of the
European
Public(s)

Yes

No

Eurobarometer
National Elections

Top-Down
Bottom-Up

-

Yes

No

EP Elections
Opinion Polls
National Elections
Social Media

Top-Down

-

Yes

-

Public Consultations
Impact Assessments

Top-Down

SOURCE: Author’s Compilation of Interviewees Responses.

With regards the manner of sensing the European public(s)’ feelings, the
Eurobarometer surveys were mainly taken into account. Then the tendencies of the
EU member state’s public to lean towards the far-right side of the political spectrum
at the intervening national and EP elections were also taken into consideration by
the EU policy-makers. The results of the elections and the surveys’ outcomes were
expressed in numbers and proportions. Such numbers and proportions seem to play
a significant role, directly or indirectly, on the decisions of the securitizers to
propose migration-restrictive measures or not.
With regards to the evaluation of the European public’s response after the
announcement of the securitizing moves, the respondents noted that it was not taken
into account. The EU Institutions would proceed with the adoption and
implementation of the proposed emergency actions.
What follows from the above is that the ‘audience acceptance’ in the
securitization of the refugee crisis process at the EU level predated the enunciation
of the security speech acts and the activation of the emergency action. Yet, the
whole process still flows on a ‘top-down’ path. Although the concerns of the public
were taken seriously into account, the EU decision-makers did not feel bound to
propose, adopt and implement extraordinary and unlawful measures proposed by
the public, if any. To this ‘top-down’ order of securitization, the mass media played
an important role. Their role, from the viewpoint of the respondents, is evaluated in
the following paragraphs.
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The Role of the European Mass Media
Most of the respondents highlighted the ever-changing position of the mass
media across Europe with regards to the representation of the refugee crisis (Table
35).
Table 35: The Role of the ‘European’ Mass Media.

Securitizing
Actor
Interviewee E

Interviewee D

Carlo Corazza
Interviewee F

Position
Coordinating
Spokesperson
of the
Commission
DG Home
Affairs
EP’s President
Spokesperson
EEAS’ HR/VP
Speechwriter

Objective
Message
Mediators

Profit-driven
Representation

Guided by
Political
Affiliation

No

Yes
(Driven by
Sensationalism)

No

-

-

No

Yes

No

No

Yes
(Driven by
No
Sensationalism)
SOURCE: Author’s Compilation of Interviewees Responses.
No

They considered the mass media neither objective nor guided by any
political agenda. The European mass media were reported to be driven mainly by
sensationalism. By depicting the refugees and the crisis to the European public, the
mass media could steer the public opinion towards certain directions. When, on the
one hand, their representations highlighted dramatic stories and events of the
refugees’ ‘odyssey’ to Europe, the public could be steered towards empathising the
refugees and requesting the refugees to be supported. If, on the other hand, the mass
media’s broadcasts and publications represented the refugees as criminals, financial
scams, societal threats and potential terrorists, it would be inevitable to cause the
feelings of fear and antipathy to the receiving publics. Then, these publics could
request their leaders to adopt drastic and restrictive measures.
Considering that the public is able to request the decision-makers to act, but
it is not capable of materializing any demands for unlawful and inhumane
securitizing measures, the public’s and the mass media’s position remain
hierarchically below that of the politicians, who are at the top of the securitization
paradigm depicted in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: The Securitization ‘Path’, European Union.
Securitizing Actors

Mass Media

General Public
Source: Author’s own Conceptualization.
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Chapter 9: DISCUSSION
Introduction
The findings of this thesis shed light on two different, but related, fields of
study: the securitization theorem of the Copenhagen School and the securitization
of the European refugee crisis.
After identifying a gap in the current literature with regards to the study,
theorization and development of the audience-acceptance component of a
successful securitization, this thesis proceeds with introducing a novel method for
audience identification and a methodological framework that facilitates the
calculation of the identified audience(s)’ contribution to a securitization’s success.
It applies both methodological frameworks on the understudied, from a
securitization perspective, the European refugee crisis. Aside from the role of the
securitization audience, this thesis calculates also the impact of the mass media’s
representation of the refugee crisis on the securitization outcome.
To study the identified gaps, this thesis utilizes the ‘securitization’
theoretical framework as incepted and developed by the scholars of the Copenhagen
School of Security Studies. This study expands the Copenhagen School’s
securitization theorem’s analytical power by designing the Comprehensive
Securitization Empirical Framework, an analytical framework that classifies a
securitization according to the absence or existence of the three main components
of a successful securitization and depending on the position of the audienceacceptance component within a securitization’s temporal context. What is more,
this study, develops the Triangulation Method of Audience Identification to
guarantee that the audience assessed under the Comprehensive Securitization
Empirical Framework is the precise audience targeted by the securitizing actors.
Having established that, in the context of the refugee crisis, the primary
targeted audience is the general public, this thesis examines how the public
perceptions towards immigration, in several EU member states, influences the
securitization outcome. This thesis finds that the attitudes of the general public
towards immigration are taken well into account by the securitizing actors,
especially before the utterance of the security speech acts. What is more, this thesis
evaluates the impact of the mainstream mass media’s approach to the securitization
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of the refugee crisis and finds that despite the admittedly influential role of the mass
media, they constitute merely facilitating factors of securitization rather than
securitizing actors.
The following paragraphs offer a more detailed analysis of this thesis’
findings. First, I reveal the identity of the securitization audience in the context of
the securitization of the refugee crisis. Having discussed the added value of the
TMAI to the identification of the precise securitization audience, I test the
hypotheses outlined in chapter 3. The findings confirm some of these hypotheses.
In the discussion part that follows, I elaborate on the classification and variation of
the targeted audiences. I conclude the arguments about the audience identification
by highlighting this study’s limitations with regards to the examination all the
potential audiences involved in a securitization process.
Then, I test the assumptions about the response of the primary audience, the
general public, to the securitizing moves. I estimate the attitude of the public
towards

the

security

speech

acts,

the

emergency

actions,

and

the

immigrants/refugees from the results of the intervening election and the findings of
opinion polls and surveys. I conclude that despite the difficulty in estimating the
response of the audience by referring to the aforementioned methods of public’s
perception quantification, when certain proportions of a given public are negatively
predisposed towards immigrants/refugees, the securitization of the crisis is more
likely not only to occur but to be successful too. The pitfalls entailed in the
calculation of the predisposition, response or reaction of the public are discussed at
the end of this sub-chapter.
Next, I elaborate on how important the placement of the audience
acceptance within the temporal context of securitization is. I examine the
hypotheses and, then, I explain the importance of the CSEF on the classification of
various forms of securitization. At the last segment of this part, I discuss whether
the CSEF is applicable on other securitization topics rather than migration and if
the CSEF is only appropriate for liberal democratic regimes.
After I discuss my findings on the role of the mass media on securitizing
immigration in Europe and I explain how this thesis’ study of the mass media’s role
is limited by space and time.
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In the last part, I argue about this research’s contribution to the knowledge
in three different fields of study: Securitization studies, European Union studies and
Migration studies.

Audience Identification
Most of the arguments about the identity of the refugee crisis’ securitization
audience are built on the assumptions that the audience is either the general public,
or the political elites, or both. These hypotheses are based on the current limited
literature, cited in chapter 2, which partially addresses the audience-identity
element of a securitization process. However, most of the audience-identity related
literature speculates the targeted audience by interpreting the content of security
speech acts. Admittedly, the critical analysis of a securitizing move’s textual
elements to retrieve the targeted audience is methodologically correct.
Nevertheless, other elements of a securitizing move should also be considered to
guarantee the accuracy of the findings of the identity of the audience. The correct
identification of the targeted audience is essential for further assessing the success
of an attempted securitization. A potential misinterpretation of the audience’s
identity could constitute the assessment of the ‘acceptance’ erroneous too. If, for
example, the actual targeted audience of the securitizing actor is the general public,
but a study identifies the political elites as the audience, then the evaluation of the
political elites’ response to the securitizing move would be not only incorrect but
also irrelevant. To counter such instances of misinterpretation of the securitization
audience, I introduce the Triangulation Method of Audience Identification.
Triangulation Method of Audience Identification
The Triangulation Method of Audience Identification is called like this
because it allows researchers to conclude on whom the actual targeted audience of
the securitizing actors is, by verifying the findings of three different variables. The
first variable is the text of the security speech act. Usually, securitizing actors
attempt to securitize an issue by means of an argument expressed through a
statement, a speech or an interview. By applying critical discourse analysis on the
text of the speeches, statements and interviews of the securitizing actors, the
identity of the targeted audience may be partially revealed.
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If the assessment of the contextual framework of the security speech act is
added to the textual analysis, then the conclusions about the identity of the audience
could be more accurate. Through the contextual analysis, a scholar should examine
the venue of the security speech act’s utterance and the events occurring within the
temporal space surrounding the speech act. If, for example, the securitizing actor is
a head of state of an EU member state and performs a securitizing move during the
European Council deliberations, then his direct targeted audience would likely be
the EU member states’ leaders and the EU Institutions. But, if a securitizing actor
designates an existential threat and proposes certain extraordinary measures during
a domestic parliamentary debate, a few weeks before upcoming parliamentary
elections, then the most potential targeted audience is the general public/electorate.
Testing the findings of textual analysis against the results of the contextual
assessment increases the likelihood of estimating the securitization audience
accurately. However, the probability of identifying the audience correctly would
increase significantly when the securitization scholars would interview the
securitizing actors, or well-informed experts. By interviewing a person who
performed the securitizing move, a securitization scholar may ask the securitizing
actor about the identity of the targeted audience directly. The answers of the
securitizing actor would complement the findings of the textual and contextual
analysis and secure the study’s conclusions about the identity of the audience. The
triangulation method of audience identification is depicted in Figure 8.
Figure 8: Triangulation Method of Audience Identification.

Text

Securitization
Audience

SOURCE: Author’s Own Methodological Assessment.
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If the findings of the textual and contextual analysis and the interviews
contradict each other, a prudent evaluation of all the three elements should be
performed to discover the actual audience of the securitizing actor. After all, the
securitizing actor could mislead the researcher. It is for this reason that all three
elements of the triangulation method should be carefully examined.
I utilize the TMAI to identify the audience of the securitizing actors in the
context of the European refugee crisis. The following paragraphs outline the
findings of my assessment.
Hypotheses
The hypotheses outlined in chapter 3 are founded on the logic of democratic
legitimacy. The case studies assessed are all liberal democratic countries plus one
sui generis international organization comprised entirely by liberal democracies. In
liberal democracies, the decision-making bodies derive their legitimacy from the
national assemblies which, in their turn, are accountable to the general public. On
the basis of the ‘accountability’ argument, and considering that for the purposes of
this thesis, the political elites are regarded as the most credible securitizing actors,
one would expect the general public to be the targeted audience of the securitizing
actors’ securitizing moves. Contrastingly, when the political elites participate in the
deliberations of an international organization like the European Union, they could
attempt to persuade the EU member states or the EU Institutions about the
imminence of a perceived threat and about the necessity to resort in extraordinary
measures. Alternatively, at the national level, decision-makers could utilize the
existential threat rhetoric to request the assistance of the sub-unit (municipalities,
sub-states, prefectures) authorities. Based on these arguments, I built three
hypotheses.

H1. The securitizing actors target the public and potential voters exclusively.
The first hypothesis estimates that the general public is the one and only
targeted audience of the securitizing actors. Testing this hypothesis through the
spectrum of TMAI reveals that in the case of the securitization of the refugee crisis,
the general public constitutes the main target of the securitizing actors. The inperson interviews with the securitizers and the findings of the contextual
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assessment support this conclusion. However, the general public is, usually, not the
only targeted audience by the securitizers. They desire that their security speech
acts are received positively by more than one, or two, audiences. Thus, if the word
‘exclusively’ is deducted from the text of H1, then H1 would be entirely correct.

H2. The securitizing actors target the public and the higher, parallel and lower
political elites at the same time.
Hypothesis two is based on the premise that the securitizing actors target
more than one audience with one security speech act. Indeed, the TMAI assessment
indicates that H2 is, to a great extent, correct. Especially with regards to the refugee
crisis, the political elites warned about the imminence of the ‘refugee threat’ in
order to ask for various ‘acceptances’ by diverse audiences. Thus, when the political
elites of a country declare that the refugees and the refugee crisis threaten certain
achievements of the European integration project, or one state’s economic, societal,
health, and personal security, the political elites desire their security speech acts to
be accepted by several audiences. In the case of the refugee crisis, the targeted
audiences included the EU Institution, to mobilize human and financial resources,
the EU member states, to share the responsibility and to demonstrate solidarity, the
national parliamentary opposition, to abstain from rejecting the proposed
extraordinary measures and the domestic regional and municipal authorities, to
assist with the implementation of the measures, the general public, to show
understanding and solidarity to the government. The list with the audiences
mentioned above is not exhaustive.
Evidence derived from the textual, contextual assessment and expert
interviews supports the conclusion that the securitizing actors direct their security
speech acts towards multiple audiences. Despite the proximity of H2 with the
outcomes of the empirical findings, H2 is partially, but not completely, correct
because the securitizing actors target more audiences than merely the political
elites, at all levels, and the general public. Through the interviews, it has been
revealed that they could also target actors such as the civil society, the judiciary,
the mass media and many more.

H3. The securitizing actors target exclusively the political elites hierarchically
higher, parallel and/or lower than them.
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As discussed above, the securitizing actors desire their securitization
arguments to be heard and accepted by more than one audience. In most of the case
studies examined in this thesis, among the most important targeted audiences were
the political elites either at the ‘higher level’, or at the same level, or the ‘lower
level’. The political elites at any level do not hold the ‘privilege’ of exclusiveness.
They were not the only audiences towards which the securitizing actors directed
their security speech acts. They were not even the main targeted audience. As
revealed by the findings of this thesis, the general public was the primary audience.
Thus, H3 is partially correct because the securitizing actors indeed targeted the
political elites, but they were neither their exclusive targeted audiences nor the main
ones.
Findings
An analytical appraisal of the statements, contexts and replies of the
securitizing actors suggest the existence of a variety and classification of targeted
audiences.
Direct v. Indirect Audience(s)
The division of the audiences to direct and indirect is based on the
observations of the spatial context. The interpretation of the security speech acts
complements the contextual findings.
When a securitizing actor declares an issue as an existential threat to a
referent object, he does so in a venue or through several means of communication.
Within the venue, or at the other end of the means of communication, several
persons constitute the direct audience of the securitizing actor. When a prime
minister articulates his argument in front of the members of the national assembly,
then his direct audience is all the members of the parliament present at the
deliberations. If a securitizing actor develops his ideas in front of the supporters of
his political party during an election campaign, then the party’s supporters
constitute the direct audience. When a state leader addresses the European Council
during a summit, then the Heads of States the EU member states and the leadership
of the EU are his direct audience. If a securitizing actor gives an interview, then his
direct audience is the persons who view, listen to, or read his interview. However,
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considering that most of the statements, speeches and interviews of the politicianssecuritizing actors gain wide coverage by the mass media, some audiences are
indirectly targeted by the security speech acts.
A securitizing actor who addresses directly his speech to people unrelated
with the administration of the EU or a country, and who makes references to
solidarity, fair share of responsibilities and expansion of resources, obviously
desires his allegations and demands not to be accepted or appreciated by the
audience present in the venue of the speech but by the EU Institutions and the EU
member states’ authorities. When a decision-maker speaks in front of national
parliament a few weeks before the elections, declares immigration as a threat and
proposes extraordinary measures to tackle the perceived threat, although he directly
addresses his securitizing move to the members of the parliament, indirectly he
desires his allegations to be accepted by the general public which constitutes at the
same time his potential electorate. A securitizing actor who, through the means of
an interview, asks for solidarity and assistance, has as his direct audience, the
readers, viewers or listeners. The ‘targets’ of his demands are, among others, the
various political actors at higher and lower levels, the civil society and the general
public.
Thus, the Triangulation Method of Audience Identification reveals that
securitizing actors usually target with their security speech acts audiences which
are not directly present at the venue of the security speech act utterance. Usually,
the most relevant audiences for the securitizing actors are the indirect ones.
Primary and Secondary Audiences
It was mainly the textual and the contextual analysis that exposed the
existence of direct and indirect targeted audiences by the securitizing actors.
However, the third element of the TMAI, the interviews with the securitizing actors,
revealed another division between the securitization audiences. The securitizers
disclosed that they desired to convince a variety of audiences with one single
security speech act. These potential audiences include, but are not limited to, the
general public, the parliamentary opposition, the EU member states leaders, the EU
Institutions, the civil society, the mass media, the regional authorities and the
judiciary. The interviews conducted with officials from the EU member states
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revealed that among the above-mentioned audiences, one was of significant
importance. The majority of the respondents acknowledged that their primary
targeted audience was the general public. The domestic constituencies, therefore,
constituted the primary targeted audience of the securitizing actors. It is from the
general public that they desire their securitizing rhetoric to be accepted. This is
because the political elites of liberal democratic countries owe their legitimacy to
the general public, are accountable to it, may not proceed with emergency action if
the public demonstrates an ostensible resistance, and, need the votes of the general
public to remain in power.
Apart from the general public, the securitizing actors aspire their claims to
be accepted by the group of other audiences listed in the previous paragraphs. These
audiences constitute secondary audiences. Their response to the securitizing moves
is crucial for the securitization’s success. Yet, according to the interviewees, the
acceptance by the general public is more important than the acceptance by the
secondary audiences. This thesis, therefore, not only confirms the existence of
various potential targeted audiences by the securitizing actors but also categorises
them to primary and secondary. By doing so, it verifies Vaughn’s categorization
from 2009.
National and Supranational Context
It is noteworthy that the triangulation method revealed one more peculiarity
with regards to the targeted audience(s) in Europe. While the primary targeted
audience at the member states’ level is the general public, the primary audience of
the securitizing actors, when they are at the EU level, is, in many cases, the EU
member states and the EU Institutions. The officials of the EU Institutions, when
emphasizing the dangers hidden in the refugee crisis for the European Union as a
whole, they demand from the EU member states and their governments to act in
solidarity, to share the burden of the outbreak and to increase their contributions,
financial and technical. From the decision-making EU Institutions, they request to
initiate emergency action and to avoid raising any obstacles to the quick adoption,
operationalization/implementation of the action.
The difference between the member state and the EU level lies not only in
the identity of the primary audience but also in the form of acceptance. While the
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acceptance of the general public is usually ‘moral’ and difficult to be quantified,
the acceptance of the EU Institutions is more ‘formal’ and quantifiable (Balzacq,
2005, p. 184; Côté, 2016, p. 548; Roe, 2008, p. 615). The ‘acceptance’ of the EU
Institutions is expressed in the form of votes or speedy response during the
decision-making procedures. The response of the primary audience(s) is further
explored in the next pages.
Limitations
The TMAI leaves limited space for mistakes. The novel method of audience
identification examines the audience from three different angles and allows
researchers to conclude without doubts about the audience’s identity. The correct
identification of the audience is a crucial precondition for proceeding to the
evaluation of the acceptance. Having identified an incorrect audience would make
the study of this audience’s response erroneous. The TMAI, therefore, offers to
scholars who study the audience-acceptance element of an attempted securitization
the chance to identify the targeted audience(s) correctly.
However, the TMAI comes with certain limitations. These limitations
concern one of the method’s angles: the interviews with the securitizing actors. On
the one hand, the securitizing actors are usually highly-ranked politicians. The
arrangement of interviews with them is challenging. Getting in contact with them
is not easy. But, even when contact is established, the planning of an interview is
burdensome. Usually, securitizing actors at the Ministerial or Head of State level
mention their hectic schedule to justify their denial to be interviewed. Luckily, such
highly ranked actors do not draft their speeches and do not decide their rhetoric on
their own. A group of speechwriters and communication consultants are also
involved. Getting to interview the speechwriters or the persons closer to the
identified securitizing actors offers the same valuable findings as if interviewing
the securitizing actor in person.
On the other hand, during the interviews, both the securitizing actors and
the persons most capable of speaking about the securitizing actors’ targeted
audiences appear to be particularly sensitive to the hearing of the word
‘securitization’ and all the security-related connotations involved. This is because
of their unfamiliarity with the securitization theory. Avoiding references to the
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word securitization and security-related words, focusing explicitly on certain
speeches or statements and asking directly about the identity of the targeted
audience contributes to overcoming this limitation.
What is more, the distance between Hong Kong and Europe, the narrow
funding and tight timeframe, constitute additional limitations closely related to the
outcome of this thesis. To overcome the challenging arrangement of interviews with
the securitizing actors, frequent travels to Europe are necessary. Considering the
long distance between Hong Kong, where this thesis was drafted, and Europe,
where the research topic of this thesis is ‘situated’, the pricey tickets back and forth
to Europe, the narrow funding and timeframe offered for this project, this thesis
was limited to arrange and perform numerous semi-structured and in-person
interviews with the securitizing actors of just two of the five case-studies (Greece
and the EU). The opinion of the security actors of the other three case studies
(Hungary, Germany, and Poland) was gathered either through structured interviews
with the securitizing actors or their communication policy consultants or through
in-person interviews with the representatives of these countries in Hong Kong and
Greece. Despite the limitations, the data gathered for the case studies of Germany,
Hungary and Poland equal in quality the data gathered for Greece and the EU. The
following paragraphs elaborate on the findings of this thesis about the response of
the audience.

The Response of the Audience
The assessment of the audience’s identity reveals the existence of primary
and secondary targeted audiences by the securitizing actors. The general public and
political elites are identified as potential targeted audiences. Having acknowledged
that the response of the political elites is relatively more straightforward to be
evaluated than the response of the general public, this thesis’ preliminary
hypotheses focus on the ‘quantification’ of the general public’s reaction. The fact
that the general public is singled out as the primary securitization audience
confirms, to a certain extent, the assumptions about the identity of the audience.
The following paragraphs compare the empirical findings with the hypotheses
developed in chapter 3.
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Hypotheses
This thesis assumes that the ‘acceptance’ of the securitizing moves by the
general public can be evaluated either by testing its response, if any, or, by
measuring its proportions of immiscepticism, insecurity, and acceptance of
emergency actions in general.
Response
H4. The apathy of the audience indicates a silent acceptance of the securitizing
moves.
According to H4, a general public indifferent to the securitizing moves
provides its consent to the securitizing actors. To test H4, the interviewed experts
were asked whether they measured the response of the public after designating the
refugee crisis as a threat and after announcing the necessity for the extraordinary
measures’ adoption. The response of most of the experts was negative. The
securitizing actors rarely examine the general public’s perception after performing
a security speech act. They were assured about the consent of the general public
already before utilizing the securitization rhetoric.
In one case though, apathy was perceived as acceptance. That was the case
of Hungary, of which the leadership conducted a ‘national consultation’ in 2015
and a referendum in 2016 related to the admission of refugees in the country and
with the resort to securitizing measures. As discussed in chapter 6, both the
‘national consultation’ and the referendum received a minimal number of responses
and significantly low turnout accordingly. If the refusal of the Hungarian people to
respond to the questions of the national consultation and to vote in the referendum
is interpreted as ‘apathy’ to the refugee crisis issue, then the Hungarian government
perceived this apathy as acceptance. Interestingly though, the Hungarian officials
rarely referred to the low numbers of participants. They emphasized the very high
proportions of acceptance of their position by those Hungarian citizens who
submitted their responses to the national consultation and voted in the referendum.
In the name of the Hungarians who actively endorsed the position of their
government and the implementation of stringent immigration measures, FIDESZ
securitized the refugee crisis.
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In light of the above, it follows that H4 is correct. A public that does not
actively resist the securitizing moves seems to accept them silently.
H5. Only the active endorsement of the securitizing measures constitutes a sign of
their acquiescence by the audience.
The arguments developed to test H4 suffice for analysing H5 too. The fifth
hypothesis suggests that only a public that actively endorses the securitizing
measures accepts their necessity to deal with the designated threat. As argued
above, not only the active endorsement but also the apathy of a public, constitute
signs of audience-acceptance. After all, unless a referendum or an election
intervenes between the security speech acts and the implementation of the
securitizing measures, it is difficult to gauge the endorsement or the opposition of
the public.
Therefore, H5 is partially correct. An active endorsement, if expressed
through a referendum or elections, or perhaps through opinion polls, is indeed a
sign of audience-acceptance. However, it is not the only sign. A recorded
indifference of the public could also mean acceptance of the securitizing moves.
Proportion
Hypotheses six, seven and eight build on the premise that the higher the
proportion of the general public appearing to accept the securitizing moves the more
likely for the attempted securitization to ‘tick’ the ‘audience acceptance box’ and
to be recorded as successful. Three different proportions are suggested as the
thresholds above which the securitizing move would be considered as successful.
To discover the precise proportion of an approving general public required by the
securitizing actors to consider their securitizing moves successful, the opinion of
the securitizers was requested. The three suggested thresholds are described in the
text of the following three hypotheses.

H6. A proportion above the majority of the targeted audience accepting the
securitizing moves is necessary for the success of the securitization process.
H7. Supermajorities of the targeted audience accepting the securitizing moves are
needed for a successful securitization.
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H8. Low percentages of the public accepting the speech acts and securitizing
moves suffice for the success of the performed securitization.
The sixth hypothesis builds on the ‘majority-acceptance’ argument. A
majority is assumed to be anything above 50% of the general public. Usually, to
measure the opinion of the public in critical matters, governments, given that
domestic constitutional provisions permit it, conduct referendums. In most of the
cases, the referendums contain a question to which the domestic constituencies
should answer with a simple ‘yes’ or ‘no’. The answer collecting more than 50% of
the popular vote is considered as the prevailing one. Similarly, in the case of the
refugee crisis, on the basis of H6, it would be sound to consider that a public that
affirms the securitizing move by more than 50%, accepts it.
Nevertheless, several issues arise from the ‘proportion’ audienceacceptance hypothesis. First, apart from the case of Hungary, where the government
procured a referendum to grasp the opinion of the public with regards to specific
extraordinary measures, no other EU member state conducted a similar referendum.
Second, the surveys/opinion polls that record the opinion of the public about
immigration, rarely demand the respondents to answer questions that refer
explicitly to the securitization argument of the political actors or the extraordinary
measures. What is more, the surveys/opinion polls rarely are positioned between
the utterance of the security speech act and the adoption/implementation of the
extraordinary measures. Third, as most of the securitizing actors disclosed during
the interviews, although they pay attention to the proportions of the public
expressing fears about immigrants and refugees, they have set no specific threshold
above which the public is viewed as agreeing with their approach to immigration.
Instead of looking at the proportions of the public, the securitizing actors most
frequently examine the ranking of immigration in the importance-classification.
When immigration is among the four most important issues for the public, then the
securitizing actors consider the public as likely to support the extraordinary
measures.
However, for the purposes of this study, it does not matter very much which
proportions of an affirmative public the securitizing actors regard as acceptance.
What matters more, is setting an ‘audience acceptance threshold’ that could
facilitate the future studies of securitizations in which the public will be identified
as the primary audience.
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Having argued that a simple majority of the citizens backing the securitizing
moves constitutes the threshold above which audience acceptance may be recorded,
the examination of H7 and H8 is redundant. Obviously, supermajorities (that are
much higher than 50% of the public) standing for the securitizing moves (H7)
constitute unequivocal ‘audience acceptance’. Contrastingly, a public that supports
the securitizing moves by less than 50% (H8) should be considered as a nonacceptance because, if the securitizing actors decided to resort to a referendum for
measuring the opinion of the public, percentages lower than 50% would not suffice.
Findings
Usually, a securitizing move consists of two parts: the designation of the
threat and the proposal for emergency action. The opinion polls and public surveys
rarely ask the respondents to reply in questions addressing the security speech acts
or the securitizing measures directly. Only a few surveys across Europe requested
the public to respond whether they considered immigration and the refugees as
threats to their economic wellbeing, cultural identity, personal and health security.
Even fewer surveys asked explicitly the opinion of the public about measures taken
by the government which fall within the definition of extraordinary. To overcome
these limitations, I took into account the sentiments of the public as recorded in
regularly conducted surveys at a pan-European or national level. I also recorded the
salience of the immigration issue for the citizens of the case study under
consideration and their tendency to support the necessity of ancillary measures to
tackle illegal immigration.
The findings of the empirical analysis suggest that the higher the confessed
negative feelings of society towards immigration from outside Europe, the more
likely for this society to view immigrants or refugees as threats and the higher the
probability to support or to demand emergency action. In other words, the more
immiscpetical a society is, the more likely for this society to accept the security
speech act. A positive correlation is, therefore established between a society’s
scepticism25 and the likelihood that this society ‘feels’ threatened and accepts the

25

I use the word scepticism instead of xenophobia because a component of the word xenophobia is
‘phobia’ which in Greek language means fear (φοβία). There is no evidence that the European people
feel fear about immigration. The answers given by the European public suggest the existence of
scepticism towards foreigners rather than fear.
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securitizing moves. The positive correlation between immiscepticism and audienceacceptance is outlined in Table 36.
Table 36: Immiscepticism and Audience-Acceptance Positive Correlation.
Case Study
Negative Feelings
Threat Perception
In favour of Measures
(avg.% 2015-17)
(avg.% 2015-17)
(avg.% 2015-17)
73,6%
56,9%
95,3%
Greece
(>50%)
(>50%)
(>50%)
78,5%
66,7%
92,5%
Hungary
(>50%)
(>50%)
(>50%)
54,5%
38,6%
88,6%
Germany
(>50%)
(<50%)
(>50%)
63,8%
65,7%
85,8%
Poland
(>50%)
(>50%)
(>50%)
56,1%
48,3%
87%
European Union
(>50%)
(<50%)
(>50%)
SOURCE: Author’s own Compilation of Sources.

In other words, the higher the negative predisposition and threat perception
of the public, the higher the chances for the audience acceptance component of
securitization theory to be recorded as positive.
Considering that in the case studies assessed, more than 50% of the
respondents confessed feelings of negativity towards immigrants from outside the
EU, more than 80% expressed themselves in favour of additional measures, and
more than 50% (except Germany and the EU total) admitted that they viewed either
immigrants or refugees as threats to their economic, health, societal, cultural or
personal security, it is safe to conclude that the general public of the case studies
examined in this thesis would accept the securitizing moves.
Limitations
As aforementioned, to grasp the precise attitude of the identified primary
audience, the general public, towards the security speech acts, surveys extracting
the opinion of the public about the precise designated threats and the specific
proposed emergency action should be conducted. However, the organization and
execution of such surveys are pricey. For the purposes of this thesis, there should
be conducted opinion polls directly related to the security speech acts in 28 different
countries and 24 different languages. The research funding offered for this thesis is
very narrow to permit the organization of public opinion polls just in one EU
member state, let alone in 28. Therefore, to build my arguments and to form my
conclusions, I consulted surveys open to the public and conducted by renown and
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trustful survey generators. As argued in the previous paragraphs, the findings of the
publicly available surveys suffice to support the conclusions of this study.
Another issue arising with regards to the consultation of the publicly
available surveys concerns the time of their performance. Copenhagen School
outlines the following sequence of a securitization process: first, the securitizing
actor designates the threats and proposes emergency measures, then the securitizer
receives the acceptance of the targeted audience, and at the end, the actor executes
the proposed emergency action. To examine whether the audience/public accepted
the security speech acts indeed, the opinion of the public should be requested right
after the threat designation and before the emergency measures’ execution.
However, the publicly available surveys are rarely conducted in the intervening
period between the security speech act and the execution of the extraordinary
measures as envisaged by the Copenhagen School’s theory.
Despite the existence of certain limitations with regards to the consultation
of public surveys, I consider these surveys as reliable. On the one hand, although
the questions placed by the survey generators do not grasp the opinion of the public
about specific securitizing moves, they catch the public’s sentiments about
immigration and its views on the immigration-threat arguments of the securitizing
actors. On the other hand, the surveys were not performed between the security
speech act and the adoption of the emergency measures precisely. However, the
fact that the recorded predisposition and opinion of the public about the immigrants
and the immigration-restrictive measures did not fluctuate throughout the examined
timeframe suggests that the answers of the public suffice to cover all the assessed
timeframe including the intervening periods between the securitizing moves and
the measures’ adoption.
Thus, despite the limitation in financial resources, which constitute the
organization of securitization-specific surveys prohibitive, I consider the consulted
publicly available data as sufficient to support my arguments about the response of
the public to the securitizing moves.

The Position of the Audience Acceptance in the Securitization Timeline
The theorists of the Copenhagen School were not very clear about the
position of the audience-acceptance in the timeline of a successful securitization.
“Only once an actor has convinced an audience (inter-unit relations) of its
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legitimate need to go beyond otherwise binding rules and regulations (emergency
mode) can we identify a case of securitization”, the Copenhagen School’s scholars
claimed (Taureck, 2006, p. 55). When precisely do the securitizing actors need to
convince the audience about the necessity to resort to emergency actions is unclear.
Do the securitizing actors first convince the audience and then proceed with the
securitizing move? Or do they perform the security speech acts to convince the
audience before proceeding with the adoption of the extraordinary measures? Or,
do they first perform the securitizing move and execute the securitizing measures
and then they examine if the public has been convinced? Commonsensically,
because of the intersubjectivity argument of the Copenhagen School’s theorists, the
securitizing actors should first guarantee the acceptance of their securitizing moves
by the public and then proceed with the execution of the emergency actions. On the
basis of these questions, a group of different hypotheses has been developed. To
test these hypotheses, I directly requested the interviewed experts to answer when
and if they examine whether the general public is convinced about the imminence
of the designated threat and the necessity for the adoption of the emergency
measures.
Hypotheses
The first set of hypotheses assess when precisely (and if) the securitizing
actors take into account the feelings of the public about the existential threat. The
second set of hypotheses uses the findings of the first set to discover whether the
securitization of the European refugee crisis was a process from the bottom (the
public) to the top (government) or, vice versa, from top to bottom only.
Position of Audience Acceptance

H9. The securitizing actors do consider the feelings of the public prior to
designating the refugee crisis as an existential threat.

The ninth hypothesis suggests that the actors who attempted to securitize
the refugee crisis examined the predisposition of the public before designating the
issue as an existential threat. To test this hypothesis, I consult the opinion of the
securitizing actors. Although questioning each one of the identified securitizing
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actors is practically impossible, an adequate number of securitizers was examined
to allow the extraction of safe conclusions. As summarized in Table 37, most of
the respondents admitted that they took into consideration the feelings of their
primarily targeted audience, the general public, before presenting the immigrants
and refugees as potential threats and before resorting to emergency actions.
Case
Study
Greece
EU
Hungary
Poland
Germany
TOTAL

Table 37: Consideration of Public’s Predisposition.
Examination of Public’s Feelings
Non-examination of Public’s
before Threat’s Designation
Feelings before Threat’s
Designation
4
2
6
0
0
1
1
0
2
1
13
4
SOURCE: Author’s own Compilation of Information.

Taking the experts’ responses into account, it can be argued that the
securitizing actors are more likely to appreciate the views of the audience towards
a specific issue before designating this issue as an existential threat to a referent
object. In the case at hand, the issue is the refugee crisis, the audience is the public,
and the referent object is the economic, societal, cultural, personal or health security
of the public. When a society has developed positive feelings towards a particular
issue, the representation of that issue as a security threat might fail to become well
appreciated. To avoid facing a failure of the securitization attempt, the securitizing
actors seem to get well prepared before proceeding with the designation of the
existential threat. Part of this preparation is the investigation of the society’s
feelings towards the issue to be securitized. H9 is, therefore, correct.
By testing this hypothesis, this study also sheds light on the vague
positioning of the audience acceptance element within the securitization process.
The appreciation of the audience acceptance seems to take place before the
utterance of the security speech act but not between the securitizing move and the
emergency action as one would expect by reading the initial articulation of the
Copenhagen School’s securitization theorem. However, subject to the identity of
the audience, the character of the designated threat and the personality of the
securitizing actor, the assessment of the feelings of the audience could also take
place after the securitizing move or even after the securitizing move and the
emergency action. Yet, for the securitization of the refugee crisis, in particular, the
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findings of this thesis suggest that the ‘sensing’ of the public’s feelings happens
before the designation of the refugees as existential threats.

H10. The securitizing actors take into account the response of the public only after
the announcement of their speech acts.

The tenth hypothesis suggests that there is only one point in the timeline of
a securitization process in which the securitizing actors measure the feelings of the
public: after the security speech acts enunciation. As discussed under H9, the precise
stage in the securitization process, when the actors estimate the ‘feelings’ of the
targeted audience about the designated threats varies depending on the issue under
securitization, the character of the audience and the status of the actors. In the case
of the securitization of the European refugee crisis, the majority of the securitizing
actors admitted that they investigated public surveys and opinion polls before
announcing the crisis as a security threat.
Thus, for the case at hand, H10 is not valid. Most of the securitizers ‘sense’
the public opinion before designating the refugees as existential threats. H10 could
be partially correct for securitizations in general if ‘only’ was deleted from its text.
Indeed, some securitizing actors look at the public’s feelings after performing the
securitizing move. Yet, they do not examine it, only, after the securitizing move.
Sometimes they consult the predisposition of their audience before the security
speech act or after the emergency action or not at all. Based on when the audience
acceptance component of a securitization process takes place within the
securitization timeline, various forms of securitization may be delineated. These
forms are caught by the Comprehensive Securitization Empirical Framework.
Public Securitization
The second set of hypotheses is also relevant to the audience acceptance
element of the securitization theorem. This time, I investigate the importance of the
audience’s predisposition towards the securitization issue. Since the public is the
identified primary audience of the securitization of the refugee crisis, I requested
the securitizing actors to disclose the extent to which it was the negative (or
positive) feelings of the audience that prompt them to securitize (or not to
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securitize) the refugee crisis, or, if it was a decision taken solely by them and their
political leadership. As illustrated in Figure 9, when political actors initiate a
securitization procedure and seek for the acceptance of the public, we deal with a
‘top-down’ securitization. In reverse, when the political actors are compelled to
securitize a particular issue because of the demands and the beliefs of the public
about this issue, then we deal with a ‘bottom-up’ securitization.
Figure 9: Top-Down & Bottom-Up Securitization.
Top-Down

Bottom-Up

Securitizing Actor

Securitizing Actor

&

Public
Public

SOURCE: Author’s own Conceptualization.
Public

H11. Securitization is also possible to occur as a bottom-up procedure. The public
may compel the political actors to securitize and address its insecurities.
Hypothesis eleven assumes that when the fears of the public are so intense
as to ‘force’ the actors who have the power to securitize to proceed with the
securitization of the topic that causes the public’s insecurity, then we deal with a
‘bottom-up’ securitization in which the roles of the public and the political actors
are reversed. The public is the securitizer, and the political actors are merely
intervening factors of securitization, or perhaps the audience. Having established
under H9 that the securitizers considered the ‘feelings’ of the public before
proceeding with declaring the refugee crisis as a threat and having provided proof
that the public viewed the refugees as threats, one would expect that the
securitization of the European refugee crisis developed in ‘bottom-up’ order.
However, despite the signs of a ‘bottom-up’ securitization, the interviews with the
securitizing actors revealed that although they consulted the surveys that ‘sensed’
the feelings of the public, they would proceed with securitizing the issue even if the
public would be positively predisposed towards immigration. The securitizing
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actors believed that they had been acquired the mandate of the public to deal with
the refugee crisis the way they did. Their approach to immigration was already
published in the programmes of their political parties and announced in their preelection statements and speeches. By winning the elections, they considered
themselves as entitled to adopt any necessary measures to deal with the refugee
crisis.
That being said, some of the securitizing actors stated that they would never
adopt extremely restrictive measures to deal with the refugee issue even if the public
demanded them to do so ostensibly. Such measures would include practices that
could endanger the lives of the asylum seekers and methods that would not be in
line with international and European legal provisions related to refugees’ protection
and human rights.
The above analysis suggests, therefore, that H11 is partially correct. A
‘bottom-up’ securitization can occur. Nevertheless, this was not the case with the
securitization of the European refugee crisis. What is more, even when the
commands of the public convince the political actors to perform a securitization,
the actors assure that they would not cross the thin line between human rights
protection and human-rights violation.
H12. Securitization may be initiated by the securitizing actors who are in most of
the cases the political elites.
This hypothesis tests not only if securitization is only possible in a ‘topdown’ order but also if the political elites constitute the only capable securitizing
actors. According to the empirical findings of this thesis, the securitization of the
refugee crisis had a clear ‘top-down’ direction. The securitizing actors decided to
securitize the refugee crisis, they consulted the public opinion, proceeded with the
securitization moves, considered the consent of the public and went ahead with the
emergency action. For the case at hand, therefore, the securitization was initiated
indeed by the political elites who were the securitizing actors.
But, to suggest that in all cases of securitization, the political elites
constitute the securitizing actors would overgeneralize the process of securitization.
When other topics are securitized, actors other than the political elites may
constitute the securitizing actors. The religious leaders, the mass media, the
opposition in the parliament, the civil society are some, but not all, of the potential
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securitizing actors. What is missing from the potential securitizers, though, but it is
possessed by the political elites, is the capability of the latter to pursue and execute
the proposed extraordinary measures due to their position at the top of a country’s
governmental chain of command. From their position of power, the governmental
political elites as capable not only to disseminate their messages to wider audiences
but also to execute the measures that they deem appropriate for tackling the
perceived threat.
In line with this argument, therefore, H11 is correct. Political elites are
indeed in most of the cases, but not always the securitizing actors. Securitization is
also usually, but not always, a ‘top-down’ process.
Findings
The above analysis on the audience acceptance component of the
securitization theory confirms that the audience, and in the case of the refugee crisis,
the general public, constitutes an integral and important part of the securitization
process. The analysts of the Copenhagen School were right to argue that without
the audience’s toleration, there exists no successful securitization. Despite
emphasizing the importance of the audience acceptance component of their theory,
the Copenhagen School’s scholars did not elaborate on the identity of the audience,
on the form of acceptance and on the position of the audience acceptance within the
securitization timeline. This thesis attempts to explain thoroughly these parts of the
securitization theory that remained undertheorized and consequently, understudied
and underdeveloped.
When a research framework of dependent and independent variables is
applied to the current study, the dependent variable would be the successful
securitization. The independent variables that would define the success of the
securitization would be the three components (steps) of securitization: the
designation of the existential threat, the emergency action, and the audience
acceptance. Logically, when a study establishes that all three components
(independent variables) are present, then we deal with a successful securitization
(dependent variable). But what happens when one or more of the independent
variables are missing? What sort of securitization do we deal with in that case? Or,
how is the outcome of securitization affected by the position of the audience
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acceptance element within the securitization timeline? Is the securitization different
when the audience’s opinion is measured before the securitization move? Should a
securitization still be considered as successful when the opinion of the audience is
not taken into account at any point of the securitization process?
The presence or absence of the independent variables and the shift of the
audience acceptance placement within the securitization timeline generate different
forms of securitization other than the ‘successful securitization’ inspired by the
CSSS. To capture all the forms of various securitizations, I introduce the
Comprehensive Securitization Empirical Framework (Table 37). The CSEF
outlines various securitization formulas. It provides to the securitization analysts
the chance to view a case from a similar to the CSSS’ perspective but from multiple
angles. It urges the scholars of securitization to study not only the security speech
acts and the emergency actions but also the responses of the targeted audiences. It
emphasizes the importance of public opinion in the securitization of an issue such
as immigration.
Table 38: Comprehensive Securitization Empirical Framework.
Securitization Components


EM

+

SSA+



+

SSA

Form of Securitization



AA

+



Comprehensive Securitization

AA+



EM+



CSSS’ Ideal Securitization



EM

+



-

AA



Arbitrary Securitization

SSA+



AA+



EM-



Void Securitization

SSA+



AA-



EM-



Void Vocal Securitization

-

SSA



EM

+



-

AA



Improper Securitization

SSA-



EM+



AA+



Silent Securitization

+



‘Bottom-Up’ Securitization

+

SSA



+

SSA



EM



SSA-



EM-



EM

(+)

AA+



-



AA

+

AA(+)
(+)

SSA

AA



Void ‘Bottom-Up’ Securitization



(+)

AA



Meta-Securitization

SSA-



EM+



‘Bottom-Up’ Silent Securitization

-



-



‘Bottom-Up’ (a)Securitization

SSA

EM

SOURCE: Author’s own Conceptualisation

Table 38 outlines various forms of securitization. The meaning of the
acronyms and the signs at the ‘securitization elements’ column is explained in
chapter 3 that defines the methodology of this thesis. Having studied all the
components of the securitization process in the case studies of this thesis
extensively, and having approached these case studies from the perspective of the
CSEF, I have concluded that the proposed novel framework of analysis is capable
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of catching many different forms of securitization. The findings of this thesis,
viewed from the spectrum of the CSEF, are summarized in Table 39.
Table 39: Forms of Securitization, European Refugee Crisis.
Case
Period
Components & Direction of
Form of
Study
Securitization
Securitization
2012-14

SSA+ EM+ AA+

2015-18

SSA+  EM+  AA+

2011-15

SSA-  EM-  AA(+)

2015-18

SSA+  AA+  EM+

2015-16

AA-  SSA-  EM-

2016-18

AA+  SSA-  EM+

Hungary

2015-18

SSA+  AA+  EM+

EU

2015-18

SSA+  EM+  AA+

Greece

Poland

Germany

Comprehensive
Securitization
MetaSecuritization26
Void Bottom-Up
Securitization
CSSS’ Successful
Securitization
‘Bottom-Up’
(a)Securitization
‘Bottom-Up’ Silent
Securitization
CSSS’ Successful
Securitization
Comprehensive
Securitization

SOURCE: Author’s own Compilation of Resources.

Various forms of securitization have been observed in the case studies
assessed in this thesis. The most common was the Comprehensive Securitization.
In this form, although the audience’s feelings about the issue under consideration
are evaluated in advance of pronouncing the security speech act and implementing
the emergency action, these feelings do not drive the decisions of the securitizing
actor. In this form of securitization, the public opinion is found to share the actor’s
opinions and to stand by his actions throughout the securitization process. Such
cases of Comprehensive Securitization were observed in Greece between 2012 and
2018 and at the EU level from 2015 to 2018. In the case of Greece, it is argued that
SYRIZA government performed a Comprehensive Securitization of its
predecessors’ securitization. That is to say, SYRIZA represented the securitizing
moves and emergency actions of the 2012-2015 government as a threat to another
referent object (the EU’s existence). SYRIZA’s official rhetoric found resonance
with the majority of the Greek public formally, through two rounds of election and
one referendum in 2015, and informally, through numerous surveys and opinion

26

As explained in chapter 4, between 2015 and 2018, we observed a Comprehensive Securitization
of the previous government’s securitization. This form of securitization is named MetaSecuritization.
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polls. This form of Comprehensive Securitization has been labelled MetaSecuritization.
For Hungary, it is argued that a CSSS’ Successful Securitization took place
between 2015 and 2018. The political actors represented immigration as the
ultimate threat of the country, and they requested formally through a national
consultation (2015) and a referendum (2016) the opinion of the society. The
supermajorities of the respondents and voters supported the position of the
Hungarian government. The same government, in the name of the protection of the
Hungarian people from the imminent threat of immigration, adopted some of the
most extraordinary security measures seen in post-2015 Europe. The presence of
all the independent variables, as well as their sequence, suggest that the form of
securitization there was not only comprehensive but also as ideally described by the
CSSS’ scholars.
Poland also constitutes a unique case. Between 2011 and 2015, the Polish
government avoided associating the refugee crisis with the security of Poland. It
also did not adopt any emergency action. Yet, as the findings of the surveys and
opinion-polls demonstrate, the Poles from 2011 on, became gradually sceptical
towards immigration and immigration of Muslims, in particular. Public opinion
researches showed that the Poles were in favour of more restrictive immigration
policy. Having a public that demanded a more restrictive immigration policy and a
government that avoided connecting immigration with security threats, I claim that
we deal with a Void ‘Bottom-Up’ Securitization. ‘Bottom-Up’ because the public
demanded securitization. ‘Void’, because the securitizing actor, the government,
securitized immigration neither in theory nor in practice.
In 2015, the Polish parliamentary opposition and soon to become the Polish
government, the PiS, declared the Muslim refugees as threatening Poland and
Europe existentially and instrumentalized the refugee crisis to win the
parliamentary elections of November 2015. The victory of PiS in these elections
also constituted a clear demonstration of the Polish public’s (the primary targeted
audience) formal acceptance of the PiS’s securitization rhetoric. The election of the
PiS into power was followed by the adoption of several restrictive measures against
migration. Therefore, in the case of post-2015 Poland, it is observed that there were
security speech acts accepted formally by the Polish public/voters and followed by
extraordinary measures. The sequence of the securitization elements suggests that
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in the case of post-2015 parliamentary elections Poland, we deal with a case of
CSSS’ Successful Securitization, as in the case of Hungary.
In Germany, security speech acts were absent from the official rhetoric.
Before 2016, the German officials, following the empathy of the German public,
focused on the humanitarian aspects of the refugee crisis and adopted no restrictive
measures. Nevertheless, after January 2016, the majorities of the German public
appeared to feel unease with the high numbers of incoming refugees. What is more,
the German state resorted to the adoption of several restrictive migration measures.
Having the security speech acts absent but having extant the emergency measures
and the immiscepticism of the German public, it is safe to conclude that in the case
of post-2016 Germany we dealt with a case of ‘Bottom-Up’ Silent Securitization as
defined in the CSEF. In 2015, a ‘Bottom-Up’ (a)Securitization took place.
Lastly, in the case of the EU, the EU Institutions’ leaders declared the
refugee crisis as an existential threat to the project of European integration and
proposed and adopted emergency action that would be impossible to be
materialized under normal circumstances. The European public, the primary
audience of most of the securitizing actors at the EU level, demonstrated high
numbers of immiscepticism and a high degree of acceptance of ancillary measures
to deal with immigration from outside the EU. Considering that the securitizing
actors did not consider the opinion of the European public after enunciating the
security speech acts and that most of them ‘sensed’ the public’s feelings before the
threats’ designations, it becomes apparent that the securitization that took place at
the EU level falls within the definition of a Comprehensive Securitization.
Limitations
Due to the limited time offered, this thesis tests the CSEF on only one issue
applies it on liberal democracies and examines the response of only one of the
targeted audiences, the primary.
The findings of this thesis have shown that the Comprehensive
Securitization Empirical Framework captures the variation of securitization forms
when the issue under consideration is immigration effectively. Future studies,
though, could test the applicability of the CSEF on other topics of securitization
such as HIV and climate change. Considering that also in the securitization of such
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issues there always exist securitizing actors who declare these issues as existential
threats to certain referent objects of security, who target specific audiences, and
who activate emergency action, it is very likely that the CSEF would be a very
useful tool for defining specific forms of securitization. Because of the limited
timeframe of this thesis, I am able to apply the CSEF only on the immigration issue.
Future studies could view other issues of securitization from the viewpoint of the
CSEF and confirm or reject its extensive applicability.
Another issue with the applicability of the CSEF relates to the political
regimes upon which the framework is tested. The case studies assessed in this thesis
constitute liberal democracies and a sui generis international organization, the EU,
that comprises of liberal democracies only. In liberal democracies, the opinion of
the audience is seriously taken into account by the political and securitizing actors.
Failure to consider the feelings of the audience(s) in liberal democratic regimes
could instigate undesired, by the securitizing actors, developments. Audiences,
therefore, as is shown by the findings of this thesis, are very important in
securitizations that take place in liberal democracies.
However, questions are raised about the importance of the audience(s) and
their contribution, if any, in securitizations that take place in non-liberal and nondemocratic regimes. The CSEF’s provision to capture also forms of securitizations
that take place successfully without the acceptance of the audience makes the
framework potentially applicable to securitizations in non-liberal democracies.
Future studies that will use the CSEF to examine securitizations in countries outside
of the European Union that do not adhere to liberal democratic principles could
clarify the framework’s applicability to both democratic and non-democratic
regimes.
Lastly, due to the limitations mentioned above, this study examines the
impact of the primary audience, the general public, to the outcome of the
securitization. Nevertheless, the securitizing actors address their securitization
rhetoric to more audiences than the primary one. These are the secondary audiences,
the role of which I was unable to examine. These secondary audiences include the
European Union’s Institutions and member states, the parliamentary oppositions,
the local governments, the judiciary, the mass media and the civil society. The list
is indicative but not conclusive. Undoubtedly, these secondary audiences, on their
own or in concert, impact the success of a securitization attempt. This thesis has not
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neglected the important role of the secondary audiences. It has merely been
restricted by time and content to address the role of secondary audiences to the
securitization of the European refugee crisis. Future studies could assess the role of
each one of the secondary audiences or all of them together.
Having outlined already the role of the primary audience in the case studies
examined in this thesis, revealing the impact of the secondary audiences in the same
case studies would offer a clear picture about the impact of both primary and
secondary securitization audiences to the securitization of the European refugee
crisis.

The Role of the Mass Media
An actor that could potentially play a significant role in the securitization of
the European refugee crisis is the mass media. Many studies have investigated how
the mass media across Europe communicated the crisis. The studies assessed
dozens of mass media representations and recorded their behaviour towards the
refugee crisis. Most of these studies were conducted from analysts belonging to
other disciplines than political science and security studies. The theoretical
frameworks and the methodological approaches originated from disciplines such as
communication and sociology. The findings of these studies were instrumental for
the construction of this thesis’ analysis of the role of the mass media.
Viewing the role of the mass media from the perspective of security studies
and securitization, it was hypothesized that they could represent the refugee crisis
in three different ways: objective, restrictive and humanitarian. It was also assumed
that the mass media could instigate the securitization of the refugee crisis by
consistently representing it as a threat. In that case, the mass media could be not
merely a medium of securitization but a securitizing actor on its own accord. Based
on these thoughts, I constructed three hypotheses. To test these hypotheses, I
examined the representation of the refugee crisis by the mainstream media
establishments of the countries assessed. To guarantee the accuracy of my
conclusions, I requested the opinion of the interviewed experts about the role and
the impartiality of the mass media.
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Hypotheses

H13. The mass media are merely the mediators of the message either from the
securitizing actors to the public or vice versa.
Hypothesis 13 views the mass media as objective mediators, transmitting
the message of the securitizing actors to the public or the concerns of the public to
the political actors ‘unfiltered’. One of the prerequisites for a country to join the EU
is to guarantee the freedom of expression and freedom of the press. The countries
examined in this thesis are all member states of the European Union. The freedom
of expression and the plurality of the mass media should, therefore, be respected
and safeguarded in these countries. Under these circumstances, one should be able
to observe all kind of opinions in the mass media of the assessed countries. Some
media establishments could follow a sensationalistic approach towards the refugee
crisis, overemphasizing aspects that could attract a broader audience. Some others
could be entirely objective by reporting the facts without commenting on them.
Others could manipulate the facts in a manner as to represent the crisis as a security
threat. In the liberal-democracies of the EU, where the freedom of the press is
guaranteed, any form of representation of the crisis is possible.
However, the mass media are usually profit-driven organizations of which
the main interest is the expansion of their audiences and consequently, the
expansion of their revenues. As the analysis of the mass media’s approach to the
European refugee crisis has shown, at least the mainstream and private mass media
did not appear to manipulate the statements of the securitizing actors or the
reactions of the public. However, by choosing which part of the political actors’
statements to present and which one to emphasize, and by deciding how to cover
the public’s reactions, the mass media were departing from the boundaries of
objectivity slightly. Most of the interviewed experts believed that the mass media
could be directed by their ‘thirst’ for larger audience and profits’ expansion. Driven
by such motives, most of the mass media adopted their immigration approach.
When it comes to state-owned mass media, the findings indicate that in
some of the case studies examined, they were used as the ‘mouths’ of the
governments to the public. Acting as the ‘mouths’ of the governments, they surely
did not represent the refugee crisis objectively.
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Based on the analysis of the mass media representation of the crisis and on
the interviews with the experts, therefore, it can be concluded that some of the mass
media were indeed objective and simple mediators of the messages derived from
the political actors or from the society. The majority of the mass media though
adopted a position based on profitability or on their relations with the governments.
H14. The mass media may incite securitization by adopting a biased and selective
approach to the refugee crisis.
Hypothesis 14 suggests that the mass media could act as instigators of
securitization by selecting to represent the refugee crisis as a threat. It has been
found that indeed some of the mass media represented the refugees like terrorists
and the refugee crisis as an invasion of foreign and dangerous ‘others’ to Europe.
Inevitably, reiterating the image of the criminal/terrorist refugee affects the way by
which some segments of the public view immigration. But the possibility to have a
mass media-provoked securitization, as depicted in Figure 10, has been excluded
under H11, where the analysis has shown that securitization is mainly a ‘top-down’
process.
Having concluded that the general public influenced the decisions of the
political actors to securitize the refugee crisis and considering that the mass media
could provoke securitization only by persuading the public about the existential
threat, it may be concluded that H14 is not valid. Although the mass media play an
important role as mediating (f)actors of securitization, they may not securitize an
issue on their own.
Figure 10: Mass Media/Public Instigated Securitization.
Political Actors/Government

Mass Media

General Public

SOURCE: Author’s own Conceptualization.

H15. The mass media may reverse securitization by avoiding to illustrate how
refugee crisis may threaten aspects of European and/or domestic security.
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To reverse the securitization process of the refugee crisis, one should stop
representing it as an existential threat and utilizing emergency measures to deal
with it. With the last hypothesis, I test whether the mass media have been able to
reverse its securitization.
As demonstrated in the analysis of the case studies, there were two
competing mass media representations of the refugee crisis: one focusing on the
humanitarian aspects, and another one focusing on security. The studies that
recorded the framing of the refugee crisis by the mass media across Europe recorded
that before the terrorist attacks in Paris on November 2015, the mass media
presented pictures of the ‘humane face’ of the crisis. Dozens of people packed in
small boats trying to cross over from Turkey to Greece, soulless bodies of refugees
washed ashore, inhumane conditions in refugee camps are just some of the images
and topics covered by the mass media before November 2015. Following the Paris’
terrorist attacks, many mass media began to directly or indirectly conflate the crisis
with terrorism and present the asylum seekers as invaders and potential terrorists.
Many politicians across Europe followed the same line. Whether the mass media
influenced the politicians, or the politicians requested the mass media to adopt such
an approach is hard to tell. What is certain is that the images broadcasted by the
mass media influenced the attitudes of the public profoundly.
Would the securitization of immigration recorded in several EU member
states be reversed if the majority of the mass media had followed another approach
and had abstained from depicting refugees as threats? Probably not. The
securitization, as it has been proven above, is a procedure mainly decided by the
political elites who, in a topic such as immigration, are the most appropriate
securitizers. Although the mass media are very influential actors in a securitization
process, the political elites are the ones who determine if an issue is securitized or
if its securitization should be reversed. The mass media, therefore, could influence
the reversal of the refugee crisis by avoiding framing refugees as threats constantly.
However, the mass media would not be able to reverse the securitization on their
own. The political elites should agree, and the reverse securitization process should
begin from them. Hypothesis 15, therefore, is partially correct as the mass media
may influence but not execute the reversal of the securitization.
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Findings
The main question of this thesis, with regards to the relationship between
the mass media and the securitization of the refugee crisis, is whether the first was
not just intervening factors of securitization but also securitizing actors in their own
accord.
The study of the mass media’s representations of the crisis exposed their
importance within the securitization process. By deciding independently or by
being the ‘mouths’ of the governments on the representation of the refugee crisis,
the mass media across Europe managed to influence the public opinion heavily. At
the countries where most of the mass media presented immigration as a threat, it
was recorded the highest numbers of immiscepticism. However, the combination of
secondary sources’ analysis with the responses of the interviewed experts disclosed
that despite the mass media’s significant role, they were not the securitizing actors
of the refugee crisis in any case. They were merely mediators of the securitizing
actors’ messages and provokers of public insecurity.
As for the motives of the mass media, these varied across Europe. As the
interviews and the content analysis has shown, some of the mass media acted as
‘sensationalists’ in order to increase their audience and their profits. Some others
followed the agenda of the governing parties and acted as their ‘mouthpieces’. Their
motives, therefore, were the profitability or, in some countries, the service to the
governing parties’ propaganda. When representing the ‘humanitarian side’ of the
refugee crisis would bring higher revenues, then that ‘face’ of the crisis was
broadcasted. If the security threat-immigrant image attracted more readers or
viewers, then that image prevailed.
Therefore, the mass media across Europe did not seem to follow a
coordinated agenda demanding them to represent the refugee crisis in a particular
way. It looks like the privately owned mass media sought high profits and that the
publicly-owned mass media (of some countries) merely presented the views of their
government.
Limitations
The limited time and financial resources offered for the completion of this
thesis constituted the main limitations on revealing the role of the mass media to
the securitization of the refugee crisis.
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The findings of this thesis, with regards to the mass media, are derived
mainly from post-2015 peer-reviewed journal articles that study the mass media’s
approach to the crisis in several member states of the European Union. These
articles use quantitative and qualitative methods of data gathering and analysis.
Their conclusions are very informative, and their analysis reasonably objective.
Gathering the information from these secondary sources and comparing their
findings offered me the possibility to draw a clear picture of the position of the mass
media across Europe.
However, although I am able to read and comprehend English, Greek and
German, I have no knowledge of the Hungarian and the Polish language. To counter
this language-deficiency, I had to consult studies conducted by persons fluent in
Hungarian and Polish but published in English. Most of them offered a detailed
‘picture’ of the mass media reports and representation of the crisis.
If I had more time for the completion of my research, I would perform the
content analysis of the mass media representation of the crisis on my own. I would
not base it on the findings of other analysts. If I had more financial support
available, I would utilize it to get in my possession software that could detect all
the references of the mass media to the refugee crisis. I would also utilize more
funding to get myself familiar with the Polish and Hungarian languages to facilitate
my research. Then, I would use the extra time to perform the content analysis of the
relevant articles or broadcasts on my own. By doing so, I would be able to focus on
the mass media’s articles and broadcasts most relevant to the purposed of my study.
All in all, despite the limitations mentioned above, I have utilized all the
available means at my disposal to expose the actual role of the mass media to the
refugee crisis. I believe that, considering the time and resource restraints, I
illustrated the role of the mass media, from a securitization point of view, clearly.
However, the role of the mass media to the process of securitization of the European
refugee crisis is so important that could constitute the topic of an entire new
research project that would focus only on the mass media and would also include
the social media.

Research Contribution
To conclude this thesis, I had to combine theoretical, methodological
frameworks and data from various research disciplines. Documents derived from
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studies of sociology, history, international relations, law, and security, political
communication, migration, Europe, psychology, human rights and many more, are
combined in this thesis. Without having touched upon all these disciplines, I would
not be able to substantiate my conclusions. Among all these disciplines, this thesis
has chiefly contributed to the research of the following two: (1) securitization
studies and (2) European studies.
Securitization Studies
To the field of securitization studies, this thesis has attempted to ‘fill’ the
identified gaps of the Copenhagen School of Security Studies theoretical
framework and to expand its analytical power. It has done so, by introducing two
novelties: the Triangulation Method of Audience Identification and the
Comprehensive Securitization Empirical Framework. Both of these novelties
underline the importance of the audience acceptance component to a securitization
process.
The TMAI provides researchers with a mechanism to draw safe conclusions
about the identity of the targeted, by the securitizing actors, audience. A limited
number of previous studies that attempted to analyse the audience of securitizations
speculated the identity of the audience on the basis of the security speech acts’ text.
The novel TMAI adds to the variables for audience determination the contextual
circumstances and the opinion of the securitizing experts. A critical analysis of
these three independent variables defines more accurately the dependent variable,
the identity of the audience. Testing the findings of the textual, the contextual
analysis and the outcomes of the interviews against each other minimizes the
chances to speculate wrongly the identity of the targeted by the securitizing actors’
audience.
The second, and perhaps most important novelty, is the inception and
formulation of the Comprehensive Securitization Empirical Framework. After
reiterating the importance of the audience acceptance component of securitization
for the success of an attempted securitization and discovering that, in particular in
the case that the primary audience is the general public, the ‘acceptance’ may be
considered prior to the utterance of the security speech act, I developed a
methodological framework that categorizes different forms of securitization
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depending on two factors: (1) the presence or absence of one, two or all three
securitization components (security speech act, extraordinary measures, audience
acceptance) and (2) the position of the audience acceptance within a securitization’s
timeline. Especially in the case of the securitization of migration, where the public
constitutes the primary audience of the securitizers, the point in time when the
securitizing actors assess the predisposition or response of the public varies from
country to country and from securitizing actor to securitizing actor.
Based on these divergences of presence or absence and sequence of the three
securitization components, I developed a framework that captures all potential
forms of securitization. The application of the Comprehensive Securitization
Empirical Framework on the case studies assessed proves that there are indeed
situations where some of the securitization components are absent and that, indeed,
the sequence of the securitization components varies from case to case.
The CSEF framework offers securitization scholars the possibility to take a
step-by-step approach when studying securitizations. By setting the audience
acceptance component on an equal footing with the extraordinary measures and the
securitizing move, the CSEF highlights the importance of the audience acceptance
component to the securitization process. Scholars who will view securitizations
through the CSEF spectrum will be ‘compelled’ to avoid neglecting the audience
acceptance, a component of securitization processes notoriously neglected by the
current securitization literature.
Moreover, the CSEF constitutes an analytical framework that simplifies the
study of securitization occurrences. Having delineated the three main components
and the variation of sequence among these components, the application of the CSEF
merely requires the collection of relevant and reliable data. Following the
application of the framework to the collected data, the precise form of securitization
may be defined easily.
Considering that all the three components should be extant on the
securitization of all issues, I expect the CSEF to be also applied to the securitization
of other topics such as HIV, climate change, trade disputes and environmental
degradation.
The findings of this study do not only contribute to the discipline of nontraditional security studies, but also expose certain aspects of the European Union
politics that beg further research.
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European Union Studies
The manner by which the European Union operates, integrates and ‘decides’
constitutes a subject of research for many scholars from various research
disciplines. How the EU and her member states represented, communicated and
approached the unprecedented influx of immigrants could not be missing from the
issues that triggered the researchers’ interest. Some studies investigated the legality
of the measures taken either by the EU or by her member states to deal with the
refugee crisis. Some other studies assessed whether the EU or her member states
violated basic human rights provisions. Some others focused on the communication
of the crisis either by the political elites, or by the mass media, or even by the
religion actors. A handful of scholars utilized the Copenhagen School’s
securitization theory to analyse the approach of individual member states. These
few studies examined either one single country or a maximum of two European and
not necessarily EU countries. What is more, these few studies focused
predominantly on the two components of the securitization theorem: the
securitizing move and the emergency measures.
The uniqueness of this thesis’ research lies on the number of the case studies
examined and compared. It also lies in its persistence to aim attention on the
audience acceptance component of the securitization theorem rather than merely on
the securitizers’ rhetoric and on the emergency actions. Moreover, this thesis is also
the first study to apply the novel CSEF on a group of diverse member states of the
European Union and the EU as well.
The findings of this thesis contribute to the general knowledge in the field
of the European Union studies by exposing the divergencies in the approach
towards immigration, not only of the leadership but also of the societies and the
mass media of the member states of the European Union. The feelings of the general
public and the leaderships of some EU countries towards immigration were
reflected on how they responded to the fact that several thousands of immigrants
entered, or were about to, enter their country. The differences in the approach of
the EU member states were clearly displayed on the results of the CSEF analysis,
which exposed several different forms of securitization across Europe. Such
divergencies could create formidable obstacles to the adoption of common
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European migration policy and consequently, to the process of furthering the
European integration project.
At the European Union level, this thesis also revealed that although the EU
Institutions seemed to follow a common line of communication with regards to the
immigration crisis and the direction that Europe should follow to deal with it, the
Institutions’ leaderships’ representation of the crisis varied. Some officials were
very cautious with the words using to depict the crisis. Some others did not hesitate
to talk about existential threats and to propose emergency actions.
All in all, for the field of European Union studies, this thesis brings into
light evidence about the various approaches to the securitization of the refugee
crisis not only among the EU member states but also among the EU Institutions.
Making the EU and the member states’ officials aware about the problematic
existence of various ‘interpretations’ of the refugee crisis, could perhaps motivate
the state and EU actors to pursue a more harmonized immigration policy in the
future.

Conclusions
To conclude, the extensive research of this thesis has brought into the fore
several aspects of the European refugee crisis, has developed novel analytical tools
that could make simpler the investigations of securitizations, not only of migration
but also of other issues, and has managed to combine the findings of a variety of
research disciplines into one single document.
For emphasizing the need always to include and regard the audience
acceptance element when studying the securitizations of several topics, I developed
the Comprehensive Securitization Empirical Framework which sets the three
components of securitization, the existential threats, the emergency actions and the
audience acceptance, on an equal footing. I expect securitization analysts to do the
same when they use this framework to study securitizations. I have demonstrated
the viability of the CSEF by applying it on five case studies and seven situations of
the securitization of migration in Europe between 2011 and 2018. I discovered the
existence of different types of securitizations across Europe.
What is more, with the findings of this thesis, I established that the
securitizing actors usually target more than one audience when they resort to a
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security speech act. Among these audiences, some are the primary targets and some
others the secondary. The primary target of the securitizers in the case of the
securitization of the refugee crisis in Europe was the general public. It was the
general public upon which the analysis of this thesis focused. The secondary
audiences included a wide array of actors. To define that there are primary and
secondary audiences and to identify them, I employed the second novelty of this
thesis, the Triangulation Method of Audience Identification. It is called
‘triangulation’ because it ‘watches’ the potentially targeted audience from three
different ‘angles’: the security speech acts’ text, the context, and the opinion of the
experts.
Having defined that the primary audience of the securitizing actors was the
general public and having dedicated my investigation on the primary audience, I
realized that the gauging of the ‘acceptance’ by the securitizers might occur in
different parts of the securitization process. I added this variation of the ‘audience
acceptance’ consideration by the securitizing actors to the CSEF. More potential
forms of securitization under the CSEF resulted from this addition.
What is more, this thesis reveals the important role of the mass media to the
process of securitization. It also supports that the mass media, despite their strong
influence, they are merely intervening factors of securitization rather than
securitizing actors. Relevant to this conclusion is also the conviction that the
securitization of the refugee crisis followed mainly a ‘top-down’ course rather than
a ‘bottom-up’. This means that, although the opinion of the general public was taken
seriously into account by the securitizing actors, it was the political elites who
inspired, introduced and executed the securitization of the refugee crisis and not
vice-versa, the general public that forced the political authorities to approach the
refugee crisis as an existential threat and to treat it as such.
Based on the methodology and the findings of this thesis, it is safe to
conclude that it has contributed to different study disciplines. To Security studies
and the Copenhagen School’s securitization theorem in particular, by expanding its
analytical potential with the introduction of the TMAI and the CSEF and testing its
applicability on several EU countries and their response to the refugee crisis. To
European Union studies by revealing the difficulties in the introduction of a
common EU migration policy and the chasms between the approaches of the EU
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member states but also between the EU Institutions with regards to immigration
and the refugee crisis in particular.
Notwithstanding the detailed evaluation of the securitization of the
European refugee crisis conducted by this thesis, there are several aspects of the
refugee crisis that beg for further investigation. Testing whether the CSEF could be
applicable also on securitizations performed by non-democratic and authoritarian
regimes could expand the analytical potential of the new framework even more.
Investigating the impact of the secondary audiences on the process of securitization
could emphasize even more the importance of the audience acceptance component
and compel securitization scholars not to neglect this securitization element when
studying securitizations.
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Chapter 10: CONCLUSIONS
Summary
This thesis studied the latest European refugee crisis from the viewpoint of
the Copenhagen School securitization theorem as supplemented with the
Comprehensive Securitization Empirical Framework and the Triangulation Method
of Audience Identification.
A detailed investigation of the current literature of the studies utilizing the
Copenhagen School’s securitization theorem revealed that an integral component
of this theorem, the audience acceptance component, has been notoriously
disregarded, empirically and theoretically, by the securitization scholars. Most of
the securitization studies aim their attention exclusively on the other two integral
components of the securitization theorem: the security speech acts and the
securitizing/emergency measures. The current literature only sporadically refers to
the audience of the security speech acts, the identity of this audience and its
response. To fill these identified gaps in the current securitization literature, firstly,
I constructed a methodological tool that assists scholars to conclude about the
identity of the targeted by the security speech acts audience. I named this
methodological tool Triangulation Method of Audience Identification. Secondly
and most importantly, I constructed the Comprehensive Securitization Empirical
Framework, a framework that captures most potential forms of securitization
depending on the presence of all the three securitization components and their
sequence within the securitization timeline.
The purpose of adding these two novel methodological tools to the
Copenhagen School’s analytical framework was to emphasize the need to include
the study of the ‘intersubjectivity’/audience-acceptance component to the
investigations of securitization. By constructing a novel model of analysis that takes
into account not only the audience acceptance element of a successful securitization
but also the point in time of its occurrence within the sequence of the securitization
process, this study assessed seven different occasions of securitization in the
context of the European refugee crisis. The analysis of the case studies through the
spectrum of the Comprehensive Securitization Empirical Framework proved that it
constitutes an analytical expansion of the Copenhagen School’s initial theorem. The
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CSEF is capable to ‘capture’ and explain in detail an array of various
‘securitizations’.
With regards to the Triangulation Method of Audience Identification, its
application minimizes the chances to speculate the targeted securitization audience
falsely. False speculation of the audience’s identity would constitute the study of
this audience’s response erroneous. Therefore, the application of the TMAI prior to
the assessment of the audience’s acceptance is essential for ensuring that the
findings and conclusions are correct.
To reach my conclusions about the securitization of the refugee crisis in four
EU member states and at the EU level, I combined qualitative and quantitative
methods of research. To satisfy the requirements of the CSEF and of the TMAI, I
took into account thousands of official political statements across Europe, I
interviewed in person, or in text, key decision-makers, I consulted hundreds of
publicly available surveys and opinion polls, I studied in detail the elections’ results
in almost all the EU member states, and I reviewed hundreds of books and journal
articles dedicated to securitization not only of migration but also of other issues
such as climate change and HIV.
The investigation of the case studies revealed that there is more than one
audience targeted by the securitizing actors when they designate migration, in
general, or the refugee crisis in particular, as an existential threat to certain aspects
of their constituents’ life. Among these audiences, at least in the case of the
European refugee crisis, the general public is the primary audience. The security
speech act is also purported to be received and accepted by a variety of other,
secondary audiences. The parliamentary oppositions, the civil society, the local
governments and the ‘potential refugees’ themselves, constitute the most usual
secondary audiences.
The opinion of the general public about the designation of the existential
threat and about the necessity of the extraordinary measures’ adoption is rarely
considered after the announcement of the security speech acts. In most of the cases,
the securitizing actors ‘sense’ the ‘sentiments’ of the general public before uttering
the security speech acts.
The ‘acceptance’ part of the audience acceptance component is not easy to
be quantified. The findings of this study indicate that the higher the negativity of
the general public of a country towards immigrants and refugees, the most likely
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the political elite of this country to perform a security speech act and to resort to
extraordinary measures to tackle immigration. Despite the indisputable impact of
the public opinion to the decision to the securitizing actors, the securitization
sequence seems, with some exceptions, to follow a ‘top-down’ direction. Even
though the opinion of the public is seriously taken into account, the final decision
about how the refugee crisis would be approached belongs to the political actors at
the level of the government who also have the required decision-making powers to
introduce, adopt and implement extraordinary measures.
In between the securitizing actors and the primary audience, the general
public, stand the mass media. The mass media are found to be merely factors rather
than actors of securitization. They usually follow a sensationalist agenda which may
increase the numbers of their audience and their profits. In rare cases, the mass
media transmit the opinion of the governing parties without applying any ‘filter’.
They undoubtedly affect public opinion by how they represent issues related to the
refugee crisis. However, they do not hold power to drive the securitizing actors at
the level of the government to securitize or to de-securitize the issue of the refugee
crisis. Therefore, the place of the mass media is, in most of the cases, between the
securitizing actors and the general public.
All in all, the findings of this thesis partially confirm the initial hypothesis
that the general public constitutes the main targeted audience of the securitizing
actors. The hypothesis linking the proportion of the public negativity recorded by
publicly available surveys and opinion polls with the likelihood of audience
acceptance is also partially confirmed. Indeed, the higher the negativity recorded in
the public surveys towards immigrants/refugees, the higher the probability for the
political elites to initiate the securitization of the refugee crisis. Nevertheless, the
‘acceptance’ and the ‘probability’ may not be quantified as envisaged by the
relevant hypothesis. What is more, the hypotheses about the ‘top-down’ direction
and about the intermediate position of the mass media in the securitization process
have been confirmed in most of the cases.

Contribution
Two areas of research benefit the most from this study: the studies of
securitization and the studies of the European Union. Especially with regards to the
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securitization studies, this thesis contributes to them by developing two novel
methodological tools: the Triangulation Method of Audience Identification and the
Comprehensive Securitization Empirical Framework. The application of the TMAI
guarantees that the scholars who will employ it will identify correctly the targeted
by the securitizing actors, audience. The utilization of the CSEF assures that the
scholars utilizing it to examine securitization instances will not disregard the
audience acceptance component of securitization, a component of which the
significance to a securitization’s success has been repeatedly emphasized by the
securitization scholars but the investigation of which has been very insufficiently
addressed in the current securitization literature.
With regards to the European Union studies, this thesis constitutes one of
the first comparative case study analysis on the European refugee crisis, an event
that raised many concerns about the future of the European integration project. It
contributes to the field of the European Union studies by highlighting the
importance of the domestic as well as of the European general public in the
administration of the crisis. It also reveals the significant discrepancies in the
approach of the refugee crisis among the EU member states. Further, it highlights
the diverse views of the EU Institutions with regards to the representation and the
administration of the refugee crisis.

Limitations
Despite the detailed analysis conducted in this study, the investigation of
the case studies confronted with certain limitations which if omitted, could offer
even safer conclusions. Due to time and budgetary constraints, this thesis focuses
on one securitization issue and one model of governance context. The issue is the
migration/refugee crisis, and the model of governance is liberal democratic. The
application of the two novel methodological frameworks to other issues than
migration and another, less liberal democratic model of governance would prove
the extensive applicability of the Copenhagen School’s securitization enhanced
with the TMAI and the CSEF.
What is more, to extract the best out of the interviews, time, patience and
persistence is required. Time to remain in a certain place expecting positive answers
to interview requests. Patience to wait for the potential interviewees to respond
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positively. Persistence to apply pressure on the potential interviewees to accept the
interview requests.
Conducting a research project from Hong Kong, of which the topic of
investigation is ‘Europe’, is challenging. It requires long periods of absence to
Europe and a certain degree of financial support. Although the institution
supporting this research offered the best possible support and absenteeism
conditions to conduct this project, more resources and more extended periods of
absence to Europe would facilitate better this thesis’ purposes. Without these
‘auxiliary’ facilitations, I was limited to visit only two European capitals to extract
first-hand information from the decision-makers of the case studies. Although the
schedule of these visits was carefully planned, last-minute developments precluded
me from interviewing several securitizing actors who had initially accepted the
interview-requests and would be able to be interviewed if I was able to remain in
Europe longer.
The information about the other three case studies was derived either
through the representatives of the states in Hong Kong or through structured and
written interviews. Definitely, being able to visit the capitals of these cities and
insist on interviewing in person the securitizing actors or the officials most close to
them would offer me more comprehensive answers than those derived from the
structured interviews.
Another element of this study that could be improved, if generous funding
was available, is the examination of the ‘acceptance’ part of the audience
acceptance component. To draw my conclusions about the response of the general
public to the security speech acts, I have consulted publicly available surveys and
opinion polls conducted by renowned survey generators such as Eurobarometer and
the Pew Research Center. Yet, the conclusions would be more secure if I would be
able to generate surveys requesting the opinion of a considerable sample of the
general public from each one of the case studies examined and precisely about the
designation of the existential threats recorded in the securitizing actors’ statements.
Financial constraints prohibited me from generating such surveys. Unfortunately,
the initiation and execution of such topic-specific surveys expenses that are difficult
to be covered under a PhD project.
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Nevertheless, despite the limitations, this thesis has managed to portray in
a detailed manner all the components of a successful securitization in four EU
member states, at the ‘Brussels’’ level, and in seven instances of securitization.

Further Research
Future Research based on the methodological frameworks and/or on the
studies examined in this thesis could be developed around four main axes.
First, the investigation of the impact of the secondary audiences and the
interaction among these secondary audiences to the success of the securitization of
the refugee crisis begs for more research. Due to time and budgetary limitations,
this study focused exclusively on the response of the primary audience, the general
public. Getting to know if and how the response of the parliamentary opposition(s),
the civil society, the local governments, the mass media, and the judiciaries affected
the securitization of the refugee crisis would offer a more clear picture about the
role of the securitization audiences and would further highlight the need for not
omitting to study the audience acceptance component of a securitization process.
Second, future research that will have guaranteed generous funding could
focus on the acceptance element of the securitization of the refugee crisis and on
generating topic-specific surveys that would bring into the spotlight the precise
response of the European and domestic publics to the security speech acts and the
proposed and executed securitizing measures.
Third, this study applied the ‘enhanced’ securitization theorem on liberal
democracies only. Is the audience of the security speech acts the same when a
securitization takes place in a non-liberal-democratic context? What is the impact
of the audience acceptance in securitizations attempted by authoritative regimes?
Applying the ‘enhanced’ securitization theorem on the securitization of issues
conducted in non-liberal democratic countries would confirm the extensive
applicability of the CSEF and the TMAI.
Fourth, due to content and time limitations, the role of the mass media to
the securitization of the refugee crisis has been examined only to some extent. The
mass media representation of the refugee crisis could be so instrumental for the
whole securitization process that a more detailed appraisal of the mass media’s
impact across several EU member states could constitute the topic of an entire
research project.
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Lastly, the applicability of the CSEF and the TMAI would also be further
confirmed if they would be applied to other than migration non-traditional security
issues. Future studies could focus on investigating the securitization of, for instance,
climate change through the viewpoint of the CSEF.
Until such studies are conducted, the findings of this thesis could be
considered as the most recent and most comprehensive analysis of the securitization
of the European refugee crisis.
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